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Foreword 

Ten years ago, the general theme of the meeting of the (German) 
Associalion tor Ecology held in Münster was „Ecological Funda
mentals for Planning". By choosing lhis theme, 1 wished to give the 
association an impulse which would lead to its dealing more than it 
had done in the past with lhe growing task of the practica\ 
realizalion of ecological findings and their use in praclice. 
„Connectivity in Landscape Ecology" was the theme of the works
hop of the International Association for Landscape Ecology (IALE), 
which took place in Mün$ler in July 1987. Here, too, an overview of 
what landscape ecologists can offer in practice was given; ist was 
shown how - in increasingly cleared out and ecologically impo
verished cultural landscapes, especially in Central Europe - a 
renewal or an increase in the density of connective migratory 

Münster, September 1986 

slructures and an increase in the size of refuge areas can be 
planned and realized. 
The meeting and most of the contributions printed in this volume 
show that we are only just beginning to master the tasks of chiefly 
applied scientific work. Landscape ecology together wilh an scienti
fic disciplines concerning ecology in the bio-sciences, geo-scien
des and planning cannot evade these problems if we da not want to 
leave to our descendants a desolate counlryside functioning more 
and more onesidedly and thus becoming less adaptable, a monoto
nous counlryside poor in recrealional value. 
1 am most grateful to the Federal Ministry of Research and 
Technology for taking overthe main part of the printing costs as the 
financial contributions to the meeting did not cover these. 

Karl-Friedrich Schreiber 
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CONNECTIVITY IN LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY 

A few thoughts on the concept of the network of biotope systems in the agricultural landscapes of central Europa 

K.-F. Schreiber 

1. lntroduction 

"Conneclivity in Landscape Ecology" is, in principle, a very wide 
field. lt includes the entire complex or relationships in and between 
ecological systems. Correctly understood, it is the concept of 
landscape ecology that CARL TROLL, the founder of landscape 
ecology, originalty formulated. Not only the inlerrelationships in 
communilies and between organisms are meant, but also the 
network of interaclions and flows between lhe biotic and non-bio
tic compartments of the ecosystem. The investigalion of these 
interrelationships separales ecologyfrom biology and places it as a 
discipline between bio.iogy and the geo-sciences. 

However, from my point of view, we can here only deal with one 
aspect of connectivity in landscape ecology, one which concerns a 
burning problem in weslern Europa and lhe Common Marke! 
counlries. Each year, enormous amounts of agricullural products 
are produced in the rural areas, some of which lie in lhe mosl 
densely populated areas of the world, products !hat can no langer 
find a markel. Fixed price guaranlees and the expense of storage 
are cosling the laxpayers in the Common Marke! countries millions. 

2. Model ideas for withdrawal and rededicatlon 
("Flächenstillegung und ·umwidmung") of ag· 
ricultural land 
Chances for an ecological recovery of agrlcul· 
tural landscapes 

Among other aspects, including lhose concerning business 
administration, two possibililies are being discussed- especially in 
cenlral Europa - which should not merely be of interest to the 
ecologisl, they should in tact challenge him to make his conlribu
lion. These possibililies are: exlensive cullivation of agricultural 
areas and/or rededication of areas, i.e. the withdrawal of lands from 
lhe present agricullural production and the development of new 
concepts of land use. 

Here lie the chances for, and at the sarne time the responsibility of 
landscape ecology, of nature protection and conservation. This 
situation gives us the probably unique chance to bring 10 a hall a 
developrnent in lhe man-made cenlral European landscapes which 
we have been criticizing for years: lhe so-called "clearing up" of 
the countryside. By this is meanl destruclion of natural elements 
such as hedgerows, lhickels, ridges of stones collected from the 
fields, brooks and dilches in lhe course_of land consolidalion. This 
process, which results in a disseclion and isolalion of biolopes in 
countrysides once so abundant in struclures and species, can 
possibly be reversed. At present, mainly two models are being 
discussed (c.f. KNAUER 1987): 
- the segregation model 
- the integration modal (according to MADER 1986). 

The segregation model involves, especially in the Netherlands, a 
further intensificalion of a smaller area of agricullural land, while the 
wilhdrawn areas are given over 10 extensive use or nature conser
vation. However, this intensilication rneans a further increase in the 
use of chemicals as fertilizers, for plant protection and pest conlrol. 
The immediale resullof this will be a furtherdestruclion of plant and 

anirnal populations in these areas. lndirectly it also etfects lhe 
adjoining areas which are eilher used for agricullural purposes or 
withdrawn from cultivation. Even sleeper ecological gradients will 
develop between the border areas and lhe centres of the areas 
provided for nalure conservalion. In addition, therewill inevilably be 
an increase in the transfer of nulrienls frorn the intensively culli
valed areas: lhis will result in an increased groundwaler pollulion. 

The so-called integration modal involves an overall reduction in 
the inlensity of cultivalion together with a seleclion of areas for a 
biotope network system. KNAUER (1987) suggests that the integ
ration model be realized in three steps. The first slep should be an 
overall reduction in lhe inlensily of land use, the second a wilh· 
drawal of large areas for nalure conservalion - each aboul 1 O -
100 km 2 in size. The lhird and last step should be the meshing of 
these conservation areas and biotope complexes logether wilh 
those already existing. 

We can only hope lhere will be no further increase in Lhe intense 
cultivation of agricullural areas, even an a srnall scale. Weda not 
wish to discuss here the agro-struclural pros and cons of intensive 
and/or extensive cultivalion. However, we should like to point out to 
the ecological problerns in lhis field, to the possibly irreparable 
negative etfects an the life of mankind. 

Ecologically, a landscape does not gain much if the withdrawal of 
areas is only short-lerm. Land rotation lasling only a few years 
would probably not even result in a notable reduclion of agricultural 
produclion. As will be shown later, measures which \ead to new, 
sound agricullural slructures only take effect if planned long-term. 

Whichever model is finally accepled in lhe environmenlal and agro
polilical discussion - we cannol evade the scienlific and praclical 
challenge of ecology, ils conlribulion to lhe "where" and "how"of 
the rededication of areas and lhe creation of a meshing which 
funclions together wilh its connective slructures. We cannot evade 
lhis challenge by wilhdrawing into the academic field. 

Therefore, lhe preliminary announcemenl to this meeling and the 
requesl for contribulions focussed on this topic. lt could be 
surnmarized as follows: 

"Biolope Connectivity in Theory and Praclice". 

3. Starvlng of eutrophlc, over-fertilized areas in 
the case of rededication ("Flächenumwid· 
mung") to connectivity-systems as prere· 
qulsite to the realization of ecological func
tions 

The first questions which we have to ask ourselves in view of the 
exlremely rapid increase in the intensificalion of agriculture in 
central Europe in the past decades- probably the most intensive in 
the world- should be: will our agricultural land, saturated and often 
overloaded with nutrients and pollutants, if wilhdrawn from use, be 
able lo develop not only the required structures bul also the 
functions necessary bolh for lhe migration and exchange move
ments of plants and animals between individual corebiolopes as 
well as the funclions indispensable for their survival? ls the level of 
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eutrophicalion in many soils not too high to otter even a temporary 
habitat to planls and animals which can only compete and survive 
under oligotrophic conditions? Will we able to starve these soils, will 
we ab Je to wilhdraw enough nutrienls from them in a relalively short 
time in order lhat lhey may provide shelter to the especially 
endangered species needing oligotrophic surroundings? lt is 
biotechnically possible lo "build" structures, allhough a greal deal 
of work is often necessary toset lhem up and maintain lhem. But 
funclions are, especiallyfor plants as the carriers of structures and 
functions, often more or less strictly bound to site conditions. These 
have, however, especially when they were Of an extreme nature, to 
agreat exlent been eliminated by amelioration measures, by use of 
fertilizers and chemicals for plant proleclion. lnstead, more or less 
uniform landscapes with uniform sites have been created. lt is, in 
facl, possible 10 wilhdraw nulrienls from a soil. SCHIEFER (1984) 
for example reports on results of grassland experiments: if grass
lands are cut lwice or lhree limes annually as green phytomass or 
hay without fertrnzer being added, a gradual reduction of the 
nutrient level can be regislered. The withdrawal of nulrienls from 
the soil in lhe form of green fodder or hay leads to a lowering of lhe 
level of nulrients in the soil despite lhe fact thal a considerable 
amount of atmospheric nilrogen is bound in the soil (Federal 
German Republic: 20-60 kgN/ha/a ( ULRICH 1982, ELLEN
BERG jun. 1985, BACH 1987). 

Our experiments wilh fallow lands in Baden Würtlemberg (SW 
Germany) also show this trend even when the cul grass is not 
removed and no nutrient export takes place. After a preliminary rise 
in yields of the bi-annually mulched1 plots on especially productive 
siles the annual production of phytomass above ground decreased 
significanlly afler about 5 years. Especially these areas showed a 
slight chloritic colouring of lhe young grass which, in agriculture, is 
known as a sign of a nilrogen deficiency (cf. SCHREIBER 
&SCHIEFER 1985). 

However, these symptoms occur neilher in lhose plols which are 
mulched every second or third year nor in the undisturbed succes
sion plots. When treated in this manner the plots ralher showed a 
gradual increase in the produclion of phytomass during the last 
years. Studies of the nulrient content in the new growth on the 
succession plols during various slages in the vegetalion period 
show an obvious relocation of the nutrients from the dying shoot to 
the base of the shoot. In the plant stands mulched irregularly or not 
at all a considerable inlernal nutrient relocation occurs wilhoul 
nutrient loss. (cf. Fig. 1) At the end of the vegelalion period only part 
of the nutrients remain in the above ground dead phytomass ot lhe 
succession plot; these are mineralized in the following year when 
the temperatures rise and according lo the increase in lhe nulrient 
absorbing rools (cf. SCHREIBER & SCHIEFER). Thus the external 
nulrient flow leads via decomposition and mineratization back 10 
the plant wilh litlle loss through leaching. The stand of plants on a 
succession plol is, therefore, in view of the nutrient household a 
relatively economic system in which in time an accretion is to be 
expected (cf. SCHREIBER 1987). Almost the same applies to 
those plots in which a cutting late in lhe vegetalion period permils 
an internal rearrangement of nutrients, especially if the plots are not 
cul every year. However, !he syslem works differenlly in a green
land mulched bi-annually. The plant mass above ground is cut 
shortly afler maximum nulrient storage has been allained. Accord
ingly, rapid mineralization follows under usually good 

1 Mulch: A method in central Europe by which lhe phytomass is 
removed from lhe greenland atter culling but remains lhere for 
decomposition. 

decomposilion condilions, al least atter lhe first cul -
4000-6000 kglha otten wilhin one to two months. This remark
able catabolism in June/Juty seems to proceed regularly togelher 
with a large reduclion in lhe root mass, especially in the nutrien
t-absorbing root lips (SPEIDEL & WEISS 1973; SCHREIBER & 
SCHIEFER 1985). Therefore, at limos of great precipitation with 
resulting percolation of waler through the upper layers of soil, a loss 
of nutrienls has lobe expected. Also the second, bul much slower 
catabolism aftera mulching in Augusl takes place in the second half 
of lhe vegetalion period (cf. SPEIDEL & WEISS) during lhe 
reduction of the root mass in the ground so that a further nutrient 
loss in autumn is lobe expecled. A leak occurs as a result of the 
external route of decomposifion and mineralizalion of the organic 
substances (cf. Fig. 1) due lo which a probably considerable 
amount of nutrients is lost. Exact amounls have yet to be estab
lished. 

4. Denitriflcation -A "natural" ellmination of the 
nltrogen eutrophication in(re-) wetted brook 
and stream Jowlands ("Auen") as possible 
baslc structures for a blotope network system 

A further aspect of lhe "cleansing'' of our nitrified landscapes in 
central Europa which is direclly relaled to the developmenl of 
conneclive structures is lhe crealion of green strips along
sidewalercourses. Especially lhe damp to periodically damp border 
areas of ouffalls could take over an important f unclion in landscape 
hygiene, which is a concept of increasing importance. The reduc
live milieu in the soils often lacking in oxygene leads to a high 
denilrification rale already pointed out to by MEYER in 1957. 
Nitrogen compounds are sei free from the soil in form of N2 -gas 
which escapes into lhe almosphere. This is a more or less harmless 
process, apart from the somewhat problemalic intermediary pro-. 
duct N{J. To my knowledge, liltle use hasbeen madeof thisnatural 
and harmless nilrogen reduclion unlil now (cf. SCHREIBER 1972). 
II is, in fact, an inexpensive possibility and bonus if one uses the still 
relalively damp sites alongside the oulfalls as routes or corridors for 
the greening ot agricultural landscapes and for the creation of 
conneclive slructures. Waier held back by dams in parts of the 
wellahds drained and lost in the last decades in counlless lowlands 
and valleys, slreams which have been relurned to their almost 
natural slale: these struclures could serve this function well. 

Through sufficienlly broad grassland strips on both sides of dilches 
and brooks a considerable reduction in lhe direct transfer of 
nulrients into the surface water can be achieved. The erosion cargo 
remains mostly in the border strips. Dissolved nutrients such as 
nilrates transferred via water inlo the soils are removed from the 
syslem in the manner described above. The unusually low values 
shown in lhe nilrogen analyses carried oul in conneclion with our 
welland project in Northrhine Westphalia as well as lhe minera1 
nitrogendelerminafion in the experiments wilh fallow land in Baden 
Würtlemberg confirm this presumtion. Apart from phosphate, only 
lhe dissolved polassium, which is of little importance in those 
waters, remains in the greenland sites. However, both act lass 
seleclively and destructively to species variely than nitrogen, a fact 
which all fertilizing experiments prove wilhout doubt (cf. e.g. 
KÖNIG 1950). 

On the other hand, such grassland strips or corridors have a high 
polenlial for migrants. lf extensively cultivated-with, at the mosl a 
minimum addition of fertilizer, should that be at all necessary 
nowadays in ourover-fertilized landscapes-theyquickly develop 
into the type of meadow now los!, rich in variely of species, which 
used to be mowed for hay twice a year. A pronounced moisture 
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Fig. 1.: Wilh "undisturbed successiony nutrients will be shifted !nlernally in 
the plant (cl SCHREIBER 1987), whereaswith "mulching two limes a yearß 
the back flow ol nutrienls will take place mainly externallythrough mineraliza· 
tion ot the mulchmass which is rich in nutrients. With il, lhere will be the risk ot 
locreased lasses by erosion of the nutrients. Mulching twice a year means in 
Central Europa a melhod, by which the phytomass is nol removed from 
grassland alter cutting but remains there for decomposilion. 

gradient exists between the edges of arable lands situated higher 
up rar from the groundwaler and the banks of the oulfalls: this 
permils an interfacing of a greal variety of species wilh differing 
moisture demands. Even migranls, though certainly not all, can find 
a temporary domicile here. In this way, walercourses which have 
always belonged to the nalural migration paths in lhe woodlands of 
central Europa can once again become importanl migration routes. 

The land consolidation authorities with their know-how of buying, 
exchanging and reallocation of plols ot land as süll intact instru
menls are- as lhe enforcement authorities of a specific agricultural 
policy- responsible for many of lhe ecological problems which lhey 
could now solve. The additional experience of the water aulhorities 
who are increasingly involved in returning watercourses back to 
their original state makes us hopeful that lhe situalion described 
above may well be realized in the fulure. Especially if the public 
disquiet regarding the billions of DM required for the storage and 
adminislration of the surplus production increases. 

5. Further aspects of connectlvity of blotopes In 
central European landscapes 

Besides the network of watercourses as the nalural basic struclure 
of a biotope network system (cf. SUKOPP & WEILER 1984) in a 
grassland landscape which could surely be ulilized and cared forin 
a different manner, lhere are numerous other possibilities as 
regards the connectivity of biotopes. This is especially true in the 
case of sub-alpine mountain, cuesta and young moraine land
scapes which possess a denser pauern of natural or man-made 

struclural elemenls: hills with shallow soils, hogbacks or ridges, old 
field terraces and many other structures which could be integrated 
into such a network. Nevertheless, intervention in biological sys
tems is unavoidable, e.g. the broadening of skirts (strips), lhe 
development of new fringes along side woods, hedgerows, ditches 
and roads as weil as a densificalion of the structure of hedgerows. 
The latter, even when wide enough, demand special regular care in 
order that multiple structures be maintained or created. Such 
slructures existed in the past due to lhe rolation of the use ot 
hedgerows. 

Strips an the borders of fields which are lass frequen\ly sprayed 
wilh chemicals nowadays and which accompany !arger cultivated 
areas, serve as conneclive struclures and refuges providing shelter 
to many plant and animal species dislocated from the more 
intensively cultivated areas, thus offering them new chances for 
survival. By incorporaling woody patches and groups of trees as 
well as for example the small woods common in the Münsterland 
countryside, a network system can again be created in the central 
European agricultural landscapes which will counteract the impov
erishment of species and biotopes we have furthered in the last 
150 years (cf. SUKOPP 1981; SUKOPP & WEILER 1984; Fig.2). 

One of the main prerequisiles for the functioning of such a system 
is, however, as previously mentioned, a noticeable reduclion of lhe· 
present nulrient level in the landscape. We have greatly reduced 
the previous variely of sites, hereby creating uniform sites with 
ubiquilous species. The original habitat paltern must be recreated, 
at least in part, U our efforts to preserve inhabitants of extreme 
habilats are to succeed. 
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Fig. 2.: The changes in lhe variety ol lhe flora in lhe middle of Europa slarting 
with the natural woodland till the preinduslrial and industrial man-made 
landscape. The lasl 500 years with tha deciine of species since 1800 are 
depicled superelevaled (FUKAREK 1979, quoled from SUKOPP & WEILER 
1984). 

6. Agricultural land use asa necessity for the 
maintalnance of valuable biotope complexes 
and their internal interlacing 

In my opinion, in the case of larger ecological seclions of the 
landscape or of a !arger complex of connected biotopes, the 
internal interlacing seems just as important as lhe external interlac
ing through banded struclures, corridors and stepping-slone 
biotopes. This offen demands the maintenance or even the rein
lroduclion of conlinual human intervention. However, land use 
should be less intense and fewer agrochemicals should be used 
than in the intensively cultivated areas. 

The following descriplion of an example of our work will show not 
only the importance of internal meshing but also the necessity of 
further agricullural land use in order to preserve functional system
s:The Niedervieland in the largely mineral-alluvial mud Weser
marsh west of Bremen is an old grassland which has been used 
exlensively uplil now. Until recently it was largely unexplored and it 
was only at the beginning of the eighlies that its florislic and 
faunislic value was "discovered". Because of its ecological rich
ness and ils size of over 2000 ha it is of European and interna
tional importance. Large stands of blooming water soldier 
(Stratiotes atoides) with large species of dragonflies such as 
Eschna virides and Eschna isosceles in the dense ditch system, 
are accompanied by flowering rush (Butomus umbellatus) and 
water violet (Hottonia palustris). In addition to the shore com
munifies wilh numerous species listed as endangered, there are 
grassland communilies of the humid meadow and paslure type 
now rare and worth protecling. The area is an eldorado forwaders 

such as the Curlew (Numerus aquata), black tailed godwit (Umosa 
limosa), redshank (Tringa totanus), snipe (Gallinago gallinago), for 
the whinchat (Saxico/a rubetra) or the now exlremely rare bluet
hroat (Luscinia svecica) as well as for many other species an the 
Red List which need wide, open meadows and pastures in order to 
survive. 

lt is possible that lhis grassland with ils dense network of ditches 
has gained its presenl ecological value as a result of the recent 
additional irrigation which is carried out when lhe ditches dry'up in 
winter. Due to the more or less even moisture of lhe ground, 
weiland birds are able lo search for food throughoul the year. The 
water soldier used to be frozen during the winter months in the 
formerly dry ditches. This no langer occurs and thal is possiblywhy 
it covers such large areas today. Different stocking-times on the 
pastures, usua11y fairly lale mowing dates an the meadows, 
changes in lhe utilization of meadows and pastures as weil as a 
short-term fallow period of areas with diHicult access have created 
the important multiple grassland slructures necessary especially 
for meadow birds. These are able to raise theiryoung undisturbed 
in spring, they can always find shelter in the neighbouring vegeta
tion structures and since the meadows and paslures remain damp 
even in summer the area is a source of nourishment all the year 
round. 

The dike aulhorities will prevent silt-fill of the ditches by Clearing 
them regularly every few years. This used tobe done by hand, now 
it is done by machine. Because of lack of time only part of the 
dilches were cleaned. Thal is the reason why today you will find 
ditches in all stages of clearance: some have just been cleared and 
seem almost slerile, olhers are silt-filled, olhers are in belween. 
Seeds and regenerative parts of planls as well as fishes or insecls 
in various mobile stages of development can be reinlroduced into 
the system at any time. Almosl as soon as the ditch has been 
cleared, lhe flrst light-demanding lloating leaf communities wilh 
the accompanying fauna develop. They are foUowed by slands of 
flowering soldier in various stages togelher wilh flowering rush 
which, overshadowed and hemmed in by bank communilies, in 
their turn are succeeded by slands of water violet. Finally, reed 
communities develop in the silt-filled dilches which are then 
cleared out again. Then the rapidly proceeding succession 
described very briefly, simply and incompletely above, begins once 
again. Only the regular clearance of the ditches which until now 
have been filled with mesotrophic water and which are situated 
amongst moderately fertilized and relalively exlensively cultivated 
meadows and paslures can contribute to thesurvival of many 
short-lived bul valuable ditch and ditch-bank communities. 

The dense inlernal meshing is guaranleed by the very dense 
system of ditches. The dislance between the majority of ditches is 
20-60m. Numerous small drains ("Grüppen") and depressions 
("Blänken") in the grassland area which temporarily carry water 
result in an even denser nelwork of wet siles, some of which are 
only episodically wet. Anima! foolprints an the wet borders of 
dilches and depressions create a mulli-conloured micro-relief 
with numerous kinds of niches. Varied small forms serve as 
conneclions between the water and the adjoining grassland areas. 
The interlacing via lhe food chain and the sleeping, living and 
feeding habitats is rich in diversity and variety. Any reduclion of 
these manifold structures, especially of the basic pattern of the 
ditches and ulilization would inevitably lead lo a reduclion in living 
space. This in turn would lead to a reduclion in the population 
density. In order to regain the original populalion density, the 
dimension of lhe area would have to be increased should it be 
impossible to reconstruct lhe original manifold structures and 
funclions. 



This ver; superficially described highly inlerlaced biotope is, how
ever, a "second-hand paradise": the syslem only exisls as a result 
of the grassland ulilization and cullivation which has been carried 
oul unlil now; and it will only continue to exist if the present 
utilizalion and managemenl is continued. Should the system be left 
to develop on its own a change in lhe type of growlh would occur: 
lall perennial herb communities and bushes would appear. This 
would mean a limitation of lhe biotope and a change and impover
ishment of species. On the other hand, an increase in lhe intensity 
of cullivalion would disturb the balance, one which seems ingeni
ously planned but which is more or less a coincidence. Such an 
increase would also lead 10 a change or species and a diminishing 

of variety, an ubiquisle sociely would be the resull. 

7. Concept for biotope-management as a 
necessary prerequisite for the creatlon and 
interlacing of biotopes. 

Finally, this brings us lo lhe last important poinl when contemplat
ing the concept of an interlacing biotope system. In order to create 
successrul connective structures which will actually runclion as 
anticipaled, careful consideralion will have to be given lo an 
effective management of the areas and lheir surroundings. (cf., 
among others, SCHREIBER & SCHIEFER 1985, SCHREIBER 
1986) 

lt goes without saying that the basis of such biotope management 
should be the knowledge and the consideration of the presenl sile 
conditions, of lhe possible changeswhich mighl have occurred as a 
resun of the previous, longstanding ulilization and of the site's 
suitabilily lor the proposed purpose. In one of the following con
tribulions we have presented a few brief aspecls of dilch manage
menl in the course of compensalion measures for lhe Niedervie
land area described above. (cf. LECKE, HANDKE, KUNDEL & 
SCHREIBER 1988, in this volume) 

Great efforts will most certainly be required in order lo compile 
presenl knowledge on biotope managemenl for genera1 use. For 
the necessary measures are as manifold as the number and type of 
biotopes. lt might even be necessary - as we have seen - to firsl 
reduce the nutrient and/or pollutanl level step by step, a measure 
which might turn out to be the normal procedure. 
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CONNECTIVITY AND THE THEORY OF LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY 

M.J. MCDONNELL AND S.T. A. PICKETT 

lntroduction 

Landscape ecology addresses questions of the nature and signifi
cance of spalial heterogeneity on the"landscape scale" (lOs of 
meters to kilometers). With ils long history in europe (NEEF 1963, 
TROLL 1968, SCHREIBER 1986) and ils recent emergence in 
North America (RISSER et al. 1983, FORMAN and GODRON 
1986, TURNER 1987), landscape ecclogy has been applied to a 
wide variety of topics, including land management (NAVEH 1971, 
SCHREIBER 1977, FRANKLIN and FORMAN 1987), nature con
servation and protection (PICKETI and THOMPSON 1978, NOSS 
1983, LOVEJOY et al. 1986, OPDAM 1984, VAN DORP and 
OPDAM 1987) and the study of populalion dynamics (HOUTE DE 
LANGE 1984, MERRIAM 1983, MIDDLETON and MERRIAM 
1981, WEGNER and MERRIAM 1979, HENDERSON et al. 1985) 

to name a few. 

The diversity of approaches associated with the recent axplosion or 
interest in the field of landscape ecology suggests lhe need to 
synlhesize current concepts and to develop a common conceptual 
framework or theory to facililale the advancement of the science 
(HASSE 1984). The purpose of this paper is to identify the 
components of the developing lheory of landscape ecology and to 
examine lhe concept of conneclivily as il applies to lhe framework. 
The importance of developing such a framework is not molivaled 
solely by philosophical concerns. A framework is userul because it 
helps to (1) evaluate progress in the field, (2) identify fundamental 
queslions for fulure research, and (3) explain why lhe sludy of 
landscape eco!ogy is importanl. 

Components of a Conceptual Framework or 
Theory 

Theory is a conceptual de vice (SUPPE 1977) or tool which helps to 
advance underslandlng. Discussions of theory in the literature are 
generally philosophical in nature (cf. MCINTOSH 1980, ROSEN
BERG 1985, and STEGMULLER 1976, SUPPE 1977, LEWIS 
1982, NOVAK and GOWIN 1984) and usually are notdirectly useful 
lo landscape eoologists or do nol address all the components of 
theory. To overcome lhese problems, we and othermembersof lhe 
Institute of Ecosystem Studios (PICKETI et al., in prep) have 
atlempled to enumerate the components (conceplual devices) of 
theory in a clear and simple ecological conlext. Because it is 
impossible to characlerize in detail all of the oomponenls of lheory 
in a short paper, we have only briefly outlined the components 
(Table 1). 

Theory is not restricted to any one of lhe components or conceptual 
devices, but is embodied in all of lhe components in Table 1. In fact, 
all of the components combined form a higher order conceplual 
device. lt is important to stress here that each component is subject 
10 refinement, alteralion, or rejection. In a well-developed theory 
lhe conceptual devices will be dislinct from one anolher. In incipient 
theorles, they may be vaguelydefined or inlergrade or several may 
be absenl. In the nexl seclion we will compare the componenls of 
the emerging theory of landscape ecology to the enumeration of the 
components of theory in general (Table 1 ). Our purpose here is to 
be indicative and nol exhauslive in our presentation of the compo
nents of a theory of landscape ecology. 

The Development of a Theory of Landscape 
Ecology 

In this seclion we will characlerize conceptual devices or compo
nenls of theory and give examples as they relate lo landscape 
ecology. Our discussion will begin with pre-lheoreticcomponenls, 
such as notions which are usually not well developed, and progress 
to more precisely elaborated oomponents such as facls, confirmed 
generalizations and laws. 

Nolions are initial or Singular observations lhal molivale lheorelical 
developmenl. They are often personal subjeclive ideas !hat stimu
late generalization, clarificalion or unification. Landscape ecology 
includes the following notions: 
1. Landscapes are reoognizable features of lhe surtace of lhe 

earth. 
2. Landscape slructure influences funclion and dynamics. 

Concepls are explicitly defined, or general, abslracl ideas. 
NOVACK and GOWIN (1984) deline ccncepts as regularities in 
evenls or objects designated by a labe!. Concepts can be com
municated, and can form the basis for other constructs in science. 
Landscape ecology includes the following concepts: 
1. Landscape subunits exisl and exhibil values of parameters such 

as size, shape, composilion and function lhat differ rrom their 
surroundings. 

2. Landscapes are composed of repealing palterns of structurally 
and functionally distinct subunils lhal vary in composillon, size, 
shape and arrangement. 

We have intenlionally used the general term "landscape subunit" to 
describe unils smallerthen a landscape in order to make lhe theory 
more robust and applicable 10 a variely or approaches. The 
definition of an operational landscape subunil (e.g., ecolope, 
biotope, ecosystem, patch, matrix) is scale dependenl (er. TANS
LEY 1935, HUTCHINSON 1967, ALLEN and STARR 1982, 
O'NEILL et al. 1986, MEENTEMEYER and BOX 1987) and related 
to (1) the questions at hand, and (2) lhe nature of the olher theories 
(a.g., geography theory, ecosystem lheory, landscape planning 
theory, vegetalion theory, elc.} in which the questions arecouched. 
Thus, for most landscapes there is no a priori definitive classlfica
lion of runclional subunits. Any one landscape may be subdivided 
in numerous ways depending on the queslions at hand and the 
scale of the processes involved. 

The other componenls of lhe theory of landscape eoology are 
presented in outline form (Table 2). The remaining component we 
will discuss is the rramework itselL A framework ts a general mod~l 
of the structure of an enlire lheory. lt includes statements or 
examples of all components of a theory and explicit connections 
between them. This definition of theory as a high- level, i.e., a 
general, system of conceptual devices to explain and understand 
ecological phenomena and systems, is the only one lhal merils the 
term "theory" (STEGMULLER 1976). 

Allhough our enumeralion of the componenls of the developing 
theo1y 01· 1andscape ecology was not exhauslive, lhree conceptual 
areas appear tobe in need or allention. These include (1) develop
ing testabJ9 empirical models, (2) identifying universal laws, and (3) 
developing lranslalion rules for applying the theory lo different 
scales and organizational levels. 
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Connectivity and the Theory of Landscape 
Ecology 

MERRIAM (1983) was the first lo apply the term connectivity to the 
study of landscapes. He refers lo connectivity as a parameter 
".„which measures lhe process by which the subpopulalions of a 
landscape are interconnected inlo a demographic functional unit." 
FORMAN and GODRON (1986) define conneclivilyas "a measure 
of how connected or spatially conlinuous a corridor or malrix is." In 
the conceptual framework presenled above, conneclivity is 
classified as a landscape phenomenon which describes a relalion
ship between landscape subunits. The more conneclions between 
similar landscape subunils, lhe grealer the connectivity of that 
subunil in a landscape. A landscape with many connections 
between similar subunils can be considered to have a higher level 
ot connectivity than one wilh only a few conneclions belween 
similar subunits. A growing body of literature suggests !hat land
scape connectivily is important to the persistence of both plan! and 
animal populalions in fragmenled landscapes (WEGNEA and 
MERRIAM 1979, MIDDLETON and MERRIAM 1981, FORMAN 
and BAUDRY 1984, HENDERSON et al. 1985). 

As poinled out by FORMAN and GODRON (1986), landscape 
subunils may also funclion as physical or biolic barriers. A land
scape with a connected nelwork of barriers would exhibit high 
dis-conneclivily (1 - connectivily). Studios by WILLIS (1974), 
OXLEY el al. (1974), KARR (1982) and LYNCH and WHIGHAM 
(1984) indicate a numberof landscape subunits (e.g., waterbodies, 
nelds, roads) can functlon as barriers to bird movemenl. These and 
olher landscape subunils may also form barriers which reslricl 
movement of other animals (BIDER 1968, OXLEY et al. 1974, 
WEGNER and MERRIAM 1979, MIDDLETON and MERRIAM 
1981, ADAMS and GEIS 1983, HENDERSON et al. 1985), arth
ropods (MADER, this volume), and planls (FORMAN and BAUDRY 
1984). Following from our previous discussion of defining func
tional landscape subunits, whether or not a landscape exhibits 
connectivity or dis- connectivity also depends on(1) landscape 
struclure, (2) the process of interest, and (3) lhe question al hand. 

Conclusion 

Using a broad idea of whal lheory consists of, we have idenlilied 
empirical and conceptual areas of the lheory of landscape ecology 
lhat need development. The areas that require atlenlion include (1) 
developing teslable empirical models, (2) identifying universal 
laws, and (3) developing translalion rules for applying the lheory to 
different scales and organizatfonal levels. 

The idenlification and classificalion of funclional landscape sub
units is important to the study of landscapes and the applicalion of 
landscape ecological concepts for solving praclical problems. 
Landscape subunits are not a priori fixed in a landscape, but are 
defined by the processes involved andthe queslions being asked. 

Of all the ccmponenls of the lheory of landscape ecology, the sludy 
of the phenomena of conneclivity sets it apart from olher traditional 
disciplines. As subunits are not fixed, lhe connectivity of a land
scape is not fix:ed. Connectivity of a landscape depends on the 
queslions at hand and the scale of lhe processes involved. 
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Tabla 1. Components of lheory and brief characterizalion of each. 
Based on PICKETI and KOLASA (in prep) and PICKETI et al. (in 
prep). The componenls cannot be considered exclusive and dis
tincl because they change, are added, or are superseded as lheory 
develops, nor are lhey all present in every theory. 

Nations 

Initial or singularobservalions molivating lheoretical development. 

Personal ideas thatstimulate generalizalion, clarification arunifica
lion. 

N.8., Nations are striclly pre-theoretic and usually not well
developed. 

Concepts 

Labeled regularities in events or objects. May be simple or derived 
lrom ather concepts. 

Assumplions 

Slalements setting the conceptuat or mechanislic limits or a theory. 

Specification or the general nature of relationships included in a 
theory. 

Obiecls 10 be Defined 

Slalemenls of the concepts of objects or unils tobe included in the 
theory. 

Definition ar lnteraclions and Phenomena 

Statemenls of lhe concepls aboul inleraclions between objecls 
covered by the lheory. 

Statement of the concepts of phenomena (spalial or temporal 
patlerns or events) to be included in lhe theory. 

Aelalionships 

Qualitative or quantilalive correlations or causal conneclions 
required to advance the theory or to make hypolheses from il. 

Scope 

Recognilion ot the level of generali.ty of the theory, i.e., inclusive 
compilation of the spalial exlent or classes of objecls covered by 
the theory.OA Recognilion of levels ar organizalion appropriate. 

Facts 

Repeatable singular observalions. Facts are conlirmable records 
of phenomena. 

Generalizations 

Abstraclions of numerous singular facls. (N.B., lmplies nothing 
aboul whelher the generalizalion itself has been explicitly tested.) 

Conceplually derived statemenls about relalionships of objects or 
phenomena that have survived explicil tests. 

Laws 

Universal condilional statemenls (i.e., "if-then") about objecls and 
phenomena ~f lhe theory. These apply throughoul the domain of 
the theory. They may be based on confirmed generalizations ot 
either type, or derived logically from olher componenls of theory. 

Models 

Conceptual constructs showing lhe relationships between objecls, 
interaclions, and phenomena. May be quantitative or qualitative, 
stalic or dynamic. 

Translation Rufes 

Quantitative, symbolic or mechanistic conslrucls to allow 
applicalionof lhe generalizalions or other conceplual construcls of 
the lheory to lhe natural world. 

Framework 

A high-Jever (i.e., very general) modal of the struclure of an enlire 
theory. lncludes statemenls or display of all componenls and 
explicit conneclions between lhem. 



Table 2. Components of lhe theory of landscape ecology. 
Nolions: 

1. Landscapes are recognizable features of the surface of the 
earth. 

2. Landscape structure influences function and dynamics. 

Concepts: 

1. Landscape subunits existwhich exhibit an arrangemenlof para
meters that are different from their surroundings. 

2. Landscapes are composed of repeating pauerns of slructurally 
and functionally distinct subunils lhat vary in composltion, size, 
shape and arrangement. 

Assumplions: 

1. Unique combinations of (1) climate, (2) geomorphology, (3) 
abiotic resource availability, (4) biotic resource availabilily, (5) 
natural and man-made dislurbance, and (6) man-made man
ipulations produce identifiable landscape subunils. 

2. The size, shape and arrangement of areas composing a land
scape are importanl to lhe function and persislence of each 
individual area and/or the landscape as a whole. 

3. The composilion, size, shape and arrangement of subunits in a 
landscape affect the flow of energy, nulrienls, waler and organ
isms. 

4. Distincl areas which make up landscapes are internally 
heterogeneous (e.g., possess interior and edge). 

Objects tobe defined: 

1. Landscapes 

2. Landscape subunits (e.g., landscape elements, ecosyslems, 
ecotopes, biotopes, communilies) 

3. Energy: heal, kinelic, chemical 

4. Nulrienls 

5. Waier 

6. Organisms (Populations, individuals) 

7. Disturbance (Natural & Man-made) 

8. Man-made features (farming, houses, forestry, elc.) 

9. lnterior 

10. Edge 

11. Malrix 

12. Corridor 

13. Patch 

14. Network 

lnteraclions and Phenornena: 

1. Connectivily 

2. Flow 

3. History 

4. Disturbance 

5. Behavior 

6. Genetic processes 

7. Invasion 

8. Dispersal 

9. Extinction 

10. Coexistence 

11. Competition 

12. Herbivory 

13. Predalion 

14. Parasilism 

Relalionsships: 
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1. Interna! heterogeneity of landscape subunits varies wilh their 
size, shape and arrangement in the landscape. 

2. Species diversity on a landscape scale varies with size, shape, 
and arrangement of landscape subunits. 

3. The amount of energy, nulrients, water and organisms thal 
flowcross landscape subunils is, in part, affected by lhe number, 
size and shape ofsubunits present. 

4. The tolal flux of energy, nutrients, water and organisms within a 
la.ndscape varies wilh landscape slructure and the level of 
dislurbance of landscape subunits. 

5. lnteraclions between landscape subunits varies wilh distance 
between lhem, and their structural and functional similarity. 

6. Connection of subunits with similar structure and function 
increases interactions wilhin a landscape. 

7. The impact of a dislurbance event through a landscape varies 
depending on the composilion, number, size, shape, and 
arrangement of landscape subunits. 

Scope: 

1. Applies to spatial helerogeneity at all scales. 

2. Applies to pallern recognition and implications al all hierar
chicallevels and scales (e.g., global, ecotope, ecosystem, com
munity, populalion, etc.). 

Facts: 

1. Species lists 

2. Nutrient pools 

3. Movement palterns 

4. Flow rales 

5. Sizes and shapes of \andscape subunits 

Confirmed Generalizations: 

1. Larger landscape elements support more interior species. 

Laws: 

1. Geometrie relationships concerning the size and shape of 
Landscape si.ibunits and lhe amounl of edge and interior 
habilal. 

2. Several assumptions or relationships slated earliermay eventu-
ally functions as laws or confirmed generalizations. 

Models: 

1. Graphical models of relationships, above. 

2. Regression models of relalionships, above. 

3. Regression models suggesling other factors not incorporated in 
the original relalionships. 

4. Mechanistic models 

Translalions Rules: 

1. Class 3 and 4 models from above. 

2. Problems to be solved: Defining structurally and functionally 
important landscape subunits. 

Framework: 

A very general modal of the struclure of an entire theory and is 
embodied by the relationships between all of the components. 
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CONNECTIVITY AND CONNECTEDNESS: FUNCTIONAL VERSUS STRUC· 
TURAL PATIERNS IN LANDSCAPES 

J. BAUDRY and H. G. MERRIAM 

INTRODUCTION 

The developing theory of landscape ecology focuses on interacw 
!Ions among landscapo elemenls (FORMAN 1981 ;BAUDRY & 
BAUDRY-BUREL 1982; FOAMAN & GODRON 1986; FAHRIG & 
MERRIAM 1985).The concepls of conneclivity (MERRIAM 1984) 
and connecledness (BAUDRY 1984) hava emerged from research 
dealing wilh these interaclions. These concepts are useful io 
design and management of landscape systems as weit as in theory. 

In many parts of ihe world struclura1 elements are belng added lo 
and removed from landscapes (BARA el al.1986; BAUDRY & 
BUREL 1984; MERRIAM1984; HAAMS et al.1984; BALTEN$· 
PERGEA 1987). These landscape changes can vilally affect 
ecologlcal processes and ecologists and plannors togelher must 
focus on ettects on reglonal species survival and the resultant 
dynamics of community slructure. Nulrient fluxes are also anected, 
which may have dramalic oonsequencos on waler resources 
quality. This require landscape planners !o work from bolh struc
tural and runctional points ot view. 

This paper discusses relaHonships between !andscape structure 
and ecological processes that can be used elfeclively in planning. 

THE CONCEPTS 

Connectedness refers to structural links bet:ween elements the 
spatial slructure of a landscape and can be described lrom 
mapplable elemenls . 

Connectivity ls a parameler of landscape funclion which measures 
lhe processes by which sub-populalions ot organ!sms are inter~ 
oonnecled lnto a runclfonal demographic unit.The concept can also 
encompass other processes such as sub-units of nutrient pools 
interconnecled by fluxes into a landscape nutrient pool. 

Landscape processes related to oonnecllvity a.re most _easily 
exemplilied by populalions of small mammals in small woods. Such 
sub-populations can beoome so small, that they suffer local 
extinctions by stochaslic evenls. Pers!stenca of the species in the 
landscape can depend on recolonization by movements f rom other 
sub~ populaUons. Thusthere fs a 'metapopulation' operatingin the 
landsoapo system and ils 1unclioning depends on lhe landscape 
struciure (Merriam, 1984) . Simllar processes are al work in nutrient 
redislrlbulion at !he landscape level (WOODMANSEE 
1979;BAUDAY et al.1987). 

A study by DtCKSON (1982) demonstrated clearly !hat structural 
landscape elements diffar from their runcttonal dimens!ons. The 
fencerows sludied were measured s1ructurally in the usual way 
(width,canopy helght,etc.) and lheir funclional dlmensions were 
obtained by trapping deer mice that used tho fencerows. Funcllonal 
fenoorow widlh was measured for residen1 mice and for transient 
mice. ll differed for lhe two groups. Aclivity ot bo!h groups was 
orienled a!ong lhe fencerows but movaments also took place in a 
band 15 m out lnlo lields from lhe slruciural edge of lhe lencerows. 
Thal ls, for a fencerowwilh a slruclural wid!h ol 15 m, lhe functional 
width was 30 m. Dicl<son found further thal lhls relationshlp 
between functional and slructural dimensions was variable sea· 
sonally. In summer, slructurally wider fencerows had narrower 
funcliona! widths as perceived by mice , This relationship also 

varied with land-use of lhe fleld a!ong the fencerow so that 
funclional widlh became grealer if corn (Zea mais) was grown in lhe 
adjacenl field .In lhis illuslrallon 1unclional connecllons lollowed the 
so--ca!led !andscape infraslruture, i.e. nonnally mapped features 
such as fencerows, even though lhey were not idenllca!. fn many 
other examp1es, funclional corridors may not follow normally 
mapped infraslructures. 

CONNECTIVITY 

The elements of conneclivily have been invesllgated by FAHRIG et 
al(1983), FAHRIG and MERRIAM(1985) and LEFKOVITCH and 
FAHRIG(1985) for one wooclland sludy specles, lhe white fooled 
mouse, Peromyscus leucopus. Connectivity ls a parame\er of 
processes and, in the caso of animals, receives its value accordlng 
to the process of the animals actua!ly moving among landscape 
e!ements. Habitat relalionships, life history and popufalion 
features, behaViour and chance are importanl delerminers. There· 
fore, results are likely tobe species-specific 10 some degree: For 
Peromysous, field sludles and associaled computer ~mulaUons 
indicato that two fundamentat elements ot landscape. slruture 
determined the level of connectivity. These were 1} whether or not a 
wooded palch was coonected by hedgerows lo another wooded· 
landscape element and 2) fhe slze of the geometric unit ot 
landscape elements to which il was conne:cte:d. For ihis case, the 
number of hedgerows connected to ihe wooded patch was not an 
element of oonnectMly (LEFKOVITCH & FAHRIG 1985). This 
undoubtedly would not be true for other species such as stow· 
-moving planls (HELLIWELL 1975;GAME & PETERKEN 1984 
;BAUDAY 1984). 

The etements of landscape structure datermining connectivlty for 
chipmunks, T amias striatus, were only sligtfy different ffom those 
for Peromyscus (HENDEASON et al. 1984). 

For birds, lhe elemants which must be considered 10 measure 
oonnecUvity were essenlially similar in Ontario {WEGNER & 
MERRIAM 1979) and In New-Jersey (MCDONNELL & STILES 
1983). The level of connectivity was much higher in Brittany, as 
estimaled from dispersal of plants by bfrds, than in Ontario and 
New---Jersey where lhe gr_afn siz:e of the hedgerow networks was 
!arger and prevented birds from movlng directly bet:ween parallel 
hedgerows (BAUDRY 1985). 

CONNECTEDNESS 

In conl(ast, the elements of oonnectedness are slruciural land
scape features related to topok>gical distances between elements. 
The matrlx (dominant landscape element) is the most connected 
elemenl of the !andscapo (FORMAN & GODAON 1985). Usually 
connectedness is considered with reference to other landscape 
elements (pa!ches of woocl, wetlands, built s!ructures, etc.) which 
are more or less dlstinct wHhin the matrix. Connectedness is 
described in terms of: patch size, distanceS between patches of the 
same type, presence of oo-rridors (e.g. hedgerows, rlverine strips, 
road margins, etc.), trequendes of various types of hedgerow 
intersections and mesh siza ot hedgerow networks (FORMAN & 
BAUDRY 1984; BAUDRY 1984; BAUDRY & BUREL 1985). 
Hedgerow networks often have lhe highest conneciedness other
than the malrix. 
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE 

In lhe simpliffeö case of landscapes wiih only two types of 
elements, lhese elaments can be arranged to give very different 
spatial structures (fig. 1). In ligure 1a lhe !wo elemeols are in !wo 
!arge palches. Jn 1 b each elemant is in two conne<::ted blocks andin 
1c, theyare in many oonnecled patches. In figure 1band1 c species 
can move in lha same element without crossing a different habltat, 
but there are bottlenecks that may slow movements between 
fragments. In figure 1d and 1e the patches are isolated by other 
habltat, but in 1 e 1hey are lnterconnecled by oorridors !hat may 
aHow species movements. 

ff we consider a landscape wilh more than two types of elements 
(lig. 2), wa may address the quastion or oontiguity and boundary
distinctions between oontiguous elements. A crop f!eld adjacent to 
a forest may slop any movement out of lhe forest whereas a 
shrubby old tle!d may aliow movement An example is given by 
HARRIS (1984) for rorast managemen!. lf an ok! growth forast is 
surrounded by agricuftural or urban land-uses, fores1 species will 
not move out of the patch and oolonize new habilat; !hat may 

a b 

reduce metapopulation size and iead to species exUnction.ln a 
particular landscape mosatc1 various arrangements are possible.ln 
some cases conneclivity between two adjacent e!ements may be 
only temporary. An example is by Peromyscus using corn duriog 
lhe summer, bul not arter harves! (MERRIAM this volume). Diffe· 
rent types of elemants can be dist<ibuted alinost randomly or in 
soma pauern such that specific elements have highly organlz:ed 
probabilities or oontiguity, some high, some low. BAUDRY and 
BUREL (1902, 1985) propose a measure of such organisati<ms. 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CONNECTEDNESS 
AND CONNECTIVITY 

Work of MCDONNELL and STILES (1983) exemplilies the relation
ships ot connectednass and connectivily and shows particularly 
that the elements or connectedness ultimately are ravealed 
lhroogh their Jmportance in processes. McDonnell and Stiles 
showed that expanslon or replacemenl of bfrd-dispersed plant 
species consists of of the procasses of flying into partlcular 
landscape elaments, perching on particular slructures and deposit~ 
ing seads by defecating. 

(J 

The areas of both types of landscape elements are equal in a, b, c 
differences in spatial distribution give differences in connectedness 
landscape. 

of the 

d e 

In a patches are dispersed and potentially isolated by the matrix, in e 
patches are linked by hedgerows and connectedness is higher. 

fig, 1 Struclural patterns and conneciednes$ ln the simple case ol two landscape elemonts 



a 

In a) most of the landscape elements are 
b) there are strong contraints on the 
a specific one c) two patches of an 
corridor of the same type. 

Fig. 2 Slruclural patlerns in a landscape mosaic 

The movement ot these plants depends on the deposition ar the 
seeds which is contro11ed by the presence of perches (saplings) 
which are taller lhan surrounding vegelalion. Thus a point-form 
structure of the landscape is transformed into a linear, saltatorial, or 
wave-form landscape process. Connectedness is a function of the 
point-form distribulion of perches: connet:tlvity refers to the coloni
zation movements, or dispersal, of the bird-dispersed plant 
species. 

The role of barrlers and gaps in connectlvity 

Two landscape elements may have high connectivity (are funclion
ally joined) when lhey are also spatially linked (have high connec
tedness) but connectivily and connectedness commonly are 
inversely related also. Wind dispersed particles are common 
examples. For these particles connectivity between two elements 
is related 10 the presence of a barrier which lessens wind speed. 
Two parallel landscape habitats will be connecled if wind speed is 
sufficient to carry propagules, colonists or particles from one point 
to lhe olher and if at this poinl wind speed decreases enough so that 
the propagules will fall onto the ground (tig.3). So, two perpendicu
lar elements may be not connected al all. 

Among species following this pattern are plants with wind dis· 
persed seeds (Salix, Populus, Acer, „.) and ballooning spiders, 
which can be dispersed over a lang distance. 

lt must be pointed oul !hat if prevailing winds are constanl at the 
time of the dispersal stage, conneclion is unidirectional. This is also 
the case for dispersal by running water. Observalions of coloniza· 
tion of neglected banks of brooks by lmpatiens capensis (BAUDRY 
1985) show that this species is common when the stream is coming 
from a wood where lmpatiens is present and uncommon,if not 
absent, when lhe brook tlows from a lield into a wood. 

b 
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c 

contiguous to any other element ; in 
pattern each element is contiguous to 
element (one habitat) are connected by a 

Gaps between landscape elemenls (e.g. woods) and corridors 
(e.g. hedgerows) do not always reduce connectivity(cf FORMAN & 
GODRON 1985). The relationship between connectivity and con
nectedness must be interpreted in functional terms. A live meter 
break in a corridor may slop dispersal of a plant with vegetative 
reproduction, but may have little effect on a bird or a flying insect. 
For some active dispersers such as bats, \ocal flyways have been 
observed to follow roules through such gaps in fencerows (BARG· 
LAY 1978). 

prevalin; wind 

~ 
~ 

b 

A aml c are functionally connected becauae c in a barrier fol' wind 
induced uovccents, l>'hile b is isolated. 

Fig. 3 Conneclivity in the casa of wind dispersed elemenls 
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Structure and ecological function of a single 
corrldor 
As has been pointed out, the slructural and functional widths of a 
corridor can be different. In some cases a structural corridor may 
have no connectivity fuoction at all. For example, it has been found 
(BAUDRY & FORMAN, unpublished dala) in New-Jersey lhal 
wide (more 1han 8 m) hedgerows connected to narrow ones (less 
than 4 m) are seldom colonized by forest planls because the rares! 
plants do not disperse along the narrow hedgerows. In contasl, 
wide hedgerows connected directly to a forest are followed by the 
forest plants. Though they are part or a structuraly connected 
system,these narrow corridors have no connectivity value forthese 
plants. 

Functlonal need of structural redundancy in land
scapes 
lt has been established in informalion lheory !hat redundancy is 
useful to insure lruslable information batween two points 
(SHANNON & WEAVER 1949);redundancy is designed 10 keap 
the message significant even though some informalion is des
lroyed by noise. In landscapes struclural redundancy is also 
helpful:if two patches must be connecled to allow species move
ment, one connection might be enough, bul this connection may be 
deslroyed at some time, to insure populalion stabilily in a palch, two 
or more connections are safer because lhey also provide alterna
tive routes. Redundancy is a tactor of system stability in presence 
of random perturbalions (cf LEFKOVITCH & FAHRIG 1985). 

APPLICATIONS TO LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND 
MANAGEMENT 

Principles for landscape planning and management can be derived 
from the concepts of connectivily and connectedness, as planning 
mos!ly consisls in adding to or taklng away landscape elements. 
Planning procedures and most of the ecological studies forming 
their basis concentrate on structures of systems because study of 
ecological function is generally too lang and too expensive. 
Planners and ecologisls have tobe aware ot lhe effects of structural 
changes on funclions. We will present examples of how careful 
study of landscape slructure at lhe beginning of the planning 
process may help to design new ecological functions of the 
landscape. 

ISOL/\TED HEDGßROWS CONNECTED TO WOODS 
FOR WIND DISPERSED EJ,EMENTS 

Fig. 4 Funclional unils in a hedgerow nelwork landscape 

General princlples 

Different struclures can be designed to achieve specilic charac
terislics ol nuxes through the landscape. Connectivity for a type of 
landscape element may be achieved by a continuous element, a 
set fragments linked by corridors or by being wilhin dispersal 
distance of a sub-population without structural connections. 

Full confinuity of a landscape element is maximum connecledness, 
whereas maximum conneclivity is maximized ease of mobility 
among landscape palches as measured for some particular 
species, dissemule or particle. 

EXAMPLES 

Three Lypes of planning operations are considered: land consolida
lion, road construclion and urban planning. 

Land consolidation is done to regroup a farmer's holdings inlo one 
or two land parcels. lt is a common planning Operation in western 
Europa. Most ot the lime this leads to field enlargemenl and 
removing of ecological infrastruclures such as hedgerows and 
dilchas (BAUDRY & BUREL 1984). In some counlrias (France, 
Nelherlands) environmenlal studies musl be undertaken lo intro
duce ecological constrainls in the process of design. Conservation 
of hedgerows is important from both agronomical and ecological 
poinls of view (FORMAN & BAUDRY 1984). Planners musl focus 
not so much on the total lenglh or hedgerows as an the natwork 
slructure which can enhance or inhibil movement of species using 
hedgerows as corridors (plants, ground insecls, small mammals, 
birds). 

The nelwork may also be design to control water and nutrienls 
fluxes, 10 prevent erosion and to slow down wind speed. Know
ledge of processes involved and of their relafionships with land
scape struture are the bases for landscape design. There is a 
hierarchy in lhe processes that conslrain the design.Ecological 
infrastructures for water flow control are bound 10 slope direction. 
Windbreaks must be across prevaling winds. There is less con
straint in choosing places for biological corridors (fig. 4). A detailed 
axample is presanled in BAUDRY and BUREL (1984). 

Road construction creates new corridors (road plus roadside 
margins) which can enhance the dispersal of some species (e.g. 
Microtus pennsylvanicus in Cenlra1 U.S., GETZ et al. 1978) or be a 
barrier stopping the movement of others species move eilher 

/ 



because they need different types of landscape elements (wood, 
water, open areas) or because they migrate. The first case can be 
illuslrated by road construclion along a river, separating from 
upland, this can prevent animals from coming to lhe river and/or be 
a cause of accidents. 

This barrier etfect can be overriden by constructing tunnels or 
bridges (REED et al. 1974). This has been done in France fortoads 
and deer crossing major highways (MINISTERE DES TRANS
PORTS 1981). To insure conneclivity, the connecting devices 
(elemenls of connecledness) must include appropriale habilat and 
must be implemented at the place where animals used to move 
before the conslruclion. These can found by studying animals 
lracks; the tunnel or bridge must connect the two parts or lracks cut 
by the road (See fig. 5,atter MULLER & BERTHOUD 1977, for 
example) 

l.lmll~ or hunti~g 

l~rdlory 
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Fig. 5 Eflact of road conslruction on toads migralion 

In urban planning, GREER (1982) reports an experience in 
Washington State U.S.A., where fragmented urban parks are 
linked between themselves and to the rural area by a creek. lt has 
been designed as a corridor allowing a duck population to enter the 
city parks from the so-called rural reservoir.Elsewhere, horseback 
riding palhs lined by hedgerows on both sides have created 
corridors !hat could connect urban open spaces. Urban forest 
areas can be planned to provide corridors both as walking paths for 
people and to increase connectivity for other species. Urban 
walerways present possibilities rar easy conneclivity terrestrially, 
on their banks, hydraulically, along their tlow and by wind, in lhe 
clear channel above. Clear wind channels below the tops of tall 
buildings should be given special consideralion in urban areas. 

CONCLUSION 

The two concepls presented are related to two different aspects of 
landscapes as ecological systems. 

Connectedness is known from description of the slructure, so it can 
be determined not only during basic research bul also during 
ecological surveys done for planning and management. 

Connectivity is determined from lhe funclioning of the system so it 
commonly requires basic research to get a measure but with great 
care it may be interpretable from landscape struclure if knowledge 
of the species or lhe particles is sutficient. 
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Focusing on inleraclions among landscape elements, landscape 
ecology has already pointed out that lhe ecological characlerislics 
of an element (species composition, nulrient pool ... ) are highly 
dependant an lhe characterislics of the surrounding ones. We are, 
now, beginning to _be able to determine ecological functional units in 
a landscape as in fig.4. Conneclivity is the process by which lhe 
different elements of a landscape are integraled into these func
lional unils. Planners deal mostly wilh mapable elements, and 
processes are seldom mapped, but structures are.So we need to 
know the relalionships between processes and structural patterns 
to make planning decisions based on the latter and to predict the 
ecological impacts of a new design. 

Connectedness and conneclivity are interrelated variables which 
are useful to design experiments and to design landscapes. 
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THE STATUS OF ISLAND BIOGEOGRAPHIC THEORY AND THE HABITAT 
DIVERSITY HYPOTHESIS IN ECOTOPE FRAGMENTATION 

D. MCCOLLIN, R. TINKLIN & R.A.S. STOREY 

ABSTRACT 

II is twenty years since the publication of MacArthur and Wilson's 
Theory ot Island Biogeography and lhere is still much debate on its 
application to island (including ecotope) systems. In this paper 
selected works of advocates of competing schools (MACARTHUR 
and LACK) are reviewed and apparenl confusion in each approach 
is indicated. Many systems previously studied appear to exhibit 
some, if not all, area, isolation and habitat diversity etfects although 
measurement of isolation in highly fragmented landscapes has 
often been problemalical. II is argued that a new approach is now 
emerging encompassing aspects of each school. 

Palterns of habital utilization and tolerance to ecotope fragmenla
lion are considered. Further, it is argued lhal area, isolalion and 
habilat effects are meaningless in lerms of planning and conserva
tion unless extirpalion-prone species are identilied. A clearer 
understanding of species tolerance to ecolope fragmentation in 
terms of life-history slralegles is now needed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The process of ecotope fragmenlalion in landscapes is of greal 
concern to bolh planners and conservationists. Fragmentalion 
leads 10 an increasing number of ecotopes of decreasing sizes 
which are increasingly isolated from each olher (e.g., BURGESS & 
SHARPE 1981 ). Such changes in ecotope configuration, orten 
accompanied by changes in dislurbance regimes (e.g., increased 
grazing (HOWE et al. 1981, WHITNEY & SOMERLOT 1985), and 
cutting (WHITNEY & SOMERLOT 1985)) may have serious conse
quences for the dynamics of populalions and communities in 
landscapes in some cases leading to local and regional extinctions. 

This paper is concerned with the theoretical background to studies 
of ecotope fragmentation wilh particular reference to lhe work of 
Robert H.MacArthur and David Lack. Both were ornithologisls who 
studied island birds and who made a signiricant and lasling 
contribution to ecological research. The need for a re-examinalion 
of the works of MacArthur and Lack is expedient since our 
underslanding of the biological consequences of ecotope fragmen
talion is based on models developed by them on oceanic islands. 
The analogy often made is !hat ecotopes surrounded by different 
types of land use are habitat 'islands' in a 'sea' of unfavourable 
landscape (MACARTHUR & WILSON 1967). For example, wood
lands in agricullural landscapes may be habital islands for wood
land-dependent organisms(AMBUEL & TEMPLE 1983, ASKINS 
et al. 1987, BUTCHER et al. 1981, GOTIFRIED 1977, HOWE 
1984, HOWE et al.1981, LYNCH & WHIGHAM 1984, MOORE & 
HOOPER 1975, OPDAM et al. 1984, OPDAM et al. 1985, OPDAM 
& SCHOTMAN 1987, VAN DORP & OPDAM 1987, WHITCOMB 
1977, WHITCOMB et al. 1981, but see HELLIWELL 1976, MID
DLETON & MERRIAM 1983). 

MACARTHUR and WILSON (1963, 1967) developed tha Equilib
rium Theory of Island Biogeography (hereatter known as Equilib
rium Theory) and this model has been widely accepted in sludies of 
organisms in ecotopas (e.g., BROWNE 1981, MOORE & HOOPER 
1975, WhlTCOMB 1977). Equilibrium Theory is based on the 
assumption !hat the number of species on an island is a balance 
between the rates of immigration and exlinclion; lhe rate of 

extinction being inversely related to island size and lhe rale of 
immigration being inversely related to isolation lrom the adjoining 
mainland. The model produces some fairly novel prediclions 
allhough lhere is much controversy over experimental evidence in 
support ol it (BOECKLEN & GOTELLI 1984, GILBERT 1980, 1981, 
MCCOY 1982). 

An allernalive hypothesis explaining the number of species on 
islands was described by David Lack (LACK 1969, 1976)in 
response to EQuilibrium Theory. Lack's ideas were essentially · 
qualitative and he explained the numbers of species on different 
sized islands in terms of habitat differences. He did not regard 
isolalion as being of major importance, to birds at least, and 
limitations on more isolated islands were invariably due to habilat 
limilations and not to dispersal abilities. 

This paper looks at the confusion caused by regarding the two 
theories as compeling hypotheses when a closer examinalion of 
bolh Lack and MacArthur's works suggesls that bolh lsolalion and 
habilat differences may be importanl. The MacArthur-Wilson 
Model is beguilingly simple and has been described by WILLIAM
SON (1981, 1983) as true but trivial wilh much of the turnover at 
Equilibrium being due to transient species. On the other hand, 
Lack's hypolhesis requires a cleardefinition of habitat (CONNOR & 
MCCOY 1979) and will not be readily accepted until a quantitative 
model is produced (but, see later). 

THE EQUILIBRIUM THEORY OF ISLAND 
BIOGEOGRAPHY 

Equilibrium Theory has received much critical attention (e.g„ 
ABBOTI 1980, 1983, GILBERT 1980, 1981, MCGUINESS 1984, 
SIMBERLOFF & ABELE 1976, WILLIAMSON 1981, ZIMMERMAN 
& BIERREGAARD 1986) especially in relation to the design of 
nature reserves (e.g .• MARGULES et al. 1982) but, the Theory is 
unsubstantiated (GILBERT 1980, 1981) and even in very simple 
Systems there has been difficulty in demonstraling ils tenels 
(DICKERSON and ROBINSON 1985, HOCKIN 1982, KINKELetal. 
1987, WALLACE 1975, but see BUCKLEY 1985). 

The Theory predicls newly fragmented (or 'land-bridge') islands 
should have reduced immigration and higher exlinction rales 
leading to 'relaxalion' and a reduced equilibrium number of 
species. Barro Colorado is one such island and there has been a 
demonslrable loss of species since its isolalion in 1914 (WILLIS 
1974). However, closer inspeclion has shown that many of the 
avian extinclions may be explained by factors such as predalion 
and (successional) habitatchange (KARR 1982a). Further, popula
lion variabilily (and not rarity) was found to be the mosl significant 
predictor of extinction probability (KARR 1982b). 

Advocates of Equilibrium Theory now appear to believe that the 
numbers of species on islands is conlrolled by area per se. 
However, this interpretation of Equilibrium Theory may nol have 
been intended since MacArthur clearly believed lhal area acted 
through the effects of habilal heterogeneity. For example, 

'lf we examine any small apparenlly homogeneous area we are 
likely to find that the number of species depends upon the structure 
of the habitat." (MACARTHUR 1965, p. 515) Hence, MacArthur 
clearly believed thal there was a habilat component atfecting the 
numbers of species on islands and laler added. 
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'Multiple regression analyses have shown that area alone accounls 
rar most of the varialion in species numbers an islands. But area 
ilself is correlated wilh environmental diversily which exerts a more 
direct effect an species numbers and is a qualily that has only 
begun tobe described and measured.' (MACARTHUR & WILSON 
1967, p.65) This adherence lo habital diversily was not, perhaps, 
all that surprising since it was MacArthur who described the 
relationships between bird species diversity and the slructural 
diversily of vegetation (MACARTHUR 1964, MACARTHUR & 
MACARTHUR 1961, MACARTHUR et al. 1962). Few have 
supported this interpretation of Equilibrium Theory allhough a 
number of workers (e.g„ ABBOTT 1974, GOLDSTEIN 1975, 
JOHNSON 1975, JUVIK & AUSTRING 1979, WERFF 1983) have 
been reluctant to interpret species-area relations due to direct 
causalily but noted the, 'high degree of covariation between area 
and habitat diversily' (JUVIK & AUSTRING 1979, p. 215) GILBERT 
(1980) warned againsl attribuling causal effects to species- area 
relafions without fulfillmenl of three main crileria implicit in lhe 
Equilibrium Theory, and MCGUINESS (1984) noled that inveryfew 
studies had alternalive hypotheses been tested. NILSSON & 
NILSSON (1982) were able to demonstrate a relationship satisfy
ing Gilbert's crileria for plant species on islands in a Swedish lake; 
but even so were able to explain only a small proportion of the 
variation in immigrations and exlinclions on lhe basis of Equilibrium 
Theory. 

In facl, twenly years alter the Theory's publicalion, habitat 
heterogeneity has only just begun to be measured and two recenl 
studies (BOECKLEN 1986, FREEMARK & MERRIAM 1986) have 
demonstrated the underlying effects of heterogeneity an 
species-area relations, and only recently have fragmentation 
sludies been undertaken considering alternative hypotheses (e.g., 
AMBUEL & TEMPLE 1983) 

There is no doubt that lhe Equilibrium Theory has been successrul 
in stimulaling a research programme and the apparent simplicily of 
the model probably led to its unjuslifiable acceptance as the 
paradigm. However, even MACARTHUR & WILSON (1967) 
believed that, 'a great deal of failh in lhe feasibility or a general 
theory is still required.' (MACARTHUR & WILSON 1967, p. ) 

THE HABITAT DIVERSITY HYPOTHESIS 

The Habitat Diversity Hypolhesis is often attribuled to WILLIAMS 
(1943, 1964) who was concerned wilh the exponenlial model of the 
species-area relationship. However, CONNOR & MCCOY (1979) 
pointed oul problems in attributing causal effecls to species-area 
relalionships noting that no particular significance may be attached 
to best-fil models. 

lt was LACK (1969, 1976) who, in response to Equilibrium Theory, 
argued most forcefully rar the importance of habitat to account for 
the differences between species numbers an islands. Lack's 
opposition was not, perhaps, all that surprising given his tife'swork, 
the main body or which was concerned wilh the problems of 
population regulalion, bul both prior, and subsequent lo lhis work 
Lack was concerned with the numbers of species an islands. 

His most ramous work from lhe early period was his book on the 
Galapagos Finches (1947) and in a series of papers Lack also 
pioneered work on successional changes in bird communilies due 
to attorestation (LACK 1933, 1939, LACK & LACK 1951). In lhese 
studies he made particular reference to habitat seleclion in differenl 
bird species to explain how structural changes in habitat over time 
could affect the composition of the conslituenl bird communities. 
Lack also pioneered work an lhe habitat dislribution of British 
woodland birds in relalion to broad vegetation types with reference 

lo specific components of habilat required by bird species (LACK & 
VENABLES 1939). 

Lack's arguments on habitat diversitywere most clearly stated in a 
largely qualitative account of the numbers of bird species an Brilish 
islands (LACK 1969). This was followed up by work an the 
landbirds of the West lndies culminaling in Island Biology which 
was published posthumously in 1976. However, GRANT (1977) 
pinpoinled a conceplual weakness in Lack's argumenls. Lack 
regarded the failure of bird species lo breed an far islands, not as a 
lack or dispersal ability, bul due to habitat d'1fferences, i.e., he 
equated dispersal wilh colonisation potential. REED (1987) and 
WILLIAMSON (1981) provide several examples where Lack's 
argument may have been confused this issue. 

Lack's argument was actually a re-stalement of the argument 
expounded byWALLACE (1892). Wallacecompared the avifaunas 
of Bermuda and the Azores and, in part, explained the ditferences 
in the numbers of resident species due to area and habilal effects. 
Wallace, however, regarded ditferences in dispersal as being of 
most importance in determining the numbers of species on oceanic 
islands. Lack was particularly insistent that isolation was unimpor
tant and in a sludy of lhe numbers of species of hummingbirds in lhe 
West lndies (LACK 1973) he presented the following regression 
equalion: 
S ~ 1.70 + 0.00107.Alt-0.00535.Dn „.(1) 
T2 = 50.So/o 
where, S is lhe numberof hummingbird species, Alt isthe alliludeof 
lhe island (which Lack regarded as a measure of habitat diversily), 
and, On is lhe dislance to the nearest island. 

Lack was reluctant to believe lhal the dislance measure in this 
regression had any real significance since hummingbirds fre
quently lravelled between islands and that such a relationship was 
absent for the West lndies landbirds as a whole. 

Appendix 10 to Island Biology (LACK 1976, p. 384) presents a table 
(compiled by Peter Lack) an the numbers of landbirds on islands in 
the Wes! lndies togelher with island characteristics. A regression of 

these data gives the following relation: 

Ins= 4.28+o.147.lnA - o.345.lnD + 0.0602.lnAlt "' ( 21 - - -
(7-43) (-6.50) (3.95) 

r2 (adjusted rar 49 d.f.) ~ 79.7% where, S is the number of landbird 
species, Ais island area (sq. km.), Dis dislance from the mainland 
(km.), and Alt is altilude (m.). 

Figures in parentheses are t-values tor constanls. 

This regression suggests that, after the etfects of area are 
accounled for, isolalion may be a limiting factor rar the numbers of 
landbird species in the West lndies. Allitude accounts for only a 
small additional percenlage of lhe variance in lhe number of 
landbird species after bolh area and isolation have been accounted 
for. However, earlier than both lhe publicalion of Equilibrium 
Theory and Lack's response, MARLER & BOATMAN (1951) 
stated: 

'lt is a general rule that the more isolated an island is lhe fewer the 
number of breeding species of terrestial birds.' 

(MARLER & BOATMAN 1951, p. 90) 

This statement, allhough not attributed to any authorities, was 
probably, in part, influenced by lhe earlier work by Lack an islands, 
one of which al least, has been curiously overlooked. In 1942 Lack 
published an account of the numbers of landbird species an islands 



oft the Brilish coast. He described a progressive reduction in 
species numbers wilh Isolation from the mainland and concluded, 

'Olher small islands also demonslrale that the smaller and more 
remote the island the more impoverished the bird fauna compared 
with lhe mainland. This is due partly to habitat limilations, partly to 
the small size of many island populalions and hence their liability to 
extinction and partly to the sea acling as a temporary check to 
spreading species.' (LACK 1942, p.33) Clearly, Lack pre-empted 
MacArthur and Wilson's idea on lhe effect of area on extinclion 
rates and the paper describes in detail the dislribulion of bird 
species in relation to habilat differences, recognising that in some 
cases thal there were gaps in avifaunas, 'not attribulable to habitat 
or olher environmental differences.' (LACK 1942, p.30) 

Also, 'even discounting all cases due 10 habilat limitations, lhe 
islands in every case possess fewer land and freshwaler species 
than does the nearesl mainland.' (p.30) 

These views were rather al variance with those views Lack was 
later to express in his analysis of lhe numbers of landbird species 
on Brilish islands (LACK 1969). In this later paper Lack allributed 
most of the dislributions in relation to habitat or other environmenlal 
differences although in a more extensive quanütative re-analysis 
of the numbers or breeding landbird species on islands around lhe 
British coasl. REED (1981) conlirmed bolh the importance of 
number of habitats and isolalion. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDY OF ECOTOPE 
FRAGMENTATION 

1.) The measuremenl of isolation, dispersal and refugia 

Isolation has lang been recognised as an importanl limiting factor
for the dispersal possibilities of organisms in landscapes (BUD
NICENKO 1955, TURCEK 1957, VOLCANICKIJ 1952); but only 
recently has the importance of isolalion, as a quantitative variable, 
been explored in habital-island studies (e.g., WEAVER & KELL
MAN 1981, WHITCOMB et al. 1981 ). The stalislical significance ot 
isolation in regression studies implies lhat certain areas may acl as 
'habitat mainlands'. PICKETI & THOMPSON (1978) suggested 
that extinction may be lhe prime force on reslricted populations, 
hence, if immigration is to continue to be important in lhe fulure 
'habilat mainlands' must be'idenlilied and conservation measures 
taken to protect lheir status. 

The measurement of isolation in studies of ecolope fragmentation 
has nol always been slraight forward. In habitat 'island-sea' 
analogues measurement has been readily achieved by reference 
to the nearest exlensive ecolope by use of maps and aerial 
photographs (e.g., HOWE 1979, HOWE et a(1981, NILSSON & 
NILSSON 1982, OPDAM et al. 1984, OPDAM et al.1985). Prob
lems have arisen in studies where there has been no obvious 
'extensive' mainland andin these cases lhe decision of which, and 
from where, distances should be taken has depended on a 
subjective process based on the size of ecotopes being studied, 
their spatial configuration, and the dispersal abililies of lhe organ
isms concerned. Generally, the less readily idenliliable the 
supposed mainland has been the more complex the isolalion 
measure that has been used (e.g., MOLLER & ROFlDAM 1985, 
WEAVER & KELLMAN 1981). 

Whilsl il is an ecological truism that each species has its own 
unique set of habitat requirements particular 'target' species must 
be identified if conservalion measures are tobe effective. Pallerns 
of habitat ulilization are an importanl factor (HUMPHREYS & 
KITCHENER 1982) and species of 'mature' ecotopes appear 
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especially prone to the effecls of ecotope fragmentation 
(HENEBRY & CAIRNS 1980, OPDAM et al. 1985, OPDAM & 
SCHOTMAN 1987, WEBB et al. 1984). 

Two models demonstrate the effects increasing ecotope fragmen
tation may have on susceplible species. CARTER & PR1NCE'S 
(1981) epidemic model explains how dislribution limils could be 
determined by differing infection rates. The application of this 
modal to animal and bird populations may not be so unlikely since 
birds, at least, are highly site-tenacious (LANYON & THOMPSON 
1986, MIKKONEN 1983, OSBORNE 1983, WIENS & ROTEN
BERRY 1981a) and even long-distance migr8nts show high return 
rates, e.g., 25% for territorial Phylloscopus trochifus males in 
Finland (TIAINEN 1983) and belween 20-70% in Phy//oscopus 
col/ybita populalions in English lowland farmland (HALE 1986). 
Post- breeding dispersal often fits a geomelric modal (BUECH
NER 1987, GREENWOOD et al. 1979) so lhat there may be a 
substantial surplus non- breeding component to populations 
which are available to occupy terrilories if they become vacant 
(e.g., GARCIA 1983). lntraspecitic compelilion may regulate dis
persal from optimal into sub-optimal habilals (e.g., EBENMAN & 
NILSSON 1981, KREBS 1971, ULFSTRAND et al. 1981, WASER 
1985, WOLFF 1980) and infection rates of new sites by animal and 
bird species may be determined by increasing isolation and 
decreasing size of ecotopes (ASKINS etal. 1987, BUTCHER et al. 
1981, GOTIFRIED 1977, HELLE 1985, LYNCH & WHIGHAM 
1984, OPDAM et al. 1984, 1985, OPDAM & SCHOTMAN 1987, 
VAN DORP & OPDAM 1987, WHITCOMB et al. 1981). 

HANSKl'S (1985) model demonstrates that if some sites exist 
where large localpopulations are unlikely to becomesmall, species 
in other sites may fluctuate in numbers between long-term com
monness and rarity. Hence, stochastic processes are far more 
1ike1y to cause extinction of small populations in isolated sites if 
numbers fall below some crilical lhreshold level. 

Recent work on the recolonisation of seabird colonies alter local 
extinclions due to oil spillages demonstrate that such 'safe' sites or 
'relugia' were readily identifiable (CAIRNS & ELLIOT 1987). There 
is a growing body of opinion !hat lhis concept may be applied to 
other ecotope-types in landscapes and corroboration comes from 
a vartety of sources. WIENS & ROTENBERRY (1981b) suggested 
that populations may exist in states of 'sinks' and 'sou~ces', with 
immigralion lopping-up the former from the lauer (sensu BROWN 
& KODRIC-BROWN 1977). The geography of sinks and sources 
may be taxon-specific depending on patterns of ecotope utiliza
tion and dispersal of organisms and lhe spa!ial conliguralion of 
ecotopes. Their boundaries may vary depending on populalion 
size. 

Hence, demographic factors may be important (LYNCH & 
WHIGHAM 1981, MAY 1981, WHITCOMB et al. 1981) and 
TIAINEN (1983) suggested that non- breeding components in 
populations of Phylloscopus trochilus contribu!ed to the stablity of 
populations in good habitats. More research is needed lo deter
mine whelher lhere are !arge non-breeding components to popu
lations in relation to ecotope isolation an dto furtherourundersland
ing of the dynamics of populations in relalion to ecotope lragmenta
tion. 

2.) Nature Reserve 'Design' 

Theapplication of Equilibrium Theory lo na1ure reserve 'design' is a 
result of the need for a valid system to assess sile values, both 
objeclively, and with reproducibility (ADAMS & ROSE 1978). There 
has been much recenl debate about lhe application of Equilibrium 
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Theory to the design of nature reserves (for recenl reviews see: 
BLAKE & KARR 1984, SOULE & SIMBERLOFF 1986, ZIMMER
MAN & BIERREGAARD 1986). 

The debate has centred on simple numbers of species. This is a 
direcl result of the influence of Equilibrium Theory and the 
emphasis it places an species number. In praclice, conservation 
policies have been formulated an a wide variety of criteria. The 
number of species in ecotopes is just one, usually minor, allribute 
considered in nature reserve aquisilion and 'nature reserve design' 
gives no consideralion to species abundance, species identity, 
rarity, historical factors, etc. 

New approaches for syslems of reserve planning and conservation 
recognise the need to identify extirpation-prone species and place 
conservafion in the context of regional stralegias in terms of rare 
and endangered species dislribulion pallerns (MILL ER elal. 1987). 

NEW APPROACHES AND CONCLUSIONS 

SEAGLE & SHUGART (1985) used a first-order Markov model lo 
simulate colonizalion of a landscapa by animal species differing in 
habilat raquirements. Model runs suggested thal elements of both 
tha area per se hypolhasis and the habilal-diversily hypolhasis 
contribule to species-area relationships through the interaction 
between area and landscape dynamics. 

New approaches recognise the need to incorporate species-s
pecific habilat preferences inlo exisling models. BUCKLEY (1982) 
considered the numbers of plant" species on an archipelago off 
Western Australia by comparing the 'classical' MacArthur-Wilson 
approach to a 'habitat- unil' model in a regression study. Buckley 
found significantly betler predicUons of species richness by the 
habital-unit modal but admitted that lhere was still imprecision. 
One reason for lhis is that there are often species characleristic of 
more than one habitat and a shared-Species term maybe needed 
(e.g., RAFE et al. 1985). 

As menlioned previously patterns of habitat utilizalion may be an 
important faclor in the effects ecotope fragmentalion has on 
organisms. However, rarely have patterns of life-hislory charac
teristics of organisms in relation to ecotope fragmentalion been 
considered. This would appear to be essenlial if fulure effects of 
fragmenlalion are tobe predicted. Exemplorary in this respect was 
WHITCOMB et al.'s (1981) study of the effects offorest fragmenla
tion on lhe avifauna in the easlern Uniled States. They found that 
neotropical migrants - mostly ground-nesting, forest-interior 
species, where most susceplible to fragmentation. Recent sludies 
(AMBUEL & TEMPLE 1983, LYNCH & WHIGHAM 1984) have 
reaffirmed lhese resulls, whilst in NMhern Europe HELLE (1985) 
noted that sedentary hole- nesting species appear tobe mosl at 
risk. WIENS (1985) modal on lhe effects lragmentalion has on 
palterns of response depending on species lire-hislory charac
teristics may provide a clue lo lhe disparity between those pauarns 
round in Easlern U.S.A. and Northern Europa. 

To conclude, il has been shown that Equilibrium Theory and the 
Habitat Diversity Hypolhesis haveconsiderable overlap and further 
support forthis is provided by NEWMARK (1986). II has also been 
argued that 10 understand fully the biological consequences of 
ecotope fragmentalion aspects from both approaches need to be 
considered. 'lslands' in lands~apes differ considerably from 
oceanic islands by lhe interspersion of large areas of sub-optimal 
habitat in which lhere exists subslanlial populalions (RAFE 1983). 
Consideralion of pallerns of habitat utllizalion in relalion to ecotope 
fragmentation may lead to new insights. 
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NETWORK OF COMPENSATIVE AREAS AS AN ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUC
TURE OF TERRITORIES 

MANDER,UE., JAGOMAEGl,J„ KUELVIK,M. (TARTU, USSR) 

Corresponding toourconception the most importantprinciple in the 
planning and managemenl or rural landscapes is the mainlenance 
of optimal diversily of landscape pallern. Thal can be realized with 
lhe help ot a heterolevel syslem of the compensalive areas and 
ecological infrastruclure of the lerritories. 

The term "system of lhe compensalive areas" is nearly of lhe 
similar meaning with "ecologiCal carcass", "natural carcass", 
"zones of ecological equilibrium", "areas of virgin nature of a 
polarized landscape", "areas of ecological preference" etc., adv
anced by different authors. 

The term "compensalive" is given a broad meaning bythe authors 
and compensalive areas are related with funclions as follows: 
- to accumulate matter and energy, in the first place the kind of 

energy in lhe dispersion of what man is involved; 
- to receive and make harmless all that is unsuilable for cullured 

areas: polluled waler, air and solid wastes; 
- to return, regenerale resources; 
- to refuge natural populalions, conserve the fund of genes; 
- to serve as a dispersion-tracl for biota (including man), also for 

air and water; 
- to recreate man; 
- to serve as a barrier, filter, buffer; 
- to serve as a support-carcass for the matler-cycling and energy 

!Juxes and setllement system of lhe region; 
- and consequently - to compensale, equilibriate lhe inevitable 

oulput of human aclivities. 

The system of compensative areas can be observed as a subsys
tem of cultural landscape, an infra-part of the main ecosyslems 
such as forests, fields and settlemenls - an ecological infrastruc
ture. On the other hand the ecological infrastructure guaranlees the 
realization of the main ecological funclions in landscapes. 

II must be considered that compensative areas with areas of 
intensive human aclivities form a strongly unequilibriated 
(polarized) system. Systems of this kind have the ability to reduce 
enlropy and increase order by selforganizing. This principle must 
be taken into accounl in the planning and management of cultural 
landscapes. 

The compensative areas form a hierarchical heterolevel system. 
There are very different components in this heterolevel system. At 
first, naturally, all conservalive areas but also large foresls, 
swamps, coastal seas and other large natural communities are 
supposed to belang to the higher levels of this system. 

On middle levels extensively economized agricullural lands such 
as meadows in margin lands orareas of alternative agriculture form 
the network of compensative areas. 

And there are a lotof compensafive communilies on lower levels of 
this hierarchical system, such as woodlots and small forest islands, 
banks of rivers, forest buffer-strips of water-bodies, tradilional 
farmsteads, still slanding in our rural landscapes, hedges along
side (ways) roads, windbreak forest-stripes, banks of ditches wilh 
diverse biola, fences of stones as tradilional elements in some 
landscapes etc. 

The main phenomena in compensation of rural landscapes are 
edge-effects on different ecotones. We observe an eootone as a 
seclion of space where ecological conditions change more rapidly 

in comparison with adjacent seclions and where il brings along 
more rapid changes jn structure, function and composition of biola. 
An ecotone manifests itself functionally as a lransilion-ecosyslem, 
and at the same time territorially-projectionally, as a border. 

Ecotones manifest on different levels of space, for example, in the 
borders of patches, merocoenoses, coenoses, coenose com
plexes, regions and formalions. The area of swittest change of 
integral gradient of ecofaclors can be understood as the pike 
(maximum) of any ecolone (Fig.1 ). lt is important to remark that lhe 
pike ot an ecotone and the border of community need not coin
cide.The disrupt areas of ecotone influence can be observed as 
secondarily, tertiarily etc. induced ecolones. Their extenl and 
number depends on sensibility of observation. II is lhe oplimal 
place lor designing new elements for an ecological inlrastructure 
(e.g. slepping-stones).For example roadside hedges increase the 
pOllulion load between the road and the hedge and decrease il 
behind the hedge. The pollulion load brought forth by turbulence re
increases at certain distances from lhe hedge (Fig.2). 
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Rg. 1. Principal scheme or ecolone inducing. RS- recommended ~stepping· 
stones". 

The auraclivily of ecolone ows much to the edge-effect. lt is a more 
general phenomenon, characleristic of the whole space and time, 
e.g. for barrier-layers in semiconductors, contact fronts of cold and 
warm air inthe atmosphere etc., that can be determined by contacts 
of heteroqualitative spaces. ln broader ecological sense the edge
effecl marks the complex of several heterolevel changes wilhin 
natural borders of different kinds, comprising both biotical and 
abiolical componenls. For example lhe abrupt change in light 
regime, subslrate water conditions, species composilion and other 
factors in the forest edge characterize it. 
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Fig. 2. An example of edge-effect, ecotone and secondarity lnduced ecolone: 
The roadside lir-hedge (heighl 3 m; lraffic density 1300 vehicles per day) 
atfects on the pollulion load with lead; 1 - open !leid, 2 - field wilh hedge 
(adjacent to No 1), 3 - eco\one pike, 4 - ecotone, 5- secondarity induced 
ecolone, 6- increased conlaminalion nalion, 7 - decreased contaminalion. 

Edge-effect in a slrict biological sense is known as a cumulalion of 
life inlo ecotones. Although the cumulalion does not have to occur. 
Also a "negative" edge-effect can appeare in some cases, e.g. in 
ecotones wilh unsuitable conditions for biota ot bolh adjacent 
communities. Any ecotone effects selectively an different biolical 
taxons. Three groups of ecotone-related biola can be disting
uished: 1) over-ecotone biola - biola uninfluenced by edge, 
2)ecolone-level biola - biota influenced by edge and 3)under
ecolone biola- biola specialized an edge. The desirable composi
tion or species could be reached operating with the mosaic ot 
ecotones in the agricullural landscape (patch size included) 
(JAGOMAEGE, KUELVIK, MANDER 1988). 

An olher kind ot edge-effect ls revealed in matler-fluxes lhrough 
landscape. Ditterently from surrounding agroecosyslems with sim
plified slructure, there are roresl-slripes, shore-zones ot waler
bodies, woodlots, slructured margin-lines ot forest and olher 
ecolones with quicker local malter-cycling, e.g. increased biop
roduclion and accumulalion can be observed. Characterislically to 
the edge-effect in ecotones lhe change of malter-cycle gradienls 
takes place exponenlially. For example it manilests ilself in expo
nential absorbing growth or biogenes and organic matter in forest 
buffer-slrips of waler-bodies (Fig.3). 

lt is essential to take into lhe consideralion that rar lransforming the 
fluxes of energy, matter and organisms, vast areas are not needed. 
Taking into accounl the exponential nalure ar edge-ettecl, narrow 
slrip-structures wilh knots an different hierarchical levels are 
enough. Transitions and gradienls are of the main importance. To 
put it short: in landscape ecology the main role is played by edges 
not areas. 

Thanks to the weighly part of ecotones in landscape funclions il is 
possible to use them as evalualing criterion for several purposes. 
The authors of this paper have used density of ecolone grid as a 
criterion of landscape diversily. The index I' indicates the ralio of 
ecologically compensative area of rural landsCapes (MANDER 
1978): 
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Fig. 3. An example of edge·eflecl: The conlenl (C) ol some biogenes and the 
value ol biologlcal oxygen demand (BOD(5)) in polluted overland llow 
decreases exponenlially according to increasing of dislance f rom lhe edge of 
bulfer-strip (see x-axis); 1-3-alder wood, 4-willow brush (alter MANDER 
1985). 

where lij)- lenglh of j·ecolone (m); pij)-widlh of lhe influence zone 
of j-ecotone (m) (determinated with the struclural diversily of 
ecotone and ils hinlerland); S - area of the research territory (ha) 
(e.g.of a meliralion object); S' - area or natural or seminalural 
biogeocoanoses inside lhe research terrilory (ha). 

The index 1, simpliricated on lhe basis ar this ratio (formula 1). 
indicates the density of ecotone grid an the research terrilory in 
melres per hectare: 

n 

= 
:Lt-
J =1 J ( 2) 
s - s' 

The index J is called the index of ecological diversily or landscapes. 
lt characterizes a man-made or a secondary struclure ot rural 
landscapes. The degree of simplificalion of a secondary landscape 
struclure dl also plays an important role in evatuating landscape 
changes: 

dl = " 100 °/o (3) 
l 1 

where 1(1)-value of index 1 before simplilication e.g. amelioration) 
and 1(2) - the same after simplification. 



In comparison to the rate of heterogeneity of a potential or primary 
landscape struclure, lhat was found alter the factor R, it made it 
possible to use these paramelers for determining an optimal 
dfversity of different landscape types: 

M 

R= 
eN n 

---·LL· c 
j =1 J j 

( 4) 
s 

where R - rate of heterogeneity of apotential (primary) landscape 
structure (investigated an the basis of detailed soil maps at scale 
1:10,000or1 :5,000); M- numberof soil types; N-whole numberof 
individual units in soil pattern; cij)-degree of contrast ("might") of j
boundary between the two seil unils (can be determinated in 
metres); LQ)- lenglh of j·boundary between the two soil unils (m); S 
- area of the research territory (ha). 

lt's essential 10 take into the consideralion that the density of the 
network of ecotones is obliged tobe greater in the landscapes with 
simple and decomposed potential structures. The optimal value 
changes between the range of 30 to 80 melres per hectare. On the 
other hand the ecological simplification must be the least {from 40 
to 50 %) in the landscapes wilh very simple (e.g.marine sandy 
plains) and decomposed structures (e.g.morain-hilly landscapes). 
The criterion for these optimal values was the probability that 
adverse anthropogenic processes such as erosion, deflalion etc. 
may arise or be enhanced in these landscapes (JACUCHNO, 
MANDER 1984). 

The hierarchy of compensative areas, included the hierarchy of 
ecotones can be theoretically expressed an a hexagonal equiva
lence-areas model of ideal funclioning. The hexagonal cultivable 
piece of land, surrounded by anthropogenical ecotones serves as 
an elementary area, which ideally identifies the maximal density of 
ecotones. According to the conceplion lhe ecological diversity and 
stability of landscape is guaranteed by heterolevel structure of 
ecotones and a network of compensative areas. Amore real picture 
can be recieved drawing lhe structure an an elaslic deformable 
sheet (Fig.4). This scheme is similar to the hexagonal modal of the 
central place theory in selllemenl research and planning. 

According to our conception the hierarchical system of compensa
tive areas is recombinated wilh principle of the polarization of 
landscapes and lunctional zones of land use (RODOMAN 1974; 
JACUCHNO, MANDER 1984). The intensity of anthropogenical 
pressure decreases from one "pole" - town - to other "pole" -
maximal naturally ecosystem (large national park or natural 
reserve). There are also ditferenl functional zones with multifunc
lional use along lhis gradienl. They play the role of different buffers 
and guarantee the conlinual transition of anlhropogenic load. This 
ideal structure can be the basis to comparise it with really existed 
landscape slructures and an the other hand, a goal for controled 
landscape developement. 

The practical use ot this conception of compensative areas was 
started ten years ago already with the planning and designing of 
melioration objects and also with the planning of the territories of 
collectiva farms in Eslonia. 

Finally - lhis conceplion has been realized all over the terrilory ot 
Estonia. In figure 6 a general network of compensative areas as an 
ecological infrastruc1ure of Estonia is shown. Thal is made at scale 
1 :100,000 as a perspective plan until lhe year 2000 and it con
sideres all olher important perspectiva plans for our republic. The 
planning of conllict regions (industrial NE-Estonia, hinlerland of 
Tallinn, W-Estonian archipelago) was composed in more detail. 
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Fig. 4. The ideal structure ol rural landscape: Ecolog!cal diversity of 
landscape is guaranteed by heterolevel structure ol ecotones and network of 
compensalive areas; 1 - urban areas, 2 - fields, 3 - compensalive areas 
(forests, swamps, woodlols, bulfer-slrips e\c.), 4- main roads. 

Fig. 5. General ne!Work of compensalive areas (indicaled with hatching) as 
the ecological lnlrastruclure of Es1onia at scale 1 :2,500,000; wilh the de!ait 
fragment of struclure (alter JAGOMAEGE 1983). 

The conception has also been the basis of making up schemes of 
water-protection of river basins (lhe Matsalu and Peipsi basins). 

lt's also of interest, !hat the borders of counlies in ancient Estonia 
coincide with the main axes of the present ecological infrastructure 
and, on the olher hand in the LANDSAT photo of Estonia we can 
see lhe presentslructura of landscape, which is simi1ar to designed 
ecological infras1ructure. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS 

D. Bartlett (with contributions from D. Gray, J. lrvine, B. Morris and C. Nailer). 

Abstract 

A major requirement in any landscape ecological study, whether at 
the regional or lhe strictly local level, is the colleclion, slorage, 
manipulation, analysis and evenlual presentation of data. Fre
quenlly these data are spalially delined. Computer-based geog
raphical information systems (GIS) are important tools for land
scape ecological investigalions, since lhey combine the ability to 
store and process large amounls of spatial data with the equally 
important ability to output these data in graphical (normally cartog
raphic) form. 

The two principal componenls of a GIS are the database manage
ment system and the graphics/cartographics sottware. The 
minimum requirements of a system are that il can 10 locate a 
feature; record one or more atlribules for !hat feature or localion; 
assign suilable topology; and permit rapid retrieval of the relevant 
record. Within these parameters, the ability to correlate between 
data enlilies, and between the data and lhe output facilities, 
delermine to large degree the efficiency of a GIS. Thus, the 
connectivity wilhin the GIS is an important delerminanl in asses
sing the suitability of that system for landscape connectivity 
studies. 

Edinburgh University Geography Department is acquiring a grow
ing reputalion for excellence in lhe teaching, developmenl and 
application of GIS. 

1. lntroduction 

Landscape ecologists seek an iritegrated view of land in an its 
complexlty. In order to achieve such an holistic perspective, 
account has tobe taken of a wide spectrum of attribules, including 
geology, landform, climate, waler, soil, vegetation, animals and 
human activity. 

Until relatively recently an inlegrated approach to landscape man
agement has been difficult, for reasons that include (a) the lack of 
suitable conceptual tools to transcend the barriers of academic and 
professional specialisms; (b) variations and inadequacies in the 
quality of raw data available for inlegration; and (c) logislical 
problems over handling, manipulating, collaling, synlhesising and 
disseminating the vast amounts of data that a truly holislic land
scape study can produce (BARTLETI 1986). Technically, these 
dataonly become "information" afterthey have been processed for 
a particular application (TOMLINSON 1972). 

lt is usual in landscape ecological studies to concentrate on the 
intricacies of relationships between and wilhin landscape e\e
ments, and between these elements and the resident biola. 
However the llow of data, and of information, about these land
scape elements should also be considered in any landscape 
ecological study. Most of the data required or produced by land
scape ecologists are spatially defined: they can be referenced 
within the landscape in terms of lalilude, longitude and elevation 
with respect to a datum point. The tradilional method of storing 
information aboul spat1al relalionships is in map form. According to 
the Uniled Slales Committee on \ntegrated Land Data Mapping 
(Reprinted in Marble et al, 1984), the first map was created belore 
the first alphabet. Therefore, they suggesl, 'it is clear that we have 
been working on the creation of efficient spalial slorage and display 
devices for many thousands of years'(p1 -3). 

Maps are exlremely useful forms of data slore and presentation. 
They are an inherently visual means of imparting information, and 
can be very versalile. In the hands of skilled interpreters (and if 
compiled by skilled cartographers) the amount of information thal 
can be obtained from a single map is enormous. They may also be 
importanl as a means of imparting a sense of 'place' to planning 
personnel who might otherwise have limited visualisation of the 
area under scruliny. Unfortunately there are also several problems 
that may arise as a result of using maps as sources or stores of 
information. These may be summarised as follows: 

1) Problems relaling to the aclual crealion or acquisition of the 
maps themselves, and their subsequent storage. Cartographyis an 
exacting science and is a ski11 that the landscape ecologist might be 
lacking. 

2) Maps may go out-of-date. The consequence of this is that 
eilher the user has to 'make do' with inaccurate data, or superceded 
maps have to be replaced at regular intervals. Often this is 
prohibitively expensive. 

3) Maps generally presenl spatial data in the form of points, lines or 
areas. However, depending on lhe scale of the map and the skill of 
thecartographer (and the interpeter), a certain degree of general
isation of information is inevitable (see, for example, BURROUGH 
1984, p4). In many cases, a complete Held examination of the 
whole area covered by the map will not have been achieved, and 
some measure of interpolalion between sampling points will have 
been required. This enforced generalisalion of data in the source 
map may easilly be overlooked by the user. The imprecision is 
therefore likely to be further carried lhrough if the maps are 
lhemselves used as sources of informalion for subsequent data 
analysis or aggregation. 

4) Maps are relatively rigid and inflexible forms of data presenta
tion. Differences in acceptable resolution may require the creation 
or storage of several maps of the same area bul at different scales, 
and this will further exacerbate problems of cost, acquisilion, and 
physical storage and retrieval. 

5) Laslly, trying to combinethe data held on two (or more) individual 
maps into a synthesis may be extremely difficull, especially if such 
inconsistancies as different scales, symbolism or even projections 
have tobe taken inlo account. One approach to lhis lauer problem 
involves the use of map overlay techniques, whereby dala are 
synlhesised by overlaying two (or more) thematic maps and 
combining the attributes onto a third (or subsequent) map as 
required. Until relatively recently, the overlay technique was 
achieved using no more than paper and coloured pencils, themalic 
maps, air photos, light tables, tracing paper and the printing press 
(BURROUGH 1984, pp4-5). 

2. Geographie Information Systems 

'In lhe past 20 years, a hast of professions have been in the process 
of developing automated tools for the efficient storage, analysis, 
and presenlation of geographic data ... This rapidly evolving tech
nology has come to be known as "geographic information sys
tems." The uses of this lechnology are vast and cross cutting 
across virtually all protessions' (DANGERMOND 1984). 

Geographical information systems (GIS), also known as geog
raphic processing (or geoprocessing) systems, conslitutes a still 
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very young and rapidly developing branch of Information Technol
ogy. lt is asomewhat loosely-defined group term, used to describe 
the common ground between informalion processing and the many 
fields using spalial analysis techniques (TOMLINSON 1972). 

A typical GIS will include facilities for rour discrete data handling 
funclions: data inpul, data storage, data manipulation and dala 
oulput. Often, but not invartably, the data oulpul will include the 
generation of one or more maps or graphs. 

Geographical information systems have the potential to resolve 
most of the problems of using conventional maps for landscape 
ecclogy: 

1) Computer cartography packages make the design and compila
lion of thematic maps a task easilly accessible to the non
cartographer, especially if lhe packages are inherenlly user
friendly, or if a user-friendly 'front-end' has been created. 

2) In many GIS environments, the data is stored completely 
separately from the cartographic plotting components of the sys
tem. This means that the dala may be easilly updated at any time, 
without this requiring new maps lo be produced. Well- designed 
interfaces between the two functlons may permit rapid data recall 
whenever required for a particular task. 

3) The usefulness of a GIS is, as is lhe case with any olher form of 
data store and presentation, only as good as lhe raw data fed into 
the syslem. However, compulers have enormous capacily for 
slorage and processingof dala- and are increasingly able to collect 
the raw data lhemselves (e.g. where remotely sensed data are 
concerned, or for time-series recording of certain energy/maller/ 
organism flows in the landscape). The enhanced data handling 
capacities permil much closer-spaced point sampling of land 
attribules or even, in certain situations, continuous sampling over 
space or time. 

Careful dalabase design also offers a release from costly and 
lime-consumingduplicalion of effort and redundancy of data. A 
central data store or a well-designed distribuled database, if 
properly managed, may be made accessible to a wide network of 
users, who may need the dala for an equally varying range of 
applications. 

4) The separalion of data storage functions from information 
processing and graphic output mean !hat raw data may be stored in 
non-aggregated form, for subsequent merging and manipulalion 
as required by individual applications. In the words of BURROUGH 
(1984, p8) one result 'is that in place of a static, heirarchical 
classificalion of landscape in which the thematic map is both data 
store and landscape model, we have a digital data base lhalcan be 
transformed, classified and displayed as required'. This flexibility 
easilly encompasses such paramelers as the scale of map to be 
plolled or the amount of detail to be included. 

5) ARC/INFO (MOREHOUSE 1985) and a number ot other GIS 
packages offer the ability to perform polygon overlay, synthesis and 
analysis, as weil as overlay and synthesis of air photographs, digital 
images, maps and even text informalion (such as listings of points 
of inlerest). These compuler-based techniques are able to per
form irrespeclive of the scale or projection of the source malerials. 

3. Geographical Information Systems at Edin
burgh Unlversity 

The development and applicalion of geographical informalion 
systems conslitutes a major area of endeavour wilhin the Geogra
phy Department of Edinburgh University. This research and teach-

ing commilment has resulled in several major GIS-based com
mercial research and development contracts being awarded to the 
Department, including assignments from G/S-producing software 
publishing houses. 

The commitment of the Department to GIS is also reflected in the 
teaching programme wilhin the Departmenl: throughout the four 
years duralion of a typical undergraduale degree course, students 
are introduced to a wide range of compuling skills, and are offered a 
number of optional courses including geographical informations 
systems, geocartographics, digital image processing, and compu
ter software and modelling. 

At poslgraduate level, enquiries about the 1-year M.Sc. course in 
Geographical lnformalion Systems continue to exceed available 
places by a large margin. This course has attracted students from 
Canada, the Uniled States, the Netherlands and Hang Kong, as 
well as from the U.K. 

A number of 'lurnkey' geographical information systems are avail
able within the Department. These include ERDAS and GEMS 
digital image processing workstafions; the CAMAP system for 
mapping and analysing agricultural census data (HOTSON and 
KIRBY 1978); and ARC/INFO (MOREHOUSE 1985). This last
-named system is, perhaps of greatesl interesl to landscape 
eco/ogists, since it was specilically developed for the automation of 
the map overlay technique discussed above. lt does this by linking 
the 'ARG' topological module (which represenls feature localions 
and topology) and the 'INFO' relational database module (tor 
handling feature allributes). ARC/INFO is able to process and 
synthesise dala derived from maps produced at different scales or 
projections, and can be used for buffering selected zones or 
corridors of data. A further enhancement is the ability lo inter
relate and synthesise digitised map informalion and remotely
sensed imagery. 

Interfaces between topological and relational modules also feature 
in other GIS-related aclivilies wilhin the Department. One result is 
GEOLINK, a general-purpose interfacing package wrillen byTom 
Waugh (a member ot the Teaching Statt ol the Geography Depart
ment).Amongst other applicalions, GEOLINK has been harnessed 
to provide an interface between lhe ORACLE relational database 
management system (dbms) and the GIMMS mapping sottware. 
This enables data to be spooled from the database directly into 
source files for plotting as thematic maps. 

Other interfaces in various slages of development include bridges 
between ORACLE and ARCllNFO, between GIMMS and ARC/ 
INFO. and between ARC/INFO and the GEMS image processing 
system. 
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CONNECTIVITV, PROXIMITV AND CONTIGUITV IN THE LANDSCAPE 
INTERPRETATION OF REMOTE SENSING DATA 

P. JANSSENS and H. GULINCK 

The following text presents research results of the Belgian scienlific 
research program in the field of spalial remote sensing (SERVICES 
OF THE PRIME MINISTER - SCIENCE POLICY OFFICE). The 
scienlific responsibility is assumed by ils aulhors. 

lntroduction 

This paper investigates the relevance of spaceborne remote 
sensing data of the type 'SPOT' for landscape ecology, more 
specifically for the study of conneclivity of vegetation features. 

FOLVING (1984) already gave an oveiview of the possibilities and 
constraints of Landsat MSS data for landscape ecology. ANTROP 
(1986) stressed the importance of the knowledge of structural 
landscape information in the interpretalion of remole senslng data. 

The newer earth observation satellites such as SPOT have a 
spatial resolution that provides a much greaterdelail in comparison 
with the Landsat MSS generalion. More 'lexlural' and 'slruclural' 
inrormalion or lhe landscape becomes available, and satellite 
remotesensing evolves towards the 'landscape leve1' of geographi
cal survey. 

On lhe other hand, lhe evolution of landscape ecology towards a 
more structural approach, which is manifest through conceptssuch 
as connectivity, is a coincidence !hat shou1d be turned more 
explicitly inlo useful methods and applicalions. 

Figure 1 resumes this general relationship as a two-sided supply/ 
demand interaclion, and gives rurthermore lhe essential charac
teristics of the SPOT -images. 
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-
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~ largo quantity of lnforrna\1on al 'l~dscape' 

ond regional Iovel 

-
Demand for Appllcatlons 

Fig. 1 : Landscape eco!ogy and remote sensing: a supply/demand inleraclion 

Landscape and landscape Interpretation 

Distinction is made between the landscape itself and a landscape 
approach to informalion sources. 

Landscape is considered as apart of the total environment, and the 
landscape approach is a specific attitude, which is different from 
olher, more currenl interpretalions, such as land-use classilica
tions or diagnoslic uses of remotely sensed information. The former 
cases search for between land-use class speclral contrasts, and 
have a survey or cartographic characler. The lauer are more 
ecological in character and look for diagnoslic deviations from 
some normal spectral characterislics, wilhin land categories, which 
can be related to variations in soil quality, vegetalion vigor etc. 

Contextual information {texture, pattern etc.) of structured nature is 
increasingly used as an additional diagnoslic criterium to improve 
those 'classic' applications (STAKENBORG, 1987; TAILOR et 
al., 1987), but is rarely a research objecl in se. A landscape 
interpretation, an the contrary, tries to find meaningful interpreta
lions of the very spatial organization of landscape features, be they 
of biotic, abiotic or anlhropogenic kind. 

Generally, a landscape interpretalion consists of two main stages: 
the detection and descriplion of relevant landscape elements and 
components, such as land-use categories, biotic linear elements, 
trees etc. (ANAL YTICAL STAGE) and the processing of this 
inrormation into concepts of slruclured nature, such as connectiv
ity, diversity, interweaving etc. (SYNTHETICAL STAGE). 

Most of the implemenled techniques in this process are adopled 
from exisling sciences, such as soil science, landscape ecology, 
geography, spatial mathemalics, environmental psychology, 
image analysis etc. 

This general melhodology has been explained in greaterdetail as a 
framework for landscape interpretations of remote sensing data in 
another paper (GULINCK et al., 1987). 

Our central question is then how remote sensing, in casu SPOT 
dala, maybe used as a tool for landscape ecology. 

Towards the study of connectivity using SPOT
-data. 

A. The analytical stage 

1. Theoretical background 

From a bio-ecological point of view, we assumed all high vegeta
tion, except agricullural crops, as relevant landscape elements. 

The detection of the separate elements (woods, woody hedges, 
tree groups, ... ) up to lhe smallest possible detail wilh respecl to lhe 
relatively limited image resolution, asks for specilic idenlificalion 
techniques, ordered in a decision tree (figure 2). 

Landscape analyais Image analyals 

.~n-~~:,, .. • ----------.>~a~~ ~Q ~rightness-lnde>< 

No vege- Ve eta Vegetaticn-index 

taticn tA 
Sta~ ~able· 

fc<1tures 

objects Points 

----~ultitc~'porol modus 

----Standnrd classific<>tion 

algori thms, edge detection, 

texture analysis 

Fig. 2: Landscape analysis and image analysis: a dedsion lree 

The discrimination decisions are made according to image analysis 
principles based essenlially an the weit known red/near infrared 
spectral contrasls or the SPOT HRV channels =11=2 respectively 
=11=3.0pen spaces (agricultural fields, large squares, but not waler 
bodies) can in general be well dislinguished from mass (woodland, 
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densely built-up areas, including open water) through a "bright
ness index", a linear combination of lhe grey levels in different 
channels. Vegetation clearly differs from non-vegelated areasand 
the discriminalion is possible using a "vegetation index", a ratio of 
the red over the near infrared channel, corrected rar the almos
phertc palh radiance (GULINCK 1980). 

A brighlness index in combination with a vegelalion index is very 
useful in the discrimination or open water, lall vegetalion, low 
vegetation, built-up areas and poorlyvegetated open areas (figure 
3). Since woody vegetation is in a certain extent and certainly 
compared to agricultural crops, spectrally "stable" lhroughout lhe 
year, a multitemporal modus can profitably be used to enhance 
such discriminalion. 

In final instance, we also try to identify correctly small and narrow 
woody elemenlS, although through lheir size, lheir speclral 
response deviates from that of "pure" categories, i.e. "homogene
ous" areas exlended over several conliguous pixels. The quotes 
stress the need tobe careful with these qualilies, both in geographi
cal terms and in terms of image processing. What we interpret tobe 
topically homogeneous in the field may be spectrally heterogene
ous, and the reverse. 

4!0 

eo 

~SPOT 

HRV#2 
30/9/'86 + 
28/9/ 186 

RED 

Fig. 4: blvariata plot 

2. Applicalion 

The technique was applied on a mullitemporal image (30 April and 
28 September 1986) over an area including and near the city of 
Leuven, covering urban, peri-urban and agricultural land. The 
discrimination of the areal categories of land-use menlioned 
above poses no problems. This is however nol lhe case for linear 
and point-like elemenls. The edges of woodlots can be recon
structed through edge-detecting or lexture transformation al
gorilhms. 

Sma11 vegetalion poinls and narrow vegetation lines, such as road 
verges, hedgerows etc. don'I ccver a whole pixel (20X20M) (Mixed 
pixels). The detection of sub-pixel woody features in simulated 
SPOT imagery was sludied by FOSCHE (1986). In lhe bivariate 
plot (figure 4) the mixed pixels appear in lhe transilion bell from lhe 
pure category 'woodland' to olher categories. This gives valuable 
clues about the spatial context of small landscape features, which 
can eventually be interpreted from an ecological point of view. A 
classificalion result for apart ot the study area is depicted in ligure 
5. 
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Fig. 5: Classificalion resu11 

B. The synthelical stage 

1. Theoretical background 

·~··'" ' .. 

·~. 

Looking for clear definitions of lhe connectivity concept, we met 
some different interpretalions. 

Image analysts, an the one hand, often interpret connectivity in the 
sense of adjacent identical or similar pixels. Through this connec
tivity, individual objects are delined in the image (JOYCE- LOEBL 
1985). This connectivity may refer 10 the whole object field, or to the 
edge pixels. lt is worthwhile to slress the fact lhat in image analysis, 
besides the term conneclivity, also the terms 'adjacency', 'conti
guity', 'vicinity' etc. are used and that specific software and 
hardware techniques have been or are being developed for their 
implementation. 

Landscape ecologisls, on the other hand, seem to adopt the 
connectivily concept from spatial mathemalicians and traffic 
planners. This approach dislinguishes nodes, associated to hospit
able biOtopes, and links, associated to corridors between ihose 
biotopes. By this way„ and -indices can be calculatedand related 
to the dynamics in this biotic network. (MERRIAM 1984) 

This approach assumes species movements along physical 
corridors in the landscape. However, many species, such as birds, 
have a 'bridging-over' capacity between hospilable biotopes 
(MAC ARTHUR et al. 1967). KOLLEN (1986) proved that isolation 
(distances between) and density of hedgerows are relevant to the 
number of flora species in an area. 

We assumed this bridging-over capacity should be incorporated 
into the connectivily concept, thus bypassing in a certain extent the 
limils imposed by the spatial resolulion in the detection of sma11 
biotopes, but also stressing the relativity of the barrier effect of the 
landscape matrix sensu FORMAN et aL (1984). 

So, the connectivity in landscapes is a combination of "contiguity" 
and "proximity". MAC ARTHUR et aL (1967) bare into considera
lion the width of the source island, lhe angle included by the 
recipient island and the survival chance, dependent on lhe dis-
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tance. The bridging-over capacity depends on the species, thus a 
species-specific connectivity should be considered. 

2. Application 

The applicalion technique we used here is quile straight foiward, 
and inspired by current image analysis techniques (JOY
CE-LOEBL 1985). Given a classified image, the edges of vegeta
tion units are reconstructed. All edge pixels belonging to the same 
spatial unit are stored as chains in memory, by scanning the image. 
Through this operation we are able to reconstruct the contiguities in 
the image (figure 6). 
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Fig. 6: Imageanalysis: "continguity" and "proximityn 

Then, within a search circle corresponding to a pre-defined 
threshold distance from edge pixels of a certain spatial unit, edge 
pixels of other units are detected. This threshold proximity may be 
related to criteria such as maximal bridging-over dlstance or even 
acceptable loss ofspecimen. As soon as a below-threshold dis
tance is detected, a line between the two pixels is drawn. The total 
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number of "bridges", an aggregalion of individually detected 
below-threshold proximilies, could be considered as a measure of 
proximily ln highly fragmenled /andscapes. Same results are given 
in figure 7. 

• 

' uL. 

Fig. 7: bridge detaction: some resulls 
a) edge deleclion 
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search lines : 16 

d) treshold dislance: 10 pixel steps (x 20m) = 200m 
search lines : B 

Same remarks must be made to this technique. The number of 
search lines is importantly related to the accuracy of bridge 
deteclion. The further an object is situated from another, the 
smaller is lhe chance a bridge will be delected, and the larger the 
number of search lines has tobe. This means !hat no conclusions 
about bridges between two particular objects can be made. How
ever, the total number of detected bridges in an area could be 
considered as a measure of 'proximity' in an area. 

Drawing lines has the disadvantage that there is a line or there is 
not. In olher words, by this way we can't represent lhe continuous 
varying survival chance. This representation neglecls a lot of 
information aboul proximity in landscapes. 

3. Oullooks 

Some oullooks and conslrainls can be formulated. II is possible to 
include direction as a bridging-over criterium, for instance in order 
to take into consideration the dominant wind direction. 

Similarly, a distinction could be made between the kind of area tobe 
crossed (highways, cropland, urban areas,„.). For example, high
ways could be considered as very strong barriers, and agricultural 
areas as easier to cross. 

Ecological planning could profitable make use of this kind of 
analysis and synthesis, for inslance through the deteclion of 
strategic areas, where lhe creation of stepping stones or the 
removal of barriers could improve the connectivity. Even, evalua
tion of simufaled implantations can become possible. 

Further research should be done for the overlay of conneclivity 
maps compuled for representative species. Also, a definition of 
conneclivily indices, including concepts such as bridging-over 
capacity, could be envisaged, as complements to the , and -
indices. The various melhods and techniques offered by image 
analysis could be very inspiring. However, this will give some 
problems. lt is, for example, not clear on which base nodes 
(biolopes) and links (corridors or bridges) are defined. ls this on 
vegelation dependent crileria, on shape dependent criteria or on 
measuremenl crileria (perimeter, area .. )? 

Some general conclusions 

Remote sensing images otter potenlial information olherwise 
hardly obtainable to landscape ecology. On the other hand, land
scape ecologyoffers useful synthesizing concepls in the interpreta
tion of remole sensing data, thus widening lhe applications of this 
technique in a field hilherto generally neglected. 

A landscape approach to remote sensing information impJements 
existing lechniques, but also develops new algorilhms, inspired by 
concepts, used in spalial sciences, such as landscape ecology. 

The dislinclion between an analytical and synlhelical level is useful 
for various reasons. The analytical level allows a userul dislinclion 
between various relevant landscape-ecological elements and 
components, and clearly sets the limits imposed by the resolulion of 
lhe imaging syslem. From this level, a wide fan of synthetical 
concepts developed in landscape ecology can be applied. The 
confrontation of these concepts with lhe lechniques offered in the 
field of image analysis and spalial malhematics is a challenge for 
both remole sensing and landscape ecology 

The effort to apply the concept of conneclivity on SPOT -derived 
datasets makes clear !hat it is necessary to define this concepl 
more clearly. This remark is also valid for other s1ructural concepls 
in landscape ecology. 
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UPON THE USE AND ABUSE OF THE NOTION OF ECOLOGICAL CATAS
TROPHE 

T. Bartkowski 

In order to understand better the nolion of ecological catastrophe 
one must consider firslly the nolion of homeos1asy. lt means the 
abilily of a given sei to return the former state after a temporary 
disturbance of ils course. Homeoslasy can be represented graphi
cally as a line of continuous "up's'' and "down's" following in time 
and not as a straight line indicating a steady state of such a set. Do 
not misunderstand this parable! lt shall only stress the point that in 
the homeostalic sei the "down's" of its curve are its common, its 
constituting feature. We can visualize it an the example of some 
mammal or insect where lhe grogradation phase ends wilh an 
abrupt decrease of the population (retrogradation). 

Now we are facing the problem of an ecological crisis. ll means 
firslly the state after the lourning point !hat lasts tm the next tourning 
point thal can be eilher the beginning of the next progradation 
phase or of a temporary (short) low, steady state. Taking this inlo 
account we must conclude that such crises are nothing execp
tional, !hat they are the commonest thing in lhe existencein the 
duralion of a populalion. Crises are the nalure's way of regulalion of 
the size of the population and because of this we should be not 
afraid of crises. Despile this conclusion we are still afraid. Why? 
Because we are humans and for humans each retrogradation 
phase means death of human persons. We know, !hat man fears 
death but we consider this fear as a natural, exaclly "human" !hing 
as man's fale. Nqw, relrogradation means something different- an 
extraorinary, sudden, massed death of persons and for Hirn it is no 
consolation at all, that such are laws or nature. Man considers also 
such crises as something bad and therefore he abuses the terms 
calling these phenomena cataslrophes. 

How to understand such terms? Let us look al animals populations! 
There can happen, in lhe courseof conlinuous "up's" and "down's" 
of the populalion curve the one "down" where population extincts: 
is eitherexterminaled by manor by a predalory species orwhen the 
ecological niche (biotope, sile) is destroyed (f.i. by volcanic erup
tion). In lhese cai;es, where there occurs acessationof the duration 
of the population we could use the term of a calaslrophe but 
wemust be aware lhat it has local characler and that we must ask: 
for what lime sector? The well known example of lhe lillle island 
Krakatau, where were destroyed not only the biological life but 
equally lhe ecological niche proves, thal such local catastrophes 
are of short duration and the "invincible life" has taken inlo 
posession lhe island again after only several decennies since the 
eruplion in 1883 (the same case exemplify the volcanoes of Vesuv 
and Etna or the Monlagne Pele of Martinique, where the eruption of 
the year 1902 has caused a sudden dealh of 26000 of inhabitanls 
but the destroyed town S. Pierre lives again). lt were also temporal 
local catastrophes and the succession of life forms has led to a 
populational revolution: the exchange of the old biomes by the new 
ones. II was also not a decided, final, absolute calastrophe. A final, 
absolute catastrophe (the very true catastrophe) would occur only 
in the case of deslroying of all life on Earth (the case of a possible 
atomic world war). 

In order to visualize this sltuation, when referring il to the case of the 
human species let us consider the adjoined ideogram showing the 
use of the discussed terms in lhe cathegories of the notions or 
ecology in general and of landscape ecology in the detailed view. 
The consideralion of lhis "ideogram-model" begins with the nolion 
of ecological paradigm. lt means !hat, when studying human 

populalions we musl always consider the relations between lhe 
basis (malerial, physical, technical) and the overstruclure (socie
ty's organization), because these relations consist in the flows (see 
arrows) of matter, energy and informalion between them, indicating 
homeostasy and this is the essence of all ecology. 

Of course homeostasy, as already hinted consists of conlinuous 
crlses (indicated by the sign) but some of them can be more deep 
as the common, light ones, partial crises. These crises can become 
manifest eilher in the area of the basis (as f.i. deterioralion of 
physical lifeconditions, as diminulion of the numberof population in 
"sudden deaths") or in the area of lhe overstructure (see the 
perception). The crises can be of differentiated intensity (see "deep 
crisis") and when lhis deepening occurs in both the areas simul
taneously there can occur a slate of revolution: as well a popula
lional one (when one populalion is exterminated or expulsed) or a 
social one (classes changes, then theproblem of social juslice 
reforms, emancipation of "poor" classes, of slaves, other 
changes). 

We will remark that till this moment we didn't consider ecological 
catastrophe in the very sense of the ward. In all these cases the 
existence of bolh the elements of the ecological interaction: the 
basis and lhe overstructure, although subject to changes, was 
nevertheless conlinued, that is "life" persisted despile the crises. 
Calaslroph can occur only in the case ot total annihilation either of 
the basis (basis catastrophe) or of the overstruclure (overslructure 
catastrophe} when their continuation is not possible (ev0n through 
revolution). Total, absolulecatstroph occurs onlywhen bolh theele
ments of the inleraction are revocably, simultaneously annihilated 
(hypolhetical atom world war). 

Finally the modal indicates the respective areas ofinterest of both 
levels of ecology: in a narrow sense, when concerning lhe basis 
and in lhe broader sene, this one of landscape ecology, when 
concerning the relalions basis-overslruclure (indicaled in lhe 
model as the core of ecological paradigm) relations between the 
subject of the inleraclion sei and the oulerspace (compare E. 
HAECKEL'S definition 1866!) 
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CONFRONTATION OF THE NATURAL SPATIAL UNITS PATTERN IN THE 
TOPIC DIMENSION WITH THE ARTIFICAL SPATIAL UNITS PATTERN IN THE 
LIGHT OF CONSIDERATION OF THEIR CONNECTIVITY AND COMMUNICA
TION. 

T. BARTKOWSKI 

In order to understand properly the aims of the task, indicated by 
the tille let us define firslly what means "natural" and what 
"artificial". The first, seemingly obvious, explanalion would be: 
natural is what is originated by nature and made by natural forces 
and artificial is what is originated by man and made by man's 
lechnology, by man's applicalion of additional matter and energy to 
the task of transformation of nature in the so called geotechnical 
metabolism ( encompassing in "nature" aswell the living as the non 
living mauer). 

And by this firsl explanation, presenting anlinomy "nature-man", 
we are meeting first conceptual difficullies. Let us quote the Authors 
(T. BARTKOWSKI 1986a) considerations ccncerning the so called 
"anlhropogenic landscapes" . What is "anthropogenic landscape" 
?There are but very vew places an Earth thal should not bear any 
imprint ot human activity an them-an imprinl of immediate or of 
intermediate use of nature by man. Even landscapes, that seem to 
be natural in our perceplion, such ones as equatorial rain forest in 
Amazonia, the african Savanne, badlands of different type, land
scapes of wandering dunes belang here allhough man appears in 
these landscapes mostly only as stimulator of landscapeforming 
processes (then "man's =anlhropo=genic!") of wholly natural 
character (forces of nature). Ws musl call all these landscapes 
"anthropogenic" accordingly to the firsl explanation. 

Sometimes the anthropogeneily of the landscape is even more 
subtle, when it is the resull of indirect, very remote influence of man 
as f.i. the exterminalion ot a predatory species in a mountaineous 
area by man that preyed on goats and mouflons. This extermination 
of lhis predalor has led to unhindered repreduction of goats and 
mouflons and to their immense multiplication. The effect of lhis in 
the landscape is an increased slope erosion and the formation of 
recent badlands morphology (and of all dependant effects in the 
landscape ecological sight). 

The demonslrated case proves the existence of anlhropogenic 
landscapes formed by totally natural forces and processes. 
Nevertheless such landscapes stand in certain opposition to such 
unmistakeable anthropogenic landscapes as arable, cultivated 
lands in Europa, cultivated densely populated lands or monsoon 
Asia,as irrigated lands of oases of the near easl, even as chinampa 
fields or Mesoamerica etc. Because of these facts one should 
discern also, in the cathegory or anthropogenic landscapes in 
general a subclass of "anthropic'' landscapes, of these that are 
immediately used and maintained by man. 

We must then modify our tirst definilion of "natural" and "artificial" 
and resign from the condilion of "being made by natural forces" and 
"being made by man's technology" or as "application of additional 
matter and energy" and focus an the condilion of "being in 
immediate use and being maintained in funclioning by man". Therl 
we must come to the conclusion that the most logical definition of 
the problem of "naturalily" and "artificiality" of surfaces concerned 
in these considerations (and named "topes" because of the topic 
dimension) should linalize in the establishment of a certain set of 
two exlremal and a certain number of intermediate situalions in 

which factors"nature" (nalural (and "man") artilicial) inleract in an 
antinomyin the manner demonslrated in the following "ideogram": 

Space units " topes 

Serni: 
natural ------7 natural ~ artificial------+ artlficial{anthropic) 

naturogenlc anthropogenic 

physto + biotopes ~ ecotopes ---~ anthropotopes 

The ideogram don't need explaining-U speaks for Uself. After this 
lhe Reader will now understand why "artificial" means "anthropic", 
why "anlhropogenic" contains in it "semi-natural" and "semi-arti
ficial" (with changing degreeof "naturality" and "anlhropogeneity") 
and will now understand why in the following explanation of a new 
group of notions the Author is caulious in using terms referring to 
genesis and uses instead the commonly used adjectives-pretixes 
"homo"- and "hetero"-"genous", the composilions "homo"
and "hetero"-"logous". 

In order to inlroduce this second group of notions we must state !hat 
there exisls a fundamenlal difference between two points of 
reference of basic landscape surface unils, also unils of so called 
topic dimension, as related to two types of organisms, considered 
as subjects of reference: 
- ot immobile plants, "slanding" an their "sites" and forming a kind 

of biotopes named "phytotopes" 

- of mobile animals, wandering an and between different 
biotopes-phytotopes, forming thus their biotope- zootope 
(lheir "space of life") !hat can be named equally their 
"territory". 

The first group of surfaces belongs to the calhegory of physio
and eco-topes (generally named "geotopes") where occurs, in 
differenl way (camp. the notion of "cascading" systems of CHOR
LEY-KENNEDY 1971) flows of mauer and energy andin lhis case 
in the course of transportalion (of flow) the most important feature 
of their spatial localion is the neighbourhood. However the most 
importanl feature of the struclure of these geolopes is thal they are 
homologous . lt means that the condilions of supply and of growth 
of planls are fairly uniform on all the surface of given physical unit 
(the physiotope) in the "view" of interests of "higher" in size planls 
(we exclude microbes and parasites and other very small sized 
organisms). The units that have common limits enjoy the value of 
being intensively connected when they are neighbours and enjoy 
intense exchange of matter and energy (it is esspacially the case of 
so called "catenas", where occurs a longiludinal flow of matter in a 
"vectoral horizontal syslem"). They are in essence gravitalional 
flows. 

Contrary to this second group of geotopes that is described by 
landscapes ecclogists (esp. see R.T. FORMAN 1981) in terms of 
patch , matrix, corridor, interior and edge biotope, ecolone, are 
basically heterologous. They are not so much uniform surfaces as 
rather "contact lines", spots, lines crossing lhe matrix or ecotone 
surfaces (even patches, allhough may be great in size, are 
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differentiated in edge and interior sites, are also helereologous}. lt 
is equally lhe same case when we are dealing wilh man as subject 
of the reference (man as living being, also an organism) and with 
his land use (manas inlelligenl being using technics). He is lhe 
greatest "source" of most of lhe helerology of anthropic land
scapes. 

This second group of surfaces, lhat arenow under discussion is 
discerned an behalf of animals, including man, beelng able to 
move, to communicate between different productional surfaces of 
nalure (phylolopes) and lhus lo change places in seeking food (or 
equally forother purposes-comp. the nolion of terrilorialilythat will 
be explained later). Also movement, possibility and opportunity to 
wander, lo move, are of vital importance for animals and il is here 
that enters in full the notion of connectivity. The common extended 
limit is not as necessary as only the sole connexion (with exceplion 
of birds and of some f/ying insects - they can equally transport 
parasites)lhat allows the physical wandering to places where 
animals can find food (or for other purposes) and, as aspecial case 
of such needs, water. or course the possible extended, the 
"common" limil, facilitates this connectivity enormously but this is 
not an absolute necessily and of course for "flying" animals bolh 
these properties are not necessary. in this case of importance 
would. be "neighbourhood" (that does imply unavoidably connec
tivily). 

On lhe other hand man's way ot life and man's use ot space does 
not oblige him lo live constantly within the limits of the produclional 
surfaces, because he can gather, collect and transport the products 
of nature, such ones as food, raw materials (in this tuels) needed for 
this specilically human way of produclion- the secondary produc
fion- and he uses tor this purpose aspecial kind of "to" and "away" 
conveyers (field) paths and roads, motor- and railways, pipelines, 
aquaeducls andwatercha:nnels etc. (he behaves in such waysince 
the slopping of nomadic life, since the age of steady, immobile 
occupance of land, since the establishment of permanent seltle
ments. lt is right here that we are coming to the notion of 
oecumene-of of the "inhabited earth"-and to the problem of its 
evolution. lt is here that appears the problem of "superimpositlon" 
ot oecumenes in the course of history of man and lhe beseltlement 
af a given terrain (comp. the Aulhors conlribution T. BARTKOWSKI 
1986b). The conneclivity important for man depends upon finding 
places -oplimal siles- where are meeting most kinds ot produc
lional surfaces and it is here that man sellles, construcls houses. lt 
is worth of mentioningthat in the Polish language a settlement kind 
known as a town is named "miasro"and this comes trom "miejsce" 
lhal means lilerally "place" (-comp. T. BARTKOWSKI 1966b). 

At this place one remark! The habil of "bringing home" materials, 
necessary for living, is not specifically human because numerous 
animals do the same (ants, bees, hamsters, squirrels etc). Soma of 
them transform even these malerials into new products (f.i. bees) 
and we could conceive it as a kind of secondary produktion-man is 
very proud of. The remarkable point of il is lhat it exiges mobility of 
these organisms- ability to move, to find and to eslablish paths of 
circulalion, ability to recognize and to .ulilize heterology of terrain. 
Helerology is the fundamental reason and basis of their exislence 
and ar surviving and of "interest" or their respective subjects and 
their funclions. 

Nevertheless we must remark, thal man's secondary production is 
differenl from this one of animals. Man's produclion provides not 
only .means to live (food) and to survive but equally weil olher 
goods, satisfying other, specifically human, needs (as related to 
man's cullure-needs of "higher" order). Also in general man's 
connectivityof surfaces, that services different man's need, is quile 

different from the connectivity, servicing animals. II is also under
standable that in lhese three dimensions of consideralion of these 
kinds of flows as occuring in "neighbourhood", in "communication" 
and in "connectivily", are developed in the landscape, in the topic 
level of consideralion, that is in terms of "geo-topes" differenl 
spatial units patterns, superimposed one upon another, as the 
reflection of lheir successive appearance in the course of develop
ment or lhe so called cultural Jandscape. We can also discern the 
following pattern types: 

A. The homologous lype 
1) Surlaces where occur physical flows, called "phy

sio-geo-topes", described in terms or transfer, ot neighbour
hood and communication and considered in two fundamental 
dimensions, the vertical and the horizontal ones. 

2) Surfaces where occur lrophic flows in the area of planls 
biotopes named phytotopes and forming the so called siles (this 
phytotope includes pedotope too ) described in terms equally of 
"neighbourhood" and "communicalion" (in general: horizontal 
flows). 

B. The helerologous lype 
3) Surfaces of lhe trophic flow in the area of animals biotopes 

called in general "zoolopes" where occurs the ulilization of 
space by animals as weil on surfaces, named matrix, ecotone, 
patch as equally well in places or along lines described in terms 
of edge and inerior sites, as corridors ot different nature and 
"seized up " in terms or connectivity , communicalions, of 
dispersal dispersivity. 

4) Anlhropic "land use" surfaces (can be named 
"anthropotopes"), whereoccurs utilization of space in the most 
complete and various way, an "surfaces", "in points", "along 
lines", described in terms of "neighbourhood", of "communica
tion ". A special importance posesses lhere the nolion of 
"nearest spot" (see "miasto" = "place"). The "anthropotopes" 
when used in collaboration wilh nature form in general parts ot 
so called (alter CHORLEY-KENNEDY 1971) ··conlrol-sys
tems" ( f.i. irrigational systems , dams an rivers) or, when 
predominanz is man's constant vigilance, lhe so called (see 
BULATOV 1977) "skeleton systems"" thal ls wholly anthropic 
ones and because of lhis, wholly artiricial (such anes as towns 
and other selllements, then factortes, railway stalions elc) 
representing man's ulilization of space in poinls and along lines. 

In each pattern type the tlow of matter and energy occurs in 
different way and when it occurs especially in the inlense cullural 
landscape as 
encoutered in denseley populated areas, there occurs a very 
dislinct superimposilion of one upon anotherin a "mulUstoried" way 
and because of this these f/ows are being constantly modilied (see 
lhe problem of superimposition in T. BARTKOWSKI 1966b and the 
problem of lhe s.c. landscape slories by H. RICHTER 1979). In lhe 
cullural landscape (comp. T. BARTKOWSKI 1966a) there is a 
mighly, one would say , an overpowering, impact of additional 
matter and energy provided by man that inrluences in a vital 
measure, all lhese flows and transfers. 

Finally one should consider a special cathegory of factors that are 
of importance in the exchange of between different topes namely 
the intormation thal comes from differentiated spatial behaviour of 
organisms themselves and lhat slems from lhe area of ethology (in 
certain manner).As already explicaled communicalion and con
neclivily are dependanl upon the abililies or disabilities of organ
isms : of planls as being immobile and animals asbeing mobile. 

lt is first general division bul these abililies (and disabilities) of 
organisms appear to be more sophislicaled. We will explain lhis 



rirstly wilh the help of the notion of dispersal and dispersivity, 
indicaled spalial pattern of organism in such terms as "uniform" or 
"regular" or "homologous" and "irregular", "in clusters (groups)" 
forming a heterologous pattern. These features ot spalial paltern 
ate differentiated after general "behavioural" programs. There can 
be discerned in general two such lypes of programs: 

1 - program of seeking food and teeding 

2 - programs for olher activities 

The first program exiges sleady presenca of animals on surtaces 
where food can be found, that is food for the plantivores - also the 
phytotopes- and for carnivores (consumers of the second order
the zootopes). This explaines whythe plantivores most of their lives 
spend in phytotopes in which lhey are interested, are literally bound 
ot them, are spalialy "plant true" and because this lheir zootopes 
are mostly idenlical wilh phytotopes. In this case these zootopes 
are of homologous type it is especially true in respect to plantivores 
"specialized" in concrele plants lhey are consuming (f.i. numerous 

insects). 

Conlrary to this other anima1s, !hat are not "specialized" in con
sumption of specilic food, are not bound to a specifical biotope and 
lheir nutritional surtaces can be very heterologous- especially by 
predators. II is however not their exclusive ability because some 
great plantivores as deer or sheep, when not specialized in planls, 
are to be found grazing as wen in wood as in grassy tormations 
(even an man's fields). These planlivores can be at mosl 
specialized in preference to certain types of these formations, f.i. in 
woods undergrowth lypes, in meadows types etc. In summing up 
lhis part of these consideralions we may conclude that the bespo
ken programs of food concerned behaviour Jet us dislinguish two 
groups of surfaces in dependance of lhis circumstance the food is 
being sought by animals"specialized on lood" or not speclalized. In 
the lirst case il will concern homologous surfaces of the phytotopes 
being "exploited" by the consumers of the1-st and 2-nd order 
and in lhe second case heterologous surfaces of either a special 
group of planlivores able to exploil different, in most cases neigh
bouring, homologous surfaces being their nutritional area or of 
carnivores (consumers of the 2-nd order). And now, when arrived 
to the consideration of the problem of behaviour programs for other 
aclivities we must now consider wilh more attention the notion of 
territory ( that was logically implied in the first group of discerned 
units bul was not specifically mentioned). Let us quote E.P. 
ODUM's (1971) two sentences upon the notions of disperslon and 
of territoriality . "Territoriality is developed among vertebrales and 
some arthropoda-animals of complex reproducting behaviour, as 
reflected specifically in nest building, deposition of eggs, care for 
progenity and its protection." ODUM includes however in this 
notion each kind of mechanism that lead to dispersion in space of 
individuals or of groups of individuals. In this sense the notion can 
be applied nol only to the dispersion ot animals but equally well to 
dispersion ot plants ~nd of various microorganisms of different 
taxonomic posilion. Territoriality can be then considered as "a 

general ecological phenomenon". 

lt follows rrom these considerations that in the case of such 
conceiving of territoriality the spatial features of such territories 
depend primarily upon the properties of space, where these 
differen!ly selected life spols or life areas are used by lhese 
organisms. In other words it depends upon the "offer" of this space 
for different needs and for the resulting behaviour or organisms.ln 
consequence of this lhis "space of life" (compare the "Leben
sraum") of all animals can be considered as composed of two kinds 

of surfaces: 

1. Surfaces seivicing the nulritional needs of animals (in this case 
we find surfaces , ceteris paribus, homologous of biotopes= 
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zootopes of plantivores and of zootopes of the consumers of 2-nd 
order (carnivores preying on planlivores)), 

- surfaces of heterologous biotopes of carnivores ( in general of 
predalors) mos!ly concordant wilh the lirst homologous surtaces 
and of some plantivores not specialized in food. 

II. Surfaces servicing other needs of animals that were mentioned 
in E.P. ODUM's (op.cil) description of the nolion of lerritorality. 
These surfaces are in essence heterologous andin natural condi
tions are encoutered on the timils or fringes between the already 
menlioned homologous biotopes that is phylotopes, also on "lines 
of contact", including in this such special types as "corridors" or 
"strips" (exemplified by creeks or river beds, beaches ridges= 

escarpmenls or ridges "slrips" etc). 

In the condilion of artiricial, anthropic landscape and especially in 
agricultural areas lhe number of the heterologous spots or of lines 
(f.i. corridors) and surfaces (f.i. agrar fields with rotalion) is in 
general many times greater but this depends upon the specilic 
features of agricullural system of produclion introduced by man and 
especially upon the system of land property (ownership). lt is 
dependant upon the size of productional plots (lhen hedges, 
fences, other kinds of limils) the syslem of gathering yields (of 
haivesting - then field paths and roads) and of communicalion 
lines. And it is in lhis place !hat comes to value the notion of 
agricullural system, lhat is the notion of land use by man. In 
systems !hat use great produclional surfaces (name of plols would 
be inadequate) also in the colectivistic system or in the plantalion 
systems (including great crop farms in as f.i., in thewheat beltof the 
USA or soviet tshernosem areas of USSA) the established great, 
produclionally "homologous'', surfaces efface lhe natural much 
greater heterology of terrain (in theview of physical ditterenliation of 
of soil and subsoil). The "homologous" surfaces of this kind are 
also in some degree artificial. Contrary to this in systems lhat use 
small sized produclional plots, with a great number of property 
limits (land dismembering) lhere is a tendency to establish a great 
number of heterologous biolopes in the form of the so called 
corridors such as hedges, hedgerows, wood belts or strips of small 
patlerned matrix surfaces of fie[ds with rotation, of permanently 
used orchards, paslures elc. In this case one can say that "man's 
land use" increases the number of zoolopes as well of for food 
oriented as tor other behaviour programs of animals also that this 
land use has as weil modified as mulliplied lhe possibilities for 
animals to find food and to create territories ror olher programs. The 
land use by man causes also the superimposition of heterologous 
zootopes lastly described upon bolh the heterologous as homolog
ous biotopes- zootopes and phytotopes of the group "1 ". And this 
fact of superimposition leads to the following fundamental state

menls: 

- in anlhropic landscapes is lhe problem of the concept of 
anthropogeneity of landscape and of zootopes in its most blatant 
form presented. Ruled by natural laws, lhe behaviour of animals 
is dependant in some way upon biolopes formed artificially by 
man and this pallern of biotopes is as weil anthropogenic as 
anlhropic (problem of rolation, of steady supply of matter and 
energy by man, of application of information coming from 

agrotechnics and agronomy). 
- This phenomenon of man's inlluence forming an artificial -

natural (semi- artilicial?semi-natural?) spalial pattern of 
biotopes is the result of confrontation of two main factors 
operating in the space: natural and artificial, as refleclingthe 
fundamentals antinomy "nature -- man's culture". 

- The notion of homology and of heterology ot biotopes appears as 
being vilally dependanl upon two factors encounlered in a given 

area. 
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a) organisms, in this especially animals wilh lheir "spatial 
behaviour" 

b) the "offer" of lhe area thal islhe possibilities and facilities 
presented to the organisms, dependant upon physical condi
tions of primary produclion of this area, to perform lhis 
behaviour. 

- The spatial behaviour depicted in terms of communicalion and 
conneclivity by using the concepts of dispersivity and of territo
riality, allows very well lhe explication of the essence of the 
notions of phytolopes and of zootopes and helps even lo depict 
spalial behaviour of man, this time in terms of "land use" (in the 
cathegory of "anlhropotopes" or, in a wider sense, in lhe already 
coined terms of "anthropic- or technoantropo-cenoses" and 
the "control" or even the "skeleton" systems- in lhis see J. 
DEMEK 1984, R.H. CHORLEY andB.A. KENNEDY 1971, V.1. 
BULATOV 1977) 

- in analysing the above discussed notions, and bearing in mind 
that considered are the "geo-topes" we must be aware, that 
they concern all space, spatial units, and thal in lhis momentwe 
enter lhe domain of physical geography -more precisely this of 
complex physical branch geography in its special branch called 
"landscapes science" and somelimes recognized as "landscape 
ecology". This constatalion puls before the landscape ecology 
the task of establishing the right taxonomic posilion of such 
fundamental landscape ecological units as physio- and 
ecolopes, in lhe basic physiogeographical system of division of 
landscape. 

- of special importance will be there the problem of relalions of the 
units of ecotope type to this of the lwo kinds of biotopes 
designated as phyto- and zoo- lopes. This problem deserves 
ils special treatment in anolher sludy. 
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ECOLINES & GEOLINES: CONNECTIVITY IN NATURAL LANDSCAPES 

P. Bridgewater 

Conneclivity is a term used to describe an attribule of landscape 
slructure and funclion. Landscapes are mosaics of patches linked 
by corridors. Conneclivity is one characteristic of corridors or 
networks. There are mathematical models of conneclivity, based in 
transport geography, but lhere are also qualitative aspects to 
connectivity which help understand landscape structure and func
tion. 

Much research effort into connectivity has occurred in the northern 
hemisphere, with considerable emphasis on the role of anlhropic 
slruclures such as hedgerows or fencerows. Tropical and southern 
hemisphere countries often da not have such anthropic structures 
as a major consliluent of their landscapes. None the lass all 
landscapes, "nalural" or modilied, have conneclivity as a property 
of their inherent networks. 

Landscape ecologists, therefore, need to perceive conneclivity as 
a basic landscape property, which can help develop an under
standing of temporal change and spatial variety in lhe landscape 
fabric. LEEUWAN (1966) had alluded to many of these concepts, 
bul mainly in terms of boundary phenomena, rather than linkage. 

FORMAN & GODRON (1986) give details on wildlife movements 
lhrough corridors. Particularly small vertebrates (mammals, birds) 
have received considerable study-the main conclusions of which 
are that such specles depend for survival on the abilily to colonise 
linked habilat patches following local exlinction. For Auslralian 
foresl and shrubland vegetalion there is evidence that some fauna 
require a mosaic of habitat palches resulling trom regeneralion 
sequences after burning. COCKBURN (1978) documents this for 
Pseudomys shortridgei in lhe Grampians (Victoria), where species 
survival depends on the availability of a particular phase in the fire 
regeneralion sequence of a plan! communtiy. Other authors make 
similar Observations e.g. BRAITHWAITE & GULLAN (1978), FOX 
& FOX (1978). 

Connectivity is a mauer of scale: Connexions between landscape 
patches exist al bolh macro and micro scales. Corridors between 
landscape patches are recognisable, in a broad sense, at a 
continental level, and the term "geoline" is proposed for such 
corridors. At lhe local level the term "ecoline" to cover anycorrtdor, 
natural or otherwise is proposed. (BRIDGEWATER 1987). 

Geolines are simply intended to indicate trajectories along which 
biota, energy and nutrients are able to flow around or between 
major landscapes zones. Such trajectories are found through 
homogenous landscape types, or between landscape types. 
Examples of geolines for Australia are given in Fig. 1, with geolineA 
an example of a "through" type and Geoline B an example of a 
"between type". 

At the local landscape level ecolines are prominent features. 
Fire-related regeneration patches are major determinants for 
ecolines in Australian landscapes. In well-watered regions 
streamlines are prominent ecolines, al!hough the high levels of 
moisture present in lhese environmenls may make them unsuilable 
as routeways for many species. In semi-arid regions usually dry 
watercourses tend towards high indices for circuitry - as well as 
providing numerous isolated "islands" of dryland vegetalion bet
ween their anastamosing branches. BRIDGEWATER (1987) pro
vides some specitic examples derived from colour aerial photo
graphy. 

Major Gfl6ies In Austndia 

• jun<:tion poinls bet...ecn GeOOnes 

In nalural landscapes, circuitry tends tobe lower lhan for semi- or 
sub-natural landscapes (terms sensu WESTOFF 1971). Ecolines 
can be delected in all three landscape types. A knowledge of 
ecolines and their linkages form a valuable part of developing 
managemenl stralegiesfor conservaHon and sustainable land use. 

Where natural vegelalion "islands" or fragments exist wilhout 
linkages, these should be crealed as part of any management 
strategy. Where areas of natural vegetalion exist as intact land
scapes, bul are threatened with developmenl, then lhe ecolines 
need to be identified and given top priorily for conservation. This 
would provide a means for linking fragments which may be Jett, 
deliberately or accidenlally, as the development proceeds. 

Research programs devoled to the idenlilication and understand
ing of ecolines in natural and semi-natural landscapes are needed 
urgently. Ecolines, allhough spatial in nature, also have dynamic 
aspects which need allenlion in any management studies. Ulli
mately, the funclion and survival of vegetalion fragments in a 
cultural landscape and their conlribulion to nalure conservalion will 
depend on the linkages (ecolines) provided lhrough the surround
ing malrix. These ecolines are as important for the promotion and 
maintenance of landscape richness as they are for the movement 
of animals (and plants) within landscape. 
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INVISIBLE CONNECTIVITY IN RURAL LANDSCAPES 

M. Antrop 

INTRODUCTION 

Man conquered lhe land effeclively by settling down. Then he 
started to adapl his natural environment to fulfill his needs and thus 
started to create a cullural landscape. 

Many of his needs were not purely biological but also psychologi
cal, social, cullural and religious. Consequently, he organized and 
shaped his landscape accordingly. The choice of the site for his 
setllement was vital for his survival. The crealion of a settlemenl 
has always been a importanl act and is still associated with some 
riluals. Primary, the choice depended upon the natural resources 
available. When the populalion increased or the carrying capacity 
of the land was reslricted for the number of new selllers, his choice 
also depended upon the activity of his neighbours. The same 
factors influenced the way he could organize and extend his 
territory. In the case of a communal, concentraled settlement lhese 
invisible forces, connecling the different villages, created lhe 
lerrilorial shapes and distribulion patlerns which shaped in an 
important manner lhe cullural landscape we can recognize slill 
today. The analysis of the spatial dislribulion of lhe village sites and 
the shapes of lheir associated territories may reveal some of the 
ecological, spalial and psychological faclors which were active 
during the time of selllement and the shaping or the landscape. A 
lheorelical and methodological basis for lhis can be round in 
geographical modelsof spalial analysis. Information lheoryoffers a 
possible framework to inlegrate all the differenl approaches (M.An
lrop 1987). 

TERRITORIAL CONTROL: A QUESTION OF COM
MUNICATION 

Ta understand the social territory it may be interesling to consider a 
selllement as an 'information cenlre'. The informalion transfer 
between lhe sile and ils territory can be described using informalion 
theory. In landscape ecology lhe channel of informalion transfer is 
the geographical space and distance is one of the mosl important 
factors inducing noise. Information transfer by man in lhe land
scape can be done in four ways : 

1. visual signals which makes a visibilily analysis in lhe landscape 
surrounding lhe site necessary ; 

2. auditive signals which have only a limited range unless a 'relais' 
syslem is buill ; 

3. by messenger moving from one place to another carrying the 
message. In this case terrain accessibility and road connectivity 
should by siudied ; 

4. by eleclromagnetic means (telephone, radio, ... ) as used com
monly today, but which are not al all signilicant for sludying the 
origin of lhe sites in a historicar and archeological perspective. 

SPATIAL SETTLEMENT PATTERNS 

In the continuous geographical space, selllement sites should not 
be considered as isolaled features but as different elementary 
nodes in a large slructure wilh complex topological relalions. 
Random setllement pallerns seldom occur, instead two opposite 
significant devialions are frequenlly mixed togelher : the concen
traled and dispersed selllemenl pattern. Each indicates a differenl 
'generic' force : atlraclion or repulsion. 

Concenlrated settlement occurs when people needed to unite lheir 
forces to survive. Difficullies and danger may occur from the 
physical environmenl or in uncertain limes. In the western world 
concentration may be considered as the inilial agrarian setllement 
form. Small communities searched rertile soil which was easy to 
cultivate with the technology available that lime. They selecled a 
sile to inslall lheir selllement in such way all vital nalural resources 
where easily accessible and the site was safe. The origin of 
dispersed setllement lies in a growing population pressure in these 
centres exceeding the capacity of the land already cleared. lf mosl 
or the good soils in the neighbourhood were already occupied by 
surrounding villages, new land clearance was only possible upon 
less fertile and marginal soils at the limits of the existing terrilories. 
Many of the dispersed setllemenls reflect land clearance during 
peacerul and prosperous periods. Two varianls are possible 
according to the technology and organization avai1ab1e. Individual 
land clearance resulted in a more 'random' patlern and land 
clearance by greal landowners resulled in distincl syslemalic 
setllement pallerns such as slreel villages. 

SHAPE ANALYSIS 

Shape analysis allow aquanlitative description of territorial shapes 
as weil as the evalualion of the centralily of the selllemenl wilhin. 
Two types of terrilories are dislinguished: the natural and lhe social 
ones. 

The shape or the natural territories is mainly determined by 
geology, relief, lilhology and soils. The sites for selllemenls are 
searched along lhe zone wilh fertile soils, giving a good visual 
control over lhem, bul also situaled near the conneclion node 
between different land unils, such as the cropland (ager), the 
extensive grazelands (sallus) and the woodland (silva). 

The shape of the social territories is determined by the extension of 
the land occupation starting from each selllemenl and by the 
compelition wilh the adjacent sites. In lhe case of a isotrope 
(homogeneous) natural environmenl wilhout social compelilion, 
compact circular shapes may be expecled from a sponlaneous and 
non-planned settlement and occupalion or lhe land. In an isotrope 
natural environment but with heavy social competiüon hexagonal 
shapes may be expected. Thus, the contact number (=number of 
neighbours) equals 6. In anisotropic (helerogeneous) natural envi
ronments each communily tries lo cover a territory which has the 
largest diversily in environmental condilions (BAKER 1971). Con
sequently, the shape may become more elongated and the site is 
chosen so that each nalural land unil can be reached easily. 
Theorelical approaches to explain the observed shapes can use 
the gravity model, the potential modal and lhe hexagonal model. 

DETERMINING ZONES OF INFLUENCE GRAV
ITY MODELLING 

The gravity model describes the relation between the gravilational 
force (G) between two or more objecls (fig.1). lt is proportional wilh 
their 'masses' M1 and M2 and decreases wilh the distance D. The 
exponenl b expresses lhe 'friction' of the distance (normal value = 
2). The breakpoint Bis localed where the attractive forces of lhe two 
cenlres are equal. A, is the breakpoint dislance from M1. 
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Mass can be expressed in different ways: population, lechnology, 
land quality, .... Distance can be expressed in melric units, but also 
as 'time-dislance', 'effort-distance', 'cost-distance'. 

The potential modal is a variant of the gravily modal. lt determines 
the potential influenca lx at any point X in the geographical space 
caused by the attractive forces of the surrounding cenlres al 
dislances D.x (fig.2).Acoording to the gravity model, the influence 
of the settlement decreases with the distance from it. Vital resour
ces (ex. good soil,'water,„.) and valuable crops demanding inten
sive care, are found close to the settlement . Land use becomes 
more exlensive with increasing dislance from lhe village. 

A complele discussion of the rationale and use of these models can 
be found by HAGGETT (1975),THOMAS & HUGGETT (1980), 
EBDON (1977),TAYLOR (1977),UNWIN (1981) and SMITH 
(1975). 

AN EXAMPLE: THE HILL-TOP VILLAGES IN THE 
PROVENCE (FRANCE) 

The natural environment 

The geomorphic slruclure of lhe region of interior Provence has 
been mapped using a holistic land classification based upon aerial 
photographs at scale1/60000 (fig.3). The large limestone plateaus 
and mounlains are strongly folded and fraclured and a large 
number of distinct tectonic basins have been formed. Most of them 
contain fertile tertiary sedimenls. Each oJ them has been cullivated 
and forms the ager of one village. The limestone gives the 
extensive grazing land (the saltus) and offered wood for the 
community (lhe silva). Mosl of it is nowadays forested land. 

The social environment 

The primary selllement consisled of hill-top villages. Dispersed 
settlement is secondary. The hill-lopsile ('village perch') is a 
typical defense site. They are silualed near the border of the arable 
land (ager), avoiding to spill any good soil for building. The site is 
always elevated and isolated. lt allows easy access of the agricul
tural land as well as lhe extensive grazing land on the limestone 
plateaus and hills. A localion is choosen as near as possible to the 
centre of gravity of lhe territorial shapes. The natural terrilory 
corresponds to lhe extension of lhe arable soils and corresponds to 
the ager. The social lerritory also includes thegrazing lands (saltus) 
and woodland (silva). The boundaries of lhe parishes can be used 
in this case because they date from the early times of occupation 
history (fig 3). 

Shape analysis of the lerritories 

In general, the shape of the nalural territory is more irregular and 
less compact lhen lhe social terrilory. The cenlrality indices for the 
hilf-top villages are very high, except for lhe ones at the foot of a 
major mountain or escarpement. 

Two shape types ror the social terrilory dominate: the 'circular' and 
the'rectangular'. Nevertheless, in both cases the indexof centralily 
of the site is high and lhe contact number averages six as expected 
from the hexagonal model. Clearly the exlension of lhe social 
terrilory reflects the search for lhe largest diversity in nalural 
conditions as possible considering the neighbouring setllemenls. 
The try-square shape of the village Regusse (R) is in fact an 
association of two 'rectangular' territories grouped in one adminis
tralive unil. The vaUey-community lived in lhe main village (R) and 
its social territory extended in a similarway as thal of the neighbour
ing village Moissac (Mc). After lhe occupalion of the valley land, a 
large individual setllement was established on the plateau north
-west of Regusse and this became lhe node of lhe small hamlet of 
Villeneuve (v). 

Visibilily analysis 

The land visible from each village can be determined using delailed 
lopographical maps and stereoscopic aerial photographs 
supported by field work (fig.4). The intervisibilily between adjacenl 
siles show a visual isolation of each village wilh a maximal visual 
conlrol over the ager. 

Gravity modelling 

The faclors of 'mass' and 'distance' should be defined in terms 
which were important during lhe formalion of the social territories. 
Vital aspects of these setllements were : availability of arable land 
easy to reach by walking from the hill-top site which gave the 
prolection againsl invaders. Figura 5 shows Thiessen polygons 
calculafed from lhe gravity modal using the proportion of soils 
suilable for agricullure accessible in 15 minules walking from the 
sett!ement. This lime-dislance corresponds approximalely wilh 1/ 
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Fig.3 : Shapeanalysls of na1ural and social lerritories 
1 : settlement (P,F, T,Bs, .. hill-lop vi\lage; v,a,I, ... hamlels); 
2 : cenlre or gravity ol the ager (kernel oflhe physlcal lerrilory); 
3 : cenlre of gravity of the social territory (communal boundary); 
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4: shape indices : a: cenlralily index (o/o) of lhe ager; b: cenlrality index (%) of the social lerrilory; c: coetficient ofvarialion (%) ol the vectors describing the shape ol lhe 
ager; d: coetticienl of varialion (%) ofthe vectors describing the shape of the communal territory; 
5: con\acl number; 
6 : communal boundary; 
7: individual sememenls ('mas', 'baslide', 'chateau'); 
8: teclonic basins and limil of lhe cullivable soit (ager-zone). 
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Fig.4 : Visibitity analysis: landscape visible from each viflage(polygons based upon inlervisibility veclors). 
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Fig.5: Thiessen polygons showing lhe zone ol potential 'inlluence' loreach village based upon the gravily modal using the proportion ot fertile soils accessible wilhin 15 
minules of walking time lrom the village: 
1: village; 2: communal boundaries; 3: potygon ol potential lnfluence of each village; 4: polygen ol lhe polen\lal inlluence ol lhe harnte\ of Villeneuve (a secondary 
selllemenl); 5: uncertain limils. 
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4 of the average visible distance. The limits of lhese polygonsshow 
a remarkable high correlation wilh the actual communal bound
aries. Good soils in lhe close neighbourhood seem to have been an 
importanl factor for lhe possibility to extend the social territory. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Spatial analysis and modelllng proved to be a 
valuable approach in the field of settlement 
studles. Invisible connections between villages 
can be lmportant factors in the shaping of the 
landscape. They reflect forces of power between 
vlllages and way of controlling each territory. 
Human perception and information transfer In the 
landscape have be considered as signiflcant fac
tors In landscape ecology. 
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Looking back, 1 think it was more difticult to see what the problems 
were than to solve lhem. 
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ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
DESIGNING HABITAT NETWORKS 

A.J. van Selm 

Abstract 

The development of landscape ecology is seen as being depen
dent on the advances in lhe sciences it makes use of. Some recenl 
developments in animal ecology are sketched, and their meaning 
for landscape ecology is evaluated. The shifl rrom a global to a 
species specific approach is seen as very important. Up until now, 
landscape ecology has relied too much upon black box 
approaches. A new method for designing landscape ecological 
plans is skelched. 

1. Relation of ecology and landscape ecology 

In the past decades there has been a shift in lhe science of ecology 
from the general or synecological approach to the species specific 
or autecological approach, and also from the study of static 
patterns and of community composition lowards dynamic 
phenomena as population extinction, colonization, isolalion, migra
tion and dispersal. 

This important developmenl was set into motion after the famous 
book of Andrewartha and Birch appeared in 1954: The Distribulion 
and Abundance of Animals. They proposed a very dynamic picture 
of the process of persisting populations, being a balance between 
the extinction of local populations (which together make up the 
populalion) and the founding of new local populations. Since then 
this trend has gathered momentum, and has generaled a lot of 
research and articles (e.g. DEN BOER 1970). Parallel to lhis 
development, the older ideas about an inherent stability in nature, 
especially in old, complex ecosystems, have lost a Jot of ground. 
This soCalled diversily-slabilily hypothesis is seen now by most 
animal ecologisls as outdated, being a far too simple approach 
(GOODMAN 1975). 

Landscape ecology should be based upon a sound scientific basis, 
and therefore it must follow the changes in the sciences it makes 
use of, such as animal and plant ecology, geology and hydrology. 
This means that the shift in ecologyfrom the general tot the species 
specific approach must be incorporated and that more attention 
should be paid lo dynamic phenomena as co1onization and dis
persal. 

The use of the concepls of conneclivity and habilat networks in 
landscape ecology is therefore a useful step, but only a first one. 
Because the aim is to maintain ecologically valuable landscapes, a 
critical consideralion of the ecological value of those connected 
structures is indispensible. 

A valuable discussion aboul the dynamic phenomena of coloniza
lion and extinclion was broughl about by lhe "Equilibrium theory of 
island biogeography" (MACARTHUR & WILSON 1967) and ils 
subsequent application an continental situations, "islands of 
nature" lying in an "ocean of agricultural land" (e.g. DIAMOND 
1975, OPDAM et al. 1984). The discussion about the "truth" of the 
equilibrium theory of island biogeography is now almest over, and 
very serious and detailed doubts have been raised (GILBERT 
1980). The tentative conclusion that 1 draw is that lhis theory is 
another black box approach: it is only concerned wilh the number of 

species in an area or a certain surface an a certain distance from a 
"mainland". Many facls that according to the aulhors prove the 
theory, are in fact jusl new demonslrations of the 
species-area-curve, which has been described in detail 30 years 
ago (PRESTON 1948). Some aulhors proposed to open the black 
box of the theory, and to approach the phenomenon of extinclion 
and colonization from the fact of lhe species' capacity for dispersal 
(DEN BOER 1983). 

In the Netherlands this discussion stimulated a resumed interest for 
the isolation of nature reserves and for linear landscape elements 
as hedgerows, road and railway verges, and ditches. As a result a 
national report an physical planning for nature conservation payed 
a lot of attenlion to these elemenls, and considered them as 
necessary migration corridors for species moving from one nature 
reserve to anolher. (SNLB, 1981). 

Relurning to the concept of conneclivity, which has sprung from the 
equilibrium lheory, several simple but very important questions 
arise. For which species are these connecled struclures of value? 
And how? As habitats, as corridors fordispersal? Or as both? Does 
lheir funclion vary in time for the same species, or does it remain 
constant throughout the seasons? Of course different species use 
the same landscape and ils elements in different ways. The whole 
science of ecology consists of detecting these differences. 

This leads inevilably to a very importantconcluslon: the measure in 
which species thrive by an increasing amount of interconnected 
linear landscape elements will be different These differences 
resull from lhe measure wherein lhe species' environmental 
demands are met by the abiotic and biotic properties of the linear 
element: is its (only) food plan! present? Gives il shelter against its 
predators? Js it easy enough to make burroughs? This is a very 
different approach from questions like connectivily being good or 
bad, and which measure of connectivily is besl. In essence, 
reasoning in terms of conneclivity on itself is a black box approach. 
This approach therefore does not lend itself for landscape ecologi
cal design, because a black box per derinilion cannot give the exact 
answers for a design geared at reaching specified aims. Of course 
connection of (linear) landscape elemenls will resull in ecological 
changes, but the results are ralher unpredictable. For inslance, is 
the result of connecling a 3 meter broad hedgerow consisling of 
thorny bushes and bramble wilh a one meter broad windbreak of 20 
meler high poplars a connection or not? 

Fora realislic design aimed at reaching specified ecological goals, 
it is necessary to make explicit choices for certain species. In a 
black box approach it seems that no choices have to be made -but 
this is only superficial appearance. In fact a choice is made for 
whatever species will remain or establish themselves in the result
ing structures -moslly quite common species, whose ecological 
demands are low and therefore mal in many places. ln animal 
ecology lhey are called the generalists, as conlrasted to the 
specialist species who need very special types of environmenl as 
oligotrophic freshwater marshes etc. 
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The approach advocated above leads lo several questions: 
a. which species should be promoted most in which areas? 
b. are there enough ecological data available on the environmen

tal demands of the chosen species available to make adequate 
landscape ecological designs for these species feasible? 

c. is it possible to construct a melhod for designing a landscape 
ecological struclure which is useful for many species? 

d. are landscape ecological designs aiming at the conservation or 
establishmenl of particular species feasible in (inlensively used) 
agricultural land? 

e. is this seemingly laborious melhod worthwhile in designing 
landscape plans? 

The firsl three questions are answered in the subsequent para
graphs of this article. 

The answer on the fourth queslion is: yes, provided that the abiolic 
and biolic environmental demands of the target species are met. lf 
they are not mel for part of or lor all the larget species, a different set 
of larget species can be chosen, whose demands can be mel. This 
method of iteratively chosing target species and designing a 
landscape plan based upon these species has advanlages over 
just designing landscapes (whelher or not with connective struc
tures) as idenlifiable goals are chosen. In this way the designs, 
once realised in the physical reality can be evaluated, and lhe 
melhod or the parameters used in the designing process can be 
adjusted. When no clear goals are sei, evaluation of lhe landscape 
design (landscape design, because it is then NOT a landscape 
ecological design) is impossible. 

As regards the fifth queslion, the method proposed here is quile 
normal in all other englneering and designing sciences and prac
tices. Agricultural science has \lery concrete and identifiable aims, 
though by comparison with landscape ecology they are rather 
simple. This holds true for all (mechanical) engineering. As lang as 
landscape ecology does nol define aims on the same level of 
accuracy as lhe other engineering sciences, and does nol possess 
lhe knowlegde to reach lhe chosen aims in the physical realily, it 
finds itself in a comparalively underdeveloped state. 

As lang as it does not pese the righl (species specific) queslions, 
the real problem of landscape ecology will not be faced, and 
landscape ecology will wander aslray in the ocean of reality, 
desperately jumping from one icefluke to anolher (diversity-stabi1-
ily hypothesis, preservation of diversily, island biogeography, and 
now conneclivity). And as lang as these species specific questions 
are not put forward by the people who could use lhe data gathered 
by the academic science of ecology, ecology will not provide the 
answers. Such are lhe laws of supply and demand. 

From lhis it follows thal we, landscape ecologists, find ourselves in 
a ralher uncomfortable stale of underdevelopmenl. When we 
recognize this slate of our art, solulion of our problems will become 
possible in the lang end. 

This state of landscape ecology is clearly perceived by many 
people outside landscape ecology, e.g. by agricultural engineers. 
The use of very general concepls, like in lhe past the diversily-sta
bility hypothesis, and today the preservalion of diversily (which 
moslly boils down to a wish to conserve the landscape in the form of 
the year 1900 or so -at least in the Nelherlands) coupled with a 
desire to conserve everything in the landscape as it is, make the 
acceplance of ecological and landscape ecological claims by e.g. 
agricullural engineers psychologically difficult. lt is hard to get grips 
with those ecological people: what da they exaclty wanl, da they 
know lhemselves? 

2. Demands upon scientific landscape ecologl-
cal design method 

A scientific method musl consist of a systematic and repeatable 
procedure. A procedure consists of several different and clearly 
definable sleps. 

The method will be applied to ecological dala, which must be as 
accurate as possible. Dala can be of a different accuracy: whether 
qualitative or quantitative, most can be ranged an nominal, ordinal 
or numerical scales.The last gives the most exact informalion and 
should be preferred. However, the slale of ecology is such that only 
for very few species this informalion is available. Thus, mostlyother 
types of data will have tobe used. 

As regards the ecological aspecls of the steps of the method the 
following is to be kept in mind. As each species has ils own 
environmenlal requirements, il uses different landscape elemenls 
in a different way, and ils opportunities for migration and dispersal 
are influenced in different ways by lhe same landscape. This 
means that changing this landscape pattern, or resloring it in some 
way, influences all the species occurring there in a different way. 
Therefore the method should be concerned wilh: 

1. a thorough analysis of the species actually present and of the 
species which potenlially could become established, 

2. the choice of a number of targel species, rar which sufficient 
possibililies should be maintained or created in the landscape 
considered, and 

3. lhe appropriate design of slruclures which are userul lo promote 
the populalions of as many as possible of the target species. 
The general outline of this method was described two years ago 
in a Dulch journal (SELM 1985). 

Resuming, first there should be a species-specific analysis of the 
landscape concerned, followed by a synthetic deslgning process. 
Withoul this ecological approach, landscape ecological design 
misses the essential (ecological) point, and is more orless a form of 
playing blindman's-buff. Landscape design which does not aim rar 
reaching specified ecological goals is al best an "art", aiming al 
visual attractiveness. However, no clear crileria exisl, though a lol 
of Delphi-research (i.e. asking a represenlalive group of people 
whal they like mosl) has been done. 

3. The concept of ecologlcal lnfrastructure 

In the Nelherlands the concepl of ecological infrastruclure has 
become increasingly popular among ecologists, conservalionists 
and some politicians. As the ward is alten more or less used as a 
synonym for the exisling amount of hedgerows and so an, this 
renders the term rather useless as a concepl for design. 

In this paragraph the term will be redefined in order to use it as a 
scientific concepl, upon which a designing method can be based. 
Each species has its own type of environment to live in. Animals 
often need areas of a differenl type for sleeping/resling, breeding, 
hibernalion and feeding. These areas may be close together or far 
apart, depending among others on the locomotory capacities of lhe 
species, and the amounl of variation in the landscape. And it must 
be possibte to go from one area to another: lhere are areas which 
are only used by lhe species to go from one place to another. Plants 
need a place to grow, a medium as air or waler or animals lo 
disperse their pollen and seed, and sometimes their seeds need for 
germination a different type of environmenl lhan in which the 
malure plants grows. 

lf enough ecological dala aboul the facts of life of a species and its 
relalion wilh the abiotiC/landscape environment are available, a 



species specific landscape structure can be designed which is 
oplimal for that species. This structure consists of the places and 
areas which are necessary for the individuals of the species. They 
use this structure in a dynamic way: moving from one funclional 
area to another. We call this structure a species-specilic eoologi
cal infrastruclure, or an ecological infrastructure s.s. (sensu strictu). 
However, in a real landscape or ecosystem hundreds of species 
live, and for each of them an ecological infrastructure s.s. could be 
designed, if enough eoological data were available. 

In praclice, for most species not enough autecological data are 
available for landscape ecological design according to the melhod 
proposed. This reduces the numberot species tobe considered for 
designing landscape ecological slructures significanlly. Furtheron, 
when a real landscape is modified, as in the process of rural 
reallotment, most species are not affecled direclly, but indirectlyvia 
changing abiolic condilions or by the disappearance of essential 
structures or landscape elements. 

So arises lhe necessity for an efficient way to deal with the 
eoological demands ot the many species affected, and to lind a 
good compromise between the many and often more or less 
conllicting demands. In lhis inlegration process a number of rather 
subjective choices has tobe made, as where which species should 
get astronghold. The resull of this integrative landscape planning is 
a design for an ecological inlrastructure for that area. This is the 
ecological infrastructure s.1.(=sensu latu). 

4. Outlines of a method for systematic deslgn of 
ecological infrastructures. 

Our proposed method consists of five subsequent sleps: 

1. in the first step a number of species is selected, for which 
something should be done. The selection is based upon explicit 
criteria, e.g. they occur an international Red Lists, they may be 
protected species according to the Nature Conservancy Acl, 
they may be seriously endangered or rare species, or charac
teristic species for a particular landscape. Species which da not 
actually live in the area considered may also be selecled if it 
seems likely lhat they could establish themselves there when a 
few necessary changes in the area are made. The clear 
idenlilication of those target species, for which the ecological 
infrastructure s.I. should be constructed, is however essential. 

2. the second step consists of literature research for autecological 
dat of the chosen target species. The amount of data required 
may vary appreciably, according to the level of accuracy which 
is necessary for the design of lhe ecological infrastruclure s.1., 
and is largest when making a plan an a low level of abstractness 
for a real ecological inrrastructure for many targel species, 
which should be carried out in practice. The type of dala 
required are a.o.: lhe different runclional areas, resting or 
sleeping area, hibernalion area, maximal distances between 
the daily used functional areas acceplable for the species: all 
described in terms of the required abiolic and biotic variables), 
required minimum population sizes, migralion and dispersal 
capacilies of the species. For many species, notably for the 
smaller invertebrates and for "lower" plants as mosses, lln
chens, fungi, etc. the required dataare simplynot available. This 
results in ejecting a species from the list of target species. 

3. in the third slep a rough environmental conditions table" is 
const~ucted an the basß of the dala gathered in step 2. Species 
are in rows, the different types of landscape elements which 
may be distinguished in the areaconsidered are in columns, and 
in lhe cells is described in which way the species use that 
particular 1andscape element (breeding, foraging, etc.). This 
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makes an explicit comparison possible between the species, 
and gives insight into their shared demands. 

4. in the fourth step the final selection of species is made. From the 
table conclusions can be drawn about which species use lhe 
same (group of) landscape elements, and thus which ecological 
infrastruclures s.s. can benefit from the maintenance, restora
tion or creation of specific types of landscape elements. Of 
course some ol lhese ecological inlrastructures s.s. can be 
mutually exclusive, e.g. lhose required for meadow-birds and 
those lor hedgerow species. There are different possibililies to 
resolve the resulting problem: achoice between the species has 
to be made, the total area divided in apart adapted to one (group 
of) species and another part adapted to another (group}, or 
ano1her type of compromise can be found. This means that a 
modification may be made in the list of species resulting rrom 
slep 1. Another type ar modification may be lhe addition of some 
species which are very importanl source of food for one or more 
target species, or because they provide an essential environ
mental asset, like sheller, shadow or the like. 

5. in the fifth step the real design ot the eoological infraslructures 
s.s. and thelr inlegration in an ecological infrastructure s.I. is 
made. First a "species specific environmental condilions table" 
is made in which all remaining target species (in rows) and 
landscape elements (in columns) meet. In lhe cells lhe exact 
requirements of the species for that type of elementare stated, 
preferably in terms of coded classes of variables. The conslruc
tion of ecological signilicant classes may be an art in itself, but 
for many variables affiliation lo exisling classificalion systems is 
possible. Often a greal numberof the cells has to remain empty, 
simply because not enough aulecological data in the literature 
can be found, just because research is nol complete. Of course 
lhis is a serious drawbackfor designing wen working landscape; 
but this drawback for designing well working landscapes; but 
lhis drawback not only affects this method, but all types of 
landscape design. The great advantage ar this method is, !hat it 
brings to light which uncertanlies and knowledge gaps aclually 
exist in the field of ecology, and lhat idenlifiable goals are 
chosen. Secondly lhe facls ofthe "species specificenvironmen
tal conditions lable" are lranslated into ecological infraslruc
lures s.s., in real designs for !hat species shown on maps. As to 
the exact places where what should be constructed or main
tained for which (group of) species, there exisls a significant 
amount of freedom for creativity. However it seems reasonable 
to link up wilh the placeswhere populalions of the larget species 
already exist and with the existing (a)biotic condilions which 
conform to lhe species demands. Also the mutually exclusive 
demands of different groups of species should be considered in 
this stage. 

The combinalion of the ecological infrastructures of the different 
species into one design leads 10 the ecological inlraslructure for 
that area. 

Of course in lhis designing process things asgeneral efficlency and 
lowest costs, e.g. for acquisilion of land and mainlenance should 
play a role. This theme however, is out of the scope of this 
contribulion. 

5. Two examples of application of the method 

This simple method of designing ecological infrastructures s.s. and 
integraling lhem in an ecological infrastructure s.I. for an area, can 
be applied to differentscale levels: local, regional and national. The 
resulling maps are accordingly an a differenl level of concreteness, 
and this brings forth the necessity lo "translate" more abstracl 
plans into concrete local plans. 
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The question arises of whether it is necessary to have plans on a 
higher scale level, e.g. the national level. The answer isyes:aswilh 
all plans on a higher hierarchical level, they are necessary in order 
to prevenl: 1} unfortunate duplications of similar local situations for 
which no real need exisls, 2) the overriding of nationally important 
goals by local inleresls (e.g. habitals of rare species disappear for 
housebuilding) and 3)to give direction to ecological planning on the 
local level to prevent a random process of "ecological gardening". 

Two examples of applicalion of this method are presented, both in 
the posier session part of this seminar report. The first concerns an 
application of the method an the local level for an area which will be 
forced through lhe process of rural rea11otment, the other a tenlalive 
proposal for an ecological infraslructure of the Netherlands. The 
first, based uponthe method developed by our agency, has been 
made in our charge by the "lnstilule for Environmenlal Sludies" of 
the Free University of Amsterdam. Further details can be found on 
lheir poster "Upgrading of ecological structure at the landscape 
level", to be presenled this afternoon. The second design was 
made in our agency in the frame of internal preparalions for the 
fourth report on physical planning. 
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MODELLING WOODLAND SPECIES ADAPTING TO AN AGRICUL TURAL 
LANDSCAPE 

G. Merriam 

Our sludy area is in the Great Lakes St. Lawrence lowlands of 
eastern Ontario, between Oltawa and the SI. Lawrence River. This 
a mixed farming region (maize, small grains, hay and pasture for 
dairy, beef and cash crop farms) wilh agricultural intensily ranging 
from low (many wide fence rows, 1 to 1 O ha fields some old field 
succession) to moderale1y intense (non-woody or removed fence
rows, 5 to 20 ha fields, intense use of agricultrual chemicals). Our 
subject species have been Tamias striatus (chipmunk) (HENDER
SON et al. 1985, WEGNER and MERRIAM 1979) and Peromyscus 
leucopus (white-faated mause) (MIDDLETON and MERRIAM 
1981, FAHRIG and MERRIAM 1985). 

In this landscape these species function demographically as 
metapopulations, i.e. a sei of populations in individual patches or 
wooded fragments which sutter frequent (up lo 5% of patches per 
year) local exlinctions which are readily recolonized from other 
patches. In this way the connecled set of palch populations, the 
metapopulation, survives. This demographic system was the basis 
rar my propasal af the concept af connectivity (MERRIAM 1984). 

Our earlier model of connectivity in lhis syslem {FAHRIG and 
MERRIAM 1985) assumed that anlywooded lragments and fence
rows were used by this species as indicated by a large and long 
lilerature. We have shown recenlly that this "woodland" mouse 
uses crop fields (except hay or grasslands) extensively (MERRIAM 
in press, WEGNER and MERRIAM 1987). In fact, under higher 
inlensity agricullure, where fencerows do not have a complex 
slruclure of woody vegetation, lhese mice may use maize fields 
more lhan they use the adjacent fencerows. These same results, 
from caplure and release studies, show that aboul 40o/o of mice in 
crop fields are caplured only once and are neverrecaptured. This is 
due at least in part to the large scale of movements shown by 
recaptures; in farmland lhis species uses 2 to 5 times as much area 
as it does in foresls. These animals are nol just transients; we now 
can also show significant natality in maizefields. So, at least du ring 
the growing season, these mice notonly survive but also reproduce 
in crop lields and move through these fields. 

Recent telemetry studies (LANOUE and MERRIAM in press) 
confirm use of fencerows as movement corridors by this species. 
The scale of these movemenls is just as large as for those recorded 
by live trapping. Dispersing (experimentally displaced) mice move 
along fencerows like corridors, while residenl mice move oul into 
crop fields to a greater extent. 

Apparently white-footed mice are adapting to make use of the rich 
produclion of farm lields and a satisfaclory model of connectivily in 
farmland musl incorporate these activities. An improved modal 
must allow for corridor movement across the landscape wilhin 
fencerows but also must incorporale use of both fencerows and 
crop fields as habitat and also must allow for diffuse movemenl 
across crop tields. 

We are working with a modal framework which treals each crop 
field, each woods, each refuge (such as barns) and each fencerow 
as a patch (see Fig. 1 right half) wilh fixed location. II computes 
together all data from all our spatial grid locations (e.g. trap 
slations) wilhin that palch. Each patch has its lime-specific 
(weekly) demographic parameters calculaled from field sampling 
dala (see Fig. 1 upper left). Each patch also has time-specific 
habital characterislics. These change as a crop germinales, is 

tilled, grows and is harvesled and also, on a longer scale, the use of 
the field by the farmer changes wilh crop rolation. 

This model also requires field measurements of rales of move
ments belween all specific pairs of patches (Fig. 1 mid). II these can 
be measured adequately, they will incorporate into the model bolh 
corridor movemenl and diffuse movemenl across fields. In addition 
we must accounl lor movements between winler refuges and olher 
elemenls of the landscape. This may be particularly important if, 
after winler, all the surviving population should have to recolonize 
the landscape from a few refuges. These moVementscould enforce 
a delay in beginning reproduction for that season which, in a 
population that performs almosl like annuals, could severely limil 
seasonal populalion growth. lf successful lhe model will permil 
experimentation with effects such as the demographic costs of 
redispersal from refuges. 

Currenlly lhe matrix form of this model is very similar to thal in 
FAHRIG and MERRIAM (1985), except that there are na carridars 
and a matrix of patch types. Output rellects a geometric increase 
from a fewwinter survivors over the growing season, to a moderate 
population which declines linearly through lhe winter. This 
simulates lhe known pallern. Stochaslic evenls can produce local 
exlinctions. 

Ongoing work aims at incorporaling the specitics which will bring 
lhe model closer to represenling the relalionship in lhe middle 
column of Fig. 2. The left column in lhis figure depicts a hierarchical 
arrangement of spatial scales for which lhe building blocks are 
territories of individual mice. The mid level is the whole palch 
conlaining those territories (and lhe temporal dynamics of that 
patch), and lhe top level is the landscape pattern. This top level 
conlrols the lower levels in !hat, for example, the palches are 
dictated by the landscape pattern. The right-hand column in figure 
2 depicls lhe demographic dynamics at the level of the metapopula
lion, in a single patch and at the bollom, in lhe reproductive 
aclivilies of individuals which assemble into the performance of the 
populalion. But that performance, here of the metapopulation, 
could be viewed hierarchically as conlrolling the levels below. 

The objective for our modal is lo assemble operalions in the middle 
column which exemplify lhe hierarchy of relalionships thal link the 
landscape pallern column to lhe melapopulation demography 
column. The conceptual poinl of interest is lhe relationship between 
lhe spalio-temporal hierarchy of elements of the landscape lead
ing to survival or evolulionary failure of the species. In the short 
term the model needs to generate testable ecological and 
behavioural hypotheses about relationships between conneclivily 
of landscape pallern and melapopulalion demography. In the 
longer view it needs to generate new views of evolulionarily slable 
slrategies of wild species adapting lo new dynamics in lhe land
scape generaled by human agricultural use. 
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Fig. 1: Righl hall Sketches lhe landscape lobe modelled. Each field is trealed as a specifictype ol palch, as are the built refuges and each different section of lencerow. 
The lefl half indicales lhe informalion needed to parameterizethe modal. In lhe top lefl are necessary demographicvalues (MNKA = mlnimum number known alive, a 
conseivative eslimale of population size). Spalial scale (mid) indicales thal lhe appropriale (underslandable) amountoffarmland to ba modelled must be determined. 
Below thal on lhe lefl are lhe various palch 10 patch movemenls lor which rales must be measured, Movement lrom field inlo lencerow indicates !hat the animar 
subsequenUy moved along the fencerow as in a corridor movement. Movement from one field lhrough lhe fencerow into another lield measures diffuse movements 
lhrough patches. 
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DESIGN STEPS AND ECOLOGY 

S.P. T JALLINGll 

1. lntroduction 

In 1970, lhe English landscape architect Nan Fairbrother published 
"New Lives, New Landscapes", an eloquent plea to adapt urban 
and rural landscapes to modern lire. She was certainly right in her 
assurnption that many problems arise in mans relation to land
scape as a result from his undereslimation of the facl that land
scape is a physical expression of a way of life.But the environmen
tal problems of our time force us not only to consider a one way 
adaplion of the old landscape to new lives. The crises in our 
"dialoguewilhnature" calls also for new lives crealing condltions for 
a sustainable development related to the carrying capacity of 
nature. This implies not only a careful evaluation of the plans of 
modern technology. The best Environmental Impact Assessment 
melhodology does nol produce a good decision if no good pi ans are 
available lo assess. Therefore there is an urgenl need for new 
appropriale technology and a new "design wilh nature" .IAN 
MCHARG (1969), MICHEAL HOUGH (1964), ANN WHISTON 
SPIRN (1964) and others have sei the path lor this approach. 

What is the contribution landscape ecology can make to a better 
"design wilh nature"? This is the theme of this paper. More 
precisely it will focus on the queslion what landscape ecological 
theory can conlribule to lhe design procedure for new urban 
1andscapes. 

The theory of island biogeography and the concept of conneclivily 
both originated in whal may be called an "organism approach" to 
landscape- ecology. Landscape structure is looked at as a set of 
conditions, notably for the immigration and extinction of certain 
species. In this paper a "resource approach" is chosen. A sustain
able resource managemenl is the prime incentive for landscape 
ecological research. Priority is given to the abiotic condilions for 
human-, animal- and plant life. As will be shown this approach 
produces concrete proposals for resource networks. Obviously 
these networks also create certain condilions forconnectivity. In an 
earlier paper (T JALLINGll 1961) 1 followed the resource approach 
to formulate general principles and guidelines for environmental 
planning in urban areas. As bolh facts and values play an important 
role in planning, bolh should be made accessible to expert and 
public discussion. Therefore the design procedure should carefully 
formulate and present both data and values. 

The present paper begins wilh some general considerations on 
design and research (2). Then some remarks are made on 
ecological theories such as the "relation theory" and the "island 
theory" and lheir relevance for design. (3) The nexl paragraph is a 
discription of a design method called PROSA, generated with the 
help of a conceptual framework provided by recent developments 
of the "relation theory" .The design of a new urban watersystem is 
mentioned briefly as an illustration (4). Praclical and theoretical 
implicalions of lhe melhod are discussed at the end of lhe paper (5). 

2. Design and Research 

What is design? ls it an art or a science? ls it the result of a public 
debale or do teams of lechnicians decide on it? Answers to these 
questions are requ!red if we wanl to make clear the position of the 
ecologist in the process of spatial design. Do we expecl him to 
indicale limiting factors, to produce relevant data, or is he invited to 
suggest ideas for management and maintenance or for the spatial 
arrangement of lhe plan? In lhis paper lhe ecologist is seen as a 
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member of the planning team, aclive at all slages of the design 
process. lf we try to sketch a more detailed picture of the possible 
contribulions of the ecologist to this process a model might be 
helpful. Looking for suitable conceptual models inrecent publica
lions aboul spalial design (TZONIS 1972; POLAK 1964; DE JONG 
1978, 1981). 1 discovered !hat most idea's were variations on the 
basic concepts of Vitruvius. A good design accordfng to Vitruvius 
should meet standards belonging to three categories: The venus
tas, lhe enchantment or beauty as experienced by lheobserver, the 
firmitas, the durability or firmness as it is constructed and the 
commoditas, lhe ulilily or approprialeness, the way it performs 
funclions. 

In tbe model (ligure 1) lhe three categories of Vitruvius are related 
to the questions: What is it like? (form) How is il pul together? 
(slructure)And how does is work? (function).ln form slruclure and 
function lhe abstract formulalion of the pi ans objectives get a body. 

technics~----------~use 

perception 

form 
structure 
function 

ligure 1: Design and research, a model 

Situation 

The design process is not linear but circular. We conlinue to return 
to points of seleclion already passed, in order to achieve new 
syntheses. lf lhis process is passing off satisfactorily, every time 
some progress is made. In the figure the integrated des!gn
-categories form, slructure and function are therefore pul in a 
circle. Speaking about the design of a new urban area ''structure" 
not only refers to that which is built bul also to existing slructures of 
the original landscape lhat may be more or less modilied, such as 
the watersystem. "Function" in this case not only refers to the 
social-economic bul also to the ecologic-technical aspects.The 
circle is drawn inside a quadrat, the corners of which represent the 
research categories: "perception", "technics", "use" and 
"siluation" .Togelher they constitute the research programme vital 
to any spatial design. 

In each corner the invesligations can be analytic-descriplive. But if 
they turn inward towards the circle they become synlhelic and 
design orienled. Data or systems are selected that meet certain 
exisling or newly formulated standards. The invesligator recom
mends lhem to become part of the plan. Arguments are advanced 
in support of these recommendations. They must be "good". 
Values are an essential part of this melhod and should be stated 
explicitly. 
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lf the invesligator lurns his back to the circle lhis means the 
research projecl has ils own empirical or hermeneulical objective. 
The resulls must be "true". Values are avoided, facts are looked 
for. The latter type of research is considered "scienlific" and 
"objective" but the firsl category is most relevant to planning and 
design. According to DE GROOT (1986) the research orientalions 
in a corner of lhe quadrat may be classified as in figure 2. 

explanation\==
orlented 
"lhe true· 

/ 
analytic-~ design-

( ---( oriented 
descri~ "lhe good" 

figure 2: The orienlation ol research. 

form 
structure 
runctton 

The summation or results of all design oriented investigations will 
not aulomalically produce a good plan. The "good" results must 
also fit together. The good technical solulion has to fit to this 
particular site and to suit the demands of use and perceplion of the 
people concerned. The job of the architect is to lil the different 
resulls together. Unlike lhe scientisl he is not looking forthe general 
but for the special. 

Having outlined this framework il is possible to say a bit more about 
the possible tasks of the ecologist in the process of urban deslgn. 
Each corner ( fig. 1) is worthy of some special remarks. The 
investigalion of the existing situalion is a landscape- ecological 
analysis. In order to be useful the result should meet some 
requirements: 1. Lists of species or descriplions of communilies are 
not sufficienl. Spalial palterns have lo be made clear, nol as grid 
maps but wilh the real shape and size. 2. Ecological processes 
should be analysed and lhe resulls presented as a discriplion of 
conditons rar lhe survival of lhe present ecosystems. 3. In a 
situalion of changing land use it will be even more important 10 
indicate possibly new developments under the present condilions 
bolh biolic and abiotic. The lransformation of agricullural- to urban 
land use may include enrichment. Plant and animal life as well as 
the visual landscape may benelil. Whether lhis will happen or not 
will partly depend on the availability of dala an the potential 
development of ecosystems in the area at an early slage of the 
design process. 4.The optimal use of ecological possibililies 
includes "horizonlal" rela!ions wilh the surrounding region. Of 
particular interest are waterrelations and the presence of 
"corridors" and "stepping stones" for the dispersal of plant and 
animal species. 5.Aelated to the design is lhe special characler of 
the planning area compared with similar landscapes. 6.A historical 
analysis of mans role in landscape on this particular site is required. 
The design should be a new page in the book of history of this 
special area. The research carried out should produce the informa
lion needed for the choices relevant to this process of cullural and 
natural development. This is where most of lhe so called landscape 
evalualion maps fail. The technics research-corner has to make 
clear the technical possibililies for management and maintenance 
and for spalial lay-out and the applicalion of devices. The develop
ment of an appropriate technology for habilal construclion and 
-management but also for water- and road- syslems and the 
parcelling into premises is condilional to the optimal use of lhe 
ecological polenlial of the area. Appropriate technology at the local 

scale may also alleviale environmental problems at regional- or 
even larger scale levels. Consequenlly research of technical 
possibilities should focus an the tluxes of energy, building mate
rials, nulrients and water passing through lhe new urban area 
(DOUGLAS 1983). Design-oriented research carried out from the 
use corner is usually iniliated by sociological disciplines, but this 
corner should not be reglected by ecologisls. The quality of urban 
environments is highly dependent an the compatibility of use and 
the quality of abiolic and biotic elements.One of the important tools 
for the designer is the zoning of activilies. The impact of noise, 
disturbance, trampling and pollulion can be influenced by the 
zoning of the plan. The effecls ot zoning may be enhanced and 
implemented by a number of "selectors" like walls, dilches and 
hedgerows, thus creating conditions for both separalion and inleg
ration according to the principle of "good fences make good 
neighbours". 

Another type of use-investigations is connected with leisure 
activilies. The time people have available for these activities is 
increaslng and therefore there is a need to investigate the 
possibilities to combine them wilh management and mainlenance 
of "nature in cilies". 

Perception is related wilh lhe attitude of people to their environ
ment. How residents look at their district, how they feel about il, 
whether they feel responsible for it elc. Research at this corner may 
include the public-participalion in lhe design process and the 
possibililies to leave some places free for private or cooperative 
inilialives. More closely relaled to lhe design is lhe queslion of form. 
Should form express an environmenlal approach to all aspects of 
design? Or would it be preferable to contrast the built and the 
non-built environment as sharp as possible? Whatever choice is 
made, design-oriented research at this corner as at the other 
corners should make clear the specilic possibilities for this plan on 
this site. 

3. Ecological theory and deslgn 

Though research from the fourcorners is needed, we will focus now 
on the situative and technical view points, where landscape 
ecologycan conlribute most. What can be learned by the designer 
from theories like the "relation- theory" (VAN LEEUWEN, 1966; 
VAN DER MAAREL & DAUVELLIER 1978) or the "island-theory" 
(MACARTHUR & WILSON 1967)? 

The "island-theory" has drawn altention to the immigration and 
exlinclion of species and their relation to lhe size of the habilal and 
the distance plant and animals have to bridge before sellling down. 
Though some authors like DIAMOND (1975) drew very specific 
conclusions for the design of nature.reserves in a cullural land
scape, empirical evidence does not justify these conclusions if only 
"size" and "distance" areconsidered (GILBERT 1980). Toabslract 
from abiotic habilat condilons and management is neilher logical 
nor praclical. However, increased altenlion for biogeographic 
factors did produce fruilful ideas for lhe design of "ecological 
infraslructure", notably for "corridors" and "stepplng slones". 
Concrele suggestions resulted for facililies helping certain species 
to bridge barrters like roads (PROVINCIE ZUID HOLLAND 1986; 
OVERBECK & VOLLMER 1986). Design proposals of this kind 
may be included in lhe plan and these practical experiments often 
produce inleresting objects for ecological research from which we 
can learn. As stated earlier the informalion about existing ecologi
cal infraslruclure in- and oulside the planning area can be 
considered a vital part of landscape ecological analysis at the 
situation corner of our quadrat. 



The earlier "relation-theory" also has been the objecl of criticism. 
Notably the validfly as a general rule of the slability-diversity 
hypothesis has been rejected by theoretical biologists (SLOEP 
1983; KWA 1987) None lhe less a fruitful practice has resulled from 
the relation-theorelical approach both in the fields of nature 
management and of habitat construction (VAN DER MMREL 
1975; LONDO 1977). 

Noteworthy is lhe facl that lhe emphasis on abiotic and manage
ment faclors (relation-theory) and !hat on size and dislance 
(island-lheory) to a certain extent support each other, being 
complementary aspects. 

A general "law of nalure" can be falsilied by the demonstration of 
one exception. But as slaled above, unlike lhe scienlisl, the 
designer is looking forthe special. Design oriented research atways 
inctude a careful analysis of the exceptional character of the area 
concerned. To some degree this may explain the paradox of lhe 
practical fruilfulness ot some lheories even if they are subjected to 
scientilic debale. For designers operating with uncertainly is nor
mal praclice. But clearly this does nol mean thal it is wise to rely 
upon a bad lheory. However even if a hypolhesesis slill under 
discussion, it may be the best one available. Provided the idea will 
be adapted carefully to local condilions a good design proposal 
may resull.This has two importanl implications for the plan. First lhe 
resulls of "practical experimenls" have tobe evalualed by research 
once lhe plan is realized. And secondly the plan musl be flexible. lf 
necessary it must be possible to correct it. In conclusion one can 
state thal the earlier relation-theory and the ecological inlraslruc
ture approach have a fruilful potential for design, nolably al 
thelechnics and Situation corners. Generally speaking the signifi
cance ot these lheories is at lhe substanlial side of design ralher 
than at the procedure side. 

Recent developments ot the relation-lheory(Van 
LEEUWEN,1981,1985, VAN WIRDUM 1981) otter new perspec
lives, not direclly for the lorm,structure and funclion of lhe plan, but 
rather for the procedure of lhe design process.The theory of "basic 
operalions" and lhe theory of "basic functions", marked by Van 
LEEUWEN as parts II and lll of the relation theory, deserve an 
elaboration for this purpose. In this casethe word "theory" does not 
refer to an empirical theory but ralher to a conceptual framework. In 
lhe theoryof "basicoperations" an ecosyslem is concetved as a sei 
of fluxes controlled by selectors and regulators. Energy, malerials, 
nutrients, water, elc. are seen as fluxes moving from source to sink. 
Selectors (spatlal) and regulators (temporal) channel the fluxes. As 
most devices or structures do selecl as well as regulate lhey are 
called "selecto- regulators". lf we interfere in an ecosystem lhis will 
have some direcl effects an the organisms(direcl operalions), but 
more important is lhe interference in the exisling lield of flux.es and 
the resulling indirect effects. Four calegories of lhese indirect 
seleclo- regulalion operations are dislinguished: sequenlial (time), 
exposilional (direclion), positional (placa) and condilional (inslru
menlal). 

Before we can apply these concepts to the design process they will 
be illustrated wilh a small example (figure 3): if we plant a lree by the 
side of a road and it rains, then the tree rools and the stem getting 
wet is a dire~I operalion. The waler flux goes from the source (the 
rain) lo the sink (lhe root). In ils lravel the drop of Waier can be 
influenced by indirect operalions. lf we provide a soil around the 
lree with a high potential moislure conlenl, then the soil can absorb 
lhe waterwhen it rains andin dry periods lhe tree roots can take up 
the waler from this storage. This is called sequenlial operation, the 
temporal principle of storage is used. lf lhe tree is planted in a 
hollow place the water will flow to lhe slem. For water quality 

fluxes 
source----------y--------------sink 

dlrect 
1 

operations 
indirect (conditional) 

2 sequenlial (rhythm) 
3 exposi\ional (orientalion) 
4 posilional (siluation) 
5 ins\rumenlal (appropriate lechnology) 

' 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

figure 3: An example ol "basic operations" 
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reasons however, we may decide to make a mound around the toot 
of the stem. In both cases we use an exposilional operalion (tlow 
direclion). The planting distance of the trees trom each other and 
from buildings are examples of the use of posilional operations. 
The spatial structure acls as selecto-regulator. Finally different 
lypes of pavement may be used, wilh varying runoff- coefficienls 
Or we can apply pipes thal carry oxygene to the tree roots so that 
they can perfarm their water absorplion in a belter way. This 
r:alegory of operalions is called condilional by Van LEEUWEN. As 
all seleclo- regulation operalions are condilional 1 prefer lhe term 
instrumenlal. 

From the example it becomes clear that the conceptual framework 
is useful if we try to improve the life conditions in a given area. This 
is whal we try lo achieve in design. An interesling possible 
implicalion for the design procedure appears. Giving altention lo 
the operations step by step in this sequence an optimal use is made 
ot lfme, orientation and space. Technical devices do not dominate 
but follow the plan. In doing so the design may prevent a number of 
environmental problems ralher than repairing them atterwards. 

Apart from the sequence of indirect operations chosen deliberately, 
lhe concepts of "basic operations" are relatively neulral. However if 
we try to solve environmental problems an explicit value slatement 
is required lo make clear which slrategy is chosen. The motives 
have to be formulaled in order to make discussion possible. The 
"theory of basic functions" does offer a scheme of the selecto-re
gulalion of fluxes !hat can be useful for the formulation of strategies 
(figure 4). 

Elswhere (T JALLINGJJ 1981, 1986) environmental problems and 
strategies to cope with them are analysed using this modet. The 
general conclusion is that an allempt should be made to change the 
over-emphasis on input and outpul into more attenlion to the 
retentlon and resistance regulation .. This is particulary valid for the 
design of surface water syslems in urban areas. Here slorage and 
recycling are the key words. 
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discharge supply 

retention resistance 

ligure 4: A flux-regulalion model ol the ecosyslem 

4. PROSA, a design method for urban watersys· 
tems 

Guided by lhe conceptual framework and learning from praclical 
experiments a design melhod is developed. Figure 5 presents a 
general scheme. The sleps are called Programme, Rhytm 
(sequential operations), Orientation (exposilional operations), Situ
ation (positional operalions) and Appropriate Technology (inslru
mental operations). In olher publicalions the choices made at 
different stages and the results are described in delail (KOLFF 
et.al.,1986; TJALLINGll 1987). Hera 1 will focus on the 
methodology. 

figure 5: PROSA, Design sleps lor surface water syslems 

PROGRAMME 
- existing system (spatial, balance, problems) 
- guiding principle (the selrreliant system) 
- planned syslem (schemes, balance, planning condilions) 

RHYTM 
- exisling rhytm (daily, seasonal/irregular) 
- guiding principle (synchronizing, slorage) 
- planned rhytm (slorage carculation) 

ORIENTATION 
- exisling orientations (directions of flow) 
- guiding principle (from clean to polluted) 
- planned orientalions (flow and zoning) 

SITUATION 
- existing situalion (abiotic, biotic) 
- guiding principle (using and crealing spatial conditions) 
- planned situalion (first design sketch) 

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 
- exisling devices (operation problems) 
- guiding principles (adapting to Urne, space, management) 
- planned technology (operation, steering, normal & emergency) 

Together the PROSA sleps are an attempt to elaborate the 
silualion and technics corners of the design modal given in figure 1. 
The resulling water slructureplan being the product of a first round 
through the design circle offers the structural basis for the ecologic
-technical function. A second round may include management 
and maintenance aspects of the plan. As a whole the water 
structureplan has to be integrated wilh other environmental plans 
such as those dealing wilh energy, noise and urban green. 
Together they are part of the urban design process including the 
parcelling into dwellings and private gardens, traffic structure, 
amenilies etc. Form is conceived as one of lhe driving forces 
lhroughout the enlire design process at all leve/s.There is a strong 
argument to start wilh the environmental design in an early stage 
because it is one of the weakesl links and il interferes wilh all other 
aspects. The water slructureplan is a good slarting poinl because il 
structures the whole plan. 

Each step consisls of three parts: First the existing landscape. 
Secondly the guiding principles for the use of the exisling siluation 
and for the new syslem. In the lhird part ideas, sketches and 
calculalions for the design are presented. 

Preceding the other steps lhe programme is described. Here the 
general planning conditions are given, the main objectives, the 
limits of the budget, lhe procedure of decisions and participation 
etc.The scheme of lhe design process in ligure 5 is made for lhe 
design of a water-system for a new residenlial area of 8 ha, 
planned for 3- 400 dwellings, wilh a small park. The resulting 
water~struclureplan is given in figure 6. Details of the steps and of 
the final plan are discussed in T JALLINGll 1987. 
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ligure 6: Waler·slruclureplan 

5. Conclusions 

The methodological reflexion described in this paper, touches on a 
number of differences between empirial theory and design theory. 
The firsl as a rule is concerned aboul "the true", "the general" and 
"knowing lhat" where as the lauer focusses on "the good", "lhe 
special" and "knowing how". To some degree these differences 
even explain a surprising paradox: theories crilisized by scientists 
sometimes produce fruiUul ideas for the design and planning 
practice. Taking into account these differences, scienlists and 
designers may cooperate to their mutual benefit. Scienlific theories 



may contribule to the generation of design proposals and on the 
olher hand practical experimenls may be included in real plans. 
Bolh sucess and risk of this approach are highly dependent on 
cooperation. 

Recent developments in theory and practice have opened new 
doors to concrete design proposals for the ecological structure of 
landscapes. The PROSA approach shows that some theoretical 
developments may also suggesl new design procedures. The step 
by step process proposed here has to be tested for usefulness in 
other cases and possibly also for olher fluxes. The melhod offers 
possibilities to insert new technologies of environmenlal design 
and management. Healthy systems of fluxes like water seem tobe 
basic conditions for human, plant and animal life and therefore they 
seem tobe good starting points for the structuring of urban and rural 
landscapes. The concept of connectivity might be useful in 
elaborating and refining the basic structures. 

Public discusslon and participation is essenlial for lhe development 
and management of our habilat. Therefore in every step of the 
method proposed here value statements are formulated explicitly. 
But only if stalements and goals are lranslated into design propos
als, the integralion of environmental aspects wilh the use and 
perception of people will lead to new landscapes, that are both 
sustainable and inspiring. The PROSA-icmaylhen mergewilh the 
poetic. 
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POPULATIONS IN FRAGMENTED LANDSCAPE 

P. OPDAM 

The concept of the metapopulation 

In intensively used agricultural landscapes, like lhose in Western 
Europa, many planls and animals find their habilat scattered in 
more or lass isolated, usually small patches. Each patch may 
contain a population of a species, bul local exlinclions may cause 
(tempbral) vacancies. Recolonizalion of emply patches and of new 
patches may occur as lang as individuals or seeds are capable of 
bridging the gap of inhospilable land belween habilat patches, and 
a certain proportion of the patches is still occupied. 

A set ot populations in such a fragmented landscape is called 
melapopulalion as lang as lhe subunils (subpopulations) are 
inlerconnected bydispersing animals. Between-patch dispersal is 
then the landscape process linking the subpopulations in each 
palch, thus forming a population on a higher level of organization: 
the melapopulation. The concept was introduced by Levins in 1970 
(WILCOX 1981) and is useful to describe populalion processes an 
the landscape level. This will be explained rurther. 

TheorelicaUy, the dynamics of the metapopulalion, and basically ils 
survival, depends on 
- lhe dynamics of lhe subpopulalions, i.e. the size of lhe patches 

and the habitat qualily (extinction rate) 
- lhe conneclivity between patches, i.e. the dispersal rate (func

tional conneclivily) and the landscape characteristics governing 
the dispersal flow (connectivity in astructural sense: interpatch 
distance, density of stepping slones and corridors, permeability 
of landscape malrix for dispersers) (recolonization rate) 

- spatial and temporal variation in habitat quality among patches in 
combination with dispersal: spreading of risk, dampening of 
fluctuations in lhe size ot metapopulation. 

ff the mean extinction rate of the subpopulations exceeds lhe 
recolonization rate over a sufficiently long time, the metapopulation 
will go extinct, unless a dispersal flow of a higher spalial level, 
originaling from outside the metapopulation, is strongh enough to 
compensate for the deficiency in local dispersal. 

Research on metapopulations 

As in populations, ecosystems or landscapes, to draw a borderline 
around a metapopulation is difficull. lt seems reasonable to deter
mine boundaries relative to changes in the major characleristic of 
the metapopulation: the dispersal flow connecling the subunits. 
Thus, a boundary between metapopulations may be located lhere 
where lhe mean intensity of the dispersal flow changes, that is 
where interpalch distances or corridor densities change abrup!ly. 
Thus, metapopulation areas become congruent with landscapes. 

Melapopulations can be invesligated in several ways. The ecolog
isl may go out in lhe tield and measure dispersal rate as a function 
of variation in landscape pattern. He may also compare dispersal 
rate ot various landscape elemenls or he may observe dispersal in 
different groups of the population (males compared to temales, 
young compared to adults etc.). This may be successful in species 
in which dispersal can be observed as an aclive movement ot 
individuals an a short-time base. Such species use corrtdors for 
transition only. In slow moving species, like plants or ground 
dwelling invertebrales, dispersal is rather observed as a diffusion
-like process: a gradual spread through a corridor trom generalion 
to generation. In these species, 'corridors' are both habilat and 
transilion palhways. Of course lhis ditterence is merely a matter of 

scale, but we should keep in mind that we fixed the level of 
observation to the landscape level: dispersal tlows through a 
landscape greatly diverge between species. lnstead of measuring 
the dispersal flow directly, the ecologisl may base its research an 
the occurrence of subpopulations in the habitat patches and try to 
relate the distribution of a species to the landscape patlern, either in 
a short-term spatial study or in a long-term process-oriented 
study. This learns him more about the relationship between lhe 
metapopulation and the landscape pallern. The ultimate problem, 
predicting lhe survival chance, might be best approached in a 
model study with computer simulation. Such simulation studies 
should always be supported by field studies to ensure models as 
realislic as posslble, and to make testing of hypotheses possible. 

Evidence on metapopulations 

Thus far, the study of dispersal has been apart of detailed popula
tion studies (GAINES & MCCLENAGHAN 1980, GREENWOOD & 
HARVEY 1982, HOWE & 0 SMALLWOOD 1982, DEN BOER 
1983), but the step towards lhe metapopulation level was seldom 
made. Whether corridors and slepping stones intluence the disper
sal rate is poorly studied. Some small mammal species prefer 
corridors when moving through the landscape (HENDERSON et al. 
1985, MIDDLETON & MERRIAM 1981, HANSSON 1987, VAN 
APELDOORN & VAN DER ZEE unpubl.), but lhe quanlilalive eflect 
of corridor density on the survival chance of the metapopulation 
was not determined. Thal linearlandscape elements may also act 
as barriers to moving animals is demonstrated by lhe work of 
MADER (1979). He found barrier effects of paved roads to small 
mammals and carabid beetles. Mosl evidence comes from correla
lion sludies of birds in fragmented foresl. Several species of 
woodland birds are much attected by patch size and lillle atfected 
by the amount of wood in the surrounding landscape (e.g. HOWE 
1984, 0 OPDAM et al. 1985, ASKINS et al. 1987, VAN DORP & 
OPDAM 1987).A positive effectof hedgerowdensity on the number 
of woodland birds in woodlots was only claimed by Van DORP & 
OPDAM (1987). Small and isolated woodlots tend to have less 
species and lower densities of rarest bird species. The assumption
lhat the absence ot species was lhe result of higherexlinction rates 
in lhe smallest woodlots and lower immigration rates in lhe remote 
woodlots could be supported by a three-year study of woodlots by 
VAN NOORDEN et al. (1987). In a few studies, the occurrence of 
small mammal and amphibian species in small habilat isolateswas 
correlated to distance parameters (SMITH 1974, fig. 1, LAAN & 
VERBOOM1986). Convincing evidence for an isolalion effecl an 
invertebrales came from a study of WEBB (1984) on heathland 
spiders in heathland fragments in Soulh.-!=ngland andfrom unpub
lished studies on carabid beelles by Van Velden & Mabelis in Dulch 
woodlols and by Burel in French hedgerows. Another correlative 
study tobe mentioned by BRÖNMARK (1985) suggested that the 
densHy of fresh-water pools posilivety influenced the abundance 
of snail species, and similar resulls were obtained by BIERE et al. 
(1983) and MÖLLER & RÖRDAM (1985) for aqualic plants. From 
lhese studies the ettect of the amount of habitat patches in the 
surrounding landscape emerges as a general predictor of species 
presence and species abundance. The effect ot connecting ele
ments is poorly demonslrated. The evidence is inadequate to 
generate quantitative relalions between landscape structure and 
melapopulafion dynamics. Short-term studies does not seem 
appropriate to gain insight into the relalion belween a landscape 
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Fig. 1 : Frequency of occurrence ol pikas Ochotona princeps in rela\ion to 
interpalch dislance ( atter SMITH 1974) 

pattern and survival of a. species in thal landscape. The sludies 
menlioned above do not learn us much about size and number of 
patches in relalion to survival, or about lhe relation between the 
mean exlinclion rate of subpopulalions and the mean recoloniza
tion rate. So, long-term studies should complete this patter
n-orienled approach. However, in many species, the time scale of 
fluctuations of the size of a metapopulation would require studies 
covering a period of several decades (cf. DEN BOER 1986). Since 
this is otten practically impossible, a more proper way of invesliga
tion will be modelling of metapopulalion dynamics, supported by 
field studies over several years to collect parameter estimates and 
to test modal predictions (which mighl be very well possible wilh 
one-year surveys). An 111ustralive example of this kind of approach 
is the studyby VAN DER O EIJK (1987) on thewaterbeetle Gyrinus 
marinus. This author sludied subpopulations in fresh-water pools, 
measured several population parameters and simulated fluctua
lions in 20 subpopulations over 25 years, comparing different levels 
of dispersal (fig. 2). In another run he investigated the effect of lhe 
number ot subpopulalions, showing that in a metapopulation 
composed of five subunits, 38% of lhe subpopulations were exlinct 
atter 25 years, compared to zero in melapopulations consisling of 
20 subunils. 

Effect ol differences between habltat patches 

DEN BOER (1986) clearly demonstrated the effect of spatial and 
temporal variation in habital quality among patches. He observed 
the flucluations in metapopulation size in two carabid species over 
25 years. Each metapopulation was composed of ca. 10 subpopu
lations. In Pterostichus, the subpopulalion fluctuated asynchroni
cally as a result of habitat differentiation: the size of the metapopu
lation shows the stabilizing effect of this 'spreading of risk'. On the 
contrary, subpopulalions of Calathus, were triggered by a single 
environmenlal faclor, affecting all the subpopulalions simullane
ously. When added, lhe parallel fluctuations of these subpopula-
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Fig. 2: Meansize of subpopulalions in a melapopulalion ol lhe water beetle 
Gyrinus marinus atter 25 years, as similaled by a computer model consisted 
of 20 subpopulations; lhree levels ol dispersal rates are compared ( atter 
VAN DER EIJK 1987) 

lions are magnified in lhe metapopulation size. This dilference has 
profound effecls an survival. Plerostichus has an eslimated survi
val time of 1000-3000 years, whereas Calathus is likely to be 
extincl wilhin a century. Helerogeneity among patches has 
anolher, but largely uncomprehended consequence; the relation 
between oplimal and marginal habitats. For a species, a habital 
type may be good enough to stay alive but in most years unsuitable 
to rise off spring. In such habilal patches lhe persistance of 
subpopulations may be completely dependent on dispersal flows 
from good patches. Praclically nolhing is known aboul lhe implica
lions of such source-sink relalions to lhe metapopulation 
behaviour. Marginal patches may serve as overflow sinks for 
superabundant individuals; that will move back to good sites in 
times of low regional densities (cf. KREBS 1971). In this case 
marginal patches are occupied irregularly. Another aspect of 
marginal palches is thal they may be mainly inhabited by individu
als with a high tendency to disperse, like young individuals, or 
individuals of one sexe (cf. KREBS 1971, GOTTFRIED 1979). 

Concluslon 

The concept of the melapopulation is useful in that it offers us a 
theorelical framework for structuring research and ideas aboul 
populalions in fragmented landscapes. lt stresses lhe dynamic 
aspect of lhe metapopulation, caused by the opposite effects of 
extinclion of subpopulations and recolonization of emply patches. 
Evidence from literature supports the presented modal of a 
metapopulalion in qualitalive terms: 
- the dislribution of a species in a fragmented landscape is 

dynamic, 
- extinclions and recolonizalions are frequenl events, 
- ottensome patches, mostly the small and isolated ones, remain 

unoccupied for one or several years. 



However, we are still a long wayfrom predicting survival time from a 
given set of landscape characlerislics, and from planning land
scapes in which a given species is expected to survive over a 
certain spell of time. 
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THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF ROAD VERGES AND RIVER DYKES AS 
CORRIDORS FOR THE EXCHANGE OF PLANT SPECIES BETWEEN NATURAL 
HABITATS 

H.J. VERKAAR 

Abstract 

So far little attenlion has been paid to the importance of linear 
landscape elements like road vergas and river dykes for the 
migration of plants. The very few reports that are now available deal 
with pattern based studies on plant dislribution rather than wilh 
studies focused on processes of dispersibility and of mainlenance 
of natural populations. 

In this paper a tentative grouping of a number of plant species is 
made to assess whelher linear landscape elements may be 
important as 'ecological corridors' or not. And if so, for which 
species such 'corridors' may be important? A majority of plant 
species have evolved one of twodifferent life strategies, i.e. either a 
good dispersibility and only a transient seed bank or a poor 
dispersibility and a persistent seed bank. Both provide a chance for 
populations to maintain lhemselves in already colonized habitats in 
spile or accidental mortalily due to local catastrophes. 

There are also groups of planls which does not share these 
features, e.g. some grassland and woodland planls. Moreover, in 
some conditions also other groups of plants may be vulnerable due 
to isolation. For these plant species in particular road verges and 
river dykes may be important ror the connectivily between natural 
habitals. Conditions for this functioning are discussed. 

lntroductlon 

In many countries lhere is an overwhelming fragmentation of 
natural habitats going on due to the construclion ot roads, waler
ways and rail roads and due to traffic ilself since last century. 
Together wilh a drastic change in land use, e.g. due to intensive 
agricultural management g1.nd industrialand urban expansion this 
fragmentation results apart from a tremendous reduction in area of 
natural habitals in an increased isolation for many organisms 
(MADER 1979, WILCOX 1980, OPDAM in press). 

The expected vulnerability of more or lass isolated populations in 
small natural patches in rural landscape leads to a generally 
growing concern. There is evidence from many studies on animal 
populations thal small populations in isolated patches showindeed 
higher mortality lhan large populations in connected areas (badger 
(Me/es me/es)(BROEKHUIZEN 1986); woodland birds (OPDAM et 
al.1984, VAN DORP 1986, OPDAM, 1986); reptiles and amphibia 
(BERGMANS & ZUIDERWIJK 1986); and invertebrates 
(GERAERDTS 1986). Also in plants local extinction of populalions 
of ralher rare biennial plants has been well documented (VAN DER 
MEIJDEN et al. 1985). These biennial plants can only recover after 
local disastr~us events, which occur rather frequently due lo e.g. 
droughl and rabbit grazing and scratchings, if recolonization is 
possible from patches nearby or by regeneration from the seed 
bank. 

Unear landscape elemenls that provide possibilities for the (re-) 
colonization of vegetation, say road verges, river dykes, 
hedgerows et cetera, may partly repeal lhe negative effects due to 
isolation, if lhelr management is appropriate. Their possibl.a role as 
'ecological corridors' has been mentioned by several authors, but is 
moslly confined to animal species (e.g. MERRIAM 1984, DAVIS 

1986, OPDAM et al. 1986). On the other hand, theirfunclion forthe 
exchange of planls is somelimes considered as disputable 
(OPDAM et al. 1986). Other authors however attributed great 
possibililies to linear landscape elemenls for such an exchange ot 
plants, e.g. in newly created habitats (FROMENT & JOYE 1986, 
DAVIS, 1986). 

In this paper the possible role of road vergas and river dykes as 
'ecological corridors' for wild planls will be discussed and a possible 
explanation for the puzzling resulls of earlier studies will be given 
from the point of view of a plant ecologist. In lhis paper no attention 
will be paid to the rate of local extinclion of populations. lf such 
'ecological corridors' for planls exisl, il can be questioned forwhich 
types of species it may be important. Then one may facililale lhe 
exchange ot lhese types of species between natural habitals if 
favourable conditions for them can be achieved in road verges and 
river dykes. 

Since McDonnell (1984) has extensivelydealt wilh the exchange of 
bird-disseminated plants between landscape elements, no spe
cial attention will be paid to this dispersal type in this paper. 

Plants and animals : Analogies and differences 

For both planls and animals the exchange ot genetic informalion 
between genotypes is necessary to maintain a certain degree of 
genetic variability. The degree of genelic variability necessary for 
maintenance differs between species. On lhe other hand, in 
general a minimum populalion size effeclive in reproduclion is 
required of at least 50 in the short-term and not lass than 500 in the 
long-term (FRANKLIN 1980). 

In conlrast with plants animals have a number of features that 
plants are lacking, e.g., 1. animals generally have an active 
locomotion, and 2. organs of sense enable animals to make 
choices between possible transportways. Planls in turn often show 
vegetative multiplication which occurs only in some invertebrales in 
animals. As plants do not have an active locomotion, an 'ecological 
corridor' for planls must be not only appropriate for transport, but 
also for all other requJremenls of the habitat. 

Apart from transport as a resull of vegetative expansion genetic 
information is generally transported during pollinalion and seed 
dispersal in higher plants and during spore dispersal in bryophytes 
and ferns. In lhese life phasestransport generally occurs passively, 
i.e. transport with lhe aid of wind, conveclion and turbulence, water, 
animals, human beings, et cetera, although many plants have 
evolved features to perfect this transport (LEVIN & KERSTER 
1974, VAN DER PIJL 1982). The trajectories covered by dust 
seeds or some orchid species and spores of some ferns and 
bryophytes may amount to hundreds or even many thousands of 
kilometers (SCHMIDT 1918, BURROWS 1975), but in most 
species they are limiled from several centimelers to several lens of 
kilometers (e.g. FEEKES 1936, SHELDON & BURROWS 1973, 
SHARP & FIELDS 1982, VERKAAR et al. 1983) For sake of 
convenience the word 'seed' is used here to describe any dispersal 
unit conlaining one of more embryos.) 

Compared to living crealures most plants do not have a more or 
less fixed life length as most animals have, if lhe survival in lhe seed 
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bank is included. Especially in the seed bank phase dormantseeds 
ot some species may survive a period of many decades or even 
many centuries depending on soil conditions, granivore auack and 
pathogen inleclion among olher faclors (LERMAN & CIGLIANO 
1971, ODUM 1978, KIVILAAN & BANDURSK11981, TOOLE 
1986). Conversely seeds of some species e.g. orchids can only 
survive for a very short period. Also in the vegetalive phase some 
plant species can survive fairly lang periods of apparent dormancy 
remaining a small rosetle under the canopy of surrounding vegeta
tion. 

Resilience in existing habitats and colonization in 
newly created habitats 

ff a plant population becomes exlinct wilh regard to the obvious life 
phases, there are two mechanisms of recovery: either by invading 
of seeds from adjacent populations or by germinating from the soil 
seed bank. In pioneer phases of a primary succession andin newly 
created habilats, where no suitable seeds are available in the seed 
bank, only migration of seeds enables eslablishmenl. 

These two mechanisms can be recognized as 'resilience by 
migration' and 'resilience in silu' (GRUBB & HOPKINS 1986, 
GRUBB 1987). Since there is a tendency in evolulion to optimize 
traits adapted to evolutionary stable strategies, there may be a 
differentiation either in plants that evolved a lang range dispersal 
capacily and mosl probably only lillle survival in lhe seed bank on 
one hand or in plants !hat da not have a good dispersibility, but of 
which seeds can survive in the seed bank for a lang time on the 
olher hand (LEVIN el al. 1984, DE JONG & KLINKHAMER 1986). 

When both mechanisms are seen in greater delail, it is clear that 
bolh innate and environmental factors delermine their relative 
importance (Table 1 ). Lack of dispersing agentia can slrongly 

Tab. 1. A summing-up of factors !hat determine dispersibility and seed 
longavity. 

DEPENDING ON l_ 

CHARACTERISTICS OF DIASPORES 

"""'""''-~ „„,..„ •• "" _„ __ „ 
EKPOSURE TO AND/OR APPARENCY FOR 

DISPERSING AGENTIA 

(VEGETATION STRUCTURE 

(FRUIT HEIGHT OF THE PARENT PLANT 

INNATE LONGEVITY 

(E.G. METADOLIC ACTIVITY 

SEED LONGEVITY f----STORAGE CONDITIONS 

(E.G. SOIL llUMIDIT'i, OlCl'GEN i\ND 

CARllONDIOXIDE CONTENT, TEMPERATURE 

EFFECTTVITY OF PATllOGENS AND SEED 

PREDATORS 

reduce the trajectory, whereas an abundant occurrence of 
granivores can markedly diminish the density of viable seeds in the 
soil. 

Allhough DE JONG & KLINKHAMER (1986) lound evidence lor 
this hypothesis, they concluded that only a few combinations of 
dataon dispersa1 and seed longevity could be found in literature. To 
assess seed longevity however they used data gathered from field 
situations where seed survival is measured as a result of both 
innale longevity of the seeds, seasonal varialion in dormancy and 
environmental factors. lf seasonal variation in dormancy and 
environmenlal factors are excluded as in the dala sei of PRIEST
LEY et al. (1985) an crop species, there remains a negative 
correlalion belween seed longevity and seed dispersibility (Fig. 1 ). 
One note must be made here : slorage condilions of these seeds 
are not fully comparable wilh storage condilions in the soil in field 
situalions. 

% t 
autochores 

100 ~ 

- ---

50 ~ 

-15 yrs. 

1 
0 

0 5 10 15 half-life lyrsl 

Flg. 1. The percenlage ol autochorous species (species wilh seeds wilhoul 
any obvious adaplalion to dispersal) per half-lile class as mentioned by 
PRIESTLEYet al. (1985) lrom data from severar stations all over the world 
under open slorage conditions in lemperate clima\es. Tolal number ol 
specles amounls lo 92. Dispersal characlerislics are assessed with lha aid of 
FEEKES (1936). 

Based on a number of data derived from literature a tentative 
division into some groups of plants emerges (Table 2). Although 
lhis scheme is preliminary, incomplete and rather rough and most 
species involved deal with species from ruderal habitats, grass
lands, woodlands and heathlands in moderate regions, some 
conclusions can be made. lndeed, a majority of planls seems to 
have evolved either a good disperslbility but a poor survival in the 
seed bank or a persistent seed bank but a poor dispersibility. There 
are however obviously members of some plants families !hat share 
both a good dispersibility and a long-lived innate seed1Jank. On 
the olher hand, one must note that there seem to be some groups of 
plants that da not share one of these features at all. The latter 
groups may be very vulnerable to isolation and may profit notably 
by 'ecological corridors' ! 



Tab. 2. A tentative division into some groups ol planls based upon maximum 
d!sperslbllity and maximum lnnate seed longevity. Derived from a variety of 
sources from literature ( derived from the following sources: DENSMORE & 
ZASADA (1983), EGLEY & CHANDLER (1983), FEEKES (1936), GRAN· 
STROM (1982, 1987), GRIME et al. (1981), KIVILAAN & BANDURSKI 
(1981), ODUM (1978), VAN DERPIJL(1982), PRATTetal. (1984), PRIEST· 
LEY et al. (1985), ROBERTS (1986), ROBERTS & BODDRELL (1983, 
1983), ROBERTS & NEILSON (1980, 1981a,b), SCHENKEVELD & VER· 
KAAA (1984), SPIAA & WAGNER (1983), THOMPSON & GAIME (1979), 
TOOLE (1986), WILLIAMS (1983). 

DISPERSIBILITY 

HIGH LOW 

MORE TRAN CA 1 JtM LESS TRAN CA 1 RH 

SOille COillpositae, 11.any Cruciferae, Papi-

L s0111e Chenopodiaceae lionaceae, Linaceae, 

HIGH Betulaceac and Ty- Violaceae, L<ibiat<ie, 

0 MORE THAN phaceae Euphorbiaceac, Convol-

CA) YR vulaceae, Bora9inaceae, 

N l>oly9onaceae, Chenopo-

diaceae, Aceraceae, 

G Resedaceae, Ericaceae 

Umbellifer<ie, On<19raceae, 

Rosaceae, Ranuncul<iceae, 

Solanaceae, Scrophul<iria-

V ceae, Malvaceae, et cetera 

I some Compositae; some Gramineae and 9r<1ss-

L O w Orobam::haceac, land species, lllany under-

T LESS Tff.ul Orchid<iceae, 111any storey spccics of woodlands 

CA 3 YR ferns, Saliceae, many Fagaceae 

Gramineae 

In newly created habilals and habitals that are subjected to a 
draslic change in managemenl regime however the group or plant 
species forwhich 'ecological corridors' maybe important should be 
extended to all species which do nol have a good dispersibility 
whether they have a persistent seed bank or not. 

Unfortunately only a very few sludies have paid allenlion to lhe 
migralion of plant species under natural conditions.Therefore il is 
difficull 10 find evidence for the significance of lhe division men
tioned in table 2. One of the studies on migration of plant species 
deals with lhe colonizalion of plants in road verges cf three Dutch 
polders a number of years atter reclamalion from Lake !Jssel (VAN 
DER TOORN 1969, NIP VAN DER VOORT et al. 1979). Although a 
very few seeds of saline as well as glycophyte plants may occur in 
the soil just aHer reclamation (JOENJE 1978), lhe soil in the newly 
created polders can be considered as virginile. In 1972 hyd
ratochorous ani:t efficient anemochorous species were found in all 
road vergas whelher they are old ornew. Zo9chorous, little etficlent 
anemochorous and especially autochorous species however 
mainly occurred along old roads near the mainland. 

Under conditions extensively influenced by man the situation is 
more complicate. BAU DRY (1984) menlioned astudy on trees and 
shrubs in Breton hedgerows. Under field condilions seed longevity 
of most tree species is limited up to a few years. Although in this 
study generally a clear correlation is found between distance to the 
adjacent woodland (possible seed source) and the species abund-
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ance, lhe occurrence cf some species was mainly determined by 
planting centuries ago. 

Tc test preliminarly the value of the tenlalive division a paltern 
based case sludy has been carried out in an area of which the seil 
substrate was not virginile atter reclamation. 

A case study - a river dyke near Heerewaarden 

In the Netherlands lhe Ministery cf Transport and Public Works 
prepares extensive reinforcements of the dykes along lhe main 
rivers to assure the safety cf the inhabitants. During last decade a 
number of such projects were already carried out. Then the former 
dyke body was heightened sometimes for several melers and the 
new dyke was commonly covered with the top seil layer cf the 
former dyke. As such reinforcement projects take some years, only 
innately long-lived seeds may survive in this top soil layer. 

The reinforcements of a dyke along river Waal near Heerewaarden 
(province of Gelderland) occurred between 1980 and 1983. The 
topsoil layer consists of a rather light sandy clay and was sown wilh 
a standard seed mixlure of Festuca rubra, Poa pratensis and 
non-persistent Lolium perenne after the reinforcement. After
wards the dyke is managed as a hayland. During the project the 
vegetation in lhe verges of three small roads fairly rich in species 
densilywas partly saved (Fig. 2). The surrounding areaof the dyke 
is extensively used eilher for agricultural purposes as heavily 
fertilized and species-poor meadow or orchard or consists of wet 
moorland in the outer marshes. 

t 

\ 

' 

1 km 

Fig. 2. Map showing thesilualion al lhe Heerewaardense Afsluitdijk. Possible 
sources of seeds ware indicated by arrows. 
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In June 1987 lhe vegelalion ot the dyke was surveyed for the 
dislribution of vascular plant species. Allhough dislribution pallerns 
may be partly atlributed to differences in abiotic condilions, there is 
not much reason to ascribe all patterns lo these conditions as the 
vegetalion delinilely consisted everywhere of a species-rich 
Arrhenatheretum. Table 3 shows four differenl types of distribution. 
Only one species, Silene pratensis, could not be categorized 
properly as it only occurred in the saved road vergas and from 
about 600 m onwards to the Huizendijk. This species may have 
originated from lhe verge of the latter dyke. 

First of all, il is clear that only a very few species show a gradient 
from the saved verges (category D), namely 6 out of 85. The 
exislence of categoryD gives support to the hypothesis that this 
dyke may operate as an 'ecological corridor' for species of this 
group. Category D obviously shows significant differences com
pared with the group of species thal are found irregularly on small 
spots here and there on the dyke (category C) and the group of 
species thal occur everywhere (category B)(Chi square-test, P 
lass lhan 0.001), since the proportion of autochorous species is 
much larger in the first category and no anemochorous species are 
found in il at all (Table 3). 

Tab. 3. The propor1ion ol species that occurred only in lhe saved verges 
(calegory A), everywhere on the dyke (category B), irregularly on small spols 
here and there (calegory C) and only in a partol the dyke from the saved road 
verges onwards (calegory D) on Heerewaardense Afsluildijk in June 1987. 
All species occurred in the saved vergas. Dispersal characteristics are 
assessed with lhe aid ol FEEKES (1936). 

CATEGOR'i A N E M 0 C H 0 R E S AUTOCllORES REST TOTAL 

VER< LITTLE SPECIES 

EFPICIENT EFFICIENT EFFICIENT NU MB ER 

A 37. 5 % 12.5 % 50.0 % 0 • 0 e 

B 1) 13.J % 20.0 % 35 .6 % 24. 4 % 6. 7 % 45 

c 2) 15. 4 • 26 .9 % 42. 3 % 11.5 % 3.8 % 26 

D 0 • 0 0 83.3 % 16. 7 % 6 

1) of which two species are so...n previously. 

2) of which Lolium perenne is sown previously. 

Species of calegory B and C ailher may have originated from lhe 
saved verges and may have covered the whole ranga wilhin three 
or four years, or may have regeneraled from the soil saed bank or 
rriay have been from adjacent farmland in some common species, 

e.g. Dactylis gfomerata. 

Probably all six species belonging lo category D da have a 
persistent seed bank (THOMPSON & GRIME 1979, PRIESTLEY 
et al. 1985, ROBERTS 1986)(Table 4). Three of them are restricted 
to more or lass disturbed microhabitats, but Lathyrus pratensis and 
Lotus corniculatus are characlerislic for hayland vegetation. 
Therefore, the resulls may be puzzling : Whyis this paltern found in 
lhese species with a long-lived seed bank in many situations ? 

Tab. 4. Species thatoccurred onty in a partol lhe Heerewaardense Afsluitdijk 
from the saved road vergas onwards (category D). 

AUTOCHOROUS SPECIES: ZOOCHOROUS SPECIES: 

BRASSICA NAPUS RUBUS FRUCTICOSUS 

LATHYRUS PRATENSIS 

LOTUS CORNICULATUS 

MEOICAGO LUPULINA 

PAPAVER DUBIUH 

Why do these species not behave like other autochorous species 
with a persistent seed bank that are grouped in category B ? 

Although several answers on these queslions are posslble, a 
plausible explanation may be the low survival in this dyke e.g. due 
to heavy predation of specimens in category D. All have rather 
large, protein-rich seeds that may altracl for instance mice, 
whereas seeds of many autochorous species of category 8 are 
rather small and may be insignilicant to predators. 

'Ecological corridors' for plants once agaln 

There are indications thal road verges and river dykes may operate 
as 'ecological corridors' forplanls, if conslruction and management 
are appropriate. As lhe results so far show one must be modest in 
assessing this role apart from the negative inlluences as a result of 
lraffic. Many species have evolved fealures that enable them to 
recolonize patches aftar local disturbances, either by having a lang 
range seed dispersibility or by forming an innately persistent seed 
bank. The latter strategy however may be vulnerable to e.g. attack 
by predators and fungal infection, and bad storage condilions. II 
mortatity due to local conditions is considerable, species with the 
laller stralegymayalso benelit from an 'ecologica1 corridor' (Fig. 3). 
Moreover especially some grassland and woodland species which 
da not have an innately good dispersal capacity or a parsistenl 
seed bank seem lobe vulnerable. 

high 

low 

high 

DISPERSIBILITY 

lo-..v 

1.1 
bad storage conditions 
extensive predation, 
fungal infection 

large~scale 

landscape net·work~ 

~ 1 1 VERY SENSITIVE 
TO ISOLATION 

;Y} com1nonness in the tA 
~ rural landscape 'ff 

'---~-"-----.::_~ ~--=~~..-' 

Fig. 3. Faclors that may change the posilion ol species in the tentative 
divislon Jnlo groups ol plants based upon maximum dispersibllily and 
maximum innate seed longevity. 



For species with a long range dispersibi1ity it is necessary to have 
an extensive reproduction capacity in order to oblain a sufficienl 
possibility to reach all suitable habitats. Depending on the slructure 
of the landscape and the distances tobe covered between natural 
habitats a further differenlialion musl be made within the group of 
relalively good dispersers. In a large-scale nelwork the dislances 
tobe bridged may be so large than an· ecological corridor' may be 
also beneficial for the lauer group (Fig. 3). On the other hand 
species that are common in rural areas may not need 'ecological 
corridors', as the distances tobe covered are commonly insignific
ant (Fig. 3). 

To achieve conditions appropriate for well runctioning habitats as 
weil as 'ecological corridors' insight into the requirements of the 
various species to their environmenlis necessary. This knowledge 
must subsequenlly be aPplied to provide favourable environmental 
condilions, e.g. in the ways of conslruction and management of 
road vergas and river dykes (e.g. see MELMAN et al. this volume). 
Research groups in our ministery try to oblain such knowledge 
among other groups in the Netherlands. The demands in hydrol· 
ogy, nutrient availability and undisturbed space limit the possibilily 
to create conditions necessary for all appropriate ecosystems in 
these linear landscape elements. For instance the width of many 
road vergas may prevent the colonization of many woodland 
species and lhe hydrology and permanent input of nulrients and 
pollutants rrom traffic and fertilizer treatment in surrounding farm· 
land do not tolerale the eslablishment of wel oligotrophic pealland 
in vergas and dykes, maybe with the exceplion of some parts in the 
edges of junctions. 

II remains however unclear whether lhe system of 'ecological 
corridors' will operate as desired. So far all evidence has been 
gathered rrom patlernbased studies. There still is a great need for 
evidence obtained from process sludies to assess the precise 
possibililies of road vergas and Ti.ver dykes. 

While DARWIN (1859) concluded in his' The origin of species' that 
"there is grandeurin lhis viewof life, with ils several powers, having 
been originally breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, 
whilst this planel has gone cycling onaccording lhe fixed law of 
gravity, from so simple a beginning endless rorms mosl beautiful 
and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved", we now 
have the task lo take measures to save this grandeur and beauly in 
spite of all threats from recent human activily. A good management 
of linear landscape elements may be one of them. 
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CHANGES IN GRASSLAND USE CONSEQUENCES ON LANDSCAPE 
PATTERNS AND SPIDER DISTRIBUTION 

A. ASSELIN 

lntroduction: 

The recent changes in Europeen Common Agricultural policy due 
to agricullural surplus (quotas for milk, decrease of the price of 
other products ... ) are changing agricultural systems at the farm and 
field level. Among these changes, total or progressive abandon
ment of less favoured areas are the most obvious in many counlries 
(BRANDT & AGGER , this volume). In France, lhe notion ot less 
favoured areas is extending frorn the Mediterraneen and mountain 
zones to regions wilh a traditionnally lhriving agriculture. Nor
mandy, where our study is being carried oul, is an agricullural 
region based an dairy cows. Dairy products such as butter and 
wellknown cheeses (camembert), cider and Calvados are pro
duced and have made this region very rich in the past. Permanent 
grasslands often planted wilh apple-lrees or pear-trees cover up 
to 85% of agricullural land. 

Ecological consequences of changes in grassland management 
have been sludied by many aulhors (MORRIS 1971; DUFFEY et al, 
1974). In "The Pays d'Auge" (Normandy), principal ccnsequences 
are a decrease of stocking rate an certain grasslands and more 
arable lands are used to produce maize (Zea mais) or cereals. This 
is a beginning of changes and some grasslands are neglected: 

stopping of mowing ungrazed grass 
- slopping ot hedgeraws, dykes, springs and drains manage-

ment. 

This is not a complete abandonment but a progressive process. 

Nowadays, extensive grazing occurs in same farms with very 
irregular management ot grasslands and hedgerows. A comptete 
abandonment is expected at least in farms with important physical 
constraints. 

A- PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS: 

The study area is typica1 ot the Pays d'Auge. lt is a plateau made of 
a calcareous and clayey material. In lhe upper part, calcium has 
been washed away. The plateau is cut byvalleys with steep slopes. 
On the slopes, a layer ot heavy clay is found under the calcareous 
clayey material. The abundance of clay creates problems of soil 
humidily. So grassland is lhe most appropriate land use. 

8- CHANGES IN LANDSCAPE: 

The consequences for the landscape ot the region are develop
ment af palches of bramble (Rubus fruticosus ssp.), bracken 
(Pteridium aquilinum) and willow (Sa/ix sp.) or rush (Juncussp.) in 
wet areas. These patches become ta be verif numerous inside of 
fields or progress from hedgerows around them (Fig. 1 ). The 
landscape changes from acoarse grain (woodlats, grasslands) to a 
very tine grain laridscape (patches of Rubus, Pteridium, Jun
cus, ... ). Patchy colonisation increases landscape diversity at the 
scale of few hectares. 

Another important consequence for the landscape is the decrease 
of hedgerow and dyke network management. Hedgerows are not 
trimmed, so they become wider. From year to year, bramble 
progresses from hedegrows into tields. Dead elms, veriJ abondant 
in this regian, fall and make breaks in lhe hedgerow canopy. In this 
case, Rubus covers the ground lill the center ot the hedgerow and 

inhibits growth of any other plant specially forest herbs, so corridor 
function of the hedgerow for toresl species desappears more ar 
less. 

C- BIOLOGICAL PATIERNS: 

The taxonomic graup of Araneae has been chosen as biological 
material to assess changes at the landscape level. Spiders are 
usually abondant in any landscape element and have a high 
position in the traphic chain exclusivelly predators, lhey feed of 
insecls (80% of their preys)(EDGAR 1969; KAJAK 1971; 
NYFFELER 1982). Spiders are very sensitive to vegetation slruc
ture (DUFFEY 1962; GREENSTONE 1984) like birds which are 
usually used in Jandscape studies at a broader scale(BLONDEL 
1983; FROCHOT 1987; FULLER el al. 1987; OPDAM et al. 1987). 
Spiders have lo adapl to new environments and DUFFEY (1975) 
explains: "examples provide some evidence of sensitivity af spider 
associations to small-scale environmenl changes and lhe abilily 
of many species 10 adapt to new siluations or exploil new habitals 
almost immediatly they are created". In agricultural landscape, 
plaughing, mowing and grazing effects an spiders communilies 
have been sludied by many authors (SOUTHWOOD et al. 1967; 
DELCHEV et al. 1974; MANSOUR el al. 1983). The colonisalion ol 
areas by new species depends an their capacity for dispersal, an 
the one hand and an lhe proximity ot the different habitats, an the 
other (HUHTA 1971). Manyspiderspecies have developped aerial 
dispersal behaviour (SOUTHWOOD 1962; YEARGAN 1975; 
VUGTS et al. 1976). In his studies an colonisation of a lidal habilat 
separated trom the sea by damming, HEYDEMAN (1960, in 
HUHTA, 1971) shows evidence ot dispersal ot spiders by land. 

Few sludies concern the intluence ot landscape slructure an 
spiders communities. Colonisatian ot arable tields by spiders 
coming from neighbour areas has been described(NYFFELER 
1982; WEBB et al. 1984; LUCZAK 1986). Forest surrounding a 
clear-cut area may act as barriers for the dispersian of open-land 
species (HUHTA 1971 ). Species richness is more important at lhe 
edge of a field or a grassland than at the center ( MAELFAIT et al. 
lhis volume). 

How da spiders reacl to changes occuring in our landscape? 

Sample area and melhod : 

Spiders were sampled in a mosaic (65 ha) of 8 parcels of land 
(mixed woodlol, deciduous woodlot, mowed grassland, grazed 
grassland, abandoned grassland) which are separaled by 
hedgerows, tracks or raads. Spiders were sampled by visual 
search in quadrats of two square meters during 6 monlhs (only 
cumulated results ot February and March 1967 are presented 
here). 26 sampled areas were chosen: the center of each parcel 
andin bramble patches, an lheir edges and in some hedgerows. 

In the first year study, the mosaic was chosen as to slay an the 
same type of soils and it should enable us to: 

-understand species exchanges between adjacent areas (wood
loVgrassland, hedgerow/abandoned grassland, ... ) 

- undersland consequences an spider assemblages of the 
development af very line grain landscape elements. 
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Correspondance analysis (JAMBU et LEBEAUX 1978) was cho
sen to analyse relations between siles (lhe 26 samples) and 
spiders (69 species)(Fig. 3). This method is appropriate lo study 
environmental gradient (AUSTIN 1985). 

On the first axis of the correspondance analysis, grassland samp
les are isolated rrom the others : spiders species of grassland 
(grazed paslures and meadows) are very different from lhose of 

- Hedgerow 

Bramble patch (Rubusl 

Fern patch (Pteridium) 

Hillow patch {Salixl 

Rush patch (Juncus) 

Multispecies patch 

Deciduous woodlot 

Coniferous woodlot 

~ Wet woodlot 

woods or oldlields. Determinant ractors for axis 1 seems to be the 
height of vegetation ( according to the great sensitivity of spiders 10 
vegetalion structure). 

On the second axis, two samples (one hedgerow and a grassland 
edge) are isolated. On the third axis, woodland stations are 
separated from oldlield stations. Edges samples are gathered at 
the intersection of axis 1 and 3 (Fig. 3). 

0 

Sootu.c<" tnnorano 

9b 
_, Clonlromoru• dllu~"s Mol& "'on.c<I 

(C LoplJPhant•• •lnudermodnl 

Fig. 3: Samples and species on the plan of axis 1 and 3 ol of correspondance 
analysis. 



lnteraclion among landscape elements : 

This preliminary analysis allows us to see examples of neighbour
hood effects on species composilion: 

Species composition of grassland edges number 25 is affected by 
the contiguous wood number 26 and species composilion of lhe 
second edge number 23 is affected by the old!ield number 16. 

Hedgerow spiders assemblages are influenced by lhe nature of 
connected uncultivated elements: 

lhe woodlot number 7 for the hedgerow number 6 or 11 

the oldfield numbers 15, 16 rar the hedgerow number 22. 

We assume these effects are due to species movements among 
landscape elements. 

Etfects an species richness : (Fig.4) 

Species richness increases gradually when samples of the diffe
rent parts of meadow are added to oneanother. Development of 
patches of Rubus (due to changes in agricultural praclices) affects 
species richness too. 
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Fig. 4: Effecl on species richness 

Conclusion : 

Spiders are very sensitive to vegetalion cover and landscape 
slructure. Conliguous and connected landscape elements affect 
species composition of grassland edges and hedgerows. Biologi
cal functioning (conneclivily) is direclly relatable 10 connectedness 
in this mosaic (BAUDRY & MERRIAM , this volume). Changes in 
agricultural practices influence species richness. 

Discusslon - Questions : 

Patchy colonisation of bramble, bracken, ... increases landscape 
heterogeneily. We hypothezise lhat this mosaic landscape illus
lrates changes in agricultural praclices before conversion to 
another land use or abandonmenl. This is an intermediate slage. 
Many questions are araising : 

- How will the landscape change in the next few years if agricul
tural lrends are the sames ? What would be the differences wilh a 
complete abandonment ? 
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DUFFEY E. et al (1974) explain :"The mosaic situation of patchy 
scrub, where there are grassland, edge and woodland species, 
may persist for variable periods of time especially where the soil 
differs locally in depth and nulrienl stalus, and where there is 
interference by man in culling, burning or by the grazing of 
domeslic animals''. 

- What is the speed of colonisation by Rubus and Pteridiu1n ? 
Development of Rubus in hedgerows lill the cenler inhibils corridor 
effecl for forest plant species. How Rubus or Pteridium palches 
affect colonisation by other species? 

- What is lhe global trend or species richness at landscape level?. 
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DYNAMICS, INTERACTIONS AND CONNECTIVITY OF LINEAR ELEMENTS IN 
RURAL LANDSCAPES OF CENTRAL BELGIUM. PLANNING OPPORTUNITIES. 

H. GULINCK, 1. VANDEN BERGHE, E. ABTS 

lntroduction 

The interfluvia of the Central Belgian loess region are gently 
undulating landscapes, essentially cropland, and characterized by 
a loose network of semi-natural, more or less overgrown benches 
(steep colluvial tatuds) and sunken roads. These linear elements 
are genetically linked to the topographical structure and to the 
evolution of the agricultural land slructure. 

The benches and sunken roads are varied considerably in length, 
orientation, vegetalion cover and physiographic struclure. Sunken 
roads may be envisaged as two opposite steep benches. In the 
study area, the benches vary in depth and width from a few 
decimeters to more than 15 m. 

Spatially, these elements are part of a complex of superimposed 
networks of different kind, scale and connectivity. One should 
consider the total road pattern, the field parcellalion, the land use 
pattern and the topographic slructure with associaled flow patterns 
and erosion features. 

From a systems poinl of view, sunken roads and benches are tobe 
considered as parts of an agricultural syslem (transport), a geomor
phological system (relief elements, run-off, erosion and sedimen
talion) and a biological syslem (habilats and corridors). lt is 
worthwhile to stress lhe fact thal the concept of conneclivity applies 
to each of these system approaches. 

The landscape elements mentioned are threatened by several 
faclors, such as the dulch elm disease, changes in rural transport, 
field consolidalion, and loss of adapted maintenance practices. 

This paper gives an overview of lhe different structures, functions, 
dynamics and interaclions which should be considered in order to 
obtain a landscape-ecological understanding of sunken roads and 
benches. This understanding may lead lo lhe development ot 
so1utions for the acule problem of erosion, sedimentation and 
flash-flooding, in such a way thatsimultaneously an improvemenl 
of the agrofunclional and of lhe biological structure of landscapes is 
achieved. At the same time it gives an opportunity to make 
reflections about the possible meanings of connectivity in the 
practice of landscape planning and management. 

Figure 1 depicls the localisation ot the sludy area at two geographi
cal levels. Level A covers the 1 :50,000 map sheet n 32 of the 
nalional topographic survey (640 km'), level B is a hydrographic 
basin of approximately 1.5 km2• Figura 2 is a map of the main linear 
features and the general land use. 

Landscape evolution 

A grid wilh cells of 0.42 km2 was laid over the 1908 and 1986 
topographic maps of the study area (level A in Fig. 1 ). Within each 
square the total number of benches was counted, as well as the 
number of "aclive" benches (i.e. in arable land). In a time span of 
more than half a century, the number of aclive benches has 
decreased wilh 28o/o on ihe average, mostly because of changes to 
urban land-use. Aclually lhere is an average density of 0.5 km/km2 

of benches in the agricultural area. In anolher study over the same 
region, the densily of sunken roads was equally eslimaled at 0.5 
kmlkm2

• In contrast wilh the relalive stability of the overall pattern of 
the major sunken roads and benches, lhe parcellation has evolved 
very strongly. Using aerial photographs and field surveys, a 

comparison of 1947 and1986 could be made for the level B study 
area. Here, the average parcel size has risen from 0.75 to 3 
hectare. 

According to interviews wilh older farmers, there used to be a 
network of shallow parcel separaling furrows. For 1947, the total 
volume of these furrows can be estimated at aboul 15 m3/ha. In 
1986 this volume is less than half that figure. Furthermore there 
were a lot of low benches between parcels, noldepicted in the older 
topographic maps and hardly visible an the older air photos. There 
were also we11 mainlained diversion dilches within fields. This 
earlier structure accounted for a limiled relenlion of rainfall, but 
certainly helped diverting run-off water from scouring erosion 
gullies. Aerial pholo comparison reveals a doubling of the total gully 
lenglh (gullies deeper and wider that approx. 25 cm) over the same 
time period. 

The land-use ilself has not changed substantially. But depletion of 
organic mauer, betler weed control and higher mechanic pressure 
are some ot the importanl factors that have contributed to an 
increase in soil erosion. 

Decay of linear elements 

In recenl years, a delerioralion of the sunken roads and of the 
taluds is manifest. This decay is essenlially erosional : gullying of 
the road bases, mass movement and ravining of bench slopes. The 
reasons are manifold and will be discussed briefly. 

Most elms, which made up half of the high vegelalion in many 
sunken roads have been killed bythe dutch elm disease. Often, the 
siles of the elms are nowadays subject to severe erosion. Research 
is underway in order to assess with greater precision the impact of 
the dutch elm disease. 

The changes in agricultural practices have also brought more 
physical pressure on the linear elements. The general increase in 
soil erosion has also negatively affected lhe hollow roads and the 
benches. Many hollow roads have become deeper by the gullying 
of their beds, and the access to adjacent fields has become more 
difficult. 

In former times, the benches were subject to a more or lass regular 
coppice or mowing regime, with regular repair of vegetation 
damage. Nowadays, the maintenance is more irregular, and the 
methods are rougher (burning, bench cutting by heavy machinery, 
elc.). In some cases there is a total absence of mainlenance, which 
allows for some trees to grow to an inlolerable weight an the sleep 
benches, fertilized by run-off waler from the adjacenl cropland. 

Most ot the narrow elements (small furrows and low benches) have 
disappeared because of the general enlargement of lhe fields. 

Research topics 

From these observalions, it can be deduced that the landscape 
ecological study of the linear elements has to focus an three 
approaches: 

a) an agrofunclional approach; b) a biological approach; c) a 
hydrological and geomorphological approach. In the agrofunctional 
approach, special attenlion has 10 be given to the lransport and 
traffic patterns wilh which the linear features are spatially associ-
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ated. Within ourtesl area, limiled information is availableso far, but 
a study is planned in order to assess the impacts of the changing 
agricultural praclices and condilions along these patterns. 

In the biological approach, the analysis of lhe structure and the 
evolution of the vegelalion is necessary. A sludy of this kind is also 
envisaged. Furthermore il would be important to study the ecology 
of the fauna and the rote of the linear elements as habilats or 
corridors. Especially lhe burrowing species in the benches deserve 
attenlion, since the erosion of certain sites may indeed be attributed 
partly to these specfes. 

Our research has focussed so far on erosion and sedimentation 
patterns as influenced by linear elemenls in the landscape. The 
falloul 137Cs, a result of alomic experimenls in the 50ies and 60ies, 
and of the Chernobyl accident in 1986, can be used as a precise 
tracer for the movement pattern of lhe topsoil, since il absorbs 
tightlyon i11ite clay. A relative increase in 137Cs is an indication for 
soil sedimentation. So, the impact of linear elemenls can be 
measured. Al certain places, the vegetated taluds account for the 
retention of as much as 30 Ion of soil material per ha per year 
(VANDEN BERGHE, et al., 1987). Eventually a spalial model will 
be developed, incorporaling the impacts of not only climatic, 
edaphic and topographic patterns, bul also of the spatial paltern ot 
linear elements and other discontinuities in lhe landscape. 

Landscape Planning 

Besides damaging lhe crops and the topsoil, excess run-off is also 
responsible for occasional muddy flash-floodings in the valleys. 
As such, lhe landscape-ecological consequences of changes in 
the agricultural uplands escalate into physical, economic and 
political problems for many municipalities in Central Belgium. 

There are differenl allernalive policies thinkable : -A drastic 
reduction of erosion of lhe cropland by using allernative (conserva
lion) tillage techniques, or expanding lhe area of permanent cover 
(grassland, forest). For economic, polilical and psychological 
reasons, such solutions are only possible in the long run, but they 
deserve atlenlion in lhe changing agricullural contexts. The 
impacts of conservation lillage on run-ott, infiltration and soil 
struclure have to be carefully investigated, as weil as the environ
mental impacls of the eventual increased use of herbicides. 

- Technical solutions in the valleys such as relatively large 
retention basins. This alternative does by nomeans deal with the 
causing faclors in lhe interfluvial landscape, and are generally 
rejected by nature conservalionists. 

- Solutions which are taking into consideration the landscape 
structures such as roads, linear elements and pattern of land-use. 
The solution we propose here are variants of lhis policy. 

In a'minor intervenlion' proposal, tha inlerferences are restricted as 
much or as close as possible to the public domain, wilh minimal 
interference in the agricullural lields (rig. 3). This proposal is 
essenlially limited to lhe conservation, strengthening and manage
menl of existing struclures and to the conslruction of afew retention 
basins and dams, dislributed al appropriate sites in lhe landscape. 
Such a scheme could be realized in a short time. 
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ln a 'major inlervenlion'proposal, a much further elaborated 
reslrucluring is envisagad (fig. 4). Here, not only the immediate 
need of slormwater buffering is envisaged, but also the following 
objectives, which give a praclical example of a possible expansion 
of the conneclivity principle : 

- improvement of the agricullural slructure through land consolida
tion and new communication lines (oplimization of agricultural 
conneclivity) ; 

- establishment of an ecological infrastruclure wilh higher connec
tivity than the actual one, along the agricullural infrastructura and 
the surface drainage slructure: the hollow roads, benches, old and 
new road verges, green waterways and extensive land- use 
patches are parts of a polential new network (connectivity of 
funclions and of different network types); 

- creation of a spalial and funcüonal flexibitity wilhin the rapidly 
changing economic and social condilions in agricullure andin rural 
areas. Similar polyfunctional reslructuralion proposals have been 
illustrated by BUREL (1984) for agricultural areas in Brillany. 

Conclusion 

The overgrown linear elements or lhe agricultural landscape in lhe 
loess covered region of Cenlral Belgium and in similar landscapes 
elsewhere are subject 10 different delerioration factors. lnstead of 
dealing direclly with their conservalion or with the objective ot 
enhancing their connectivity for bio-ecological reasons, il is useful 
to investigate lheir Iota! landscape-ecological role. II becomes 
clear lhat a landscape-ecological planning asks for a spalial 
integration of the agricultural, hydrological, geomorphological and 
biological funclions. These funclions are spatially expressed as 
networks of different kind. The urgent problem of soil erosion and 
flash floodings is an opportunity to develop planning proposals in 
which these networks can be redesigned andin which the connec
tivily of landscape elements and networks plays an important role. 
Doing so, it is possible to keep in balance the roles the different 
political and soclal partners (municipalities, farmers, ... ) have to play 
and to lake into consideration a llexibility in land-use and land
scape planning, given lhe rapid evolulions within agriculture and 
within rural areas. 
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A METHOD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
AT SPECIES AND LANDSCAPE LEVEL 

A. VAN AMSTEL, B. SCHOORL, H. VAN DE VEEN 

INTRODUCTION 

For survival of animal and plant species specific habital require
menls must be fulfilled. Animals rely on the availability of food 
resources, shel~er and breeding grounds, and plants require 
specific abiolic and biotic condilions. For dispersal all species must 
cross lhe more or less inhospitable interspace between optimum 
habitats. 

In man-made or man-altered landscapes longterm survival of 
local populalions of terrestrial organisms is dependant an 
possibilities for dispersion. But mosl species also use the inters
paces as areas for feeding, shelter and breeding. Therefore the 
total ecological slructure has tobe taken into account in upgrading 
of living conditions. This ecological slruclure has lobe in tune wilh 
lhe species requiremenls. 

In a case sludyil proved lobe possible lo malch lhe actual qualities 
and limitations of the landscape wilh lhe requiremenls of a set ar 
selected lhreatened animal and planl species living in man-al
tered landscapes. This malching can in theory be done at any 
spatial scale. lt may result in recommendations for upgrading of the 
ecological infrastructure. 

In this study informalion has been collected an the actual condilions 
of the land in soil, water and vegelalion in a study area of aboul 50 
km, in the easlern part of The Nelherlands. Information has also 
been collected an the hislorical and actual species distribution. 
Seventythree threatened but not yel extinct animal and plant 
species have been selected. For lhese species aulecological 
inform.alion an habitat requirements and dispersion processes has 
been collected from literalure. 

Malching of requirements of species with aclual condilions of the 
land has resulted in a sei of maps wilh locations for upgrading 
ofecological struclure for the 11 most important species. Recom
mendalions for upgrading of lhe total struclure of lhe study area 
was another resuH of the matching procedure. 

PURPOSE OF STUDY 

In this studythe conceptof ecological infrastruclure is applied al the 
operational level from a species and landscape perspective. This 
exercise is based an fieldwork and data from a reallotment scheme 
"Rossum-Oost" near Denekamp in the east of the Netherlands. 

Location 
of study area 

THE NETHERLANDS 

OUTLINE OF STUDY 

PHASE 1 
Collection of Basic 
Spatial Data, 
Fieldwork 

Basic Maps 
an Habitat 
Characteristics 

PHASE 4 

PHASE 2 
Selection of 
species 

PHASE 3 
Collection and 
Classif!cation 
of Habitat 
Requirements 

comparison of Habitat 
Requirements of 11 Species 
with hab!tat Characteristics 

PHASE 5 LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR STUDY AREA 

PHASE 6 

1. Hyla Arborea (Tree frog) 
2. Tyto Alba (Barn owl) 
3. Martes Foina (Beech martenl 
4. etc. 

+ 
Landscape Plan 

formulation of Basic Rules 
for Extension Strengthening 
and Management of Ecological 
Infrastructure for Study Area 

PHASE 1: COLLECTION OF BASIC SPATIAL 
DATA AND FIELDWORK in pllot study 
area. 

Data are collected an: 
Species distribution 

- Soil, Waier and Nutrient Characteristics 
- Habitat Characterislics of Vegetation Cover. 
From lilerature: 
Data are collected an 
- Exisling Knowledge an Study Area 
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PHASE 2: SELECTION OF SPECIES. 

lt is impossible to satisfy each species requirements in extension, 
strengthening and management of ecological infraslruclure. But 
choises have tobe made explicitly. Therefore in this study species 
are selected which are 

rare by international, national and regional standards. 
characleristic for the area. 
indicaling special habitat characleristics. 
having crucial rotes in ecological processes. 

Bul the developed melhod is equally suited for the extension and 
strenglhening of ecological infraslructure for other species. Selec
lion is carried out using national and international census data an 
plants and birds, amphibians and reptiles and handbooks on 
species distribulion. 

PHASE 3: A CHECKLIST FOR HABITAT RE
QUIREMENTS. 

A checklist of variables is made for easy strucluring of informalion. 
For each variable classes are defined for easy comparison wilh 
habital characteristics. For Hyla arborea for example lhis resulled 
in the given lable: 

HABITAT REQUIREMENTS OP HYLA ARBOREA (Tree froq) 

VARIABLES 

Soil 
Moisture 
Nutrition status of soil 
Exposition to sun 

to wind 
Relief 

Species composition of annuals 
Cover 
Hight 
Pattern 

Species composition of bush 
Cover 

Water dynamics 
Volume 
Salinity 
Nutrients 
pH 

SELECTED SPECIES 

CLASSES 

1 (3/5) 

4 

3-4 
1 

1 

2-3 

3 
2-3 
3-4 

2 

1 

2-3 

1 
3-4 

1 
2-3 
2-3 

49 Anima! species and 24 Plant species are selected being rare, 
characleristic or having crucial roles in ecological processes. 
Habitat requirements of these are collected from literature. 

For a seleclion of 11 of these species PHASE 4 is carried out, 
resulling in 11 maps of the study area with localions for extension 
and slrenglhening of ecological infrastructure and resulling in a 
landscape plan for the study area.These 11 species are: 

EARTH WORM (Lumbricus terrestris) 
Being basic food for many animals. 
WOOD MOUSE (Apodemus sylvaticus) 
Being basic food for carnivores. 
TREE FROG (Hyla arborea) 
Being threalened. 

BADGER (Me/es me/es) 
Being threatened. 
BARN OWL (Tylo a/ba) 
Being threatened. 
BEECH MARTEN(Martes loina) 
Being lhreatened but spreading. 
ORTOLAN (Emberiza hortulana) 
Being near exlinction. 
KINGFISHER (Alcedo atthis) 
Being threatened and characteristic near brooks. 
OXLIP (Primula elatior) 
Being characteristic in woodlols. 
PHYTEUMA SPIGA TUM 
Being threatened. 
PURPLE HAIRSTREAK (Quercusia quercus) 
Being threatened. 

PHASE 4: COMPARISON OF HABITATRE-
QUIREMENTS WITH HABITAT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The collection of basic data resulled in a map of landscape unils at 
a scaleof 1:10.000. Ascii map and amap of moisture status of soils 
at a scale of 1:10.000 were already available. From lhese maps a 
combined map of moislure and nutrition stalus of soils was derived. 
All these maps were used as basic informalion on habitat charac
terislics. 

Comparison of habilat requiremenls an the abiotic environment of 
11 species with soil map and map an moisture and nulrition status 
of soils resulted in 11 maps wilh suitable and unsuitable places for 
each species. 
-Unsuitable areas an abiotic criteria are locations where require
ments cannot be mel but intervenlions in soil and moisture can 
sometimes be carried out to adjust the abiolic environmenl to the 
species requiremenls. Very often, however, these inlerventions are 
too expensive. For example soils which totally lack calciumcarbo
nate cannot be limed for ecological reasons. 

Suitable areas were looked at more closely. 

Comparison of habilat requiremenls of 11 species with the land
scape unitmap resulled in suitable and unsuitable areas an biotic 
crileria (as rar example vegetation struclure). 
-Unsuitable areas an biolic criteria are potential locations for 
extension of ecological infraslruclure for that species. 
-Suitable areas an biolic criteria are potential localions for streng
thening and managemenl of lhe ecological infrastruclure for lhat 
species. 

PHASE 5: LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR THE STUDY 
AREA. 

Combination of recommendations an 11 species maps resulled in a 
landscape plan for the sludy area. 

Analysis based an autecological literature learned !hat surprisingly 
little conflicling requirements were met. 

PHASE 6: FORMULATION OF BASIC RULES 
FOR EXTENSION, STRENGTHENING 
AND MANAGEMENT OF ECOLOGl
CAL INFRASTRUCTURE. 

PHASE 1 to 5 resulted in locations for aclion. In PHASE 6 general 
recommendalions are given for lhe support of the chosen 11 
species for the sludy area. Polenlial conflicls with requirements of 



the tolal set of selected 49 animal species and 24 plant species 
were analysed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the method it proved to be possible to select threatened and 
characleristic species ror the pilot study area for which extension 
and strenglhening of ecological infrastruture was necessary. 

In lhe method rar strengthening and extension ot ecological 
infrastruclure lhe wl.ole spectrum of ecological requiremenls of 
species has been taken into accounl: 

The method resulted in a landscape plan for the pilot study area. 
This plan slated locations for extension and slrengthening of 
ecological infraslructure ror 11 selected species. 
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Recommendations for technical measures for improving living 
conditions and dispersion of populations of the selected species 
have been taken from literature. 
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PAVED AGRICULTURAL ROADS AS BARRIERS TO 
GROUND DWELLING ARTHROPODS 

H.-J. Mader 

1. lntroduction 

Man-made linear structures like highways, channels or railroad
-lracks hamper the movements ot small mammals and epigeic 
arthropods in forest ecosystems (OXLEY et al. 1974, MADER 
1979, MADER & PAURITSCH 1981). Addilionally. lhey take a 
share in lhe process ot growing insularisalion of unused and 
seminatural habitats. ln modern agriculture narrowfield-tracks are 
replaced by heavyduty paved agricullural roads. This process is 
frequenlly accompanied by the reduction of landscape structures, 
which have been associated with fields-palhs in previous limes, 
such as hedgerows , vergas or ditches. Very lillle is known about 
the effects of paved agricullural roads an the movements of epigeic 
arthropods in agroecosystems (HEIDT 1986). 

2. Methods 

Wolf Spiders (Lycosidae) were caught in the field and released an 
different types of agricultural roads in March to May 1987 near 
Bonn (West-Germany). The movements of the released animals 
were record ed and analysed. Before starting the field-experi
ments, it seemed necessary to study the phototrucis of the test 
organisms. The light-orientalion of lhe spiders was tested in a 
darkened laboratory using a single point light source in opposite 
posilion (FIG.1 ). The results show a signilicant orientalion towards 
lhe light . Consequently the field experiments had ta be conducted 
with lhe sun posllioned in direction ofthe road only, thus limiling the 
experimenlal time each day to a one-hour periode. 
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Fig. 1 : Ught-orienlation ol Lycosa amentata in adarkened laboratory using 
slngle-poinl light sources. Animals were released in lhe cenlre of lhe 
tesl-area. The width of the arrows corresponds to the number ol anlmals 
reachlng lhe edge of lhe test-area within a certaln segment. 

A single animal was released from a black jar with openings at the 
top and its movemenls were recorded an a map befare starting lhe 
next animal. The time was measured from release unlil the animal 
reached the verge. The area of observation was limiled to 3 m up 
and down the raad. In each test at least 12 animals were caught and 
released conseculively. 

3. Results 
3.1 70 Wolf spiders (Lycosa amentata (Clerck)) were released on 

a paved agricultural raad of 270 cm width. The animals were 
set free at a distance of 40 cm from the road verge an both 
sides of the raad. The animals show a signiricant tendency ( = 

41.6, p < 0.01) to rush to the nearest road-verge in slead of 
crossing the road or staying an the road (FIG. 2). The average 
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Fig. 2 : Mobility diagram of n = 70 splders released on a paved agricullural 
road . 50 % of the animals were released near ( 40 cm dislance ) lhe lefl 
roadverge and 50 % near lhe righl road-verge.Arrows lnd!cate the aclual 
movements ol lhe animals. 
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time from release unlil lhe animals reached lhe verge was 42 
sec. Most of lhis time was spend for inilial orientation immedi
ately alter release while the animals kept their posilion molion
less. 

3.2 Spiders (n=52) released an an unpaved agricultural road with 
a cenlral green vegetational strip showed no significanl attr 
action lowards the nearest road verge. On the conlrary, a high 
percentage of animals rushed to the cenlral vegetational strip 
(FIG. 3). 

3.3 Lycosid spiders inhabiling the verges of an agricultural road 
driven away from their habilals into the road to a dislance of at 
least 20 cm returned to the roadside vegelation immediately. 
From a total of 30 experimenls not a single specimen forced 
out of Lhe verge crossed Lhe road (FIG. 4). 

3.4 Ground-foraging-wolf spiders are easily tobe observed in the 
early spring season, when the vegelation is still low. Men 
moving through the habltat of a spider populalion will notice the 
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Fig. 3 : Mobihty diagram of n = 52 spiders released on an unpaved 
agricullural road wilh cenlral slrip of low vegela\ion. 
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Fig. 4 : Movemenl ot spiders (arrows) driven oul of their road-verge habilals 
inlo lhe agricullural road. 

animals rushing away from the origin of disturbance. In a 
homogenous situalion without agricullural road (control), 
those animals observed to lhe right of lhe advancing disturber 
will usually move to lhe right, those an the left side will escape 
to the left. On a roadverge of 2 m width, parallel to an 
agricultural road , inhabited by a dense population of L. 
amentata (Clerck) the reaction upon dislurbance was tested 
and compared to the control situation. The directions, the an 
imals choosed for escape were recorded in the field for each 
animal observed and pooled into two groups, i.e. lhe animals 
observed to the right and the animals observed to the lelt of the 
advancing disturber. The animals closer lo the agricultural 
road showed a streng tendency to move towards the source of 
disturbance, away from the road (FIG.5). This behaviour is in 
sharp conlrast lo the conlrol situation. lt seems that the 
animals try to avoid tobe driven to the edge of their habilat or 
even into the agricullural road (see 3.3 above). 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In inlensely used agricullural fields, many epigeic arthropods are 
restricted at least part of their life to small marginal slructures such 
as road vergas, field boundaries, hedgerows, or woodlots. 

Paved agricultural roads seem tobe obslacles to the movement of 
ground dwelling arthropods in arable landsapes. This may enhance 
the process of increasing disseclion of the agrocoenosis and 
reduce the possibilities of species to invade the adjacent fields. 
Very lillle is known about the influence of predators such as Car
abid beelles or Lycosid spiders an prey populations in arable fields. 
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However, there is evidence that field boundaries serve as reser· 
voirs of predatory arthropods (MADER et al. 1986, MORRIS & 
WEBB 1987, WRATIEN 1987) and !hat overwinlering polyphag
ous insects benefit from such landscape structures (SOTHERTON 
& RANDS 19 87). 

Concerne is growing about an overall impoverishment of self-re
gulation within agro-ecosystems and the possible consequences 
and longlasting effects ot the misuse ot agrochemicals. We know 
that Carabid beetles and Lycosid spiders are good dispersers. This 
is especially true for field species (Den BOER 1970, RICHTER 
1971 ). Nevertheless, it is obvious, lhat agricultural roads cannot be 
neglect ed as barriers against the day to day movements of the 
terrestrial arthropods in habiling road verges. Planning ot agricul
tural roads and associated field boundaries should include these 
arguments. 
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AN APPROACH TO ECOLOGICAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

S.Toch 

Conflicts between economic development and natural resource conservation frequently lead to tensions between 
local development interests and broader collectivevalues. This ollen results in alienation of local support for resource 
conservation !hat may in fact be beneficial to long term community development. 

An integrated management approach is needed !hat addresses local community concerns while maintaining the 
sustainability of the natural resource base. The utilization of components in working models of resource maintenance 
can provide a more applicable approach to build upon. As such, certain management strategies in the lle-de-Fr
ance or Paris Region are described in order to illustrate an approach that may serve as a bridge between 
resourcdevelopment interests and conservation objectives. 

THE FRAMEWORK 

No human population can be expected to adequately consider 
environmental effects if their resource needs and interests are not 
sufficiently addressed. No ecosyslem can be expected to support 
human use and settlement if taxed beyond ils capacity to sustain 
ilself. Thus, the sustainability ot an ecosystem must include the 
viability of the human population within il, while maintaining the 
integral natural runclions that allow for its survival. Conservalion 
programs need to work with the development interests of the local 
communily and development needs to considerthesuslainabilily of 
lhe natural resource base. Conservation and developmenl must be 
convergent and not conflicting goals. 

lt could be slated thß,t ecological development is a challenge, a 
conceptual and operational challenge. Part of this challenge is lhe 
management of fluctualing changing and evolving systems thal 
account for ecological funclions while maintaining for human 
resource needs. OLMSTEAD (1970) suggested a systems 
approach to understanding the viability of an agricultural model and 
its relationship to its surrounding environment . This concept is 
demonslrated by a series or overlapping circles representing lhe 
conneclivily between the individual components of an ecosystem. 
These include natural, political, social and economic issues. 

lndicators ot ecological balance include air, water,and soil charac· 
teristics, as well as the heallh and qualily of lhe vegetalion, and the 
quanlily, diversily and reproduclive capability of the tauna. Also 
included are the maintenance of human basic needs, which include 
vitality and heallh, as humans are viewed as a component ot the 
natural ecosystem. 

We can benefit from Olmslead's modal by identifying indicators ot 
lhe socio-economic situation, aswell. This includesthe patterns of 
settlement in an area, the system through which the rights 10 use 
land are recognized, used ortransferred and whelherthe economy 
is accomodaling local, national or international markets. Other 
indicators may also be ulilized as appropriate 10 the specific 
siluation. By observing the levels ot ecological integrily and the 
syslems that influence the socio-economic siluation, we can 
establish a framework for lhe application of relevant resource 
management slrategies. 

THE PROBLEM 

The Paris of lle-de-France Region is a major world metropolitan 
cenler with a population of approximalely ten million people in 
1987. II holds a history of rapid µrban growth !hat has been 
accompanied by public works projecls and new town development. 
II also conlains an ecologically diverse environment lhar includes 
land use transitions between agricullure, forest, weiland and 
developed areas. 

In lhe early 1960's it was lhought thal lhe region's populalion would 
grow from 8.4 million in 1962 to a population of 14 million by the 
year 2000. This urban concentralion and related development 
pressures posed a serious threat to the rural and agricullural 
communilies. This crealed problems in open space preservation 
and a displacement people and jobs due to the rapid shifting of the 
landscape. The consommalion of space through rapid urban 
development and resource utilization continued through 
1987 despile a slowing population growth. As Paris is the center of 
the French population and economy, this rapid urban expansion 
came tobe called the "lache d'huile" (AREEAR lle-de-France, 
1983), a drop of oil easily spread to the surrounding rural com
munities. 

Paris-ile-de-France Region viewed from T.M. Satelile image, 
IAURIF, Environment and Open Space Division, April 30, 1984 

THE RESPONSE 

In an anempt to disperse some of the Paris populalion, efforts 
began towards decentralizing the French economy. Along with 
assistance to other French cities to develop economic potential, 
five new towns were iniliated on the outskirts of the Paris agglomer· 
alion wilh an aim towards enhancing economicopportunilies there. 
In addilion, due to the diminishing rural landscapes, proteclion 
stralegies were initiated that could preserve open space. 

lt should be noled thal the development pressures slemmed from 
an urban populalion and the problem of diminishing open space 
has been largely framed in terms of lhe perception of an urban 
community thal was well represented in the governing process. In 
order to maintain a balance between the conservalion of resources 
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and the problem of urban expansion, the response of thepeople 
was taken from the "development side", focussing on a population 
that was not direclly dependant an these natural resources for their 
basic survival. As is generally the case, lhis population was 
financially and polilically more powerful. 

As such, the immediate response of the urban population to the 
problem of encroaching development was a primary preoccupation 
in "coping" with growth. Their objectives were to provide a "better'' 
population dislribution and improved living condilions in an urban 
contexl. In accordance with lhese objectives rural land was viewed 
as a "reserve" rar urban development (SCHEMA DIRECTEUR 
(1966-70)). 

Following the tradilion of the French landscape, much of the 
previously preserved rural areas coincided wilh siles of historic 
inleresl. These lraditions included forests protected for hunting 
purposes. Then; the nobility had secluded hunting grounds where 
the peasents could not go, now; the poor cannot afford to reside in 
areas of rural amenily. Accessibility of rural areas was also based 
on geographic location; the West with Versailles being a tradilion
ally protected landscape, and the East historically housing immig
rants and lower dass citizens. Buildingon the valuethat the French 
place on historic sites, mosl of lhe forests are located in areas once 
inhabited by royally. 

These urban interests also included a value being placed on an 
urban "escape", or a place to go 10 gel out of the city. The least 
expensive management lechnique to achieve this objective within 
a reasonable distance was lhe proleclion of landscape amenily. 
This initiated a perceived necessity for a strategy in non-develop
menl. Such interests gave rise lo a regional policy on Disconlinu
ous Zones (ZNE) in 1974. The main function of lhese zones was to 
maintain a discontinous urban development pattern (BRYANT 
1986). The objectives were to protect landscape amenilies through 
the integration of complimentary industries such as combining 
agricullure with forestry, and allowing only for a limited develop
ment that was in "harmony" wilh the natural landscape. 

These ZNE objectives provided for recreation in six designated 
areas surrounding the Paris agglomeration. These zones created a 
diversity in the urban landscape. Through this integration of space, 
transition zones were also created providing for wildlife funclions 
thal idenlified hunling and naturalist interests, while crealing a 
break in urban development palterns. 

Allhough "harmonious development" was geared more to the 
aeslhelics of construction endeavors, raising the value of property 
and maintaining a rural llavor, such an idea could be transferred 
towards the protection of environmenlally sensitive areas ensuring 
land use management that is related to the functions of the natural 
cycle. An example might be working with farmers to reduce 
pesticide use near a water supply, targeling conflicts in land use. 

Thus, the inlerests of the community were identilied. The regional 
slrategies stressed amenily in the landscape and an "urban 
escape" element. The support of lhe community was employed 
through identifying relevant community issues in doing so, how
ever, lhis strategy aided in lhe preservalion of open space areas 
and agricultural landscapes in the Paris Region. Rather lhan such 
areas being perceived only in terms of agricultural production and 
natural area preservation efforts, the agricultural production and 
recreation were slressed as methods of management, aiding in an 
economic mainlenance of open space while c functions. Though 
perhaps not acknowledged by the urban communily, such man
agement strategies accounted for lhe conlinuation of some impor
tant ecological funclions. 

lA CEINTVRE VEJlTE 
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Green Bett Region with associaled planning Strategies IAURIF, 1986 

Complimenling the ZNE slrategy, other inlervention techniques 
were increasingly emphasized in the lle-de France. This included 
the creation of a Green Bell Region that lay between 10-30 km. 
from the Paris agglomeration. In contrast to earlier strategies, the 
Green Bell reflected a move towards "managing existing slructures 
rather than coping with groWth" (BRYANT 1966). This included 
landscapes of economic agricullural degeneralion and non-ag
ricullural areas such as wooded space. 

lts functions were to provide leisure and recreation space, trail 
facilities, to reduce pollution and 10 rehabilitate "degenerating" 
landscapes. This was done through the crealion of open green and 
recrealion space, and lhrough a nonprofil agency called the 
SAFER, deemed federal funds to aid in the proteclion of agriculture 
and help local farmers adjust to new economic situations. The 
proposed long-term agricullural zones included both economi
cally sound and fragile agricullure, with a fragility index based on a 
combinalion of intensive urban impacts, difficult markets and 
fragmented landscape structure. These "fragile" zones were main
tained slill with the landscape amenity in mind, but allempting to 
preserve this space also aided 1n the preservalion of a viable 
agricullural community. 

Thus, the Green Bell provided for the conservalion of open space 
accessible to lhe public, advocating "right to farm" measures, and 
due to intercommunal boundries, it initiated contractual agree
ments belween towns, regions and the state for the prolection of 
the landscape.The implied flexible boundries of the Green Bell 
were seen as a major strength as well as the linkage between rural 
economic interests and the urban recrealion focus. lnlercommunity 
cooperalion aided in the protection of buHer zones and ecological 
functions through land use zoning that crossed polilical boundries. 
lt was clear, however, that ecolog1cal problems were not the focus 
orthese planning strategies. Even the economicconcernswere not 
as important as the amenity and recreation interests of a selecl 
urban communily. Building on lhese concerns, however, stategies 
could still be implemented thal were capable of addressing olher 
conflicls, as weil. 

LOCAL INTEGRATION 

The philosophy of the French Natural Regional Parks is specifically 
aimed at producing a balance between natural environmant com-



ponents and human aclivilies. Established in 1975, these parks are 
iniliated through local interest and represenl a regional slructure 
incorporaling conservation objectives with rural economic 
priorities. Local interest are also represented in a charter oullining 
common priorilies. In France there are 21 Natural Regional Parks 
covering 2.8 million hectares. Many of lhese parks are situated in 
mountainous zones, forested areas and areas of rural renovalion. 
(ESPACES RURAUX ET AMENAGEMENT DU TERRITOIRE 
1986) 

The main objectives of these parks include the prolection of nalure, 
the integration of economic developmenl interesls and the prolec
tion of cultural heritage and values.ln France lhese objectives 
provide for the protection of rural landscapes through mainlenance 
of the agricultural economy and the establishment of ouldoor 
recrealion opportunilies. They also can conlribule to lhe protection 
of environmentally sensitive areas through the establishment of 
local environment associations as well as providing for the prolec
tion of historic/cultural siles through encouraging local markets, 
lourism development and education programs. 

The Nalural Regional Park of lhe Chevreuse Valley is an example 
of such a local management strategy siluated approximately 30 
km. Soulhwest of lhe Paris agglomeration in the department of 
Yvelines. Established in response to the expanding new town of 
Yvelines, it is an example of the local level managemenl process 
based on the cooperation between 19 different communities. The 
actual and potenlial pressures include urban development 
pressures in scenic- valleys, intense recreation use, agricultural 

development, wetland drainage and landscape amenities. II holds 
37000 inhabitanls on 25000 heclares, 10000 of which are foresled 
and represenling approximately 1000 historic siles and artistic 
monumenls. lt is the first French regional park tobe placed so close 
to an urban agglomeralion. 

The Parc is managed by a syndicale wilh representitives from all 
concerned municipalities, the Conseil Gnral en Yvelines, and the 
Conseil Regional d'lle-de-France. The governing syndicale is 
associated with the Green Bell agency,local federation of environ
menlal associations "Friends of the Park", the National Foresl 
Service and professional consullants. 

The Parc objeclives are based on a local charter and include the 
proteclion of the natural environmant wilh an adaptation to local 
economic needs. Also stated are lhe development of the local 
agricultural economy, the facilitation of public initiation and educa
lion and the maintenance of a value placed on the patromony of 
culluraVhistoric sites. 

These objectives can be transferred lo ecological as wen as 
community interests. They provide for public outdoor facillties such 
as lrail and bicycle routes lhat answer recreation needs while 
providing an orientalion tothe nalural environmenl. They also aid in 
ensuring a viable agricullural economy while protecling rural 
landscape amenilies. Public educalion is promoted through cul
lural siles while providing for a lourisl economy. In addition natural 
resource exposilions and museums promote natural area educa
tion that can provide for a long term interesl in the environment. 
lt should be noted that none of these managemenl slralegies were 
legally enforced. Their purpose was to maintain a base that would 
encourage the protection of open space. The financial incenlives 
that were offered by the region and ~lalewere based on local 
initiatives in resource proteclion. In addition, none of these 
stralegies have distinct boundries, encouraging lhe expansion of 
land use plans that incorporate open space preservalion. 
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ECOLOGY WITH ECONOMY? 

There are few identified examples of slrategies thal provide a 
bridge between conservalion and developmenlconcerns. Praclical 
applications must therefore, build on components of projects !hat 
successfully address slgnificant issues. However, in doing so we 
must be aware of the underlying philosophies specific lo each 
silualion, and that certain management strategies may not address 
aclual problems. For example, the French experience may be 
suitable for a Western approach, but it may nol be appropriate to 
transler only this perspective into the problems of the developing 
world. In contrast, however, it is important nol to discounl the 
validity of many of the underlying concepts due to perceived 
differences in ideology of geographic localion. Soma of these 
approaches may prove useful in a varietyof situations. An example 
mighl be in acknowleding the value placed on lhe preservation of 
historic sites. Thus, it is importanl to uti1ize management slrategies 
appropriale lo specific situations while allowing for a general 
framework lhat may help to idenlify relevenl factors. 

In the lle-de-France the identified problems were due to lhe 
population increase and lhe related consommalion of space. 
Environmenlal perception was taken from an urban focus, identify
ing interesls in open space preservation and the maintenance of 
economic structures under pressure. Population interesls were, 
lhus, idenlified as being related to mainlaining the landscape 
amenity and ensuring an "urban escape". 

The system needed 10 maintain conlinuely and resilience lo the 
urban pressures. A response was needed that stressed diversily 
and inlegration of resources and interests. Utilizing an inlertwining 
approach that identified the conneclivity belween political, 
economic, cultural and ecological factors, certain ecological func
tions could be identified in the applied slrategies. The ZNE iden
tified the use of complemenlary industries in resource manage
ment, as weil as a developmenl !hat was in "harmony" with the 
natural landscape. The Green Bell stressed intercomi'nunity coop
eration that did not need 10 rely an political boundries. Economic 
viability was also addressed in maintaining links between a viable 
rural economy and urban inleresls. The Green Bell built upon 
existing economic structures and targeted sensitive agricullural 
areas for economic assislance programs. The Natural Regional 
Parks provided a structure through which local interesl could 
initiale regional planning strategies !hat identify community con
cerns while considering ecological constraints. 

Thus, building upon lhe interesls of a given populalion, certain 
issues can be addressed lhat provide for the conservation of lhe 
natural environment as well as economicdevelopment issues. The 
applied strategies in this region certainly do not address all of the 
concerns in eilher area, and this aulhor does not mean to imply lhat 
there should be an end lo lhe search. What isclear, however, is !hat 
in order lo begin the quest for a sustainable world, one in which 
environmental inlegrily is maintained while providing for the 
economic survival of the human community, we must begin with the 
little access thal we may have into the syslem, and bui1d upon 
successful componenls of applied stralegies. 

Special lhanks to Raymond Dalavigne and Chris Bryan! for advice and 
support throughoul lhis research projecl. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF RESIDUAL BIOTOPES FOR FAUNA AND FLORA 

L. Ericson, L. Hansson, Tb. Larsson and G. Rasmusson 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1983, the Research Counci1 of the National Environmental 
Protection Board {S VN) launched a research programme for a 
project called "The importance of residual biotopes for fauna and 
flora". The aim of the research is to analyse the consequences to 
fauna and flora of the ongoing fragmentalion of the natural land
scape, which leads lo lhe formation of "residual biotopes". In the 
research programme the objective is worded in the following way: 

- The importance of original biolope mosaic for preserving func-
tional ecosystems. 

- The importance of the size of the area of certain biotopes for 
preserving its biological values. 

The results will be used in the establishment of reserves, elc„ and 
also in the formulation of regulalions on nalure conservation for 
foreslry and agriculture. 

The budget for the fiscal year 1986/87 was SEK 2.05 million. About 
fifteen research scienlists at the universities of Lund, Uppsala and 
Umeä were engaged. 

TYPES OF LANDSCAPE STUDIED 

Research is focused on three i_mportant types of landscape which 
exhibit biotope fragmentation that poses an acute problem from the 
viewpoint of nature conservation, namely: 

- lhe Soulh-Swedish deciduous forest and mixed forest land-
scape; 

- the North-Swedish coniferous forest landscape; and 
- the traditional agricullural landscape. 

The decisive faclors in the design of the differentsub-projecls are 
staled below: 

1. The Swedish deciduous forest landscape 

Large coherent areas with deciduous forest being sparse, we have 
made the assumption that most broad-leaved deciduous rorests 
preserved in the fulure - at least those classified as natural 
forests- will occupy fairly small areas, which, also, will be more or 
less isolated from each other. Therefore, we have primarilydirected 
our ifforts al elucidaling lhe differences - if any - between land
scapes with a rich occurence and those with a sparse occurence of 
broad-leaves deciuous forest slands. Within the sub-projecl 
"Fragmentation effects in South-Swedish deciduous foresl land
scapes" quanlilalive and qualitative differences in fauna are anal
ysed, both as a consequence of reptacing deciduous forest with 
coniferous forest, and as a function of different sizes of stands. This 
comparison is made both in and between three types of landscape 
with varying percentages of deciduous foresl. 

2. The North-Swedish coniferous forest 
landscape 

Three problems- cf. the overall objeclive of the project- have been 
defined within this area: 
- firsl, the area of old forest is decreasing , and this will lead to the 
fact that in fulure, virgin forest stands will only exist in reserves, or in 
patches that can be preserved through regulalion-. that is, the 
significance of the size of lhe area; 

- secondly, the increasing degree of draining will reduce the area 
of wet foresl - that is, the importance of preserving the original 
biotope mosaic, and 
- lhirdly, certain successional stageswill practically disappear as a 
consequence of modern efficient fire combating and lhe tact that 
nowaday coniferous torests are considered more profitable. 

The firsl two problems above are dealt with in sub-projects thal 
have been going on fortwo years, while lhe lhird issue is lreated in a 
less comprehensive new sub-project. 

2.1 The importance of biotope area 

Focus wilhin this group of projects has been on high-productive 
coniferous forests. An important reason for this is thal lhis foresl 
type has often been the object of protective draining and tree 
species change, and that it is ralher expensive to preserve this 
foresl lype as ils commercial value is high. 

We have found thal the best way of obtaining knowledge on lhe 
effects of the surrounding produclive land on forest stands of 
different sizes, with particular attenti on paid to the surviving 
capacity of organisms, is conducting large-scale field trials, where 
slands of different sizes are left when clear-felling. 

Thanks lo benevolent participation by the Forest Service, such a 
lrial is conducted in coniferous forest near lhe tree limil on Mount 
Gardfjätlet (province of Västerbotten) within the sub-project 
"Effects of biotope fragmentalion in boreal coniferous forests in 
similar environments". 

The studies are base on the assumption lhat old produclive spruce 
stands are characlerized by a lypical inlernal stand dynamics, and 
one of the queslions to be studied is whelher this dynamics is 
changed in small as compared wilh large stands. A corollary 
question is welher species thal are dependent on this stand 
dynamics-like those planls lhat eslablish themselves on uprooted 
stumps, in light patches and on old windthrows - can survive in 
smaller slands (that is, lhal suitable regeneration niches are formed 
often enough and in sufficient number for lhe establishment tobe 
successful). This is, of course, valid onlyon condilion that the whole 
forest stand is not felled in a storm or subject to olher, often 
largescale cataslrophes lhat cannot be considered in the experi
mental design. 

Within lhe sub-projecl "Population dynamics in residual forest 
biotopes and forest edges", which is carried out in the soulhern
-most part of the boreal area (near the Grimsö Wildlife Research 
Station) , the breeding success of a number of bird species is 
studied in slands of different sizes. The objeclive was to lest a 
model assuming that predation from the surroundings inlo an 
isolated stand of a certain type is proportional to the difference in 
carrying capacity between the stand and ils surroundings. The 
sub-project "Relationship between biotope, landscape composl
lion, area demands and reproducliva success", specilically dealing 
wilh problems relevant 10 lhe preservation of species demanding 
large areas, comprises field work in lhe provinces of Uppland and 
Smäland. Black wood-pecker was chosen as the model species, 
and this bird can also be considered as a key-species as it pecks 
new nest-holes every year. Thanks to this, there will be breeding 
opportunities for olher hole-nesters (birds and mammals), in this 
productive land which is generally characterized by a lack of 
nest-holes. 
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2.2 Biotope mosalc projects 

Wilhin the sub-projecl "Biotope changes in boreal coniferous 
forests" the hypolhesis is !hat, in the fulure productive land, wet 
forests will conslilute the only lype of old foresl. For lhis reason it is 
urgent to shed light an the importance of nature conservalion for 
wet forests, bearing in mind the growing draining praclices. 

Therefore, the foodchain bilberries - calerpillars - insect-feeding 
birds (passerines, gallinaceous birds) is sludied wilhin the projecl. 
The hypothesis is !hat, owing to the specilic lighl and nulrienl 
conditions in unaffected moisl forests the dominaling plants will be 
more attraclive to herbivorous insects and hence be very favour
able to insect-feeding birds. 

2.3 Succession projects 

Thanks to lhe exlra funding received in lhe fiscal year 1986/87 il 
became possible to slart a new project dealing with deciduous tree 
succession biotopes alter forest fire. In the project enlilled "The 
significance of stand size and habitat variation lo the fauna ot dead 
wood" the beeile rauna in dead wood was investigated in seven 
deciduous-lree stands in the province of Hälsingland, all repre
senting late succissional stages after forest fire. The results so far 
show lhat both the size of lhe area and the size of lhe trees are 
significant to the number of species, and it is also shown that the 
beeile fauna ot these late deciduous tree successions are charac
terized by a complex beeile community structure with a high 
species richness whereas the density of individuals is remarkably 
low. 

3. The tradltlonal agrlcultural landscape 

As il is lo be exspecled that lhe original, nalural, community 
slructures in the agricullural landscape are impacted by increased 
fertilization and peslicides/herbicides applicalion, we have decided 
to give priorily to sub-projecls etucidating the influence of pol
linators and seed predators on lhe reproduclive success and 
survival of plant populalions. 

This basis for the invesligalion was to study fragmentation effects in 
the agricullural landscape, where "residual areas" of many kinds in 
the arable land conslilule "habitat islands" of different sizes. Within 
all sub-projects, studies will be made bolh in a tradilional agric 
ullural landscape characterized by a high degree of biotope 
patchiness, and in a modern, highly produclive agricullural land
scape with original biotopes. 

Wilhin the sub-project "Relalionships between the number and 
size of residual biolopes, species diversily and aclivily of pollinators 
and the reproduclive success of the flora", carried out mainly in the 
province of Dalsland, sludies of the qualilalive and quanlilalive 
composilion of the pollinator community, and of the reproduclive 
success of some selected flowering planls, are being performed in 
the two types of agricultural landscape. 

Wilhin the sub-project "Gene flow, popu1ation slructure and 
biotope fragmentation in two related plan! taxa" the degree of 
isolalion in populalions of different sizes or an aulogamous and an 
ant-pollinated dry meadow species (Scleranthus annuus and S. 
perennis) is investigated. Studying the demographic effecls of 
aulogamous fertilization and crossbreeding is an important part of 
the project. During lhe fiscal year 1986/87 a sub-projecl dealing 
wilh population genelics of insecls (Lepidoptera) was included in 
the study. Within the project "Suivival diHicullies in small faunal 
popu lalions" studies are performed of the disfribulion, maling 
success, sex ralio, genetic variation and "vitalily" of populalions of 
differenl sizes of two butterfly species, Parnassius mnemosyne 
(province of Blekinge) and Maculinea alcon (province of Skäne), 
which both occur in extremely isolaled populations. The occurr
ence of both the butterflies and their respeclive host plants having 
been mapped in lhe two study areas, there is an extraordinary 
possibilily of invesligaling lhe genelicvarialion both in and between 
the populations, as well as effecls on populalion dynamics, if any. 

FUTUREWORK 

The design and scope of the sub-projects are well suiled for 
answering the relevant queslions, and activilies will proceed in 
accordance with the present work. However, more emphasis will be 
pul on distribulion studies within the framework of some of the 
exisling projects. The dislribulion capacily of organisms is a decisi 
ve factor for lhe colonizalion of fragmenled biolopes and for genetic 
variation. 
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Lennart Hansson, Swedish Agricultural University, Box 7002, 
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BIOLOGICAL PATIERNS AND STRUCTURAL PATTERNS IN AGRICULTURAL 
LANDSCAPES 

F. BUREL 

Rural landscapes, in weslern France, are characterized by lhe 
presense of hedgerows inter connecled inlo a network and con
necled to uncullivated areas such as woodlots, heathland or old 
fields. Since 40 years many hedgerows have been removed in 
order to enlarge fields for modern agricullural praclices. A queslion 
planners involved in land consolidation operalions address to the 
scientific communily is how to design a new landscape in which 
ecological processes are maintained and which is convenienl for 
modern farming (BUREL1984, BAUDRY & BUREL 1984). Two 
main research projects (POLLARD et al 1974, INRA et al 1976) 
dealt with the ecology of hedgerow and adjacent fields but mosl of 
the studies have been reslricted to one or a few elements and did 
not take inloaccounl the landscape at a planner's scale. The 
purpose of my research was to evaluate the relalionships between 
landscape struclure role and lhe spalial dislribulion pallerns of four 
differenl groups: plants, spiders, carabids and birds.These groups 
differ by their way of dispersal, their mobility (MCDONNEL & 
STILES 1983 , THIELE 1977). In this paper 1 present the results 
obtained with ground beetles (Carabidae). 

Carabids assemblages have been studied in such landscapes by 
POLLARD (1968), THIELE (1976), RINGBY & NIELSEN (1980) 
and DEYEAUX (1976) and GEORGE (1978) in France. They all 
separated the rural zone into three parts :first the fields, second the 
hedgerow, third a strip in the field . Along the hedgerow except for 
this strip there was no relationship between hedgerow and field 
species assemblages, hedgerow ones being characterized by the 
presence of forest species. 1 focused my study on those forest 
species : l looked at which species penetrate from the forest into the 
rural landscape and how landscape structure influences their 
spalial distribulion. 

1 - STUDY AREA 

The sludy area was chosen to be a hedgerow network area 
attached to a large forest suitable for inlerior species (FORMAN & 
GODRON 1985) in which hedgerows are slill inlerconnected. lt is 
localised North-East of a state forest 15 kms East or Rennes 
(Brittany- France). The forest iscomposed of two main stands: the 
first one is a dense iron wood (Carpinus betu/us) coppice, with no 
shrub layer, an a wet soil; in the second oak and beech trees 
(Quercus pedunculala and Fagus sylvatica) are grown for timber, 
shrubs (Viburnum opulus, Rubus fruticosus) cover 20 o/o of the 
surface in the first 100 meters, beyond there are only leaf litter and 
mosses. The rural area which exlends at most 1,5 kilometers from 
the forest and is 1 kilomeler wide, is composed of two farms, tields 
are mostly meadows : perennial grassland in the wet parts, or 
biennual fodder; cereal crops are grown in three fields. Trees in 
hedgerow separating fields and bordering lanes are mainly oak 
trees pruined along the whole trunk more or lass dislant from each 
other depending upon farmer's management. Shrub and herbace
ous layers density are determined by the intensity of callle grazing 
from adjacent fields, when hedgerows are between two paslures 
the whole shrubbyvegelation may be removed by cows. The row of 
woody vegelation is on an earthen bank lradilionnaly bordered by a 
ditch which permilted the drainage of the fields. Most of the ditches 
are no langer efficient, being no more managed. 

2-METHODS 

Carabids sampling was done wilh pitfall traps from April until 
October 1985 during three days every two weeks. There have been 
twelve periods of trapping. Sampling design was as follow : two 
transects of eight traps, 25 meters apart, in the two forest stands, a 
sei of three traps in lhe center of three fields and 26 sets of three 
traps, 50 melers apart, along hedgerows. In hedgerows lhere was 
one lrap on the top of earthen bank, and one on each side, at field 
lavel or close to the dilch (Figure 1 ). 

Data were analysed wilh ordinalion and clustering methods using 
computer programs from ADDAD (JAMBU & LEBEAUX 1978). 

3-RESULTS 

79 laxa of carabids have been identified (73 at the species level, 6 
at the genus level). Traps have been splilled into six groups 
according to their potenlial habital for carabids, as delermined by 

field ' lditch 
1 

' 
earth bank 
with hedgerow: 

Fig. 1 : Localion of Traps in the hedgerows 

field 
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lhe lilleralure (THIELE 1976, GREENSLADE 1964) which underli
nes the importance of microclimatic conditions: ! forest, ~ fields, ~ 
bank top,~ vegetaled bank side, §.almest bare bank side, §_ lane. 

A cluster analysis, on the four first axis of a correspondence 
analysis has been performed an the data matrix frequency of 
species x type of habital, in which the twelve periods of trapping had 
been lumped together (Table 1). This conlirms previous results : 
carabids assemblages of the tields are different from those of the 
hedgerows, which also differ from lhose of lhe foresl (FIGURE 2).ln 
a single hedgerow, bank lop and vegelated sides differ from non 
vegetated sides ,lanes are isolaled. 

Tab. : Carabid species frequency per habilal 
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The same analysis performed on species allowed the recognilion of 
forest species (these which characterised the traps in lhis particular 
foresl). They were found in the rural area, eilher on the ground in 
the first hundred meters out of the forest for all of lhem, or an bank 
tops beyond this forest edge for on1y a few of them. 

Compuling mulual informalion (LEGENDRE & LEGENDRE, 1984) 
between those foresl species and vegetation structure in 
hedgerows shows a significative relation for mosl of lhem wilh a 
dense herbaceous layer and a not too sparse tree cover. 

In a correspondance analysis an the dala matrix traps x species, for 
the rural area on1y lhe first axis was defined by two traps in a very 
wet part of a lane. On the second axis bank tops lraps scores were 
relaled to dislance from lhe foresl (FIGURE 3). Species assemb
lages of fields and bank sides are independant to thal distance. So 
are these of laneways which are more similar to the foresl than 
ones in a different siluation at the same distance. 

Field 

Top of earthen bank 

vegetated side 

non vegetated side 

lane 

forest 

Fig. 2 : Cluster ol CarabJd habilals 

4 - DJSCUSSION 

Spatial dislribution of carabids assemblages in this rural area 
adjacenl lo a forest depends upon several levels of organizalion, 
from species biological behaviour lo landscape design. 

All the forest species present da not use hedgerows in the same 
way, some are strictly forest species only found in lhe forest or in 
the first hundred meters out of il, this is the case for Hadrocarabus 
probfematicus. Same use hedgerows as forest peninsulas (SIMP
SON 1964,MILNE & FORMAN 1986) lhey are found as lar as 600 
m from torest edge on bank tops but lheir abundance decreases as 
dislance increases, one of the "peninsula species"is Abax ovalis. 
The others, aclually, use hedgerows as corridors (FORMAN & 
GODRON 1981), Abax ater has been lrapped as far as 1,5 km oul 
of lhe foresl. All these species qualified by lhe lilleralure (JEANNEL 
1941 & 1942, BONADONA 1971) as foreslones, do not reacl in lhe 
same way to landscape slructure. 

Corridor role of hedgerow depends upon its structure. Earthen 
bank over grazed by cattle are not suitable corridors for forest 
carabids. This corridor runction exists only with a dense herbace
ous layer and shade provided by woody species. 

"Peninsula species" may explain most of the variafion in species 
composition on bank tops wilhin the first kilometer out of the rorest. 
Lanes are of overriding importance for the survival or forest species 
. Their species composition is close lo forest ones and abundance 
of corridor species in them is higner than in single hedgerows. This 
has tobe related to the particular microclimatic conditions : shade, 
humidity, decrease of wind velocily, due to the presence of two 
hedgerows. Lanes are suilable habitats for corridor species and 
lhey acl as slepslones (MACARTHUR & WILSON 1974) or even 
new sources in the rural landscape. 

As lang as such corridors are interconnected and connected to 
single hedgerows which are suboplimal habitats, forest species will 
remained in the landscape. They must be carefully maintained in 
rural management operations such as reallotments . Those net
works must be connected to forests which are a large pool of forest 
species. Densily of lanes and suitable hedgerows will determine 
the density of forest species in the landscape, but from a conserva
tion poinl of view only a few of lhem might be enough to maintain 
them. But changes in species composition in time (DEN BOER 
1985) after hedgerow removal need to be assessed to know the 
level of habitat redundancy that must be kept . In the few suitable 
habitats presenl abundance may be anormally high due to sursat
uralion phenomenon as they are the only refuges left. Figure 5 
illustrates some landscapes and the abundance of forest carabids 
species in lhem. 
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Fig. 4 : Carabids forest species in three different landscapes 

CONCLUSION 

Dispersal of forest carabid species in the landscape depends for 
only some of them, the "corridor" ones upon landscape slructure. 
For lhose species which are poor dispersers (DEN BOER 1970), 
non flying species, conneclivity is slmilar lo connecledness 
(BAUDRY 1964, MERRIAM 1967, BAUDRY & MERRIAM 1967) 
between hedgerows. These hedgerows must have a particular 
structure and Jenes must strenglhen forest influence in the rural 
area. Experiences of capture-recapture will measure the dispersal 
potenliality of those landscape features which may replace wood
lots in intensively used agricullural zones. 

For this biological group it has been possible to underline land
scape slructure inrluence among other levels of organization. lt is a 
necessary componenl to mainlain biological richness of a land
scape and the only level an which, currently a planner acl. Forother 
groups and other ecological processes, favorable landscape 
patterns will differ. Mainly for example for wind and waler flows or 
wind disperse species for which hedgerows act as barriers. For 
animals which use a larger portion of space such as birds or large 
mammals, biological pauerns will have tobe studied at a different 
spatial scale, size of landscape unils for management will be !arger. 
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DISPERSAL AND PATCH CONNECTIVITV AS SPECIES-SPECIFIC CHARAC
TERISTICS 

L. HANSSON 

Conneclivity depends both on the landscape composition and 
certain aspecls of lhe movement patterns of the animals. These 
latter aspects have to be invesligated fairly closely in order to 
predict the conneclivity in a specific landscape. 

Soma of the first ideas of conneclivify were developed with small 
mammal dynamics in mind (MERRIAM 1984, FAHRIG & 
MERRIAM 1985, LEVKOVITCH & FAHRIG 1985). Prevalence and 
exlinclions of North American deer mice and chipmunks were 
successfully examined for landscape effects in south· Canadian 
woodlots in agricultural mosaics. Small mammals may thus show 
many characteristics which make them suitable for tests of general 
problems regarding connectivity between tandscape elements. 
One of these characteristics, which has been examined fairly 
intensively for olher reasons, is their dispersal behaviour (e.g. 
LIDICKER 1975, STENSETH 1983). Dispersal is the movement of 
an animal from one home range to anolher, either as young (natal 
dispersal} or as adull (breeding dispersal). 

In order to have a rapid recolonization of a patch wilh a temporarily 
exlinct population of a certain species, dispersal should occur al or 
just before the reproduclion period, it should include a !arge 
proportion of reproductive {possibly pregnanl) females and occur 
on a broad front, through a variety of examine the efficiency of 
dispersal in these respects for a number of small mammal species 
which have been studied mainly in soulhern Sweden. 

First it should be made Clear thal lhere are great differences 
between cyclic and non-cyclic small mammal populalions. The 
former increase to pronounced peak densities every three lo four 
years and then decline to very low levels. Non-cyclic populalions 
have peak numbers each year, usually in early autumn. Cyclic 

Percenlage 
dispersing close lo 
breeding time 

populations have been found to show a pronounced presaturation 
dispersal with healthy, often reproducing, animals in the increase 
phase and saluralion dispersal, where more or less exhausted 
animals are found, in the peak phase (LIDICKER 1975, STENSETH 
1983). Non-cyclic populations instead demonslrate annual disper
sal peaks (GARTEN & SMITH 1974, HANSSON 1981). 

Most non-cyclic species, such as bank voles and wood mice, 
show a dispersal peak in early autumn (Fig 1 ), coinciding with the 
density peak (HANSSON 1981, 1987). Usually most animals are an 
the move in Septemberwhich means that a high mortalitywill hit lhe 
dispersing animals before reproduclion slarts in April-May next 
year. However, lhe mouse Apodemus flavicollis, an inhabitanl of 
climax foresls, also disperses to a considerable extent in early 
summer, at the beginning of lhe reproduction. This is still more 
usual in the field vole Microtus agrestis, a species common to 
successional stages. This species is offen cyclic and then shows 
the main dispersal before or during peak numbers. The shrew 
Sorex araneus deviales from the small rodenls in mainlydispersing 
during winter (HANSSON 1987, TEGELSTRÖM & HANSSON 
1987), i.e., only some months before reproduction starts. Thus, from 
this aspect M. agrestis and lo a lesser extent A. flavicolfis and S. 
araneus may show a rapid recolonization rate due to time of 
dispersal. 

The proportion of reproduclive females dispersing during the 
breeding season conslilutes an important component, eliciting 
recolonizalion. Generally, the percentage of reproduclive females 
dispersing is less lhan in resident populations (Fig. 2) but lhere are 
exceptions; M. agreslis females, even pregnant, frequenlly dis
perse during the summer orpopulalion increase and the same 

Sorex 
mlnutus 

Sorex 
araneus 

Clethrlonomys Microtus Apodemus 
flavicollis 

Apodemus 
sylvaticus glareolus agrestis 

Flg. 1. Proportion of dispersing non-cyclic small mammals on lhe move 
outside. the annual density peak In soulh Sweden, i.e. dlsperslng during 
Oecember-August. These dispersers face relatively low mortality and good 
colonizalion prospects. Recalculaled from HANSSON (1981). 
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Sorex Clethrionomys Microtus Apoclemus Apodemus 
araneus glareolus agreslls llavlcollis sylvalicus 

Flg. 2. Proportions ol resproducliva adult females arnong resident (while) 
and dispersing (black) animals. Recalculaled lrom HANSSON (1981). 

applies to anolher small rodent species from successional stages, 
the water vole Arvicofa terrestris (STODDART 1970). The latter two 
species should be at an advantage in recolonization due to rapid 
production of offspring. 

Many species disperse along restricted corridors of sheltering 
vegetation, e.g. the generally clumsy voles, while olher small 
mammals move more an a broad rront lhrough several habitats (Fig 
3). Generally, folivorous small rodenls (e.g. voles and lemmings) 
may be more sensitive to predalion and appear more cryptic while 
granivorous-inseclivorous specles such as mice and shrews are 
adapted to pursuewidelydislribuled food (seeds, insecls) and also 
move in unshellered terrain during dispersal (HAt"JSSON 1987). 
This may even include water, frozen or not (HANSKI 1986, TEGEL
STRÖM & HANSSON 1987). thus, the latter types of animals 
should more easi1y fecolonize isolated habitat patches in land
scapes dominated by less suitable vegetation. 

There are at least two Scandinavian examples where dispersal 
characleristics seem lo affecl lhe persistence and dynamics of 
local populalions. The first one is A. flavicollis which shows 
oulbreak numbers, bul no cycles, afler rich beech and oak mast 
years. During such outbreak years there is a pronounced dispersal 
from old closed woods to minor woodlots wilhin agricullural fields, 
often wilh oak and beech (HANSSON 1981 ). The dispersal during 
oulbreak years is later in the season than in normal years and 
generally culminates at the end of the reproductive season. Dis
persing and resident animals both show high mortality over winler 
and consislently there are no A. flavicollis which survive to the 
following spring in the small woodlots(HOFFMEYER & HANSSON 
1974, HANSSON 1981). 

The second example comes from clearcuts in northern coniferous 
forests. These grassy, open habitats are inhabited by both bank 
and field voles. The bank vole Clethrionomys glareo/us is also 
common inside the forests which forms lhe matrix belween lhe 
generally distanl clearcuts. Thus, C. glareolus may easily disperse 
inside forest. M. agrestis, al\hough often dispersing as pregnant 
females, has to rely an clearcut corridors or on a very slow dispersal 
through the forests. In the cyclic vole populations C. g/areolus 
reaches peak numbers an clearcuts far ahead of M. agrestis (e.g. 
LARSSON & HANSSON 1986) and this is at least partly due to slow 
recolonizalion rates. M. agreslis is an important forest pesl (LARS
SON 1975) and close or interconnected clearculs may aggrevate 

Percenlage 
in grassland 
corridors 

100 

50 

25 

Sorex 
araneus 

Clelhrionomys Microtus 
glareolus agreslis 

Apodemus 
flavicoltis 

Fig. 3. Proportions ol dispersinganlmals (no/m) moving al grassland 
corridors in relalion to lhose moving insideforesl in a forest landscape in 
soulh-cenlral Sweden. Recalculated from HANSSON (1987). 

this problem (LARSSON & HANSSON 1986, cf. also HANSSON 
1977). 

At least lhree factors may thus interacl in various ways to produce a 
certain dispersal rate. When combined with various compositions 
of lhe landscape, there will be a large number of possible oul
comes. Connectivity may thus seem to be very specific to species 
and localilies.However, any malure science should produce 
generalizalions. II mighl be possible lo see if various animal 
"slralegies" or types of animals show different dispersal rates and if 
these animal types live in some characterislic landscape. As a start, 
it is obvious !hat animals adapted to temporary grasslands, such as 
M. agrestis and A. terrestris, show high and efficient dispersal, e.g. 
by pregnant females, in sheltered environments. Also cyclic popu
lations may show efficient colonizalion with their presaturalion 
dispersal. Animals from climax forests should not be expected lo 
disperse until really necessary and A. flavicollis, for example, may 
demonstrate inefficient saturalion dispersal at oulbreaks. Further 
such generalizations should be sought, if possible an community 
level, and tested and lhen integrated into general or mean dispersal 
abililies ofanimals (and plantsl) from various characteristic land
scapes. 
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THE ARTHROPOD COMMUNITY OF THE EDGE OF AN INTENSIVEL Y GRAZED 
PASTURE 

J.-P. Maelfait, K. Desender & R. De Keer 

lntroduction 

Wilhin the framework of applied biological research quite some 
investigations focused on the possible role of field boundaries as 
overwintering sites for arthropod predators of crops and that in view 
of the possible abilily of these animals to limit or to control pest 
oulbreaks (e.g. DESENDER 1982, GORNY 1968, 1971, RYSZ
KOWSKI & KARG 1976, SOTHERTON 1984, 1985, THIELE 
1977). 

A lot of (landscape) ecological research was carried oul an the 
woody boundaries of farmland (hedgerows; e.g. FORMAN & 
BAUDRY 1984, FUCHS 1969, SOTHERTON et al. 1981, THIELE 
1964, TISCHLER 1958, VAN EMDEN 1965). 

Only very few investigalions however so far dealt with the unlram
pled grassy border zones of pastures (DESENDER et al. 1981, 
D'HULSTER & DESENDER 1982). The purpose of this contribu
tion is to present results showing the landscape ecological import
ance of a non woody border zone of an intensively grazed paslure. 

Material and Methods 

Since 1979 an intensively grazed paslure of 100 x 500 m in the 
vicinily of Ghenl (Belgium) is sludied for what concerns ils soil 
fauna (MAELFAIT el al. 1986). A drainage ditch runs along one of 
lhe long sides of the pasture. Belween lhe ditch and lhe pasture 
and along a lence is a narrow zone (0.5 m of width) which is only 
partly grazed and not trampled. The dominant grass of the pasture 
is perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) with a ground coverage of 
some 90%. Dominant grasses of the edge are: Fesluca rubra, 
Ho/cus /anatus, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Festuca pratensis; 
herbs that occur are: Achillea millefolia, Anthriscus sylvestris, 
Herac/eum sphondy/eum, Rumex acelosa, Stellaria graminea. 
Herafter the difference in composition between the spider and 
beelle communities of that pasture and the zone along ils fence as 
weil as the migralions between lhem are discussed. 

Quadrat sampling was performed in the paslure and in the border 
zone at approximately monthly inlervals during 1979 and 1960. On 
each occasion sampling units with a diameter of 1 O cm and a depth 
of 15 cm were taken, 30 in the border zone and 120 in the paslure. 
These samples were sorted manually in lhe laboratory, then 
extracted for three days in Tullgren funnels and finally sorted by 
hand a second time. 

Results and dlscusslon 

Maximal densilies during winler for spiders, Staphylinid and 
Carabid beetles respectively reached about 250, 1100 and 900 
inividuals per square meler. In table 1, 2 and 3 we give the 
percenlual abundance per species of the adult spiders, Staphylinid 
beetles (except for Aleocharinae) and Carabid beellis. Only 
species representing at least 5% of the total abundance for lhe 
respective groups in at leasl one of the siles are menlioned. Also 
listed are the total number of species for the three taxonomic 
groups. Especially in view ot lhe much larger sampling effort in lhe 
pasture, the ditference in species richness between both sites is 
striking. For each taxonomical group, the densities in the paslure 
and its boundary are depicted (figs. 1-6) for the two most abundant 
species in the paslure. 

Erigone atra and Oedothorax fuscus are obviously the two domin
ant spider species in lhe pasture (table 1 ). 0. tuscus is also very 
abundant in lhe border, where E. atra is rare. Species only 
occurring in the border zone (M. fuscipes, R. lividus, M. herbig
radus) are usually found in litter and detritus and are often recorded 
for woodland habilats. For the two most abundant spider species 
(figs. 1 and 2) densities are highest by the end of summer when the 
overwintering generation reaches maturity. Synchronically with a 
decrease of the numbers of adultsof 0. fuscus in the pasture, there 

is an increase of that species in the border. This increase can be 
interpreted as being caused by animals seeking shelter for winter 
condilions. The same holds true for many beetle species(see 
further). This phenomenon does not seem to occur in Erigone atra. 
This species shows a pronounced aeronaulic dispersal during 
autumn and winler. lt has also been obwerved to overwinter in the 
pasture itself, where inividuals have been found in soil crevices, 
mole-holes and holes of earthworms during cold weather spells. 

Tab. 1. Percentual abundance of lhe mosl abundant spider species (• 5°/o) 
presenl in lhe quadral samples (1979, 1980). 

/:,'rigone atra 
Oedothora;r; fuecua 
Bathyphantes graoilie 
/<..'rigone dentipalpis 
Paohygnafha_ degeeri 
Monocephalus fusoipes 
Robertue lividus 
MioraPgus he1'bigradus 

Total number of species 

pastuce 

39 ' 

" ' 
9 ' 
9 ' 
1 ' 
O.J % 

12 

border zone 

" 
40 ' 

1 ' 
1 ' 

" 
16 ' 

" " 
33 

Philonthus varius is the most dominant Staphylinid species in the 
pasture followed by Oxytelus rugosus, Platystethus arenarius and 
Philonthus fuscipennis (table 2). As already shown for spider 
species again it is obvious that according to the species the 
importance of the edge zone is quite different Platystethus 
arenarius for example is nearly absenet in lhe edge. The reason for 
this is probably that this species is coprophagous and therefore 
hibernales in lhe pasture ilself close to cattle droppings. In Philon
thus varius (fig.3) on the other hand density curves for both siles are 
inverse and indicate seasonal biotope alternalion with hibernalion 

Tab. 2. Percentual abundance ol the mosl abundant Staphylinid beelles (• 
5%) presenl in lhe quadral samples (1979, 1980). 

Philonthus varius 
~tell)S I'U(1081)8 
Platyetethus arenal'iue 
Philonthus fuscipennis 
Xantholirius longiventl'is 
'.i'achyporue ohrysof'lelinus 
'i'achinrJs :rufipes 
'i'l'ogophloeus elongatulue 
'i'achypoPUs hypnoPW'I 
Tachyporus nitidulus 

Total number of species 

pasture 

21 ' 
11 ' 
11 ' 
10% 

" " " 1 ' 
1 ' 
1 ' 

J] 

border zone 

" " 0.1 % 

9 ' 
1 ' 

12% 

" 
17 ' 

" " 
61 
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legend : ligs. 1-6. Densities in pasture (full symbols) and in border 
zone(open symbols) lor (1) Oedothorax fuscus, (2) Erigone atra, (3) Philon-
thus varius, (4) Oxytelus rugosus, (5) Cfivina tossor, (6) Pterosf/chus 
vernalis. 

occuring in the edge. Oxytelus rugosus (fig.4) shows lhe same 
density course in the edge and the pasture, however with higher 
abundances in the edge. Species which are almost restricted lo lhe 
edgezone (e.g. Trogophloeuselongatulus, Tachypourshypnorum 
and T. nitidulus) are known to prefer crop fields or habilats with a 
high amount or litter. 

In Carabid beelles finally (table 3) Clivina fossor is the most 
abundant species in the paslure. II also occurs in lhe edge zone 
(fig.5) but in low numbers and that in contrast to the extremely high 
abundances of Pterostichus vernalis there (fig.6). Except for 
C!ivina fossor and Pterostichus strenuus the olher menUoned 

Tab. 3. Percenlual abundance of the mosl abundant Carabid beelles (• 5'%) 
presenl in lhe quadral samples (1979, 1980). 

CUvina fossor> 
PtePOatiehua vernalia 
PteI'Ostichus stremrns 
Ber1.bidion pPOperune 
Bel'lbidiori lampI'OB 
Agorium dorsale 

Tot11l number of species 

pasture 

36 ' 
19' 

15 ' 
16 ' 

6 ' 
1 ' 

18 

border "'011e 

1 ' 

" ' " " 
10 ' 
11 ' 

42 

species practically all show seasonal biotope allernation and 
hibernale in lhe edge zone. These species all are known as adult 
hibernators, reproducing during spring in the pasture. 

The shelter funclion of the edge zone can be demonstrated by 
means of recorded temperature extremes from January until April 
(DESENDER et al. 1981). In the edge the temperature extremes 
are reduced, especially the minimum values are higher. These 
differences could be the resull of lhe standing crop, the presence or 
absence of litter and the development of lhe sod layer (resulting in 
different ground structure). Measurements have proven that the 
development of the sod layer and the amount of litter are indeed 
much higher in the edge zone as compared to the pasture. The 
border zone, where no trampling occurs, thus offers many inverteb· 
rates an aerated temperature buffered hibernation sile. 

The results given above show the seasonal migration of athropods 
between two ecosystems: an intensively grazed pasture and a 
zone of untrampled grassyvegetaUon along its fence. Such a verge 
thus not only conlributes to the overall richness of lhe arthropod 
fauna ot a cullivated countryside. Besides conlaining a number of 
species being reslricted in their occurrence to such not to heavily 
disturbed zones, it also serves as an overwintering site for arth
ropods of the pasture ilself. lt therefore enlarges the survival 
probability of some of the arthropod species of the paslure and 
contributes to the faunal diversily of the pasture ecosystem. 



We conclude that our data strongly suggesl that such non woody 
margins of grassland should be fully laken into consideralion du ring 
the process ot landscape planning. 
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LIFETIME TRACK OF BUTTERFLIES: POTENCY 
AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MRR-METHOD 

J.CHR. BOTH 

lntroduction 

Discussions on "connectivity" of the landscape rast an the popula
tion concepl: more or less isolaled populalions are connected by 
"ecological infrastructure" and an the other hand, populations are 
isolated rrom each other by landscape elements thal hinder 
organism movement and lhus act as a barrier. 

lt is the magnilude ot the "normal" movement ot lhe individuals 
du ring lheir lilelime (the ''lifelime track" acccrding to BAKER 1979) 
that determines the extensiveness of the population. So knowledge 
of the ecology of organism (c.q. animal) movement is a prerequisite 
of discussions an "connectivity" and "ecological infrastruclure". 

Estimations of the length of the lifetime track of butterfly species are 
often based on the mark-release- recapture-melhod 
(MRR-method). Bullerflies are individually recognizable marked 
and the distance between the most distant capture points (the 
range, R) is used as parameter characterizing the "mobility" of the 
species concerned (e.g. SHREEVE 1981 and ARNOLO 1983). 
However, as otten staled (e.g. BAKER 1984) lhe measured 
magnitude of R is slrongly dependent on lhe extensiveness of the 
observalion area. lf the observatian area is smaller than the harne 
range of the butterflies, lhe eslimated parameter value is not a 
realistic charcterislic of the bulterfly species, but rather a rellection 
or the dimensions af the observalian area! Only if the species' harne 
range is smaller than lhe abservalion area, the MRR-method can 
give a reliable estimale of the length oft he species' lifetime track. 

Movement parameters 

One can escape the mentioned limitations of the MRR-method by 
simulaling the range expansian, using estimations of the "mave
ment parameters" (1) steplenglh and (2) area restrictedness. 
Steplenglh is defined as the mean distance moved in one day's p 
eriod. Area reslrictedness is measured as the frequency distribu
tion of direclion deviations between pairs of successive move
ments. 

Figure 1 shows lhe measured and the simulated range expansion 
or remale Maniola furtina in a 5 ha large observation area (the 
riverdune grassland "Junner Koeland West" in the Dutc h province 
of Overijssel). ff the butterflies had been marked regularly over lhe 
area and if lhe marked individuals would be recaptured everywhere 
in the area w ith equal chance, the mean distance between place of 
marking and place of recapture would be 150-160 m. As expected 
the measured range of M. jurtina levels oft at this independenlly 
calculated level. So this value of 150-160 m is not so much a 
propertyof the species as well as a consequence of the dimensions 
of the observation area! The range expansion simulated an the 
base of the two menlioned movement parameters is a better 
approximation of realily. As expected simulation wilhin a limited 
observalion area resulls in a range expansion similar to the 
observed one. 

Characterizing the movement pattern of butterfy 
species 

Butterfly species (sexes dislingguished) can be characterized 
according to the value ar lhe two menlioned movement parame

lers. 
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Fig. 1. Observed and simulaled increase of the dislance from placa of 
marking in relation to the nage" ol lhe marked buller1ly. 

Figure 2 shows the positian of Maniola jurtina togelher with two 
other common species of lhe "Junner Koeland West", namely 
Lycaena phlaeas and Heodes tityrus. The position of the latter 
species is still tentative. 

A relurning movement pattern with a short steplength (e.g. male H. 
tityrus) results in a relalively short lifelime track. On the ather hand, 
a more wandering movement pattern combined with a longer 
steplength (e.g. female M. furtina) produces a much langer lifelime 
track. Furthermore the figure shows lhat the same length of lifetime 
track may resull from different combinations of the movemenl 
parameters. Compare for inslance remale L. phlaeas and female 
H. tityrus. 
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Fig. 2. Characlerizallon ol lhe movement pattern ol lhe invesligaled butterfty 
species (sexes dislinguished) according 10 lhe values of the two movemenl 
paramelers "sleplenglh" and "area restricledness". 

Conclusion 

lt is possible to gain insight in the Jength of the lifetime track of 
bullerfly species by means of the MRR-method, even if the spec
ies' harne range is larger than the observalion area. In that case the 
range expansion should be simulated on the base of the values of 

the movement parameters "steplenglh" and "arearestrictedness", 
as estimated by the MRR-method. 
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ISOLATION RELATED DECLINE OF THE BUTTERFLY HEODES TITYRUS 
(PONTOPPIDAN 1763) IN THE NETHERLANDS 

J.CHR. BOTH 

lntroduction 

Long-term conservation of a species (or beller: preservation of an 
evolving line) cannot be realised by merely establishing and 
preserving some favourable habital patches containing "interac
tion groups" of indlviduals of the threatened species. Exlinction of 
"inleraction groups" is a common and natural phenomenon and a 
"metapopulation" can only persist via interpatch migration which 
ottsetslocal extinclion (a.o. DEN BOER 1979, WILCOX et al. 1985). 

In the present paper former and recent distribution pallerns of the 
buttertly Heodes tityrus (Pontoppidan, 1763) in the Netherlands are 
compared, using data galhered in the framework of the Dutch 
Buttertly Mapping Scheme (GERAEDTS, 1986). As this species is 
rather vulnerable to the vagaries of the climate and as the dispersal 
capacities are rather limiled (BINK, pers. comm.), formerly inha
bited patches which were also highly isolated will have a lower 
chance to be slill occupied at present lhan lass isolated palches. 

Same notes on the ecology of Heodes tityrus 

H. tityrus is a buttertly species that thrives in a countryside with 
short, flowery vegetation: (paar) grassland, healh and moor. The 
caterpillar's footplants (Aumex acetosa und R. acetosella) are still 
very common nowadays. In the Netherlands there are two - and 
sometimes three-generalions in oneyear (GERAEDTS, 1986). H. 
tityrus is susceptible to climatological variation, which is expressed 
in the great difference in populalion size from year to year. This 
susceptibility is caused by the small degree of inlrapopulation 
variation in speed of sub-adult development and in moment of 
emerging of lhe adults. Consequenlly a period of bad (cold, rainy) 
weather may endanger the reproduction of an entire populalion 
(BINK, pers. comm.). 

The decline of H. tityrus in the Nelherlands is described by 
GERAEDTS (1986). The shrinking of the distribution area has not 
evolved in the normal way, which means: wilhdrawal toward the 
center of the distribulion area in soulh-eastern direclion The 
opposite occured: the species has disappeared in the south and 
mainlained ilself in the north-east. The areas that have the highest 
atmospheric S02-concentralion. Thal is the reason why it is 
supposed that the decline of H. tityrus has been caused in some 
way or another by "acid rain". 

Measuring the degree of Isolation: the Immigra
tion Index (Im) 

The ''degree of isolation" will be used in this paper as a synonym of 
the Immigration rate of DIAMOND (1979). The more immigrants 
arrive at a habilat patch (in a unil of time), the lass the degree ot 
isolation of the habitat patch will be. In this paper a "habitat patch" is 
defined as a square block of 5 by 5 kms in which H. tityrus has been 
recorded at least once. A block is the unil ot invenlory of the Dutch 
Buttertly Mapping Scheme. The Amersfoort co-ordinates of the 
south-western angular point of ablockend in a O or a 5. Obviously 
the delimitation of the habitat patches is completely arbitrarily. 
However, the dimensions of a block correspond more or less with 
the lenght of the lifetime lrack ot H. tityrus in a suitable area. 

As the degree of isolalion is assumed synonymous with the number 
of immigranls !hat arreve at lhe block, the following "immigration 
index" (Im) was developed as a measure of isolation: 

where: 
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rm = L CNa/Bal * sd 
d = 1 

d = rounded distance (in units of 5 km) from the center of a block to 
the center of the block for which Im is calculated ("target block"); 
Nd = total number of blocks with records at distance d from the 
"targel block"; 
Bd = total number of blocks al distance d from the target block; 

S = "survival" per 5 km migration 

lf the degree of isolation of a block is eslimated according to the 
formula mentioned above, it is supposed that lhe target block 
receives immigrants from all other blocks of the area (c.q. lhe 
Netherlands). The emigranls lhat leave a "source block" are 
assumed equally to disperse in all directions and consequently only 
a f raction 1 /Bd will be directed towards lhe target block at distance d. 
lt is supposed that during migration there is an exponential 
decrease of numbers with distance: in each unit ot distance (5 km) 
only a fraction S is assumed to suivive. In this paper Nd was 
eslimated as the nurnber of blocks at distance d from the target 
block with at least one observation of H. tityrus. Consequently Nd 
will be maximally Bd, the tolal number of blocks at distance d. Fora 
given distance d the quolient NJBd (see the formula above) will 
have 1.0 as a maximum and well in lhe case lhat all blocks at that 
distance produced at least one observalion. For the parameter Sa 
value of 0.56 was chosen arbitrarily. With this vatue ot S lhe 
presence of observations in blocks at a distance of more than 25 
kms from the target block does hardly influence the magnitude of 
the immigration-index of !hat target block. 

Distribution data 

Distribulion data were exlracted from lhe data-base of lhe Dutch 
Buttertly Mapping Scheme (system 1032 on the VAX-8600 of the 
Agricultural University Wageningen). 

Two recording periods were considered: a former period which 
ends in 1979 and a recenl period which covers the years 
1980-1985. The localion of a record is given as the Amersfoort
-coordinates of the soulh-weslern angular point of a 5 x 5 kms 
block. Same of the records from the former period might be located 
in the wrang block. II concerns records which localities were 
characterized only by the name of the municipality. However, all 
records from the recent period are located in lhe right blocks. 

Recent presence in relatlon to original degree of 
Isolation 

The distribulion pattern in the period before 1980 has been 
compared wilh the distribution paltern'in the period 1980-1985 
(fig. 1). 
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FJg. 1. Former (before 1980) and recent (1980-1985) dislribution patlerns of Heodes tityrus in the Netherlands (excluding the soulhern part of the province ol 
Zuid-Limburg). The grid cells are indicaled by Amersfoort-coordinales of the soulh-weslern angular-point. The alphabelic characters (A-J) indicate lhe degree ol 
isolalion, as measured by the fmmigralion Index (Im). The blocks with the highest values of Im (class J), i.e. the blocks wilh lhe lowest degree ol isolalion, are oullined 
and shaded. Frontier blocks wilhout records ol H. tityros are indicated by a =-slgn. The four regions are separaled by slraighl lines. 

In the former period H. tityrus was observed (at least once) in 305 
blocks, excluding the blocks of Zuid-limburg. In 77 of these blocks 
the species was also recorded in the recent period. The (fraction) 
presence, abbrevialed by the symbol P, consequently amounts to 
0.25. The mean (original) value of the immigration-index of lhe 
blocks wilh recent presence is 37% higher than the mean (original) 
value of lhe immigrafion-index of the blocks in which H. tityrus is 
absent in the recent period. 

Fig. 2 shows the increase in presence with increasing original Im: a 
monotonously increasing P. The blocks with an original immig
ralion-index falling in class H or less nowadays lack H. tityrus 
almest completely. More than 20% of lhe blocks with an occurence 
in lhe former period had such a lowvalue of Im. On lhe contrary, the 
fraclion presence of the blocks with a high original immigration-in
dex (class J) isabove lhe mean, namely0.42. More lhan 30o/o of lhe 
305 blocks with formerlyoccurence of H. tityrus feil in this calegory. 
The remaining (almest) 50% of the blocks had an intermediate 
value of Im (class 1) and likewise shows an average P-value._ 

Regional variation in presence 

The decline of H. tityrus in the Netherlands shows a remarkable 
regional varialion. In the north-eastern part of the country !he 
species has mainlained itself rather well, while it has disappeared 

almest completely in the weslern and soulhern regions. lt may be 
queslioned if this regional variation in decline can be attributed to 
varialion in original degree ot isolation, as measured by means of 
the immigralion-index. 

Table 1 shows the values of P thal would be expected in lhe 
differenl regions if the national relationship (fig. 2) would hold in all 
regions in the same way. In the north-east the presenca is much 
higher lhan expected on the ground of the degree of isolation of the 
blocks. In the mid-west and lhe soulh on the other hand, the 
observed presence is too low. Apparently lhe regional differences 
in original degree of isolalion do not entirely account for the 
observed differences in presence between the regions. 

Two (not necessarily nutually exclusive) explanalions come inlo 
the plcture. 

First of all the deterioralion of the habitat of H. tityrus in the midwest 
and soulh may be more pronounced lhan in the north-east. 
Deterioration may have been caused by air-pollulion 
(GERAEDTS, 1966). The second explanation may be found in the 
inadequacy of Im as a measure Of the degree of isolation. 1-blocks 
in the north-east may in fact be less isolated than 1-blocks in the 
soulh and mid-west. lm-values were calculated wilhout reckon
ing wlth the number ot observalions in the source blocks. The 
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lhe original values of Im of lhe 305 formerly inhabiled blocks (see Fig. 1). 

1-blocks in lhe north-east are for the greater part situated at the 
margin of the large core of J-blocks (fig. 1). The sources of 
immigranls of these 1-blocks may be much larger than the 
immigrant-sources of the 1-blocks in the mid-west and south. 
Differences in "connectivity" of the landscape may also play a role. 
The landscape in lhe north-easl may be more inviling for migraling 
bullerflies than the landscape in other parts of lhe counlry. Further 
research is needed in order to decide which explanation suits best. 

Conclusions 

The recenl presence of H. tityrus in formerly inhabiled 5 x 5 kms 
blocks increases with decreasing original degree of isolation as 
measured by the immigralion-index. 
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This isolation dependenl presence however does not complelely 
account for the regional varialion in decline of H. tityrus: lhe recenl 
presence of blocks with a certain degree of isolalion in the 
northeastern region is much higher lhan in the midwest and soulh. 
lt is nol known if (a) the immigration-index does not measure lhe 
degree of isolation properly and/or (b) the habilat of H. tityrus has 
delerioraled in lhe northeast in a lesser degree than in the olher 
parts of lhe counlry. 
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Tab. 1. Observed and expected presence ol Heodes tityrus in lhe rour 
regions of the Nelherlands (see Fig. 1 ). The expectednumber of blocks was 
calculaled by mulliplying the number ol blocks ol each class ol tm wilh lhe 
lm-class specific Pas holding on national scale (see Fig. 2a). 

region: observed presence (P): expected presence (P)' 

north-eas t 46/95:0.52 27. 5 / 95 = 0.29 

rnid-east 31 /120 = 0.26 35.8 ! 120 = 0.31 

r.ii d-wes t o ! 36 = o.oo s.1 ! 36=0.14 

south 0/51=0.00 7. 4 / 51 = 0.15 
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INTERACTION BETWEEN WATER BODIES WITHIN THE FIOODPLAINS OF 
LARGE RIVERS : FUNCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF CONNECTIVITY 

C. Amoros & A.L. Roux 

Alluvial floodplains of large rivers generally appear as networks of 
more or less interconnecled waterbodies (Fig. 1 ). Within lhis 
aqualic network, several kinds of biotopes can be distinguished 
(e.g. main slream; lotic side arms, deadarms, oxbow lakes), which 
resull from the displacement ot these channels according to the 
dynamics, i.e. the processes of erosion,transport and sedimenla
tion (LEOPOLD et al. 1964; SCHUMM 1977). 

Hm 

Fig. 1 : The water network within a reach of lhe Danube floodplain near 
Baka{river km. 1826-1830) modified from VRANOVSKY 1985); lhe main 
stream is channelized for navigallon and lhe side arms blocked at their 
upslream end by submersible embankmenls; A and B are the sampling 
stations used by Vranovsky lo compare lhe zooplanklion biomass. 

Although the floodplain areas of large rivers had decreased mar
kedly over the last two centuries (because of navigation improve
menls, flood conlrol management etc.), even in lhe induslrialized 
countries,the former channels represent an important part of lhe 
fluvial network. For example, wilhin the Czechoslovakian-Hunga
rian reach of the Danube River, between river Km 25 and 35, oxbow 
lakes and the dead arms represent 26% (92 ha) of the water 
surlace (BRAVARD 1986). 

The lenlic ecosystems of the alluvial floodplain have been inte
grated in the concept of river system (BOTNARIUC 1967; HYNES 
1970) according to thefr relalionship with the main stream. For 
example, ROTSCHEIN (1973), RICHARDOT-COULET et al. 
(1982) and WELOMMME (1985) have focused on the exchanges 
between these water bodies and tha main stream. More recently, 
MINSHALL et al. (1985) have recognized the importance of their 
inpuls within the river conlinuum concepl. 

Some of these water-bodies are permanenlly connected to the 
main stream at thelr two ends (the lotic side arms), some are 
connected only by their downstream end (lhe dead arms and 
backwaters), some are complelely isolated from the main stream 
except during floods (the culoff channels and oxbow lakes). 

Based mainly on previous data obtained from other sludies, which 
in general had differenl objectives than lhose addressed here, the 

present paper focuses on the ecological implications of the different 
levels of conneclivity as weil as the temporal changes thereot, 
either natural or man-made. Although the aquatic ecosystems of 
the alluvial plain are also connected to terrestrial and underground 
ecosystems, this paper addresses only on the production and 
exchanges ot organisms belween lhe permanent superticial water 
bodies. 

1 - Comparlsons of the blomass between slde 
arms and main stream 

In order to assess lhe interaclions between lhe different water 
bodies of the floodplain in relalion to their conneclivity, it is 
necessary to evaluate the contribution of each part of the network. 
Examples can be taken in zooplanklon and fish populalions 

1.1 - Zooplankton 

lt is well known that zooplanklon develop more efficienlly in 
standing than running waters. BOTHAR (1968) has compared the 
Cladoceran and Copepod populations of the main channel of the 
Danube River (riv. km. 1668) and a water-body connected to the 
river only during high water and floods: in July, 2 weeks after the 
return of normal discharge, the zooplankton abundance in the 
side-arm was 200 times higher than in the main channel (1192 vs 
5.9 ind.1-1). As well the zooplankton biomass in Danube side arms 
connecled permanently at their downstream end, VRANOVSKY 
(1974, 1975) has measured 7500-6000mg.m-' (wetweight) in the 
Baka side arm (riv. km. 1821), 10430 mg.m-3 in the Zofin side arm 
(riv. km. 1836) and only 500-430 mg. m-3 in the main stream 
(ratios : 1 :15, 1 :14 and 1 :22). 

1.2- Fishes 

lt is also well known that the ichthyomass (or standing stock) of 
secondary channels of backwaters connecled lo the main channel 
for most of the year is higher than that of the main river. In their 
detailed studies, Holcik et al. (HOLCIK & BASIL 1973, 1976 ; 
HOLCIK et al. 1981) indicate the following estimates for the 
Danube River, between the moulh of lhe Morava and lpel Rivers 
(Tab. 1). 

In the same section of the Danube, the overall annual production is 
about 748 melric tons of fish, of which about 140 Ions occur in the 
main channels and about 608 tons in the side arms. 

Tab. 1 : lchlhyomass in lhe main channel and in lhe backwaters of lhe 
Danube River belween lhe moulh ol the Morava and lpel Rivers (mean 
values 1961-1972). From HOLINCK et al. 1981. 

Hain channel Backwaters Ratio 

khthyomass (kg.ha"1 ) 35 371 1 tll 

Tot<1l khthyomass (lO'kg) 276 1157 1 :4 

Area (ha) 7937 Jll4 l :0,4 
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Fish production is correlated with lhe extent of side-arms and 
backwaters. According to RtCHARDSON (1921 in GUtLLORY 
1979), in lhe lllinols River, an average of fish yeld of 199 kg.ha- 1 in a 
seclion with aboul 83% backwaters and 78 kg.ha-1 in a seclion with 
only 63o/o backwaters. 

lt can thus be said that the production of large alluvial rivers is 
strongly correlated 10 lhe conneclivity of their different water
-bodies. 

2 - Organism dritt from slde arms towards the 
main stream 

Since their biotopes are connecled lo the main slream, planktonic 
organisms, some benthic invertebrates as well as juvenile fishes 
may be washed away by increasing flows, lhus providing increased 
amounts of food for main-slream organisms. 

2.1 - Zooplankton 

These microscopic, weak-swimming organisms can be easi1y 
swept along by the minimum of currenl. In a side arm of the Danube 
River, blocked at its up stream end by a submersible embankment 
(riv. km. 1482), BOTHAR (1981) found 10833 ind.m-' (average of 
the Crustacean populations) during July-August-Seplember 
1976 when lhe side arm was only connecled downstream. During 
the same period, the planktonic Cruslacean averaged only 323 
ind.m-3 (1 :34) at about 500 m downslream the junclion. Du ring high 
water in June, the side arm was connected at bolh upstream and 
downstream ends, lhus the planktonic organisms were washed 
away mostly by fhe current; theywere 3116 ind.m-3 in the side arm 
and 1875 ind.m-3 in the main stream (1 :1.6) 

2.2 - Macroinvertebrates 

The invertebrates living an the bottom, among the aquatic vegeta
tion and swimming in the lenlic backwaters and the dead arms are 
offen washed away by increasing flows, thus conslituling an 
important part of dritt in largffrivers. On the Upper Mississippi River, 
ECKBLAD et al. (1984) have carried out, at two study sites (ca.mile 
671 and ca. mile 663), comparisons between organism driftcOming 
from backwaters and the dritt in the main channel, 1 :3 and 1 :B 
respectively. This was confirmed by SHEAFFER & NICKUM 
(1986a) on the Mississippi River (between miles 556 and 552), the 
macro-invertebrates occurring wilhin 3 backwaler systems and 
within the main channel upstream and downslream lhe connec
lions. In the main channel of the Upper Rhine River (ca. riv. km. 27), 
CELLOT & BOURNAUD (1986, 1987) have collected invertebrates 
from dritt and from benthos along a cross profile (5 sampling 
points), in September when the river discharge was around 
400m3.s-1 andin the beginning of Oclober, just alter an increase to 
630 m3.s-1 (Tab. 2). They have shown fhat the increasing flow has 

Tab. 2 : Comparison or lhe number ol Asellus aquaticus (Cruslacea) per 
sample within the dritt and the benthos ol the Upper Ahne River belore 
(Seplember) and just alter (Oclober) a discharge increase (lrom CELLOT & 
BOUANAUD 1986, 1987), 

September October 

Sites A B C D E A B C D E 

Drift 0 0 l 0 21 262 299 25 

Benthos o 0 D l O 4 29 52 BO 

washed away invertebrates species such as Asellus aquaticus thal 
are usually scarce in the main channel and characteristic of the 
lenlic dead arms 

2.3 - Larvae and juvenile fishes 

SHEAFFER & NICKUM (1986b) recently studied larval and 
juvenile fishes near the mouths of backwater complexes of the 
Mississipi River: 2 in lhe main channel 800 m upslream and 800 m 
downstream from lhe backwaler confluences, and one in the 
backwaters about 300 m from the confluence (Tab. 3). Overall, 

Tab. 3: Relalive abundance (N.100 m-3
) of larval and juvenile fishes 

collected in 3 backwater habitats associated wilh the backwater 
confluence in the Mississippi River ( from SCHAEFFER & NICKUM 
1986b). 

Larvae 

Juveniles 

Sites in relation to backwaters 

Upstream 

60.4 

15.3 

Backwater DoL'lnstream 

179. 7 

181.5 

170.9 

22.9 

more larvae were captured in the backwaters than in the main 
channel habilats, indicaling that backwalers are more produclive. 
In the main channel, densities were greater downstream from the 
moulhs of the backwalers than upstream: possibly indicaling lhal 

1/ larval fish drifted out the backwater areas 

2/waters rich in nutrients or zooplankton that drain inlo the main 
channel create productive downstream sites, which may be used 
as nursery areas. 

Juveniles are more abundant in the backwaler areas than in the 
main channel ecosystems because lhese areas, analogous lo the 
littoral zone of lakes(KITCHELL et al. 1977) are more productive 
(ELLIS et al. 1979) and are more intensively utilized lhan are the 
lotic channels (COPP & PENAZ in press). COPP (1987) found 
backwaters and oxbows to conlain the highesl biomass values for 
juveniles (up to 200g.m-2), whereas the lotic channels presented 
among lhe loweslvalues (lhe highest at 57.6 g.m-2). The migration 
of some fishes during their larval period results in higher densities 
and biomasses in the backwater areas close lo lhe main channel, 
where larval migrators such as Gobio gobio (COPP & CELLOT, 
submitted) may account for a significant portion (up to 50o/o) of the 
fry community (COPP 1987 ;COPP, submitted). 

3 - Effects of connectivity on former channels 
ecosystems 

Depending on the degree of connectivily, the main channel has 
various degrees of influence on lhe aqualic ecosystems of lhe 
floodplain. Biomass of zooplankton, benthic invertebrates and 
fishes, as well as the organicconlentof thesurficial sedimentwill be 
used to demonstrate such influence. 

3.1 - Zooplankton 

In 2 Danube side arms at Baka (riv. km. 1826-1820), VRA
NOVSKY (1985) has measured a smaller zooplanklon biomass in 
lhe side arms supplied directly by the main channel (Fig. 1 B) than in 
those that are more isolated (Fig. 1 A) (respectively 2015 and 2995 
mg.m-3 of Protozoa + Rotifera + Crustacea in the average of 18 
estimations in 1977 and 1978 with P•0.01). 



3.2 - Benthic invertebrates 

On the Upper Mississippi River, NEUSWANGER et al. (1982) have 
compared two side channels during mean discharge (June, July 
and August 1978}, one was connected only at ils upstream and 
dowstream end (pool20) and the other was connected only at its 
downslream end. For this comparison, they used two kinds of 
benlhic invertebrates: a) a sei of species living in lhe botlom 
sediment (= Herpobenlhos) which includes Hexagenia lar
vae(Ephemeroptera), Chironomidae larvae and Oligochaela ; b) a 
sei of species living on solid substrales (= Haplobenthos which 
consisls of Odonata larvae, Ephem9roptera larvae, Trichoptera 
larvae and some Chironomidae lari/ae). The biomass of the 
species living in the botlom sediment was higher in the side arm 
connected only al its downslream end (Tab. 4), whereas the 
flowrate occurring in the side arm connected at its two ends led 10 a 
higher biomass of species living on solid substrates. 

Tab. 4 :Average biomass :mg.m-2
) of benlhic invertebratesoccuring in 

two Upper Mississippi sidearms in relalion lo lheir different connec
tivity (compiled from data of NEUSWANGER et al. 1982). 

Study sites Herpobenthos 

Side arm connectcd up- and downstream 1960 

Side arm connected only at dol'tllstream 5040 

3.3 - Fishes 

liaptobenthos 

7880 

636 

In two water bodies of the Rhine River, KIECKHAFER (1977) 
indicated that lhe fish calch in a water body connecled 10 the main 
channel was higher than the fish calch of an adjacent oxbow lake 
completely isolaled from the main slream, (respeclively 524 
kg.ha-•and 321 kg.ha-'). On the upper Rhine River, COPP (1987) 
found lish reproduclion to be much lass inlensive (species rich
ness, density, biomass) in oxbows wen isolaled from the main river 
than in those closer to the main stream. 

3.4 - Organic content of the surficial sediments 

Within 4 sectors of lhe Upper Rhine River (ca. riv, km. 94,88, 68 and 
30), ROSTAN et al. (1987) used theorganic contentof the surticial 
sediments as a record of ecosystem melabolism, lhus inlegrating 
the seasonal and annual fluctuations. The organic load was 
evaluated by the Organic Sediment Index of BALLINGER & MC 
KEE (1971 ), which is lhe product of the organic carbon and nitrogen 
concentrations expressed as percentages of lhe ~ry weighl sedi
ment. The C.N. Index increases from the main slream and the lotic 
side arms connected at their two ends (0.01 -0.10) towards the 
most distant oxbow lakes thal are completely isolated (2.30 -
11.23); wilhin the dead-arms connected only by lheirdownstream 
end the index appears as an increasing gradienl from lhe open end 
to the blocked end. 

Not surprisingly, those channels in grealer contact wilh the main 
flow contain less organic mauer in lheir superficial sediments (Fig. 
2). Hpwever(based an data rrom these 61 sites) no slgnificant 
difference occurs between lhe dead arms permanently connected 
at lheir downstream end (Fig. 2C) and those connecled onlyduring 
spates (Fig. 20). lndeed these "isolated" former braided channels 
may be closer topographically lo the main slream than some olher 
dead arms, which are up to 1500 m away from their downstream 
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0.0! '·' '"' %C.%N 

---- A - main strearn afld actJva sJde arms (N•4) 

- B - perman&ntfycom1ecled <300m ("'tersecticneffects) (N-12) 

- C - pe!manefll!yconnected 300-1500m (N~10) 

---- D - ncn--permarwntlyoonnected/fcrmerbraidedc:hann&ts 
(N·12) 

---- E • ncn---permanen~yconnec!ed 
1 former meandefing channe\s 

{N=ZJ) 

Flg. 2 : The organic matter in the surllclal sedimenls of waler bodies, within 4 
reaches of lhe Rhine floodplain in lha relalion 10 thelr connectivity : A = the 
main stream and lhe slde arms connected at up- and downstream ends; B + 
C = lhe former channels permanenllyconnected downstreams, B = stalions 
locatised al lass lhan 300m from lhe confluence and C = slations localised al 
more than 300m; D = former braided channels lsola\ed lrom lhe main 
channel excepl during spates; E = former meandering channels isolated 
rrom lhe main channel excepl du ring spales (compiled from dala ol ROST AN 
el al. 1987). 

connection ; in such cases, one must also consider the flood 
frequency, i.e. the duration of the lemporary conneclion. The 
isolaled former meandering channels are signilicanlly different 
from the isolated former braids for two reasons : a) they are 
generally more dislant from the main stream and are separated by 
levees, which constitute a topographicobstacle towateroverflows; 
and b) according to lheir developmenlal pattern, they are more 
homeostatic than the isolated former braided channels (ROSTAN 
et al. 1987). 

4 - Effects of the duration of the connectlon 

As was suggested by the organic content of the former braided 
channels, the duration of a lemporary conneclion wilhin a bioyear 
limescale may influence floodplain ecosyslems. This could be 
emphasized by examples concerning zooplanklon, zoobenthos 
and fishes. 

4.1 - Zooplankton and zoobenthos 

The decrease of the current speed of short-term interruplions of 
the flow in side arms studied by VRANOVSKY (1972) within the 
Czechoslovak-Hungarian reach of the Danube River, showed 
litlle or no influence on the zooplankton. However, du ring autumnal 
decrease in discharge, which lasts 3 months, zooplankton ab_und
ance in backwaters increased conspicuously in comparison wilh 
zooplankton abundance in lhe main stream. The same influence 
was observed by BOTHAR (1972) in anotherDanube side arm (riv. 
km. 1669) which was co~_necled al its two ends only during high 
waler and flooding (Tab. 5) : the zooplankton abundance increased 
conspicuously according to the duration of the disconnection ; the 
zoobenthos showed the same pattern at a lesser extent. 

Tab. 5: Average abundance (ind.m-2
) of zooplanklon (Cladocerans + 

Copepods) and zoobenlhos (Chironomids + Oligochels) occuring 
in a Danube side arm in relation to the duration of ils disconneclion 
(compiled from data of BOTHAR 1972). 

Disconnecbon duration (w~Bks) " IJ + 3 + 2 

Period (months) Aug.-Jan. Mar.-June SepL-Feb. 

Zooplankton 155B " 579 

ZoobBnthos 11549 5622 406} 
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4.2- Fishes 

Flooding is a crucial event for the reproduction ot many species of 
fishes in alluvial large rivers, and consequentlyfor fish produclion in 
these areas, there is a high correlation between the annual fish 
productions and the duration of flooding. Ovar a 38-year period an 
the Middle Danube River (Fig.3), the level of fish yield depended on 
the extent and the duration of the flood in days (STANKOVIC & 
JANKOVIC, 1971). The fluctuations of fish yield ranged roughly 
between less than 500 t when the flood lasls only 20 days and more 
than 1500 t when lhe flood lasted 200 days. lncreases in the 
biomass estimates did not occuronlyduring the years of high water 
levels but also the following years. For the Middle Danube River, 
every increase of the average annual water level by 1 cm instigates 
a yield increase aboul 500 kg du ring the corresponding year and of 
about 300 kg the following years (HOLCIK et al.1981). 
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Fig. 3 : The annual lish yield in rela\ion to the duralion of lhe Uood In the 
Middle Danube River, over a 36-year period (from STANKOVlC & JANK· 
OVIC 1971). 

A reduction in the area flooded (i.e. its connectivity) by embank
ments, channelization, regulation dams, etc., induces drastic 
effects an fish populalions. For example, in a reach of the Missouri 
River, regulation resulted in a lass of nearly 60% of the area 
inundated, accompanied by a nearly 6-fold decline in the fish yield 
(WHITLEY & CAMPBELL 1974). Another example, after the 1968 
closure of the Kainji dam an the Niger River, the reduction of 

flooded area and olher disturbances lo flood cycle had the im 
mediate effect of reducing fish catches by up to 50% (WELCOMME 
1986). 

5 - Effects of changes in connectivlty 

Within decennial timescale, lhe connectivity of the aquatic network 
maychange as the resultof natural processes and human impacts. 
The disturbance that occurs at the conneclion belween lhe different 
channels induces alluvial deposition, which results in the formation 
of alluvial plugs. They are rapidty colonized by riparian plants, 
which slow down lhe water flow and thus accelerate the isolation of 
the former channels (posilive feed-back). Therefore, the different 
connectivities, the effect of which having been exhibited above, 
result partly from the development of this natural process, which 
lead to a progressive decrease in the overall conneclivily, as 
flood-conlrol and navigalion embankments conspicuously reduce 
the connectivity or aquatic network. 

Within the Roumanian Danube floodplain, NEGREA & 
NEGREA(1975) have studied the Crapina and Jijila backwater 
systems du ring two periods; lhe first in 1956-1957, and lhesecond 
in 1966-1967 after the Jijila systems has been disconnecled by an 
embankment. Despite a slight overall increase of the biomass 
resulling from eutrophicalion, their results (Tab. 6) demonslrate a 
marked increase of Cladoceran biomass in lhe Jijila backwater 
after its isolation. Planktonic species predominate within the con
necled backwater (low abundance andgreat species number) 
whereas phytophilous Cladocerans (few specieswith greal abund
ance) predominate wilhin the isolaled backwater, which become 
overgrown by aqualic plants. 

Tab. 6: Average biomass (mg.m-3
) of Cladocerans (Crustacea) within 

two backwater systems in the Danube floodplainbefore and after 
the embankment and isolalion of lhe Jijila arm (from NEGREA and 
NEGREA 1975). 

Study areas 

Crapina 

Jijila 

Conclusions 

1956-57 

27.9 

51.6 

1966-67 

166.0 

4904.0 

ratios 

6 

l : 95 

Within the aquatic networks of alluvial floodplains, lhe zooplankton 
bio-mass of lhe former channels increases with decreasing 
connectivily. As forthe fishes and benthic invertebrates, the resulls 
are more complex because qualitative differences may be as great 
as the quantitative ones. In any case, when their biotopes are 
connected to the main stream, planktonic organisms, some benthic 
invertebrates as weil as larval and juvenile fishes may be exported 
to the main stream, lhus providing an important amount of food for 
river organisms. 

In large alluvial rivers, water bodies of the floodplain are of vilal 
importance as : 

1 / reproduction sites for many fish species, 

21 food produclion centres for lishes, supplying bolh the tlood
plainand the main channel ilself with food organisms, 

3/ reruges during high water, thus providing shelder for fishes 
against slrong currents, 



41 refuges in the case ot heavy pollution in the main channel ; for 
example, during the years with the heaviest pollution load on the 
Ahine (in lhe60's) the side arms served as refuges during lhe spells 
of lethal and/ or crilical water variables, and it was once more the 
case during the recent heavy pollution of lhe Rhine coming from 
Switzerland, 

5/ centres from which the depopulated areas of the river may be 
restocked. 

Because of fluctualion in water level the connectivily of the 
floodplain may not be measured by a simple dislance between two 
landscape elements;the distance (horizontal spatial dirilension), 
lhe topography (vertical spatial dimension) and the duration and/or 
frequency of the conneclion (temporal dimension wilhin bioyear) 
must be considered sim11ltaneously. 

Wilhin the !arger temporal dimension, the connectivity ot the 
aquatic network decreases nalurally by alluvial deposition, which 
leads to lhe progressive isolalion or former channels. The ecologi
cal successions that develop within these biotapes increase lheir 
isolafion. However, the erosive processes of lhe lluvial dynamics 
may destroy ancienl fluvial landforms, thereby construcling new 
landforms. In this way, lluvial dynamics may rejuvenale parts of the 
aqualic network and compensate the natural reduclion of lhe 
conneclivily. Usually, human action, namely embankments, 
reduce the connectivily and in addilion prevent natural rejuvena
tion, being !hat lateral erosion of the river is impeded. Conse
quenlly, the rejuvenation processes of fluvial dynamics, as well as 
lhe conneclion of former channels, must be considered in the 
management of large river systems. 
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THE MAINTENANCE OF ROAD VERGES AS POSSIBLE 'ECOLOGICAL 
CORRIDORS' OF GRASSLAND PLANTS 

P.J.M. MELMAN, H.J. VERKAAR & H. HEEMSBERGEN 

Abstract 

There is evidence that grazy road verge vegetation may operate as 
an 'ecological corridor' for planls. In order to obtain knowledge on 
the maintenance required for such a possible functioning the 
effects of mowing regime, soil substrate and shading an vegetation 
performance were studied. lt was found lhat mowing and subse
quent removat ot the hay once or twice a year tended to affect 
positively species diversilv and preservalion of some rare species. 
A decrease of lhe level of above-ground production resulled in 
high species diversily depending an soil substrate. Abundant 
planting of lrees and shrubs however had unfavourable effecls. 

lntroduction 

There is a growing inlerest in the mainlenance ot linear landscape 
elemenls, say road verges. There are indications !hat road verges 
among other linear landscape elemenls may operate as 'ecological 
corridorS for the migration ot species through rather hoslile 
surroundings apart from their possibility to provide a suitable 
habital for rare species. Notably some grassland species may 
benefit from such corridors (VERKAAR, this volume). The aim of 
this sludy is to find oul which mowing regime is most appropriate to 
grazy road verge vegetation performance (species diversity, 
occurrence of rare species, maintenance of the original teatures of 
the landscape, avoidance of local disturbance) given a certain soil 
substrate (clay or sand) and exposure to shade or tull sun. 

Materials and methods 

In 1982 two study areas were selected. One consisled ot a verge on 
rather unfertile, sandy soil along motorway A 1, near Voorthuizen, 
partly shaded by a plantation of oak and birch. Another study area 
was choosen in a relatively broad verge on ratherfertile, clayey soil 
along motorway A 15, nearTiel, partly shaded by a planlalion of lall 
poplar trees and shrubs ot hawthorn and alder. Both verges were 
laid out in the sixties and early seventies and were managed as 
haylands by mowing twice per year. 

In each study area five permanent plots, 1Omx25 m (Tlel) and 1 O 
m x 30 m (Voorthuizen) in size, were established in the shade and 
another five in unshaded conditions. Five regimes were selected : 
1. mowing twice peryear (June and September), 2. annual mowing 
in June, 3. annual mowingin September, 4.mowing every second 
year (June), and 5. no mowing. After mowing the hay was subse
quently removed. 

In June and Seplember each year vegetation composilion has 
been recorded. In June of each year standing crop has been 
measured by cutting 1 m x 1 m of the vegetation at a height of 3 lo 5 
cm above soil surface. Plant material was subsequenlly dried at 
70°C for three days and weighed. 

Results and dlscussion 

In general some clear trends could be observed, allhough up to 
1986 only a part of them were already statistically significanl. 
Theretore in some cases il is still unclear whether differences 
belween plots are eilher due to yearly fluctuations or due to 
developments caused by the experimental conditions. 

ff mowing practice was abandoned in unshaded plots wilh sandy 
soil (regime 5), the specles diversity declined and grasses became 
dominant (Fig. 1 ). As was described by WELLS (1980), these 
grasses form a dense mal of liller, if mowing is omilled. Then, 
common species, e.g. Festuca rubra and Agrostis capH/aris, which 
are known as rather compelilive (GRIME 1979), almest exclude 
other, dicotyledon species. 
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Fig. 1. Cover of graminoid species in unshaded, annually mown (regime 1 to 
3) () and unshaded, unmown (regima 5)() plols on sandy soll in lhe course of 
time. 

lf road vergas however were shaded, the proportion of grasses 
decreased particularly in clayey soil and dominance of some 
common herbs, e.g. Anthriscus sylvestris and Herac/eum sphon
dylium in regimes 1 to 3 and Phalaris arundinacea and Urtica 
dioica in regimes 4 and 5, was found. Obviously most grass 
species in the plots are lass tolerant to shade than forbs like A. 
sylvestris. 

lf all data of a study area were taken together, no significant 
correlalion could be tound between standing crop and species 
richness in lhe same year an sand and only a weakly significant 
correlation for the area an clay. On the other hand, slanding crop of 
the previous year was strongly correlated with species diversily in 
the subsequent year, but this correlalion diftered between plots on 
clay and sand (Fig. 2). As most of the road verge plants here were 
perennials and vegetalion densily may affect mortality most prob
ably, it is very likely that lhe survival of plants could be properly 
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species number in year n (Sn) and vs. Sn+1 on sand and clay. 

noliced jusl in lhe subsequent year and not in the same year. 
Clearly a decrease of the level of slanding crop resulted in a higher 
species density. Management regimes should be aimed at such 
low levels or producUon, although the level that is favourable to a 
high species diversity differs on soil substrate. 

As GRJME (1979) predicted earlier, a 'corridor' -figure as revealed 
by AL-MUFTI et al. (1977). is not very likely for herbaceous 
vegetation which is of recent origin or has been subjected to 
marked changes in management, because maximum standing 
crop often varies to such exlenl !hat conditions favourable to high 
species diversity in one year may be followed in the next by the 
development of large amounts of biomass that tolerates only a few 
species. As a consequence, GRIME (1979) did not expect any 
relation between standing crop and species diversity al all. The 
differences in this correlation may be explained by differences in 
the current management regimes of road vergas between Britain 
and the Netherlands. In conlrast with Brilain in the Netherlands 
many road vergas of motorways have been managed suilable to 
species-rich grassland vegetation for already more than a de
cade. 

In the shaded plols the correlation between standing crop in the 
previous year and species densily in lhe nexl was (almest) 

significant belowthe level in the unshaded (Fig. 2). Therefore itcan 
be concluded thal abundant planting of trees and shrubs had 
unfavourable effects an vegelalion performance in these plots; 
planting enlails shade and a dense mat of litter and as a result of 
which a decrease in species diversity occurs. 

Although some other trends between various regimes became 
apparent, so far we cannot give a clear view an the effects of e.g. 
various mowing regimes, and obviously a longer period of study is 
necessary. 
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AN ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE CENTRAL RIVER AREA IN 
THE NETHERLANDS 

JULIETTE KUIPER 

Design with Nature in a landscape planning compelilion. The 
landscape structure plan was originally send in by: Juliette Kuiper, 
G. Parlevliet and C. van Baarsel. - Second price ex aequo. ldeas 
and proposals were invited for lhe submission of a lang term 
landscape slruclure plan which is 10 serve as a guide for short term 
planning. 

The size: The Central river area is about 100 x 50 km. The plan is 
originally presented al scale 1 :100.000. 

lig.1 Study area 

ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

One important problem in the Netherlands is the intensity cf 
agriculture use. There is no place left for nature developmenl. 
Protecled nature areas and s~Uered habitat patches in the 
cullivated landscape tend to become more and more isolated. As a 
result lhere is a conlinuing decrease in lhe number of exisling 
species of plants and animals. Secondly, the migralion possibililies 
become critical in the River area. The expansion ot urban areas, for 
example, if unchecked, tends towards absolute barriers in migra
tion corridors for a large number of river- and floodplain orienled 
organisms. 

THE OBJECTIVE 

To create a landscape struclure plan serving as a blue prinl for 
fulure development of the Central River area: based on land
scape-ecological as weil as.landscape-architectural principles, 

foreseeing further development of urbanization, agricullure, oul
door recreation and exlraclion of minerals. 

METHOD 

In recent years new landscape-ecological theories have been 
published based on the so-called "Island Theory". In this plan 
some of lhese lheories are transformed inlo design principles, 
leading to a concept for an ecological infrastruclure. Migration 
corridors are created or preserved for 3 types of present ecosys
tems al lhe national, regional and the local scale. The siluation of 
the migralion corridors is based on landscape ecological as well as 
landscape archileclural principles. The landscape-ecological 
infrastructure is the base of this planning process. How ecological 
and architectural principles fit together at 3 different scale levels is 
shown in a diagram. 

INVENTORY 

Biesbosch and Old Rhine Streams are lwo important welland- and 
meadowbird nature reserves, sources tor many species on reg
ional scale. 

LANDSCAPE ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
CONCEPT 

(fig 4,5 en 6) 
LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE PLAN 

fig. 7 

DRY SANDY AREAS 

enlarge the settlements, intersected wilh afforestation on gradients 

RIVERCLAY AREA 

Levees 
-agricullure tobe intensified-linear plantations tobe exlended 
-settlements tobe enlarged on nodes of infrastructure 
Black swamp- and peat solls 
-existing grassland use to becontinued 
-new extractionlakes to be concentrated with an eye on 
walerrecreation 
Floodplains 
-natural development along Rhine and Waal 
-recreation development along Maas and Rhine 
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Landscape ecological design principles 

National level: (see fig.3) 
Topreservemigration corridors for riveroriented species, via rivers 
and wet grasslands, between source and sea. To counteract urban 
development inlerfering wilh lhese corridors. 

Regional level: 
Ta "Creale" migralion corridors for 3 ecosystems: 
1 Ta preserve the large wet grassland-areas for meadowbirds 
(see lig.4). 
2 Ta exlend along river floodplains and brooks the weiland 
communilies between "BiestJsch" and Old Rhine slreams (fig5) 
-Ta extend Reed, holm and fleedwood where possible. 
- To exlend innerdike wetlands as steppingstones along the Waal, 
where in the floodplains wetlands are not wanted because of 
meadowbirds. 
3 To create corridors for woodland communities on drier land (see 
lig. 6). 
- To exlend woods on lhe gradient from sand to clay between lhe 
setllemenls in behalf of gradient species. 
- To connect scaltered woodlots in the Riverarea with main 
woodlands in the Sandy area by planlalions. 
- To create new woodlots on dry speis along the rivers (ca.30 ha.). 
fig. 5 and fig. 6 togelher creale relalions between Sandy areas and 
River area. 

Local level: 
To create corridors, for example for the Badger (see fig. 7). 

DIAGRAM 

Landscape architectural design principles 
National level (see lig. 3) 
To accentuale the difference between agricultural use and open
ness of lhe Riverarea versus urbanizalion and large grained 
density in Sandy areas. 

Regional level: 
1 Topreserve the chain of large open spacesin lhe west, decreas
ing in size eastward (see fig. 4). 
2 To accentuate the direttions of rivers and brooks (see fig.3) 
- To accentuate the identity of thedifferent rivers, according to their 
funclions and features. 
- To increase variation in openness along the Waal. 
- To add, in a symmetrical way more woodlots innerdike along the 
Waal. 
3 To accentuate visual variely (see flg. 6). 
- To accentuale the edges of the Sandy area in contrast to the 
openness of the River area. 
- To accenluate the fine grained density of lhe levees wilh linear 
plantalions. 
-To create new dots in conlrast wilh linear riverlines. 

Local level: 
To accenluate different local pallerns (see lig. 7). 

DRY SANDY AREA 

llmHHBD buil\-up areas 

llIIIIIIIIIIIII woodlands and brooks 

RIVERCLAY AREA 

fig.2 Soil land use and maln ecosyslems 

IIIIIIIIIIIB fertile levae; with a great variety or Intensive agrarian crops and scattered woodlols 

IHllHllfllliß black swamp- and peal soils; with wel grassland areas and meadow birds 

l'ti5"i""EtJ river11oodplalns; with wel hayfields (meadowbirds) and lillle weiland communilies of Reed, 

holm and lleedwood and scattered deep lakes by the exlrnclion ol sand 
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fig 5 LE.1. Regionallevel 

lig 6 L.E.l. Regional lavel 

~ weiland- and aqualic communilies 

~ meadowbirds 
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woodlan_d communilies on drier land 

setllemen\s 

crealed p!anlalion 

new wood!ols 



fig 7 LANOSCAPE STRUCTUAE PLAN 
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THE FUTURE LANDSCAPE OF THE RIVER AA 

R. PLANTEIJDT, R.H.G. JONGMAN and K. KERKSTRA 

Aim of the study 

In many parts of the Netherlands moisture and wet nalure is 
seriously threatened by desiccation, eutrophicalion and isolalion. 
Much of this lhreatened nature is a remnant of former exlensive wet 
parts of brook and small river systems. Aim of this study is to 
indicate environmental circumstances that avoid rurther desicca
tion and eulrophicalion and improve spatial connectivity for the 
river Aa (Weerijs). Because of incompatibility of the Dutch and 
Belgium data emphasis is laid an the Dutch part of the river basin. 

Present situation 

The river Aa is a small lowland river in the west part of the Dutch 
province North Brabanl (Figura 1 ). lt originales from the Dutch
-Belgium border area north of Antwerp and slreams in Northern 
direclion. Unlill 1900 lhe upslream parts of the riverbasin consisled 
mainly of healhlands and bogs. Dominant vegetalion types were 
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Fig. 1 : Study area 
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Erica healhlands (Erica tetralix), Alder woods (Ainus glutinosa), 
Gale shrubs (Myrica gale) and Reedlands (Phragmites australis). 
Most of il is now brought under cullivalion and is weil drained. 
Streams are enlarged, the drainage pattern has been increased 
and most part of the system is regulaled. The main land use now is 
agriculture, merely dairy farming and lree nursery in the Dulch part 
of the river basin and dairy farming and cattle raising in lhe Belgium 
part. Moislure and wet nature areas are restrtcted 10 a small 
number of lerrains; they are scattered and isolated. 

The second problem is caused by the discharge pattern. The layer 
of phreatic water is rather shallow (Figure 2). Due to this in 
combination with stream regulation and improved drainage the 
discharge has become irregular and water deticil can easily occur 
in dry periods. In the period April-August when potential evapol
ranspiration exceeds precipitation the small nature reserves are 
endangered by desiccation. Besides also agricultural water shor
tage occurs in dry periods(RIJKSWATERSTAAT 1985). 
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FTg. : 2 East-West seclion through lhe study araa 

Mosl ot the moisture nature areas are oligothrophic or mesot
hrophic. Therefore eutrophication is the third problem for the 
conservalion of these natural terrains. The problem is caused by 
intensive farming, resulling in among olhers the application of !arge 
amounls of manure, of wich much is transported via groundwater 
into the river system. There il affecls the ecological processes 
(SCHELLEKENS 1981). 

Problem solutions 

Possibililies to solve the problems concerning isolalion and water 
management depend largely an the· possibilities to steer develop
ments in olher forms of landuse. Hydrology of lhe catchment is the 
main proces tobe analysed. From the discharge after high precipi
tation (storm) it can be concluded that water retention is low. Water 
retention can be improved by heiglening the weirs to diminish .the 
direct runoff. 

For the natural terrains hydrological bufferzones are calculated to 
be a zone of 200 to 250 m (KEMMERS 1982). This solulion, 
however, will have only minor resulls. Much more effecls are tobe 
expecled from reeslablishing marshes retenlion basins and reed
lands and alder woods. Possible localions can be found in the 
seepage areas along the brooks (Figure 3). 

Extensivalion of agricultural landuse, in combination wilh water 
filtering by helophytes (DUEL and SARIS 1986) can diminish 
eutrophication. The combination of extensivation, fillering by 
helophytes and bufferzones can improve the living conditions in the 
brook system by increased shading and laking up nutrients from 
the water. 

Connectivily between moisture nature areas is wanted only if the 
water quality is improved. Therefore connectivity can only be 
favoured through corridors, crealed by heiglening up the weirs in 
combinalion with the crealion of helophytes filters and improved 
living conditions in the brook syslem. Enlargement of mesotrophic 
moisture nature areas (retention basins) is possible, because most 
are situated in the seepage area of the river syslem. 

Landscape plan 

Two landscape plans are developed, a so-called short term plan 
and a so-called lang term plan (Figure 4). The former consists of 
minor changes in land use and river management. The latter 
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contains solutions thal make substantial land use changes 
necessary and can therefore be considered as a second phase in 
landscape planning. 

Small scale water relention is achieved by heightening up the weirs 
and constructing new ones. Hydrological bufferzones will diminish 
lhe influence of lhe agricultural land use. 

In the lang lerm plan improved connectivily is achieved in combina
tion with large scale water retention. The weirs are heightened up 
and the water retenlion area is enlarged. A large area along the 
upper course of the Turtvaart will be weiland. A natural swamp 
vegelalion can develop here. The Turtvaart is lhe seclion of lhe 
river system conlaining most of the wet natural vegetation now and 
lhe heighlening ot the weirs will improve their mutual conneclivity. 

Water storage is also realized in the middle course of the Kleine 
beek.An area of 250 ha. of reedland, storing 25 cm of extra water 
(500 000 m3), can improve the discharge of the brook by making it 
more regular and the reedland can improve lhe water quality by 
rmering.11 is possible to maintain a riverdischarge of 11/sec during a 
3 months dry period. 

Riverside planting is planned for reestablishing natural stream 
environment and as ecological corridors, improving conneclivity. 
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THE APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL WETLANDS BASED ON FUNCTIONAL 
NETWORKS IN THE NETHERLANDS 

H. Duel & F. Saris 

INTRODUCTION 

In lhe Netherlands, many watersystems have become eutrophi
cated during the last 20years (VW & VROM 1985). As aconsequ
ence the biological equilibrium of the water systems has been 
disturbed. The ecological changes due to the eutrophication of 
surface waters have caused a permanent domination of blue-al
gae. The ability of wellands to remove pollutants from surf ace water 
can become an important item within lhe scope of fulure landscape 
planning and nature conservation. Several possibilities for applica
lion of artificial wetlands in lhe Netherlands are described in lhis 
paper (figure 1 ). 

N • 

HORTHSEA 

f IWJI PEATLAHOS 

• RAHDMEREN AAEA 

• BESBOSCH 

• SCHOUWEN·DLIYELANO 

Fig. 1. LocaUons lor lhe applicalion of artifical wellands 

WETLANDS AND THE PURIFICATION OF WATER 

The main mechanisms of wellands purificalion are (DUEL & SARIS 
1986): 

- uplake of nulrienls by macrophytes 

- adsorplion at peat and clay particles 

- micro-biological lransrormation into atmospheric compounds 
(such as denilrification) 

- chemical precipilalion reactions 

- sedimenlation of parUcles (organic and anorganic) 

The hydraulic loading of the (artificial) wetlands has a !arge impact 
on lhe removal efficiency (figure 2). With a hydraulic loading less 
lhan 200-300 m3/ha/year, the removal of pollutants by wellands is 
most efficient. As lhe Joading rate is increased, the efficiency or 
nutrient removal declines rapidly. Also the nutrient loading ot the 
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Flg. 2. The removal efnciency of walewaler N and P by wellands at different 
hydraulic loading rales {afler DUEL 1986) . 

wetlands has a large impact on the removal efficiency (figure 3}. At 
low nutrienl loading rates, wellands have the capacity to remove a 
high percentage of the nutrients applied. Besides the removal 
capacily of wellands depends on a number or soil factors, including 
adsorption capacity, C/N ratio, aeration of the soil (DUEL 1986, 
DUEL & SARIS1986, VERHOUVEN 1985, RICHARDSON & 
NICHOLS 1985). 

WETLANDS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
ECOSYSTEMS 

The mechanism or purilication of surface water bywetlands can be 
used for obtaining or conservalion of ecosyslems which depend on 
mesotrophic water. Vegetation types or mesolhrophic waters such 
as water soldier (Stratiotes aloides) vegetations are rare in the 
Netherlands. Wetlands, offen in combination ot adjacenlareas, can 
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Fig. 3. The removal efficiencyof walewaler N and P by we\lands at ditferenl 
nutrient loading rates (aflerNICHOLS 1983). 

provide lhe necessairy life requiesls of food, shelter, protection 
from predalors, breeding and nesting forwildlife (mammals, birds, 
fishes, reptiles and amphibians). Forinstance, wetlands are habitat 
sites of breeding birds, which are rare in the Nelherlands (table 1). 
The alter (Lutra Jutra) and the water shrew (Neomys fodiens) are 
still the only indigenous mammals living in wetlands (FISELIER 
1987). The crealion of artificial wetlands for the treatment of 
eulrophic surface water may increase the ecological quality of the 
water systems and adjacent areas. 

APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL WETLANDS IN 
AGRICULTURAL PEATLANDS 

The peatlands in lhe western part of the Netherlands (figure 1) are 
agricultural landscape with many water bodies: lakes, rivers, 
canals, dilches and mesothrophic fens. These elements have 
become eutrophicated mainly by lhe dlscharge of municipal waste 
waters and runoff of fertilized farming-land (BELTMAN et al. 1986, 
MEULEMAN 1987). Waier purilica!ion by artificial we!lands is a 
method to decline the N and P concentralions in surface water. 
Moreover vegetation types of mesotrophic waters can develop in a 
cultivated landscape. A ecological network of corridors and 
palches (figure 4) will increase the ecological quality or the agricul
tural peatlands. 

APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL WETLANDS IN 
THE RANDMEREN AREA 

The Randmeren area consists of several eutrophic lakes. In the 
eulrophic lakes, the littoral vegetation has almost disappeard, 
which for instance caused a dramalic decrease of lhe habitat of the 
predator-fish northern pike (Esox lucius) (HOSPER et al. 1987). In 
order to tackle the eulrophication, artificial wetlands are applied for 
purification of recralional and municipalwaste waler (ligure 5). Also 
a feasibility sludy has been carried out to create wetlands in the 
lakes and in !he mou!h ol eu!rophic rivers (FISELIER 1987). 

APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL WETLANDS FOR 
THE DRINKING WATER SUPPLY 

Eulrophic water from the river Meuse is used for the drinking waler 
supply of the cily of Rotterdam. In the former fresh water tidal area 
of the Biesbosch the river water is let into 3 large reservoirs with a 
tolal storage volume of 48,6 rnillion m3 (figure 6). A fourth reservoir 
will be constructed when the future developmenl of the water 
demand and the water qualily makes il necessary.From a nature 
conservalion point of view the construction of another water 
reservoir in lhe wetland area should be avoided. In stead of water 

Tab. 1. Same blrd species in wellands vegetaled wilh Phragmites, Scirpus and Carex in the Nelherlands. Some of them are red-data species, wilh a relalivety large 
populalion size in the Nelherlands. 

Birds 

Botaurus slellaris 
lxobrychus minulus 
Ardea purpurea 
Pla\alea Leucorodia 
Anser anser 
Aythya ferina 
Rallus aqauaticus 
Porzeana porzana 
Porzana pusilla 
Chlidonias niger 

Biltern 
Littla Sittern 
Purple Heran 
Spoonbill 
Graylag Goose 
Pochard 
Water Rail 
Spotted Craka 
Baillon's Crake 
BlackTern 

Cirsus aegruglnosus 
Cirsud cyanus 
Circus pygargys 
Panurus blarmicus 
Locuslella naevia 
Locuslella luscinioides 
Acrocephalus arundinaceus 
Acrocephalus schoenoboenus 
Acreocephalus scirpaceus 

Marsh Harrier 
Hen Harrier 
Montagu's Harrier 
Bearded Reedling 
GrasshopperWarbler 
Savi's Warbler 
Greal Reed Warbler 
Sedghe Warbler 
Reed Warbler 



Fig. 4. The location of artilical wellands to decline lhe nulrienl in pul of nalural 
weiland ecosystems In lhe Krimpenerwaard (atter MEULEMAN 1987). 

Fig. 5. The localion of artifical wellands forthe purification of recrealional and 
munlclpal wastewaler in Randmeren area (modilied aller GREINER & 
BUTIJN 1985). 

Fig. 6. Natural wellands and water reservois in the Brabanlse Biesbosch. 
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Fig. 7. Applicalion of artmcal wellands for fresh water supply Schouwen
-Duiveland. 

reservoir, artificial wetlands can be used for the purificalion of river 
water for the drinking water suppty (DUEL 1986, DUEL & SARIS 
1986). 

APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL WETLANDS FOR 
FRESH WATER SUPPLY 

Schouwen-Duiveland is surrounded by salt water (figure 7). 
During the winler the neltgain ottresh waterby rainfall on the island 
is pumped out inlo lhe salt waters. In the summer there is a 
shortage of fresh water in the cullivated lands. Retention of the 
surplus of local rainfall in artificial wellands offers prospects to 
safeguard the tresh waler supply and to develop weiland ecosys
lems. 
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THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUC
TURE IN THE REGIONAL PLAN SOUTH LIMBURG 

H.F. GROEN 

1. lntroduction 

In previous contributions much attention has been paid lo the 
theoretical concepts, which underly the aim al connectivity in 
landscape ecology. In the Netherlands, as in other countries, much 
energy is invested to work oul concepls of habilat networks and to 
research the validity of these networks. 

This article handles briefly with the design and implementalion of 
an ecological infrastructure in the Regional Plan South Limburg (1 ). 

In the Regional Plan Soulh Limburg the regional governmenl gives 
a description of its policy at the spatial developments in the region 
South Limburg. lt is lhe resultof an analysis and linking up between 
claims and developing possibilities ot a multitude of land utilization 
lypes. 

Research is carried out to discover the problems and 
(im-)possibilities in agriculture, landscape, recreation, nature and 
foreslry in South Limburg. For practical reasons the resl ot this 
article only deals with nature with special attention to the concept or 
an ecological infraslructure. The following subjecls will be dis
cussed: 

- general characleristics of South Limburg 
- the funclions of an ecological infrastructure 
- the design of an ecological inlraslructure 
- the implementation of the ecological infrastructure in the Reg-

ional Plan South Limburg. 

2. General characterlstlcs of South Limburg 

South Limburg is the most southern region of the Nelherlands. In 
the west and the south it is surrounded by Belgium andin the east 
by the Federal Republic ot Germany (figure 2). South Limburg can 
be classilied as the second most densely populated region in the 
Netherlands. 

Within lhe Netherfands Soulh Limburg has an unique geomorphot
ogy because of teclonic activity ot the Ardennen-Massif and 
incision and eroding activity of the river Maas and ils tributary 
streams. 

The originally flat landscape ist cut up in small table-lands, partly 
sleep hills, hilly countries and valleys with or without rivers or 
streams. 

lt is because of this geomorpholrigy and human aclivity in the past 
decades that South Limburg sutfers by problems wilh waler 
conservation and seil erosion. 

These problems are dominanlly caused by the removal of some 
sixty percent of the terracettes in lhe past fifty years and lhe 
transformation oft grasslands into arable land on the hill slopes. 

As nature is concerned, a lot of problems and threals have to be 
faced. Mosl problems are linked with mankind and are known for 
many countries all over the world: 

- the fertilizalion of the environment wilh nitrogen and phosphate 
- the pollulion of water and soils wilh heavy metals 
- drainage operalions 
- conslruction and planning ot roads 
- recreation 
- removal of small landscape elemenls like terracettes and poots 

- intensified agricullural land use 
- mining ot marl, clay, gravel and silversand. 

As a result extensive parts of lhe rural areas have lost their 
significance for nature and caused the isolation of nalure- reserves 
and populations of animals like the badger. 

3. The ecologlcal infrastructure 

Definilion: 

1 consider an ecological inrrastructure as "a connecled system of 
nalure- reserves, woods and small landscape-elements like 
streams, pools, terracettes, woodlots and hedgerows". 

An ecological infrastructure ought to fulfill more ecological func
tions at the same time. We can distinguish habitat-functions and 
dispersal-functions. 

Habilal-functions point out the fact that a given woodlot or pool can 
provide a given animal a place to stay du ring apart of ils life or an 
ideal harne to several generations of a populalion. 

Dispersal-functions focus at the temporal relationships between 
different areas. A given wood or nalure-reserve can acl as a 
source from which migralion occurs of individuals or species 
towards the surrounding areas. 

The exchange of individuals between populations of different areas 
is necessary to mainlain this possibilily of migration is a point of 
great concern. 

The definition makes clear that to my opinion an ecological 
inf rastructure contains a variety of elements. 1 think this is one of the 
most essential characteristics of an ecological infrastructure espe
cially for regions as South Limburg. A good mixture of differenl 
kinds of landscape elements is important because mosl animals 
use different habltats in summer, spring and winter. Frogs often 
in hibernale in woods or woodlots, while pools are essenlial for the 
reproduction. 

The badger needs woods, shrubs or woodlots to dig a hole and 
raise youngs, but to eat earth-worms meist grasslands have tobe 
inreach. The exchange of animals between different areas offers 
also migrating possibililies to plants (zoochorie). 

lt is clear that the funclion(s) of a given woodlot in an ecological 
infrastruclure mighl change wilh the species we are referring to, 
and the season of the year. Evenso it is clear lhat an ecological 
infrastruclure has to contain a variety of habitats wilh small 
distances between them. lt is important to keep lhis dynamic aspecl 
in mind. lt also slands for the opinion of some scientisls that it is 
impossible to design an ecological infraslructure unless everthing 
is considered to be apart of the ecological infraslructure. 

In lhe next chapter abriet account will be given on the design of an 
ecological infrastructure for South Limburg on a scale 1 to 50,000. 

4. The deslgn of the ecological infrastructure of 
South Limburg. 

The problems with which nature is confronted are mentioned 
before. Ta solve these problems knowledge of the existence, 
dislribution and requirements of species is essential. For the region 
South Limburg the following inrormation is assembled: 
- lhe pattern and character of the vegetation 
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- the distribution of some key-species of animals 
- the developing possibilities. 

Vegelalion. 

In 1984 and 1985 a vegelalion survey is carried out an scale 1 to 
25000. This survey in combination wilh a land-use surveyin 1983 
covered about 100% of the rural and agricultural area. The key of 
the begetation survey enclosed some 150 vegetation types 
(GROEN and CORTENRAAD 1988: Vegetatiekartering Zuid
Umburg 1 :25000; in prep.) 

Fauna 

There was no opportunity to carry out a fauna survey. Fortunalely 
many data have recenlly been collected in Soulh Limburg by 
amateurs and scientific researchers. 

lt was possible to getan overall picture an the distribulion of some 
key species: 

- amphibians (in pools or per km2) 
- repliles (km') 
- hamster (holes per km') 
- badger (holes) and 
- bats (guarries with inhibernating bats). 

Developing-possibililies. 

In 1984 a soil-survey of Soulh Limburg was carried oul by lhe 
Universily of Amsterdam lo complete the map an scale 1to 50,000 
(DE WAAL 1984). With this soil map, the knowledge of the physical 
and chemical properties of the soil lypes and the actual influence ot 
surface- and groundwater a map was constructed giving the 
potenlials of areas for vegetalion types by matching the speclfic 
vegetation-requirements wilh the abiotic features. In lhis waythe 
theoretical developing-possibility of vegelalion types on a given 
soil is approximated. As a control a correlation-analysis is carried 
out on lhe present occurence of animals and vegetation types on 
soil types. (GROEN 1988: De ecologische infraslructuur van 
Zuid-Limburg; in prep.). 
The design 

With the badger, as an example out of a more complex design 
procedure, an species-specific demonstralion will be given of the 
sequence of sleps resulting ullimalely in the ecological infrastruc
ture of South Limburg 1 :50,000. Within the Netherlands Soulh 
Limburg has become one of the last bastions for the badger.ln 
1960, 1970 and 1980 surveys were made of the badger holes 
(WIERTZ & VINK 1983). In most cases il was possible to indicate 
whelher a hole was inaclive, active or was used to raise young 
badgers. The first step in order to analyse the siluation of the 
badger home-ranges (figure 1). An approximalion ot the 
home-ranges was achieved by adding a circle with a radius of 0,5 
kilometer to every hole present in 1980. The area of these 
harne-rang es, about 78 ha, is within the range found by CHEESE
MAN e.o. (1981) in soulh-west England (22-75 ha), KRUUK & 
PARISH (1982) in Scotland (87-309 ha) and Harris (1982) in a 
suburb of Bristol (31-81 ha). 

These approximated harne- ranges have been linked to each olher 
and analysed with regard to the reported use of the holes by the 
badger in 1980, the availabilily of fouraging areas, the localion of 
roads, villages or cities. This resulled in a sei of area-specific 
problems. In some places the holes had become inactive because 
lhe holes were isolated through marl-pits or roads from fouraging
areas or other populalions of the badger. At several sites it was 
observed lhat suilable fouraging areas had been destroyed. In the 
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Fig. 1. Analysis of land suilability for lhe badger 

second step for every sub-region an indication is given of 

- lhe habitat and dispersal funclions it has to fullill for the badger 
and 

- the aclivities to be taken in order to solve the problems and to 
realise lhe adjudge functions in favour of the badger. 

For this lrealment 1 used lhe so called physiographic map which is 
based on both the geomorphological map and lhe soil map. The 
same procedure has been carried out for the olher fauna species 
and the vegetation with special altention to the developing 
possibililies. 

Finally for every physiographic subregion a listing was made of 

- the functions the subregion fulfills for vegetation and fauna and 

- lhe desirable activilies tobe taken because of these functions or 
to solve problems. 

In the whole procedure special altention is given to the ecological 
relalions between neighbouring regions. 

Whenever il was necessary more delail is put within a physiog
raphic subregion. 

Figure 2 gives the visual reflection of lhe functions adjedged to the 
several subregions and can be considered as the ecological 
infrastructure an scale 1 to 50,000. Of course the map is only useful 
in combination wilh the for every subregion specific listing of 
desired activilies. This map is nol the same as a nature-value 
map. In more detail a secondary connecting area may contain very 
important nature-reserves or living places of rare and protected 
species. 
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Fig. 2. The ecological inrraslruclure ol Soulh Limburg 

Referring to the definition of an ecological infrastruclure lhe primary 
and secondary recruitment areas and the primary connecling areas 
together have tobe a connected syslem of nature reserves, woods 
and small landscape-elements. In the recruitmenl areas the 
nature-reserves and woods play a more dominant role in compari
son wilh the primary connecting areas. 

5. The Implementation of the ecological infras
tructure in the Regional Plan South Limburg. 

In the rural areas of Soulh Limburg the physiographic map was 
used to analyse lhe qualities and requirements of the agriculture, 
landscape, forestry, recrealion, water and soil managemenl and 
natur for every subregion. Wlthin lhe Nelherlands itis uniquethal all 
the concerned parties have used one common methodology and 
one basic map to present and compare the results and claims to 
each olher. 

This enables to link up all these investigations and seek for the best 
appropriate solution in every subregion. The map of the Regional 
Plan South Limburg gives lhe visual reflection of the developing 
policy of lhe government. This map strongly resembles the map of 
the ecological infrastructure because il has played a central role in 
the weighing between several mutual exclusive claims. 

1 will finish wilh the presenlalion of the policy according 10 the 
Regional Plan Soulh Limburg for a lillle part of South Limburg 
(figure 3). 

Every subregion has an unique code. 

For every subregion the combination of cooperating functions are 
indicated. Function now slands for agricullure, forestry, landscape, 
recreation and nature. 

Finally some desired activilies in each subregion are given. In 
consullalion with the local authorities more detail and quantities 
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Fig. 3. The implementalion of the ecologicar inlrastructure in lhe Regionale 
Plan Soulh Limburg 

can be given to every given activily. Realisation of the activilies is 
possible because the Regional Plan is a leading framework in the 
planning of land consotidation-projects and Local Plans. 

lt is obvious thal the effort lo mainlain or develop an ecological 
infrastructure just as started. In the future most attenlion will be paid 
lo lhe virtual implementation of the presented infraslructure and to 
the extension of the infraslructure to the surrounding regions and 
counlries. In this il is interesling to menlion that recenlly a start is 
made to cooperate wilh German researchers and planners to 
develop an inlernalional ecological infrastructure. 
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EVOLUTION OF THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF THE HEDGEROWS IN THE 
HOUTLAND (NW-BELGIUM) 

A. BRAEKEVEL T 

1. Location of the study area 

The "Houtland", sltuated in NW-Belgium, is a subregion of the 
Northarn Flanders'sandy region. lt has a flat relief (generally 5-25 
rn) with exception of some low hills ( 50 m). 

Several small brooks are streaming through this region.The area is 
characterized by a typical closed agrarian landscape originating 
rrom the Middle Ages. One of the main features of this traditional 
cultural landscape is a dense network of hedgerows, which forms a 
special type of "bocage"-landscape. Tha Franch call il "le bocage 
flamand". Willows are typical for the borders of the parcels,and 
hedges often surround lhe farms. For this project, only apart of the 
Hautland (within the adminislrative borders ot the province of 
Western Flanders) has been surveyed: "Het Westvlaamse Haut
land" (fig.1 ). This area (450 km~ consists of more than 3 
municipalilies and only one town : Bruges,situated in the north. 

NETHERLANOS 

t 
N 

0 2o -40 6okm 

Rg.1: Location of lhe study area 

2. Aim of the study 

The Houlland has always been considered as an entily in regional
geographical studies because of its, as already menlioned,very 
closed and light network of hedgerows. Nevertheless, thos.e par
ticular landscape elements have never been the subject of a 
detailed study. In this time of accelerating evolution,even lhe 
Houtland hasn'I been out of the influence of suburbanizalion and 
scale enlargement in agricullure. Those processes led to the 
gradually disappearance of the hedgerows. In this article, only the 
planling around parcels is considered, because lhis particular type 
was found to have changed lhe most in our study area. Our 
attention also affects the structural, and not the vegetative aspects, 
because the old topographical maps are vegelatively too less 
differentiated. 

The first question we want lo answer, is how these changes 
touched the "idenlity" of the Hautland. Therefore the spatial 
structure of the hedgerows has to be systematically described (by 

means of network analysis: see methodology)in order to know the 
kind of structural changes in space and time. By this the degree of 
destruction of the hedgerows since lhe end of the former century 
can be known . 

lt is also possible, by analyzing the different types of connecting 
hedgerows, to construct an ecological database. Finally we're 
interested in the detection ot human and physical factors which 
have slimulated or opposed the disappearance of the hedgerows 
(esp. willows). 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Sampling 

A tritemporal (end 19thcentury,1966-1969.1986) inventory and 
classification (according to length and height) took place in different 
sample areas {30), wilh each a surface of 1 km2• The sample areas 
were taken out of the different physical-geographical landscape 
units of the study area by means of a slralified random sampling 
deslgn in order to discover any correlation between hedgerows and 
seil condition. 

The comparison between the spalial structures at lhe different 
points of time, was made by means of analyses of topographical 
maps(scale 1/20000, 1/25000) and lialdwork in 1986. This is illus
trated by fig. 2. We chose for a cartographical presentation with a 
gradation in the visual "closing etfect" of the hedgerows. 

EERNEGEM 1au EERNEOEM 1969 

TIPES OF LIVING CLOSURES 

l,[, MOUND HOUSES k'ID WILDJNGS 

l.C. AllOU~D PARCELS 

TRH-RO"olS (HEl6HT ) ~ II,) 

EERNEOEM lila& 

12 EDGES OF WOODS / AR~O~ICULTU~ES / CULTl~ATIONS OF PLA'OS 

Fig.2: Example of lhe lrilemporal inventarisalion ol lhe hedgerows In lhe 
Houtland 

3.2 Network analysis 
a. General 

Network analysis is associaled with "graph theory", in which only 
three lypes of basic slructures are idenlified: paths, trees and 
circuits. Basic properties of any network are the number ot poinls or 
vartices (v),linas or adgas (a) and separate subgraphs (p). 

The conneclivily is measured by the cyclomatic number and the 
-index. The former gives the amount of baslc circuits, the latter 
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indicates the ralio of the number of edges to the maximum number 
of edges given the number of vertices. 

In addilion to this general type of network analysis, the length of the 
edges is measured to have an idea of the evolution of the density of 
the hedgerows. 

b. Specific 

A differentiation is made between different types of connecting 
hedgerows: +,T,L,O,W~type. These types make it possible to 
evaluate the degree of destruclion and they also have an import
ance for ecological sludies: it has been demonslrated that the biolic 
tlux varies according to the type of connection ( FORMAN & 
BAUDRY 1984 p. 11 ). 

4. Results 
4.1. Evolution of the spatial slructure 
4.1.1. Density 

The density ot the length of the hedgerows varied between 13000 
mlkm' and 24000 mlkm' at the end of the 19th century. ltdecreased 
wilh 60 % in 1966-1969 and wilh more than 80 % in 1986. 

The density of the number of edges and the number of vertices 
decreased in the same way and was typical for dryer sandy 
Bhs-soils. Finally, fig.3 gives an example of an overview of the 
evolulion of some variables used in the network analysis. All values 
at the end of the 191h century are used as a kind of Jlzero-index" to 
make a comparison possible. The increase of isolated edges and 
isolated willows at the corner of the parcels of different landowners 
is typical for the last ten years. 
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N~~;I r;;;;~l:: lo~lUod ''";olar j»int> 

Fig.3: Example ol lhe evolulion of lhe variables concerning lhe spalial 
struclure of the hedgarows 

4.1.2. Connectedness 

The way the hedgerows were connecled to each olher didn't 
change a lot du ring the last hundred years. Considering lhe whole 
study area, lhe -index varied from maximum 0.51 around 1872 to 
maximum 0.37 in 1986. 

However, the number of conneclions generally decreased wilh 
more than 75 o/o. This lrend is mainly caused by the disappearance 
of a tot of "T" -connections an lowland with a clay substratum on 
lass than 1.2m depth. This "T"-type often lostone edge, so it was 

transformed in an "L"-type. Considering the "T"-type as rep
resenlative for a well-structured landscape (BAUDRY & BUREL 
1985 p. 92), we can conclude that the "Houlland" - even at the end 
of lhe former cenlury - was scarcely characterized by lhis land
scape ecological measure. 

The number of "L"-connections which 'ranged between 20 and 40 
% at the end of lhe 191h century, diminished by 'only' 30-40 o/o. 
The decrease of the number of these lypes of conneclion was 
associated wilh an increase of open-field or open-street connec
tions ("0"-type) wilh more lhan 50 %, mainlyon drier sandy soils. 
The destruction already started at the turn of the former cenlury. 
This illuslrates very weU the decline of the spatial structure of the 
hedgerow- network. 

lt is also important to know that the "wood-connections", which 
are also landscape ecological important lypes of connection, had 
completely disappeared in the sixlies. In 1872 they still formed 
maximum 10 o/o of lhe total number of connections. 

4.2. Physical and human factors 

Sincewe didn'I want to confine us 10 a pure descriptive analysis, we 
also examined which physical and human factors have stimulated 
or opposed the disappearance of hedgerows. The results are 
illustrated by fig. 4. 
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Fig.4: lnlluence of some phys!cal and human faclors on lhe evolulion ol the 
hedgerows 

a. Physical factors 

Soil prolile and drainage seem to have more influence on lhe 
density of hedgerows than soil texture : (loamy) sand. Until the 
sixlies, a slrong correlation could be found between hedgerows 
and weiter sandy soils with a clay substratum on lass than 1.2 m 
depth. 

On steeper slopes, relalively less hedgerows disappeared than on 
the more gentle slopes. However lhe remaining of these edges has 
little to do with the anti-erosive role lhey could play, because esp. 
edges perpendicular to the isohypses were kept. 

b. Human factors 

At lhe end of lhe 19th cenlury hedgerows were moslly surrounding 
arable land. With the increase of the percentage ol grassland in the 



land use at the cost of arable land (lhe former varied from So/o to 
35%, the latter from 80% to 40% between the end of the former 
cenlury and 1966-69), hedgerows around arable land dis
appeared. The main reason for this disappearance is the lass of 
their funclion such as limilation and hedging in of parcels. This is 
due to the rise and lhe belter efficiency of barbed wire as enclosure 
of lhe grassland, the enlargement of the parcels and the still 
increasing rationalization in agriculture. Maximum 50% of lhe 
edges is still corresponding with the full border of a parcel. 

During the last decade reallotment and regularization works of 
brooks have laken place. We've found that neither of them is 
responslble for the enormous removal of lhe hedgerows (fig.5). 
Reallotment seems tobe carried oul in areas with a low density of 
hedgerows. 

This process of clearing away is somewhat opposed by a recent 
regulation concerning the protection of the environment {esp. 
timber-felling prohibition) in some municipalities. There is a streng 
positive correlation between the enactment of this regulation and 
the amount of hedgerows lhat still exisl. Nevertheless, this timber
-felling prohibilion is ordered ala moment !hat thespatial struclure 
of the hedgerows has mainly been destructed. lt will neither be 
efficient if the farmers don't derive any profit of it. A landscape 
ecological and polifical planning, that already exists in the Nether
lands, could be very useful for the fulure remaining of the 
hedgerow- network in lhe Hautland. 
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DITCH BANKS IN THE WESTERN NETHERLANDS AS CONNECTIVITY STRUC
TURE 

Th.C.P. Melman, P.H.M.A. Clausman & A.J. van Strien 

lntroductlon 

The peat-polder landscape is one ot the most characteristic 
features of the Dutch Lowlands. Lang and narrow grassland 
parcels, embedded in a fine network of shallow ditches, windmills 
and sparsely scattered groves, lhese eire the elements of a skelch 
ol Holland. 

In the Netherlands the nature conservalional.value of the peat-pol
der landscape as a whole is not appreciated highly. This low 
appreciation is induced by at least two circumstances. The first 
point is its local commonness: the grassland polders are simply 
everywhert in the Netherlands.The second poinl is the strong 
influence of man, which in itself would lower the nature-value of 
the landscape. Both aspecls might be considered in anolher 
context. In the firsl place il appears that in international respect the 
peat-polder landscape is ralher rare: in north-wesl Europe, some 
similar regions of a limited area only occur in Germany and England 
(fig. 1). The relevance of this is reflected by the occurrence of 
several species wich are very common in the peat district, but 
rather rare in European view, e.g. bird species like Umosa limosa 
and Anas c/ypeata (VAN DIJK 1983) but also plant species like 
Straliotes aloldes and Lychnis flos-cucu/i (see CLAUSMAN & 
VAN WIJNGAARDEN 1984). 

fl4'(f!' dunes 

.pi' se.ltme.r9hes 

(=:=J marine. clay 

iii'I coaste.l peat 

Fig. 1. Dislribulion ol characterislic elemenls ol flal coaslal (sedimenlary) 
deposils in north-wes1 Europa. 

In the second place, lhe reclamalion of the peat-bog landscape 
never extinguished all original natural elemenls. Today's vegeta
tion, for example, still holds remainings of the original fen, side by 
side wilh the rootprinls of human occupation and cultivalion. In 
some respects it is just the interaction between nature and human 
activilies which gave a surplus value to the region; the occurrence 
of several high valued species, birds as well as plants is promoled 
by human influence. Some elements of lhe peat-district, for 
example meadow birds a nutrient-poor grasslands, have been 
recognized as important natural elements since a lang time. 
Reserves, enabling specific rarms of management, have been 
established rar their preservation. 

More recently also attention is given to the natural qualities of the 
area in agricultural use (e.g. VAN DER WEIJDEN et al. 1984). 
Reasons for this broader approach are: 
1. a great proportion of the populations to be preserved is to be 

found outside the nature reserves; 
2. opinions allered about which species are valuable to conserve; 

it appeared that local and international rareness may differ 
slrikingly, leading to a revaluation of species (CLAUSMAN en 
VAN WIJNGAARDEN 1984); 

3. the conception thal for an etfective nature conservation reser
ves have to be connecled by a so-calledecological infrastruc
ture (see DEKKER & KNAAPEN 1986), is gaining ground 
(MINIST. VROM 1986); 

4. combining nature-conservation with present-day farming 
creates a partnership between man and nature, which may be 
regarded as valuable in itself and may yield a firmer societal 
basis for durable preservation of nature (DE GROOT, in press). 

From conservational point of view in the agricultural used grass· 
land, the ditches and ditch banks comprise the most valuable 
vegetation (CLAUSMAN & VAN WIJNGAARDEN 1984). The par
cels are slrongly dominated by human cultivation: sponlaneous 
vegetation is left onlY scarcely. lntensificalion of agricullure during 
the last decennia levelled down the species-richness of these 
parcels as well as lhe differentiation between lhem. Thisditferentia
tion on itself was the result ar a long-lasting divergence in 
agricultural typeoluse (e.g. DE BAKKER & VAN DEN BERG 1982; 
DE VRIES 1953; WESTHOFF et al. t971). 

The vegetatlon studies 

In the Province of South-Holland several studies are being 
performed, concerning the nalure conservational problems of the 
vegetation in the agricullural used area. These studies enclose a 
general survey of the vegetation, and an inquiry into the 
possibilities for nalure conservation and -development of the 
vegetalion of ditch banks. There are several reasons to pay 
attention to the potency of ditch banks for nature conservalion. 
1. High actual nature-value. Compared to olher elements of lhe 

grasslands, ditch banks have a rich, diverse vegetalion (CIAUS
MAN & VAN WIJNGAARDEN 1984). The average number of 
plant species is 30 to 35, versus 1 O to 15 species in the adjacent 
grassland parcels (MELMAN et al. 1986). 

2. Minor importance for dairy-farming. Ditch banks literally and 
figurally have a marginal posilion in the agricullure:the margins 
yield crops of lasser qualily, and their inclination and paar 
bearing capacity prohibit intensive exploilalion. 
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3. Weak relatfon between the diversity of ditch bank vegetation 
and the exploitalion intensity on the adjacent grassland (MEL
MAN et al. 1986); species-rich dilch banks may border inlen
sive used, monotonous parcels. Though this weak relation 
might be a kind of artefact because of a retarded reaclion of 
ditch banks to the agricullural intensilication, it was an 
eye-opener for nature-aimed ditch bank management. 

4. The success of other studies which focus on the possibilities of 
linear elemenls for nature conservation, for example the 
research of ZONDERWIJK (1979) in the Netherlands concern
ing road banks and the research in Nordrhein-Westfalen (see 
WOLFF-STRAUB 1985) concerning the borders of arable 
fields. 

Notwithstanding these favourable prospects, some points are tobe 
mentioned which threaten the nature-value of ditch banks. 
1. The deterioration of the ditch bank vegetalion during the last 

decade. Repeating the surveyof thevegetation of the peat-pol
der district of South-Holland after a period of eight years, it 
appeared that many species in the ditch bank vegelalion 
decreased (CLAUSMAN & GROEN 1987). With this deteriora
lion species were involved like Ca/tha palustris, Lylhrum 
salicaria and Lychnis l/os-cucufi. lt must be noliced that 
however the decrease of the ditch bank vegelation was less 
serious than that of the parcels, as one could expect from the 
above mentioned results. 

2. Further intensification of landuse due to "super-tax". lt has 
been noticed lhat, as a consequence of the super-lax on the 
surplus milk produclion, lhe utilizalion of own land (roughage 
produclion) is intensified in order to minimize the purchase of 
concentrates (VAN DER GIESSEN 1987). There is a risk that 
lhis intensification will affect the ditch bank vegetation. 

From this findings it was concluded that a special ditch bank 
programme had to be develloped to conserve the characteristic 
vegetalion of the ditch banks of the peat-polder dislricl. The main 
question tobe answered is:.is it possible to maintain and to develop 
rich ditch bank vegelalions in areaswilh normal agricultural use? In 
order to lay the foundalions for the design of such a programme two 
studies are being performed: a describing analytical and an experi
mental study. 

The describing-analytlcal study 

An exlensive inquiry is made to qualify and to quantify the factors 
determining lhe floristic richness and nature-value of lhe vegeta
lion of ditchbanks. Some 300 places, differing in management and 
in some physical properties, were mutuallycompared. By means of 
analysis of variance the relevance of eightfaclorswas assessed. In 
total 50-60% of the variance of lhe diversity was explained. 
Amongst olhers, the following results were oblained: 

1. ditch banks of heavily manured parcels contain on average lass 
species than ditch banks of more temperate manured parcels 
(fig. 2); the explained varialion is about 15%. In general itseems 
lhat - correcting for other involved factors - lhe influence of 
manuring becomes clearly noticable in the ditch banks when the 
gitt on the parcel is more than 200 kg Nlha/yr (VAN STIEHN et 
al. in prep. a). 

2. banks of ditches cleaned each year contain lass species than 
those of dilches cleaned every two or three years (fig. 2); 
explained variation is about 15o/o (VAN STRIEN 1986 et al. in 
prep. b). 

Also some evidence is furnished that intensive grazing and trampl
ing ot cattle has a negalive influence on the nature-value of the 
banks. These resulls indicate thal intensificalion of dairy farming, 
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Fig. 2. Avarage number of plant species on lhe banks of dilches cleaned wilh 
differenl frequency, and wilh different nilrogen suppty. 

as it is performed during the last decennia and slill is coming about, 
will at last also influence the vegetation of the ditch banks, 
notwithslanding their seemingly independence to the adjacent 
parcels as mentioned above. 

The experimental study 

From 1986 onwards an experimental field research on dilch banks 
is being performed. The aim is not only to know the right ecological 
conditions and how they can be manipulated, but also how such 
condilions can be filled into the current practice of agricullura1 
management. 

In the study eight localions are arranged, scattered over the 
province of South-Holland, comprising about 8 km of ditch banks. 
Several faclors are being varied over lengths of ca. ?Om, and the 
development of the vegetation will be recorded over a period of 3 to 
4 years. The grounds are pul at disposal by governamental 
departments and by private land farmers. Financial support for 
fitling up the localions is provided for the greater part by the 
Department of Country-planning. 

In tolal, live ecological factors are manipulated, one factorconcern
ing the design of the ditch bank profile and four factors concerning 
lhe management of the dilch bank vegetalion, i.e. the manuring, 
mowing and grazing regime of the banks, and the deposit of the 
dilch cleaning material. The four management faclors lhal were 
varied only regard the dilch banks itself. The management on lhe 
adjacent parcels is left to the farmer. 

Manipulaling the shape of the embankment, a kind of terrace is 
con-structed, lhe terrace being aboul 10 cm above the water level 
of the dilch (see fig. 3a), lhus crealing a broader transilional stage 
between the ditch and the grassland parcet. II was presumed thal 
this would provide more opportunilies for several species to 
survive, and also that the management of the bank would be more 
easily kept distinct from the parcel. Besides terraces, also sleep 
and gradual sloped embankments have been reconstrucled, creat
ing the same bare starting-poinl as a basis for comparison. Also 
non-dislurbed embankments were taken up in the sludy. Distri· 



buted over the different profile-types 14 different "management 
configuralions" were designed. 

At lhe onset of lhe study one of lhe problemalic aspecls was lhe 
short period available (3 or 4 seasons). Would lhe vegelation 
developmenl be fast enough to oblain meaningful resulls? 

The experiences up lill now are surprisingly positive. In the firsl 
growing season a ver; rapid colonisation of lhe freshly-cutted, 
bare ditch banks was establfshed. The terraces, digged out in 
March (fig. 3a}, were overgrown to such an exlent in August, that is 
was hardly noticable that digging aclivilies had taken place recently 
(fig. 3b). 

Fig. 3. Three stages in the developmenl of a lerrace lalus. a) freshly cul, 
March 1986; b) lirsl growing season aller mowing, with Ranuncufus 
sceferatus and Juncus spp. as dominant spedes, August 1986: c) second 
growing season with Lychnis flos-cucufi flowering in greal numbers, June 
1987. 
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Moreover, lhe number of species on lhe cut terraces was already 
then equal to the number an the undislurbed ditch banks. Also the 
spectra ot species of bolh talus-categories were similar to each 
other. lmportant differences between lhe categories existed only in 
relalive abundance of species. 

In lhe second growing season a differenliation between the various 
configurations of managemenl was observable. Since a delailed 
review of the results is not possible yet, we only present a 
qualitative description of the most conspicuous phenomena. On 
the terraced ditch banks a considerable increase of the plant
species, characteristic for marshy land is established. Same 
terraced ditch banks, not manured and without deposit of dilch 
cleaning material, delivered a spectacular show of Lychnis flos
-cucu/i, flowering in greal numbers (fig. 3 c). This contrasted wilh 
nearby ditch banks, cut out wilh anormal (steep) profile, manured 
and wilh deposit of ditch cleaning material. 

Slnce lhe study is not finished yet, definite conclusions cannot be 
presenled. Nevertheless, the results obtained up lill now otfer 
interesling perspeclives for nature-aimed management of ditch 
banks (and dilches) in an agricultural used area. Moreover, bot
llenecks concerning the filling-in of nature-aimed ditch bank 
management in dairy-farming, which run across regularly, da nol 
seem lobe unsolvable (see MELMAN & UDO DE HAES 1987). 

The connectlng properties of ditch banks 

Apart from lhe possibilifies of ditch banks (and dilches) for the 
survival of the original fen vegelation by means of its abiolic 
properties, also the spatial properties make the system of ditch 
banks and ditches in the peat-polder landscape a potentially 
powerful ecological instrument. Reclaiming the peat-bog dislricl, a 
very intensive network of ditches (and ditch banks) was con
slructed. On average the parcels have a width of ca. 30m. This 
means a length of ca. 30 km dilch and thus 60 km ditch bank in 
every square km (fig. 4)! 

lt is interesting to know whelher this system functions as a 
conneclivity-structure, i.e. a slructurewhich enables organisms lo 
pass alongto reach vacant niches. 

The connecting properties of ditch banks may be distincted at least 
in two direclions. The first connecting direclion is from ditch to 
parcel and v.v .. Species which disappeared from the parcels 
because of the agricultural intensificalion, might survive in the ditch 
banks, where the conditions are more favourable. Dilch banks 
would funclion like a refuge, as RUTHSATZ and HABER (1981) 
already noticed. When re-inlroducing a favourable management 
an the parcels, these species might re-enler the parcel from the 
ditch bank. Same evidence is furnished about this refuge characler 
oflhe ditch banks. When dala of before 1950 (atter KRUIJNE el al. 
1967) are compared with those of the present-day vegetation, il 
appears indeed thal of lhe 63 species generally occurring in the 
former-day parcels (i.e. frequency of occurring • 10%), only 30 
(47%) remained general in the present-day parcels and 45 (71 o/o) 
in lhe present-days dilch banks (MELMAN et al. 1986). II deals 
with species like Caltha palustris, Lychnis flos-cuculi and Carex 
nigra; ditch banks are like a slorehouse for highlyvalued grassland 
species. 

The second connecting direclion is length ways lhe dilch banks. 
Now il is important to know the conducting properties of this 
ribbon-shaped structure: how fast can species migrate along this 
structure? For anemochore species (e.g. Senecio congestus, 
Cirsium pa/ustre) lhe ribbon-shaped structure of the niches will be 
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Fig. 4. Aeral view of a characterislic partof lhe peat-polder landscape ot the 
weslern Nelherlands, with the network ol ditches (and ditch banks). 

less relevant. For species with another dispersal mechanism, lhe 
linear character is probably more important. 

Illustrative examples of the conducling properties of the network 
structure of ditchesand ditch banks are represenled by the scalter
-patlern of some neophytes, newcomers in the Netherlands, 
spreading themselves from one or few localions into the peat-dis
trict, e.g. Acorus calamus (fig. Sa), which was naturalized before 
1500 (WESTHOFF et al. 1970). 

Far more spectacular, however, is the history of Elodea nuttallii. 
This specieswas introduced in Holland in 1941 (WESTHOFF et al. 
1970), and conquered a great part of lhe ditches In the peat-dislrict 
in less than half an age (fig. Sb)! 

lt is now lhe point to investigale wether this conducting potenlial 
can also be made operational for ditch bank species with high 
nature-value. 

Connectablllty wlth agricultural practice 

Besides attention for ecological processes, in the experimental 
study also much attention is paid to the fitling in of nalure-aimed 
ditch bank management in current agricullural practice. Adapta
tionsare pursued, propitious for nature as well as for animal-hus
bandry, creating a harmonious and slable associalion belween 
both inlerests. Soma aspects seem tobe promising. 

Rg. 5. Dislribulion pallern ol two neophytes in the Provlnce of South-Hol
land, demonslraling lhe conducling proper1ies of lhe nelwork of dilches; a) 
Acorus calamus and b) Elodea nuttallii. 

1. Sparing of lhe dilch banks while fertilizing. Measuring the 
spreading characterislics of several current strewer-lypes, it 
appeared thal, on a medium-sized farm (25 ha) each year a 
quantity ot fertilizer worth about 500,- is wasted in ditches and 
ditch banks (MELMAN & VAN DER LINDEN 1987a). The 
development of technical-supplies to control the fertilizing of 
borders may be prosperous for both interests. 

2. Excluding dilch banks from grazing. The deterioration of lhe 
vegetation of ditch banks is partly ascribed to intensificalion of 
the grazing. Trampling down of the ditch banks is also negalive 
for the agricultural practice; to prevent this damage some 
farmers fence oH from thelr own. Thus, fencing oH ditch banks 
might also be prosperous for both lnterests. 

When lhe resulls of lhe studies point out that ditch banks otter an 
attractive perspective for conserving and developing nature in the 
agricultural landscape, they may be a substantial conlribulion to 
finding a way oul of problems belween dairy farming and 
nature-conservation. This controversy sometimes is too furious. lf 
lhis is the case, ditch banks, also in metaphorical sense, may be 



conceived as conneclivity struclure: between farmers and 
nature-conservationists. 
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LANDSCAPE PLANNING AND ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: THE RAND
STAD STUDY 

W.B.HARMS, J.P. KNAAPEN 

1. lntroduction 

In landscape ecological research two main approaches for land
scape planning can be distinguished: the topological approach and 
the chorological approach. In the topological approach, allenlion is 
focused an lhe 'vertical' relations in the ecosystem: relations 
belween soil, groundwater level and plant and animal comrnunilies. 
This kind of research gives information an suitablility of a site for 
different landuse types and an its value for nature conservation. In 
landscape planning, the topological approach leads to a plan that is 
usually based an the landscape pattern. 

The chorological approach focuses atlenlion an the 'horizontal' 
interactions between ecosystems in the landscape (ZONNEVELD 
1985). Characterislic of this approach is the idenlification of the 
spalial ettect of abiotic, biolic and anlhropic factors. In lhis sense, 
landscape planning takes the landscape slructure into account. 
Comprehensive landscape planning should be based an bolh 
approaches. 

As regards the chorological approach: in the last decade lhe biotic 
interrelalions belween ecosystems have received increasing auen
tion. Many studies were done an the effects of area and isolation an 
animal species. This has led lo the concept of ecological inrraslruc
ture. However, the question is whether there is a need for such a 
new concept in landscape planning. And, secondly, if such a 
concept is justified, whether lhis concept is operational for land· 
scape planning. 

The splilling up of the landscape by all kinds of human aclivities 
inevitably leads to isolated and too small habitats for many species 
and consequentlyto a decrease of lhe species concerned (see e.g. 
OPDAM et al. 1984, 1985; MERRIAM 1984; CONNOR & MCCOY 
1979; MADER 1979; GOTTFRIED 1979). Therefore it seems 
useful to examine the meaning ar conneclivity in landscape plan
ning as a stralegy rar nature development and habilal construction 
in fragmenled landscapes. 

Ta examine the second queslion, pertaining to lhe applicability of 
the concepl, a specilic problem was studied: the allocalion of new 
forests in the western part of lhe Netherlands, the Randstad. 

2. Ecological infrastructure 

Before going into the melhods and resulls of the study ilself, lhe 
biolic relations between ecosystems will be discussed in more 
detail. The ecological infrastructure of a species is defined as the 
complex ot spalial ecological conditions that favours the survival cf 
that species. More practically, these condilions relate to the effects 
of area and spatial isolation or connectivity. Conneclivity and 
isolalion are considered lo be complementary unils of the same 
variable. The following different funclions of ecological infraslruc
ture and their associated levels in time scale and spatial scale can 
be distinguished. Each funclion has a conneclivity aspect and an 
areal aspecl. 

The first function is the DISPERSAL FUNCTION of eoological 
infrastructure. This function concerns the impact of spatial ecologi
cal faclors an the dislribution pallern cf a species. The connectivily 
aspect is a suitable palch beyond the existing distribution area can 
only be colonized if there is sufficient connection wilh lhe edge of 
the distribution area. The areal aspect of this function is: coloniza-

tion can only be successful if the new habilal is large enough to 
suslain a raunding populalion. 

The second function of ecological infraslructure is the PERSIST
ENCE FUNCTION, which relates biotic factors to population 
dynamics. The connectivity aspecl of this function reflects lhe 
necessety of conneclion with neighbouring populafions to ensure 
lhe inlerchange of individuals in order to compensate for possible 
local extinction. The areal aspect concerns the size of lhe habitat, 
which has tobe large enough 10 accommodate a certain number of 
individuals in order to stabilize populalion flucluations during 
several generations. 

The third funclion of ecological infrastruclure is called lhe HOME
RANGE FUNCTION. This refers to the individuals of a particular 
species. The suitabilily cf a habital for an organism has a qualitalive 
aspect and a quantitative aspect. The home-range function 
pertains to the laller, the spatial condilions of a habilat. The 
connectivity aspect of this funclion concerns lhe conneclions 
between parts of a rragmented habilal. The areal aspect refers to 
the total area ot the home-range of the individual. 

In all three funclions, conneclivity and area have an additional 
ettect an the survival probabilityof populalions and individuals, and 
lo a certain degree they are interchangeable: a larger area means 
less need for conneclion, and vice versa. In each of these three 
functions of ecological infrastructure the emphasis is an the 
chorological aspect {lhe spalial condilions for species survival). 
The topological aspecl in landscape ecology is covered by the term 
"habitat" sensu stricto (lhe qualilalive conditions). Habital and 
ecological inrraslructure are, in this sense, complementary terms. 

3. The Randstad study 

The Randstad is the area encompassing the four biggest cities of 
The Netherlands: Amslerdam, The Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht. 
An outline plan has been developed lor the urban afforestalion of 
the Randslad; the so-called Randstad Green Structure plan 
(NOTA RUIMTELIJK KADER RANDSTADGROENSTRUCTUUR 
1985). This plan entails the development of about 10.000 ha of 
forests and recrealion areas within the nexl 15 years. The 
Randstad Green Struclure plan is based an the following consider
ations: Firslly, green areas in and near the towns are threatened in 
many ways and h~ve tobe reconslructed and enlarged. Secondly, 
the recreational amenilies of the green areas have tobe improved. 
Thirdly, forests will have to be planled as part of lhe policy to 
increase lhe share of domestic timberon the harne market from 8% 
1025%. 

From lhe poinl ot view of lanscape ecology, these fulure foresls 
could be considered as a favourable network for the dispersal and 
persislence of forest species. The National Physical Planning 
Agency requested lhe Dorschkamp research instilute to check the 
three functions of ecological infrastruclure rar various species and 
locations.To da this, a spalial compuler model (DISPERS) was 
developed, using the MAP2 Geographical Information System 
(TOMLIN 1983; VAN DEN BERG et al. 1985), to predict the 
probability of colonizalion and cf persistence of species in suitable 
habitat patches (e.g. deciduous woodlands) of variable size in 
various Jocations in lhe Randstad. In this paper. however, onlythe 
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probability of colonization (i.e.the dispersal lunclion) will be dis
cussed. 

4. The probability of colonizatlon 

Apart from the quality of the habitat, the probabillty of colonization 
of tha new forests depends on savaral factors (HARMS & OPDAM, 
in press). 

In lhe first place, the exislence or a source populalion is required. 
Large areas wilh high densities of forest species are assumed to 
function as source areas for dispersing individuals. However, 
species wilh a declining population are unlikely to expand their 
ranges and colonize remote patches.So regional populalion trends 
must also be taken into account. 

Olher possible factors delermining the probability of colonization 
are lhe dislance of the new forest from the source area, the 
dispersal capaclty of the species and the landscape's resistance to 
the dispersal of wood-dwelling species. The latter, the dispersal 
resistance of the landscape,is the relative degree to which the 
landscape favours the dispersal of organisms of a certain species. 

Seven ecological groups or forest species were considered (fig.1 ). 
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Each group consists of one or more species that prefer a similar 
habital. Three groups of bird species associated with different 
stages in forest stand development were distinguished. Areas with 

a 

a sufficient frequency and densily of at least three of the four 
characteristic species were designated as source areas. These 
were mapped on a 1 km2 grid. Distribution data on three mammals 
(roedeer, red squirrel and a bat species) according to the same 
stages in sland development were also gathered. The seventh 
group consisted of butterfly species of forests and foresl edges. 
These bulterfly species are not common, but they are expanding 
their range. 

A simple spalial simulalion model was used to determine the 
colonizalion probability of lhe Randstad area. The model (DIS· 
PERS) simulates the dispersal from the source area to as yet 
unpopulated areas wilh suitable habitats. 

The dispersal rate is dependent on the resistance values of the 
landscape. The scaling of lhe dispersal resistance is largely based 
on assumplions about the relative preference of forest species for 
various landscape elemenls. The denslty of woody vegetation is 
considered to be a good measure of this landscape resistance. This 
is based pa~ly on rasearch (OPDAM et al. 1984; VAN DORP & 
OPDAM 1987), partly on experienced professional judgement. 

The method can be illustrated by presenting data on the group of 
bird species of old mature deciduous foresl: Nuthatch (Sitta 
europaea), Marsh tit (Parus palustris), Lasser spolted woodpecker 
(Dendrocopus minor) and Tawny owl (Sfrix aluco) (fig.2a). Most or 
the source areas are located in the dune slrip and on the push 
moraine ridge. Others are old estates along the small rivers. Figure 
2b shows the landscape'sdispersal resistance for this group of bird 
species. On the map, the dispersal resislance value is expressed in 
four ordinal classes, bul in the simulation more classes were used. 
The lhird map (fig. 2c) illustrales the resulls of the dispersa1 
simulalion, i.e. an accessibility map of the Randstad. Four zones of 
relalive accessibility are shown, which again is a simplification of 
the simulation results. lt must be emphasized that the accessibility 
is expressed in a relative lime scale and not in concrete lim_e unils. 

In figure 3 the resulls of the dispersal simulalion of three groups 
(birds of young forest stands, birds of old malure forest slands and 
lhe Red Squirrel) are compared. For the two groups of bird species 
the same landscape resistance has been used. Whereas the 
distribulion of source areas of the squirrel is comparable wilh those 
of the bird species of old malure forests, the landscape resislance 

b c 

Fig. 2. Dispersal simulalion ol birds ol old mature forests: lig. a. source areas: fig. b. landscape resislance (relative values; the intensity of shading indicales lhe 
resislancevalue), lig. c. relative zoning of accessibilily (the inlensity ol shading indicates lhe accessibility). 
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a b c 
Fig. 3. Relalive accessibitity of birds ol young forestslands (a), birds of mature forest slands (b) and Red Squirrel (c) (the inlensity of shading ind1cates the accessibility). 

for these two species groups differs. In these simulalions il is clear 
lhat the frequenl occurrence of the birds in young stands dominates 
in the patlern of accessibilily, whereas in the other two maps the 
distance from the source areas and the barriers in the landscape 
are the main factors determining the accessibility (though diffe· 
rently and not comparably, because of the differenl assumptions in 
resistance values per ecological group). 

Superimposing lhe locations of lhe planned forests on the accessi
bility maps gives the relalive probability of colonizalion of the 
forests. In figure 4 accessibility map of the bird species of mature 

Fig. 4. The probability ol colonization for birds of mature foresl stands by 
superimposlng lhe planned foresl localions (lig. 5a) on lhe access1bility map 
(lig. 3b). 

foresls (the Nuthalch group) is compared with the forest localilies 
proposed in the Randstad Green Struclure oulline plan (fig.Sa). 

Locations near Rotterdam show a poor colonizalion chance, 
because of the absenceof a nearby source area and because of the 
high resislance of the landscape. Locations near Ulrechlillustrale a 
better accessibility. 

a b 

d 

Fig. 5. Forest dislributions: fig. a, locations proposed by the Aandslad 
Greenslruclure plan fig. b, 'conneclion', fig. c, 'triple connection·, lig. d, 
'concenlration'. 
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5. Forest distribution alternatives 

In order to improve overall accessibility, alternative forest dislribu
lions were developed. The ecotogical groups differ in their distribu
tion and in the dispersal reslstance lhey experience in a certain 
landscape. Therefore it was expected lhat different ecological 
groups would require different forest distribulions. By means of lhe 
DISPERS model il can be evaluated to what extent these alter
natives improve accessibility. Figura 5 shows three dislribution 
alternatives togelher wilh the foresl distribulion proposed in lhe 
Randstad Green Struclure Plan. The alternatives are based an two 
approaches for improving the accessibilily: reduction of the land
scape resistance, and reallocation of the foresls. 

Conslder, for instance, the impact of alternative 'connection' (fig. 
Sb) on lhe Bccessibility for the Red Squirrel. To show the impacl 
properly a hypothelical question is considered: what is the accessi
bility of the exisling fo. ests for red squirrels coming from the eastern 
part of lhe Randstad only? The distribution alternalive 'conneclion' 

a 

requires a zone of new foresl taking account of lhe exisling roads, 
buildings etc. 
Figure 6 illuslrates !hat such a corridor could be successful for the 
squirrel, in spite of the existing barriers. 

Another example is given in figure 7: the improved accessibility of 
new forests in the neighbourhood of Amsterdam, by comparing the 
impact of an olherdistribulion alternative 'triple conneclion' (fig. Sc) 
and lhe Randslad Green Slruclure plan (fig. 5a) on birds of old 
mature foresls (the Nuthatch group). A slight reallocalion of foresls 
and a well-fitled corridor substantially improve the accessibility. 

6. Discussion 

The melhod described could be a tool for landscape planning and 
decision-making. By means of the modal DISPERS the accessi
bility ot exisling and fulure landscape elemenls can be assessed 
and weak or streng spots in the ecological infraslructure of the 
landscape can be discovered. Therefore the method could be used 

--·---------·-·----------~ 

b 
Fig. 6. Relative accessibilily of exisling forests for Red Squirrel in lhe 
hypothaUcal situalion dislribulion concenlraled in lhe easlarn part ol lhe 
study area only (the intensity ol shading indica\es lhe accessibilily ol lhe 
exisling foresls): fig. a, wilhout 'conneclion', lig. b, wilh 'conneclion'. 

a 
Fig. 7. Window plol of colonizalion probabilily of birds ol mature foresl slands 
in lhe neighbourhood ol Amsterdam (lhe Jnlensity ol shading indicales the 
colonizalion probabilily): lig. a, localions proposed by tha Randstad Green
slruclue plan, lig. b. localions of 'triple conneclion'. 

b 



for bolh design and evaluation of landscape plans and for connec
fivity analysis of exisling landscapes. 

Howaver, il must be emphasized thal application of lhis model is 
still liable to a number ot restrictions. At lhe moment lhe major 
problem is lhe scarcityof data needed to eslimale the resistance of 
the landscape to lhe different migrating organisms. The validity of 
the modal should be tested by comparing lhe results of lhe 
simulations wilh lhe actual dislribulion pallern of lhe species 
concerned, wilh monitoring data on range expansion, and with data 
on population turnover in landscapeswithscattered woods. For the 
present, the method should be considered as an aid in choosing the 
best localilies for urban afforeslation, rather lhan as a tool to 
provide the exact probability of colonizalion. 
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LANDSCAPE-ECOLOGICAL MAPPING OF THE 'RANDSTAD'-AREA, THE 
NETHERLANDS 

A.A. de Veer & R.W. de Waal 

lntroductlon 

At present a landscape-ecological mapping project is being 
carried out by the National Agency of Physical Planning (The 
Hague), lhe Genire of Environmental Studies of the Universily of 
Leiden, and the Soil Survey lnslilute (Wageningen). 

Basic data concerning abiolic and biolic components of the land· 
scape are being slored i1 a 1 km2 grid system. Maps tobe made on 
a scale of 1 : 250 000 include the following informalion: A) basic 
data; B) sensitivity assessmenl; C) significance from a nature 
conservation viewpoinl; D) vulnerability assessment (combination 
of Band C). 

At the end of 1987, aseries of maps of the Randslad area (approx. 
3500 km2) will be completed. This article will show two examples 
belonging to the objective A, and one to the other objectives (B, C 
and D). The area displayed in the figure is about 750 km2-in siza; it is 
situated in the surroundings or Gouda, northeast of Rotterdam. 
Figura 1 shows the lopography of the Gouda area. 

Flg. 1. Topography of the Gouda area, part of the Randslad area. Figures 
2-6 dlsplay lhe same area. 

Basic data 

The basic dala have been stored on two levels: 

- the component level; 

- the landscape level (so-called geotopes). 

Abiolic components include soil, water-table class, geomorphol
ogy, ground and surface water relalions. Figure 2 displays lhe 
dominating soil units in the Gouda area. 
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Fig. 2. Soil map. Meaning ol codes: 1 = anthropogenlc soil; 2 = non-cal~ 
careous riverclay soil; 3 = dislurbed peal soil; 4= non-calcareous marine 
clay soil; 7 = peaty marine clay soil; 9 = calcareous marine clay soil; 10 = 
calcareous riverclay soil; 13 = undislurbed peal soil; 14 = open waler; 
5,6,8,11, 12 = do not occur in the Gouda area. 
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Biolic components considered are land use, vegetalion, and diffe
rent fauna groups. 

Landscape units or geotopes are based an three groups of 
ditferentialing criteria: hydrological regions (infiltration and seep
age areas, type of groundwater), generalized geomorphology and 
vegetalion struclure. In the legend geotopes are further described 
as to characterislics of abiolic and biolic pallerns and processes. 
Figura 3 shows the Geotope Map of the Gouda area. 
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Fig. 3. Geolope Map. Heavy lines indicale boundaries of hydrological regions 
(reciaimed lake region in the west and north; river foreland region in lhe very 
soulh; river levee and lowland region in the remaining part). Meaning of 
codes: 1 = levee, paslure; 2 =marine marsh, pasture; 3 = basin, paslure; 4 
= backswamp, pasture or arable land; 5 = levee, woodland; 6 = basin, 
coppice or semi-natural paslure: 7 = backswamp, heterogeneous land use; 
8 = reclaimed lake, arable land or helerogeneous land use; 9 = creek ridge 
and marsh, paslure or helerogeneous land use; 10 = partly dug-oul 
backswamp, coppice or open wa\er; 11 = river foreland, paslure or coppice; 
12 = open water. 

Sensitivity, slgnificance and vulnerability assess
ment 

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show a series of maps, intended rar applicalion in 
physical-planning problems. Figura 4 gives the sensitivity of lhe 
soil to a drawdown of lhe waler-table. Criteria used in the 
classificafion program for this map are seil texture, water-table 
class, and organic-maller content. Figure 5 displays lhe internal 
diversily of lhe soil, automatica11y derived from lhe number of 
mapping units per grid cell. The higher the diversily, the more 
important lhe cell is for nature conservalion or development In 
Figure 6, sensitiviy and signilicance are combined in a vulnerability 
map, displaying areas lhat are sensitive to drawdown of the 
water-table and thal are at the same time significant from lhe 
viewpoint of nature conservalion. For lechnical and principal 
reasons Figura 6 is more lhan an 'addition' of Figures 4 and 5, 
although a certain coincidence may be seen between the mapping 
areas an the different figures. 

Connectivity 

Connectivity plays a role in several ana1yses and maps of lhe 
Randstad area. A major part of lhe Gouda sub-area consisls of 
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Fig. 4. Sensilivity map of soil todrawdown of lhe wa\er-lable. The darker lhe 
cross-hatching, lhe more sensitive the soil is. 
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Fig. 5. Soil diversily map. The darker lhe cross-hatching, lhe number ol 
unique sotl units is. 

open peaty 'islands' surrounded by clayey levees with a denser 
paltern of vegetation (and building) elemenls, including narrow 
'green elements'. lf urbanization has nol proceeded to far, these 
belts may serve as corridors for migrating organisms. This patlern 
of characterislic landscape lypes can be derived from the Geotope 
Map (Figura 3). 

Conneclivity is also influenced by ground and surface water 
relations between different landscape types. The extended legend 
of the Geotope Map (not in lhe caplion of Figure 3) gives informa
tion about these relalions. Togelher with olher environmental 
faclors, lhese relations determine type and quality of different 
vegetalion elemenls. Drawdown of the water-table disturbs lhese 
relations (e.g. by affecting seepage-indicaling species), and lhus 
the landscape itself. This will be illuslrated on the Geolope Vulnera
bilily Map. 

Generally speaking, landcape dala are betler suited to conneclivily 
analysis than component data, especially when horizonlal land
scape-ecological relations are laken into account. 
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Fig. 6. Vulnerability of soil 10 drawdown of the waler-table. The darker lhe 
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IMPROVING CONNECTIVITY BY MANAGING AND MAINTENANCE OF SMALL 
LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS; A DUTCH EXPERIENCE. 

B.J. LOCHT AND P.H. GROOTEN 

INTRODUCTION 

The Dutch landscape is subject to reat urban pressure. This 
manifests itself in infraslructural increase, land consolidation 
activHies, exlension of induslrial areas, etc. 

At lhe end of the sixlies and the beginning ot the sevenlies, an 
important movement of volunteers in nature conservation focussed 
attention on the maintainance of small landscape elemenls. First 
emphasis was laid on pollard-trees. These so called "pollarding 
groeps" (knotgroepen} were very important in lhe western part of 
the country, a very urbanised region. The very same groups, 
because of dedicating their spare time to nature and landscape 
conservation activities, contributed to a change in mentality con
cerning lhis mauer. As a consequence they make people aware of 
lhe necessity ot the management and the mainlenance of lhe 
landscape elemenls for flora, fauna and man. 

Authorities picked up lhe signal given by the volunteers and gave 
evidence of underslanding what led to differenl measures, one of 
which was to stimulate the foundation of provincial bureaus to 
coordinate voluntary work. These bureaus were subsidized by the 
provincial aulhorilies and the ministry ot agriculture. 

History 

Unemployment 

In the province of Limburg things wen! a little different. The closing 
of the coalmines in the mid-seventies brought considerable 
unemployment ( 40,000 unemployed). 

Several reinforcement schemes were sei up for the southern part ot 
Limburg. In thal context job-creation plans were drafted, finan
cially supported by the government. 

After a succesfull pilot-project of one year lhe IKL-Foundalion 
(IKL = lnslandhouding Kleine Landschapselementen i.e. preser
vation of small landscape elements) could start with 79 employees. 
lts main objeclive was the preservation ot small landscape ele
ments. 

The financial support comes from the ministry ot agricullure and lhe 
province of Limburg, wh9re as the municipalilies and the landow
ners contribute "in kind", i.e. that they supply the fencing and plant 
material or even manpower. 

So, instead of being a small bureau wilh the purpose of stimulating 
and coordinaling volunteers in landscape management, IKL 
became a real organisation with a business-like set-up. 

IKL-Foundalion 

In october 1982 the IKL-Foundalion started with the execulion of 
her work: the managing and maintenance ot the small landscape 
features in Limburg. This southern most province of the Nether
lands (2,200 km~ is build up by a northern, tlat and sandy area, 
whereas the soulh is hilly and covered by loess. The river Meuse 
runs through it from the Soulh to the North and is accompanied by 
clayey riverterraces (fig. 1). These rather great geographic variety 
on a short distance, makes the landscape very diversified, which is 
visible among other things in !her greal scale ot elements present in 
the rural landscape such as different types of hedges, (rows of) 
pollard lrees, sunkenlanes, wooded or grazy escarpments (graf
ten), small woodlols, isolated trees, ponds, pools, fens, and so on. 

PROVt/ICE OF LIMBURGCNU 
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sand area 
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T current proJects 

Fig. 1 Location ol lha IKL-projecls 

Lesing funclions 

During the last few decades most of the landscape elemenls are 
nlenaced by disappearence. The main reason for this evolulion is 
mostly the loss of theiroriginat agricullural funclions: production of 
limber and fire-wood, boundery, etc. 

Recent developments in agriculture such as mechanisalion, land
consolidation and over-manuring, but planological and infra-s· 
tructural expansion too, pose a new threat which accelerates the 
decline. 

Changas 

In spite of the lass of their original agricultural tunclions, the 
elements remain importanl for the functioning of the landscapes, 
even or just for the modern tarming. 

So, hedges or other linear elements protect the soil from erosion 
processes by wind and/or water. 

As a windscreen they slill otter proteclion for crop and live-stock. 
But in addition, the small landscape elements have acquired 
additional functions since their existence overcenturies have had a 
diversifying influence on the floral and faunal populations of lhe 
landscape. So, linear elements conslitule dwelling habitats, nest 
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and hiding places, food territory an migralion routes, amidst 
intensive and hostile agrarian landscapes. They increase connec· 
tivity possibililies in the landscape and so constitute or contribule to 
an ecological infrastructure. For man too, small landscape fealures 
are important. They heighten lhe recreational value and perceplion 
of the environmenl. 

ORGANISATION 

In short we will poinl o~t the way the IKL-Foundalion reafise the 
execulion or management and maintenance of the landscape 
elemenls. 

Planning 

The projects concern moslly the territory of one municipality, 
because the local authorities are the most appropriate level lo werk 
an. After a qualitative and quanlilalive inventory of the elements, a 
management plan based an these data is drafted. 

This plan contains briefly the following items: management guideli
nes for the elements, results of the invenlory, landscape descrip
tion, legal and planological aspecls, procedure of the plan, man
power needed for execulion, eslimalion of the time-laps 
necessary and finally lhe financial consequences of the plan. The 
whole is completed with maps. 

Once drafted lhe plan has to be approved by several authorilies: 
muncipality, the Foundalion's Board and at last lhe Minislry of 

agriculture. 

Execution 

Emphasis of the Foundation'swork lies in lhe first place an clearing 
maintenace areas and restoring decaying elements. In that waywe 
lry 10 save the still exisling slructures of habilals. By doing so, at a 
lang notice, the reliques can be used as a starting-point for 
construcling and planning new elements. 

In a laler slage work will shift more and more to cyclic maintenance. 

Will a management plan be useful for the execulion, il has to be 
worked oul in a so called "annual working plan". lt describes 
exaclly the elements to be treated, by whom and the way how. 
Before, a supervisorcontacts also the landowners concerned. Only 
with the agreement of the latter, work can be executed.There is no 
form of obligalion. 

Types of elements 

As said before, although the tolal area is relalively limited (2200 
km2) lhe diversity of elemenls is greal. The reason lies in the 
complexity of the edaphic and lopographic condilions. 

Table 1 summarizes the major lypes of elements. Same of which 
have alimited dispersion area. So the sunken lanes and the 
escarpments (graften) are restricted to 'the loess area in the South, 
wereas lhe hedgerows an embankments (houtwallen) are charac
teristic of the sandy area in North. In fact the objeclive of lhe IKL is 
nol only to preserve the elements with ecologicaVbiological values, 
although we emphasize lhis, historical and recrealional aspects are 
taken into consideration too. 

Manpower 

The Foundalion has 79 emplooyees, 63 of which are in charge of 
the work in the field. At lhe momenl nine shifts are aclive in 35 
municipalities (fig. 1 ). A planning team does lhe inventory and 
drafts the management and working-plans. The department of 
Public Relations and Information slimulate landowners, local 
aulhorities and volunteers to conlribule to lhe Foundalion's work. 
This is done by publishing leaflets and brochures, organising 
courses, instruclion meeting, exhibilions, lectures, etc. 

In order lo realize the werk IKL-staff alone doesn't suHice. 
. Additional manpower is necessary.This need is met in several 

ways. 

In some cases the local aulhorilies make up the shortage. Some
limes working-experience schemes for unemployed people are 
sei up. In several cases local groups of volunteers are enlisled. 

Allhough in Limburg lhe contribulion of the latter is not as important 
as e.g. in the West of the Netherlands, or as il is in Great Brilain, the 
work done by these people who spend their spare time an the 
maintenance of landscape elemenls, serves as an example for 
society. 

Ways of maintenance 

In general the way an elemenl will be treated by the IKL depend on 
the actual an potential funclion(s) the elements have in the actual 
and future landscape. Six funclions are mainlytaken inlo consider
ation: (landscape)ecology, biology, agro-ecology, as the most 
importanl ones. 

Historical, recrealional and production aspects play a role loo, 
when we decide an how to treat an element. 

Sometimes il is clear what has 10 be done, as in the case of pollards 
or lrimmed hedges. Bul in the case of small woodlots or large 
hedgerows, where inlerisls often differ or are conflicting, delibera
tion wilh and informalion to the landowner is very importanl. 

Five years of experience have taughl us !hat you often have to 
come to a compromise, which could suggest that ecological and 
biological aspecls should count less. In fact, there where it should 
have been the case, lhis was done to preserve an (or more) 
element(s). By acting in this way IKL has built up a goodwill which 
will be importanl in the lang run. 

Bul moslly an elemenl lreated well in an ecological point of view 
seemed to limit or avoid nuisances which arrears could cause to 
agricullural uses. 

By execuling the work in phases both in lime andin space, IKL tries 
to limit harmful effects of a concenlrated treatment. 

Table 1 and figures 2 to 8 summarizes for the several landscape 
element in Limburg possible kinds of maintenance aclivilies as 
done by IKL. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

What was inlially started as a voluntary movement, worked out as a 
professional organisation by engaging unemployed. The IKL
-Foundation has since five years, worked for the preservation of 
small landscape elements in the soulhernmost province of the 

Nelherlands, Limburg. 
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Fig. 2 Exemple of mainlenanace in phases by a hedgerow 

Fig. 3 Another exemple of mainlenance in phases. Hedgerow is lreated over 
one half over the whole lenglh 

Fig. 4 A wooded escarpment (graH) wilh maintenance arear. To avoid 
erosionby trampling of cattle; a fence is needed 
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Fig. 5 Escarpment (graft) aller treatmenl by IKL A new fence is placed and 
there has been planted. 

Fig. 6 Wooded slope of a hollow lane. There ls a compelition belween 
elemenl and grasland for lighl, water and nulrilion. Fence ls in a bad 
condi1ion. Clearing of the malnlenance arear increases tha chanoo ol 
preservation of the elemant. 
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Fig. 7 A well mainlened hollow lane can acComplish ils function for plants and 
animals 

Fig. 8 The digging of new ponds consists an importanl part of landscape 
management of the IKL-foundalion 

Till now more than 400,000 hours have been spenl on manage
ment and maintenance activilies. So, some 100 km of linear 
elemenls and 2,500 trees have been treated and nearly 100 ponds 
have been newly dug. 

By planning, the choice of the way of execution is mostly directed by 
the agricultural demands (claims). This howeverdoesn't in anyway 

mean that landscape-ecological and biological aspects are 
excluded. On the conlrary they can coincide. 

The work done by the IKL-Foundation consisls in fact in doing the 
work farmers used to da. Now new developments bring about 
important changes infarming. As a consequence landscape ele· 
menls degrade. Ta pick-up again the maintenance of lhe ele
menls, taking inlo account ecological, biological and agricultural 
aspects, it is necessary to know more about landscape- and 
agro-ecological principles. The Foundation's work should in fact 
consist in execuling lhese principles. Therefore a translalion-step 
from ecological models to practical execulion guidelines is badly 
needed. 

Or from the scientific level to the applicalion level. 
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ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE ON ANATIONAL SCALE? 

A.J. VAN SELM 

Physical planning and nalure conservation in the Nelherlands are 
increasingly interested in lhe conceptof "ecological inrrastructure". 
The concept was introduced and elaboraled in governmenl policy 
reports in 1977and1981. 

Crealion of an ecological infrastruclure is seen as necessary for as 
far as possible offsetting the consequences of lhe isolalion of 
"natural islands" amidst an "ocean of agricultural land". ldeally this 
struclure should enable many species to move from one area to 
another, thus facilitating the exchange of individuals between 
different populations of the same species. 

The coining of this still ralher vague concept generated a lot of 
research and articles in the Netherlands. II became clear that the 
design of a national ecologial infrastructure for certain individual 
species is feasible when enough aulecological data are available, 
e.g. forthe badger (Metes mefes) and the oller (Lutra Lutra). Also to 
designs an a local level for ecological infrastruclures that provide 
for the needs of many different species were developed byorder of 
our national physical planning agency. One of these concerns the 
area of Rossum in lhe east of the Netherlands, an which a paper is 
presented in the posier session part of these proceedings by the 
Institute for Environmental Studies (1 ). 

The design of an ecological infrastructure for many species for lhe 
whole of the Netherlands proved to be much more difficult. The 
reasons for this are threefold: the problem of the less detailed scale, 
the enormous amount of data concerning many species, and 
strategical considerations concerning the relation of nature conser
vation and development versus agricultural interests. This leads to 
lhe situation that publications about this subject (such as this one) 
ought to be seen as contributions to a discussion about the 
feasibility of such national structures. In producing these two maps, 
simplificalions and assumplions had tobe introduced. The enorm
ous amount of data which can be gathered from existing literature 
concerning the distribution, habitat requirements and dispersal 
capacities of may species, has to be reduced to a managable 
quanlily. 

This is done by basing the maps only an lhose species which 
already have a protected status based an the law an Nature 
Conservation, which reduces the 32000 species (eslimaled to be 
present in the Nelherlands - most species are invertebrates and as 
yet nol idenlified) to some 80 taxa, mostly vertebrales (with lhe 
exception of the birds - which are in a different law) and so called 
higher planls (the Cormophyta}. Further, a choice is made for two 
types of ecological infraslructure each related to a certain type of 
biotope: one for woods and semi-open areas with woodlots, and 
one for marshy, river and brook areas. These are in this paper 
simply designated as the "dry" and the "wet" ecological infrastruc
ture. 

The problem of scale is a ditferentone.When designing landscapes 
or slructures aimed at increasing the ecological possibililies for a 
small area, this can be done on a large map scale (e.g. 1 :1 O.OOOor 
1 :25.000). Thus there exists the possibility ol relating the data 
concerning the autecological demands of the species considered 
to the actual characteristics of lhat particular area: at least in 
Holland many types of maps are available on these scales or can 
be meaningfully used (e.g. soi1, groundwater lavel, geomorphol
ogy). When rural reallotment is carried through in a region, gener
ally many data are collecled on a very delailed scale (1:10.000). 

When designing ecological structures for a whole counlry, even 
such a small one as the Netherlands, lhis is totally different. 
Coupling of aulecological demands of species to lhe characteris
tics of sites is no langer possible. lnstead of these, maps on these 
scale have different and interesling properties. The distribution 
maps on a national scale of the different species groups reveal the 
particular characteristics of the different parts of the counlry: some 
areas are for instance veryimportant for amphibia (e.g. the extreme 
south, the province of Limburg), others for reptiles (as the central 
wooded area, the Veluwe, and lhe high pleistocene plateau in the 
north). Most interesting and highly alarming is the fact that in the 
different physical planning plans of the regional authorifies these 
region specific tasks are not identified. With a national ecological 
plan these different ecological properties of the different regions 
can be identified, and the regional authorities asked (or charged -
but lhen the Law on Nature Conservation, which is now in revision, 
will have to provide for lhis) to preserve the populations of these 
species an their locations, and for to identify and protect the siles 
concerned in their physical planning plans and rural reallotment 
procedures. Furthereon, an a low scale level many plans are made 
bydifferent institution and private organisations for nature develop
ment .(as in some regions in Holland we don't have left much to 
conserve) and the creation of connecting structures (aimed at 
particular specles as lhe olher and the badger, or at connecling 
hedges etc. in general). As there is virtually no coordination in this 
field, this leads to the necessity of an overall framework from which 
the direclion and contents for individual plans could be gathered. 

The strategic consideralions are many. Up unlil now, the main 
stream of nature conservalion strived for the conservalion of all 
exisling nature values at all places where they now occur. lt turned 
out that this high aim is unattainable. Different schools of thought 
have sprung up since. 

One school advocates a strict spalial division between natural 
areas and lhe areas in use for other ends (agriculture, roads, built 
up areas, etc.). Another makes a pledge that nature conservation 
should aim at species which are not dependent on those (a)biotic 
conditions which are diHicult to preserve in our intensively used 
country. This concept of anational ecological infrastruclure leads to 
the identificalion of which species should be preserved in which 
place. Therefore it necessitates to explicit choices, and this brings 
rather abstract discussions back to concrele questions. 

When this approach to ecological infrastructure on anational scale 
is coupled with the method for designing an ecological infraslruc
lure on a lower scale level, sketched in an article in these 
proceedings (2), an inleresting perspective opens: idenlifiable 
goals, a group of target species for well-defined regions, are 
chosen departing from a perspeclive of nalional interest. These 
goals can be elaborated on a detailed level, apt for applicalion in 
planning procedures and e.g. rural reallotment. As a consequence 
the ecological demands of the chosen target species can be 
identified and lhus filted in the usual planning procedures: this is not 
possible wilh the normal approach of nature conservation, which 
strives for lhe integral maintenance of the status qua. 
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THE APPLICABILITY OF REMOTE SENSING IN HABITAT NETWORK PLAN
NING ON A REGIONAL SCALE; A CASE STUDY IN THE PROVINCE OF 
GRONINGEN, THE NETHERLANDS. 

FRANS KLIJN & TOM N. LIGTHART 

INTRODUCTION 

The landscape in The Netherlands is almost totally manmade. 
Natureis found in reserves and the like, which cover only 4.4% of 
the counlry (situation ot 1986). However, the cultivaled land has 
natural values, thanks to small woodlots, hedgerows, waters 
etcetera. 

On a regional scale Provincial Planning Agencies are responsible 
for the qualily of the environment. ln lhe province of Groningen a 
landscape monitoring project is being implemenled to facililate the 
early detection of controversial autonomous developments. The 
moniloring has three major themes: 

1. nature and ecological funclioning 
2. scenery 
3. cultural history 

A pilot study was carried out for the moniloring project in order to 
determine the extent to which the use of remote sensing imagery 
can facililate the monitoring of the landscape developments. In lhis 
paper the atlenlion will be focused an the (elements oQ habitat 
networks. 

THE STUDY 

Two study areas different in character were selecled in which a 
number of types of images and methods was tested as to accuracy, 
economy and speed/area ratio. 

The area 'Fransum' is characterized by it openess wilh scattered 
vertical slructure elemenls as farmyards surrounded by trees. 
Because or the openess, the quietness and the use as paslure land 
'Fransum' is an ideal habitat for meadow-birds. The main threats 
in this areas are: - the change of pasture land into arable land 
- the increase in the densily of buildings 
- the increase in the density of vertical elements such as trees 
- the tilling up of ditches 

'Groolegast' is the second selected area, longitudinal ridges 
covered wilh hedgerows alternated by shallow and open depres
sions form ils special character. The hedgerows are threatened by 
lack of mainlainance and cutting, for the open areas there are the 
same threals as for 'Fransum'. In the sludy a Landsat Themalic
Mapper (TM) of 22-08-1984 and black-and-white aerial photo
graphs of different years were used. The scales of these photo
graphs varied from 1:18,000 to 1:6,200. Five main groups of 
landscape elements were chosen rar the mapping: 

1. surtace water (type, widlh) 

2. land use and infrastructure (roads, etcelera) 

3. buildings 

4. tree cover characterislic (transparency, vertical slructure) 

5. relief and geomorphology 

The changes in these landscape elements in the study areas were 
mapped. The detectability of several landscape elements was 
established. 

RESULTS 

For monitoring purposes the delectability of lhe elements has tobe 
high, because in most cases the autonomous developments in the 
landscape are gradual and include only a small part of the total 
number of elements. To follow the developments in lhe degree of 
connecledness in a landscape the individual elemenls which are 
part of the ecological infrastruclure must be recognized in the 
imagery. The extent to which elemenls conlribute to the connecled
ness differs of course. The differences depend upon the qualilies of 
the element. Concerning a hedgerow ils position and the horizontal 
and vertical slructure are important. However wilh aerial imagery 
lhe horizontal structure remains hidden. The changes in the 
connecting powerof a hedgerow system can therefore (if ever) only 
be traced up to a certain level. 

The Thematic Mapper image which was processed to visualize the 
elements such as hedgerows and dilches to the highest degree 
possible showed these elemenls merely partly. On1y 50 percent of 
the afore mentioned exisling linear elements could generaUy be 
traced. Tracing the hedgerows in the area 'Grootegast' without 
knowledge of this area more lhan 30o/o or lhe mapped hedgerows 
were in realily dilches. Apparenlly the relalively small hedgerows 
and dilches with their surroundings give a fairly similar speclral 
image. Enhancing the TM image for one speciric elemenl shall 
reduce the number of mis-interprelations, but only up to a certain 
level. Mapping of the ditches in the area 'Fransum', in this casewilh 
knowledge of lhe area, resulled in only half the number of the 
exisling ditches. 

On the small scale (1 :18,000) aerial photographs made by the 
Dutch Topographical Survey not all the extant narrow linear 
elements can be recognized. Ditches and hedgerows can be traced 
wilh great accuracy on photographs of scales grealer than 
1 :12,000. On these scales the transparency or degreee of unin
terruptedness of a hedgerow can be determined. The tree species, 
a factor important to lhe connecting power of hedgerows in relalion 
with birds in lhe 'Grootegasf' area (VAN SCHARENBURG 1987) 
could not substantially be recognized on the used panchromatic 
photographs. The use or big scale false colour photographs will 
improve the recognition of species, but is also more expensive. As 
mentioned before lhe horizontal struclure of a hedgerow remains 
hidden. 

In lhe study three methods of tracing the changes in the landscape 
wilh help or aerial photographs were used: 

1. direct 
2. indirecl 
3. semidirect 

The comparision of two images ot different years of the same area 
direclly wilh each other is lhe direct method. The indirect method 
implies as first step the making of interpretation maps of the 
images. Next lhese maps are compared to detect lhe changes. 
Comparing an image wilh an interprelation map of the preceding 
image and tracking down the changes in lhis way is called the 
semidirect method. The inlerprelalion map is after the lracking 
down updated with the found changes. 
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The direct method is the fastest (2-4 sq. km/day), but especially 
when one distinguishes between different classes within an ele
menl (i.e. in transparency in a hedgerow) the number of mis-in
lerprelalions becomes 100 !arge. The indirect method is too time 
consuming (1-2sq. km/day) tobe useful in a monitoring project. 
The semidirecl method is almest as fast as the direct method and 
leads to less mis-inlerprelations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Despile rapid development in remote sensing imagery(satellites) it 
has been found that at this moment conventional aerial photogra
phy provides lhe best means for moniloring landscape develop
ment at scales relevant for regional planning. The scales of lhe 
photographs should be 1:12,000 or greater. The choice of the 
imagery is mainly determined by lhe differences in lhe detectability 
of linear slruclure elements between the imagery. 

For the monitoring project by the research departmenl of the 
Provincial Planning Agency of Groningen the semidirect melhod is 
the mosl promissing one. The method provides a data base (baslc 
map) which can be updated everyfewyears and is relativelyfast. In 

view of lhe relatively slow rate of change in the landscape and the 
period between the revision of the policy of lhe province (1 O years) 
it is advisable to take a monitoring period of five years. As only a 
part of the whole province (less than 10%) can be monitored, due 10 
Jack of finance and labour, a stratilied technique is recommended. 
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ECOLOGICAL BALANCING OF NETWORK STRUCTURES AND LAND USE 
PATTERNS FOR LAND-CONSOLIDATION BY USING GIS* -TECHNOLOGY 

J. SCHALLER, W. HABER 

Abstract 

Environmenlal Impact sludies and Ecological balancing methods 
ror Land use planning and Land consolidation are gaining more 
importance in lhe planning process. The qualitative and quantila
tive effects of impacts in exisling network slructures and habilat 
palterns are fundamental indicators for lhe evalualion and assess
ment of planning alternatives. Therefore new mathematical 
approaches by using Geographical Information Syslems (GIS) are 
necessary.The applicalion of inleresling new geographical soft
ware tools (NETWORK, TIN~ Triangulated lrregular Network) for 
lhese issues are shown in a research application for the land 
consolidation aulhorily in Soulhern Bavaria. 

1. lntroduction (from HABER 1987) 

Landscape ecology deals with assemblages or ecosystems ocur
ring in a geographically defined region ( = landscape)-principally in 
the way as ecosystem ecology de als with assemblages of plant and 
animal species and nonliving environmental agents ocurring at a 
given site. 

Bolh for landscape and ecosyslem ecology, lhe basic and critical 
unit is the site or, in ecological terminology, the ecotope.11 is a small 
seclion of the lithosphere (earth's crust), determined by the local 
geological situation wilhin the regional climate. 

Ecolopes can be considered unique in their particular assemblage 
of living and non-living components. However, there are similar 
ecotopes with recurring properties, allowing regognition of ecotope 
types (ecosystem types) often represented by vegelalion unils. 
These types can be classiried according lo type and intensity of 
human impact (Table 1 and HABER 1987). Like species diversily in 
an ecosyslem, there is ecotope (-type) diversityin a landscape (cf. 
TURNER, M.G. 1987). 

Ecotopes can also be assembled into regional natural unils (RNU, 
in German "Natürräumliche Einheiten"; KLINK 1973; FINKE 1986; 
foran U.S. approach see Young et al. 1983) which conslilule a lhird 
level in lhe hierarchy of spalial units. They are determined by 
common geological and geomorphological properties and a typical 
regional climale. Each RNU has its proper set of ecotopes oflen 
forming a characterislic paUern which is also reflected in land-use 
(KAULE et al. 1979). 

2. Land consolidation 

The land-use pallern, however, has also been influenced by 
agricultural tradilions, in particular by handling land ownership 
across generations of farmers. Two types of transferring land resp. 
farm property to the next generation can be distinguished through
out Europe. One type is bequealhing the whole farm property to 
one single heir, mostly lhe eldesl son, who, however, was also 
made responsible to care for his brothers and sisters. The other 
type was dividing the property equally among all direcl heirs. This 
was often done in the most meticulous way. lf a farmer had e.g. four 
heirs, then the land was not simply divided into four parts, but very 
offen each field or pasture was quartered in order to take possibly 
different site quallities into due account. This custom resulted in a 

„ GIS = Geographical lnlormalion Syslem 

land-use pattern characterized by a mullitude of tiny parcels of 
land and thus also in maximum ecological diversity which was often 
further enhanced by establishing hedgerows and other boundary 
features between lhe parcels. 

Of course such tinyfields cannot be reasonably cultivaled beyond a 
minimum size, so owners or users were trying lo reunite lhem by 
acquisilion, exchange, lease, marriage etc. in order to reach a 
"consolidation" of the fields. However, such private measures 
proved inadequate lo ensure effective and economic cullivation of 
the land, and so the custom of equitable partition resulted in 
endless quarrels between farmers, eventually forcing the govern
ment lo take over regulation and dislributiofl of rural land ownership 
by establishing public "land consolidalion" with an own agency 
based on special legislation. 

From ils original intentions, public land consolidalion (in German 
"Flurbereinigung", in French "remembremenl agricole", in Dutch 
"ruilver- Naveling") aims at supporting farmers in their effort to 
achieve the mosl economical, effective and modern agricullural 
production. Major measures have been combining dispersed, 
small parcels of land into large units suitable for big farm machin
ery, estabtishing drainage or irrigation schemes, creation of a 
modern network of agricultural roads, and regulalion of streams 
and ditches. The appearance of the counlryside was lhoroughly 
changed. Economically"useless" structures such as hedgerows, 
tree groups, small slreams, ponds, semi-natural grassland, 
shrubbery etc. disappeared, the land became "clean" and 
homogenous. However, the more effective land consolidalion was, 
the louder protested conservationists, nature-lovers, recreation
isls, tourism managers against lass of scenic values, destruction of 
typical rural features, removal of biotopes or habitats of many plant 
and animal species. Moreover, increasing environmental damages 
came lo light: soil erosion by wind and water, seil compaclion by 
heavy machines, summer drought in drainage areas. As a firsl 
consequence, the Land Consolidalion Act was amended in 1976 lo 
include epological viewpoints and regulalions so newer land con
solidation schemes became less ecologically harmful or destruc
tive. 

In 1983, lhe Bavarian Land Consolidafion Agency charged lhe 
Chair of Landscape Ecology of Munich University of Technology to 
systematically investigate all ecological side- and afler-effects of 
land consolidation and to strike the ecological balance of this 
important supportive measure for agriculture. The project aims at 
finding methods for supplemenling the traditional economic 
balancing of land consolidation by ecological balancing, placing 
particular emphasis on habitals and biotopes of plant and animal 
species and an ecological connectivity. The methodical approach 
is sile-oriented. All actual ecotopes resp. land-use siles are 
regarded both as sources and receivers of impacts. This requires a 
distinction of within-system and belween-system impacls. Soil 
compaction caused by heavy machinery is a wilhin-system 
impacl, but seil erosion is also a between-system impact because 
the eroded seil going e.g into a stream is an impacl on the stream 
ecosystem. 

Of special importance are impacts an landscape composition or 
physiognomy, caused by land consolidalion and also by road 
construction. Most traffic lanes and road networks acl as barriers 
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Tab. 1: Ecosystem types and intensity or human impact 

Ecosystem types Human influence Landuse types Examples of landuse types 

Bjo-Ecosystems Dominance of natural components 
and biological processes 

1. Natural Ecosystems without human influence, 
capable of self-regulation 

AS, WS, bogs and swamps 

2. Near-natural 
Ecosystems 

Influenced by man, but sirnilar 
to 1. 

Al, A2, A4, A6, Vegetation in water,, 
Dl, D7, D8, W2, natural woodland types 

3. Semi-natural 
Ecosystems 

4. Agrarian-Farest 
Ecosystems 

4 .1 with low landuse 
intensity 

4. 2 with medium landuse 
intensity 

4. 3 with high landuse 
intensity 

Techno-Ecosystems 
Examples: 

Settlements (villages, 
cities) 
Traf fic systems 
Industrial areas etc. 

- pracitcally not changing after 
man withdraws. 

Capable of self-regulation 

Resulting from human use of 1 A7,All,A13, 
and2, but not (internationally) A14,Al6,Al7, 
created, changing after man A20,A21,D5, 
withdraws. D6, Hl, H3, 
Limited capability of self- Hll,Hl2,Hl3, 
regulation; management required. H21,H22,H31, 

Internationally created by man 
and fully depending on human 
control and management. 

H31,Wl,W30 

D2,D4, D9,Dl0, 
Oll, 012, 020, 
H23, Rl, Sl, S2, 
S3, SS, W93, 

i\15, D3, GS, 
NSO, W91, W94, 
W95, ZlO, Z23, 
Z25, Z32 
F91, NO, N2, 
N3, N4, N6, N7, 
NS, NlO, N20, 
N23, N25, N26, 
N21, N41, N45, 
N46, N51, 

Anthropogenic(technical)systems. Bl, F93, JO, 
Dominance of technical struc- J3, J4, JS, 
tures (artefacts and J6, J7, J8, 
processes. J9, T32 
Intentionally created by man 
for his industrial, econamic or 
cultural activities. Depending 
an human control and an sur-
rounding and interspersing 
biotic ecosystems. 

Vegetation in water-bank 
areas 
Herbaceaus vegetation 
Hedgerows, shrub hedges, 
thickets 

Individual trees,nutri
ent paar grassland, 
heath herb-rich 
meadaws,rough pasture, 
rows of trees and 
clumps 
fertilized grassland, 
managed forests 

arable, cropping types 

technical infrastruc
ture 
and settlement types 

HABER/SCHALLER 1981 

far many animal species and cause fragmentation ("insularizalion" 
of conliguous populalions (MADER 1979). 
Four test areas in Bavaria were selected for this invesligation. The 
available ecological information and data were supplemented by 
aerial photographs, lopographical maps, field work, then com· 

puterized and transferied inlo an electronically operated Geag
raphical lnformalion Syslem (G.l.S.). (For an ecologist, the 
meanwhile eslablished term "geographical" informalion syslem is 
misleading. As a matter of fact, much of the information is not 
geographical, but essentially ecological.) 



3. GIS technology application in ecological 
balancing of land consolldatlon schemes 

3.1 General remarks on GIS technology 

lncreasing complexity or (landscape-)ecological problems, availa
bility of large computerized data bases, and high demands with 
regard to the quality of research require a growing degree or 
automation in landscape-ecological planning and research. More 
convenlional work such as design of recreation sites, reclamation 
of derelict areas, or planning calculalions are already being carried 
out using GIS technology. In the last time, various GIS' are being 
applied to solve complex ecological problems, where primary 
consideration is glven to the displayof a high density of informalion 
in form of automated cartographic dala with related attributes 
(SCHALLER 1987). 

Fig. 1 depicts the structure or a geographical information system. 
The nature of the projecl and the area concerned will determine lhe 
choice of the analytical method. Exisling informalion can be added 
or updated during lhe course of the project. Data which already 
exist in digital form like remote sensing dala require an appropriate 
inlerface tobe included in lhe system. All area-related data can be 
described and classified according to standard criteria. Dala inpul 
involves the translalion of geometric geographical information into 
x;y coordiiiates by manual or aulomatic digitizing, by use of exisling 
digilized coordinates orimage information, or by aulomaticgenera
tion of geometric features by suitable software. Alphanumeric data 
is usually pul in manually. After an interactive "cleaning"process a 
map-library dala base will be created in form or a Geographical 
Information System. lt makes sense 10 manipulate data in relation 
lo logical spatial unils considering the geographical area, lhe data 
structure and ils classificalio·n according to resource or land use 
variables. As well as statistical and mathematical calculalions, the 
analytical functions of GIS systems include evaluation models, 
network analysis, linear programming models, overlay analysis, 
route selection, spatial modelling, surface models and correspond
ing graphic layouts. Dalaoulput can be presented as texl, stalistics, 
diagrams, maps orthreedimensional graphic presenlations. These 
can be viewed on screen or printed on normal or photographic 
paper (SCHALLER 1985). 

3.2 Ecological balancing as a tool for Environ
mental Impact Analysis (EIA) 

The method of ecological balancing was developed for Environ
mental Impact Assessments and evaluation of planning alter
natives in several research projects: 

• Ecological assessment of land consolidalion impacts for the 
Land Consolidation Authorily in Bavaria 

• Environmental impacl of agricultural subsidies on natural 
resources in a rural area of Bavaria (BACHHUBER et al. 1987) 

• Man and Biosphere project 6 "Human impact on high mounlain 
ecosyslems" (HABER el al. 1983) 

Ecotogical balancing allows different alternatives of planning, land 
use or developmenl strategies to be compared and assessed 
applying several indices derived from the area, related resources 
and impact data. In a given landscape many processes are laking 
place. Examples are inputs such as precipitation, solar radiation 
and outputs such as surface waler flow or groundwater recharge. 
Different modal approaches for balancing landscape- ecological 
processes are sketched in Fig. 2. 

In this projecl approach, models of two different categories are 
used: 
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1. Stalic GIS models- GIS combined with stalislical calculations. 
Resulls are slalic thematic maps usually valid only for one point 
oftime. 

2. Ouasi-dynamic models- Extension of GIS models by introduc
ing quasi-dynamic calculations rendering more poinls of time. 
They allow geographical evaluations such as required in 
re-zoning of planning areas, or calculalion of functional spatial 
units, of networks and cascades. Suchmodels of course do not 
represent real dynamics; they are derived from transition mat
rices describing changes of certain features for selected points 
of time, e.g. land use before and alter an ecological change. 

These quasi-dynamic models include, besides special spatial 
ecological analyses, evaluations of interrelationships and changes 
of energy and matter flows, of species diversily, and of conneclivity 
in landscapes. Calculations and comparisons, however, are 
related to specific initial condilions or olher points in time, and 
lherefore remain slalic in relation to natural dynamics. 

3.3 A case study: Land Consolidation Scheme of 
Oberhaselbach (Bavaria) 

In former land consolidation projecls, mainly economical vie
wpoints were considered. Ecological questions such as size of 
parcels, species diversity or diverstity of land-use types have not 
been regarded as relevanl problems. Nowadays this has changed 
and new land consolidation projects are realized applying EIA 
procedures. The Environmental Impact Assessmenl is oriented to 
nalural resources such as quality of ground- and surface water, 
soil quality or soil erosion, local climatical effects and impacts on 
vegetation and rauna. In addilion to these "classical" assessment 
crileria, inlegrated ecological parameters such as diversity indices, 
habilat connectivity and network structure, length of ecotope 
edges, biological active surfaces and intersection or separation 
indices have lobe laken inlo accounl (HABER 1971; FORMAN, 
GODRON 1984). Of course landscape unils such as floodplains, 
plaleaus, and landscape components such als steep slopes, 
hillsldes etc. have to be dlslinguished and mapped. 

The GIS data base for evaluation and assessmenl comprises 
natural resource dala such as soil types and qualilies, groundwa
ter, surface water; topographical data such as conlour lines, 
exposure and slopes, and data on biotic resources. These data are 
stored in lhe computer as polygons or linear feature maps. The 
Subject of environmental impact assessment of land consolidalion 
is the change of land use pallern and land use types in relation to 
lhe actual slate. The type of impacl is coded into a separate 
data-set and includes information on assemblage of parcels, 
removal of struclures or creation of new structures. The Oberhasel
bach project chosen as example for ecological balancing is a 
currenl land consolidation. The data base used for the assessment 
of its planning does not represent the ratest updates. Therefore 
changes in balancing resulls are possible. 

Ecological balancing for differenl points of time is done with 
transilion matrices describing land use changes in lhe form of a 
sequence of different land-use lypes on the same spalial unit: 

actual state medium-term change 

land use type A01 ~ land use type A03 

Balance time point 1 

long-term change 

=) land use type A07 

Balance time polnt 2 

Map 1 and 2 are showing the land use changes for the study area of 
Oberhaselbach caused by land consolidation. These changes in 
land use intensity, andin the size of parcels will cause impacts on 
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Fig. 2 Reality and Model Approaches 
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Table 2: Ecosystem pallern - land consolida!ion Oberhaselbach 

Bio-Ecosys!em\ype belore land afler land dllference 
consolidation consondation belore I alter 

re1erence 

"""'"" 
~"'"' % ~""' % ~"'"' % 

Na!l.lral eoosystems 0,6 0 0,5 0 --0,1 0 

Near na!Ufal BCOS)'!llems 9,9 1 7,4 1 -2,5 0 

Seml-natural eoos)'Slems 273,3 28 268,0 27 -·~ -1 

Anthropogenie eeo~- 27~ 3 4,3 1 ·22,9 -2 
tems low inlens!tv 
An!hfoJ»geriic eoosys- 103,9 11 65,2 7 ·38,7 -4 
lems m&dla!e inlensl!v 

Aruhropogenlc ecosys- 517,6 53 578.3 59 -t60,7 „ 
"rn hiah in!ensih· 
Techoo-eoosyslems 44,8 • 53,6 5 -1-8,8 +I 

Table 3 : Land use bordef f'r'Pes 

Class EcosyslelTI type Nelghbouf ecosyslem type 

1 Tectmo-ecosyslems +---+ ""''" 
2 Agraria1Hotest ecosystems v.ith +---+ Agrarian-toresl ecosystems with 

high and med'"iate illl&nsily high and me0ia19 inlensity 

3 Agrarian-loresl ecosyslems with -+------+ Agrarian-loresl erosystems wilh 
high and mediale lotensity hlflh and mediale lnlensity 

4 Agrarian-lorest ecosystems +---+ Seml-na1ural ecosystems 

5 Seml-nalural ecosyslems +---+ Seml-natural ecosystems 

Table 4 : Assessed land use border types • land consolidation Oberhaselbach 

land use before land after land dilference 
border consolidatlon consolidation before / atter 
type relerence 

slalus qvo 

length (km) % lenglh'(km % lenglh (km) % 

1 86,6 3l 95,3 34 +8,7 +3 

2 86,0 31 63,5 23 -22,5 -8 

3 86,3 23 35,0 12 -31,3 -11 

4 38,7 14 40,0 14 +1,3 0 

5 2,3 1 l,6 1 -0,7 0 

279,9 100 235,4 84 -44,5 -16 

natural resources such as groundwater, surface waters, soils, local 
climate, vegelalion and fauna, which have all lo be assessed and 
evaluated to allow ecologlcal balancing of land consolidation. 
These assessmenls are slrictly site-oriented and can be done for 
both qualitative and quantitative crileria. In addition to this stalic, 
site-dependent approach, more complex characters such as 
runclional eco1ogical units (e.g. watersheds, barriers, buffering 
zones, cascading and network structures have tobe integrated into 
the evalualion. Typical indicators for integrated assessmenls have 
been enumerated above. 

Based an lhe conceptual classificalion of ecosyslem types accord
ing to human impacts, different land use and landscape types can 
be defined as shown in Table 1. The changes of land-use intensity 
before and after land consolidation are documented in Table 2, 
where a general lass of natural and semi-natural ecosystem types 
and of land use types of low impact can be recognized. Anolher 

important characteristic tobe used in ecological balance sheels is 
type of boundary between land-use sites or parcels as classified in 
Table 3. Table 4 shows the impact of land consolidation an this 
characteristic: boundary types of higher ecological quality are 
baing lost (- 44 %), and replaced, if at all, by artificial boundaries 
such as fences or slraigth dilches. 

An approach to more sophisticated problems ot ecological balanc
ing than changes of habilat networks of animal species is also 
possible, and is dis- cussed here with an ecological impact 
assessment for the fence lizard (Lacerta agilis). Fence lizards 
ulilize different land use types as habilals. They prefer small linear 
landscape elements like small strips of drygrassland between land 
parcels, hedgerows etc. Map 3 and 4 show these small, linear 
landscape elements before and after land consolidalion. These 
changes have a severe impact an the habilat network of the fence 
lizard. 

Land use types and small linear landscape elemenls can be 
characterized by zoologists as habitat types wilh low or high value 
for the fence lizard or olher animals due to the results of fieldwork 
(BEUTLER.HECKES 1986, Table 5). Tha assassmenl of the 
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conneclivityvalue between two habitat types is explained in Table 5 
where habitat types with high value get a high connectivity value if 
they are in near neighbourhood, and decreasing values according 
to growing distances between lhem. Wilh the use of Triangulated 
lrregular Natwork (TIN) and NETWORK-software (ESRI, 1987) a 
network of connectivity values can be established using the 
Gaographical lnformalion System (cf. Map 5). 

Ta compare the changes after land consolidalion map 6 was 
compuled. The result of this comparison is depicled in Table 6, 
where the number of segments and their length belore and alter 
land consolidation are documented. Of lhe higher conneclivity 
value classas (3-5), 329 segmenls and 4,2 % of tha langlh of the 
habitat network have disappeared. 

Another example for quantification of habitat network effecls is the 
intersection of habitat networks by highway constructions. This 



Tabla 6: Habi1at natwof'X fance ~zard (Lacer'la agiNs) - land conso!idatlon Oberhasebach 

connec- actual slata network sagments clifferance be!ora I alter 
tivity alter land 
va!ua consolida!ion 
class 

~""" 
.,.., .,,, 

~-· """'""' ~-· % lel"Q(h (km) % 

~.2-. 929 172,8 1172 203,5 +243 +7,7 +30,7 +9,6 

IM"/val"" 

1 694 80,0 341 42,1 -353 -11,2 -37,9 ·11,9 

2 690 48,2 "' 18,1 -406 -12,9 ·28.1 -8,8 

3 4'13 15,4 150 5,0 ·293 -9,3 ·10,4 -3~ 

' 263 4,3 121 2,0 -142 -4,5 ·2,3 -0,7 

5 133 0,9 58 0,3 -75 -2,4 -0.6 -0,2 

3152 319,6 2126 271,0 -1026 ·32,6 -48,6 -15,2 

could be achieved rathereaslly by introducing the new highway line 
in digitized form into the existing GIS data base. Using a 
buffer-overlay procedure, the cuUing in pieces of the existing 
habitat network can be radily demonstraled, and the remaining 
network segments be displayed as a thematical map; their number 
can be computed and lisled. Using this technology, ecological resp. 
environmental impact assessmenls are being both faci1itated and 
speeded up even for complex ecological silualions. 
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PLANNING CONCEPTS AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR NATURE 
CONSERVATION IN AGRICU L TURAL REGIONS OF SOUTH WEST GERMANY 

D. Bruns 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nature conservation in European agricultural landscapes must 
walk a fine line between European Economic Communily polilics 
and scienlific know ledge. The landscape planner finds himself in 
this siluation, sandwiched between ecOnomic forces molivating the 
farmer, and implications of the data provided by ecological resear
chers. 

The preservalion of wild species of plants and animals in suitable 
and characteristic habitals is, in West Germany, as in many other 
countries, required by law. In virgin landscapes, lhis is accom
plished by setting aside specific conservation areas. In an agricul
tural or urban landscape, the scale on which nature preserves can 
be declared is insutficienl to provide for requiremenls of many 
species. Many species are mobile and need wide ranges. Many 
species are adapted to the dynamic landscape and cannot suivive 
without the human activity in the agrarian habitat. 

Conservation strategies in agrarian landscapes must therefore 
follow two goals; 

1) protecting areas for species which exist independenlly of agra· 
rian perturbalion; 

2) inlluencing the manner of agricullural land use to permil survival 
of perturbation dependent species. 

The individual states of the FRG differ somewhat in the way in 
which lhey encourage farmerS to incorporate conservation into lhe 
management of their land. Same programmes which have proved 
to be useful are lisled in table 1. 

Tab. 1: CURRENT CONSERVATION PROGRAMMES IN WEST GER· 
MANY 

HARGINAL 
SlRIPS 

CREEK 
SPONSORS<llP 

lr'ETLJ.NDS 

CRASSLANl>S 

EXf'LAltATION 

PROMOllON OF FERllllZER Al«> BIOCIDE FREE SIRIPS DF AGRICULlURAl 
l.AN{I, E.G. Al lHE EOGE DF FJELDS 

PRCIH>TION Of AGTIVISl CROOPS ll'HO INSTIGATE RESTAURAllON 
DF Sl1A.Ll STREAMS 

PRDHOTION or LO\!I INIEUSITY USE Of WET MEADO\!IS. MARSllES,ETC. 

PROMOTION or LO\tl lNIEHSITY USE or DRV OR XERIC ltEADO\!IS INJ 

PASlURES; 
PROHOTION OF UUIRIENT STRIPPING DF SUCH LJ.NDS 

SPECIES PROTECTIDN DF SPECIAL SPECIES 

Source: Ebel & Hentschel 1987 and own research 

There is, at the present time, much overlap in these programmes 
without sufficienl integrated planning. Less spectacular species 
and ordinary habitat types get much less attenlion than fields of 
orchids, or animals for which "corridors" can be traced. Promising 
ideas for nature conservation planning in agricultural landscapes 
have been developed in recent years in South Western Germany 
under the concept of "Biotopvernetzung" or biotope-network:s. 
Efforts began at the level of large state farms and small 
municipalities (BRUNS et.al. 1984, KAULE 1983, LFU 1987). In the 
meantime larger regions have been examined and planning 

methods have become more relined (HAAREN et.al., 1984, ROW
ECK el.al 1987). Methods now allow for the integralion of the above 
mentioned programmes into comprehensive conservation and 
management schemes for agricultural landscapes. 

The further development ot these ideas are subsequently 
described, using an ongoing project in the Western Enz County, an 
area of approximately 10000 hectares at the Northern edge of the 
Black Forest (Commissioned by the Enz County government in 
1987). 

Located close to the Rhine Valley, southern slopes of the Enz 
County are suitable forwine growing, while other hillsides are used 
for orchards. On rich loess soils otthe low land intensive agriculture 
dominale lhe landscape. Limestone hilllops are covered by dry 
grasslands and woodlots. The grasslands and orchards will be 
used as examples later an. 

2. METHOD 

2.1 Basic principles 

Landscape is described as a heterogeneous area composed of a 
cluster of interacting ecosystems ( FORMAN & GORDON 1986). 
For planning purposes the land area of distinctive ecosystems 
needs tobe defined spatially as "biotopes" (TROLL 1966), and the 
interactions between ecosystems need to be inlerpreted in func
tional terms. In agricultural landscapes, the boundaries of biotopes 
are usually marked by land use. The integrated planning concept 
applied in the Enz County project is based on lhe assumption that 
interaclions between ecosystems relale to the physical and ecolog
ical similarity of these ecosystems. The focus of the data collection 
and analysis, and of the planning proposals, is lherefore on 
functional relations hips and similarity between ecosystems (BLAB 
1986, KAULE 1986, HEYDEMANN 1986, ROWECKet.al.1987). 

The complexity of ecosystems is such that it is impossible to include 
all interrelationships in the planning process. Many may not even 
be known. Species specific programmes may have disadvantages 
for other species, of which we are unaware. On the other hand, the 
consideration of large landscape complexes emphasizes ecologi
cal interdependence and uses appropriale species only as indi· 
cators to demonstrate functional relalionships. 

The "Biotope Network " can be approached on several levels. 
Counties can be assessed an a large scale of 1 : 50 000. Small 
scale relalionships requiring detailed local inventory are best 
clarified on a scale of 1 : 5 000; at this level property lines are incorp 
orated, which is important later for the determinalion of necessary 
conservalion measures. 

2.2. lnventory 

Data colleclion for the spatial inventory of intormation is done 
through the interpretation of scientilic maps and aerial photogra
phy, and through field work. The criteria and indicators applied in 
our case sludy are shown in chart 1. The same criteria are used in 
the data collection, data analysis, as weil as in the proposal phase 
of the projecl. Type and acidity of parent rock, nutrient availability 
and soil moislure, as weil as altitude are used as indicalor-condi
tions to describe the physical environment of the study area on a 
large scale. On a small scale, elements of biolopes may be 
idenlilied which allow their structural comparism. 
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Tab. 2: Funclional relalionships between ecosyslems In agricultural landscapes 

Chart 1 : lnventory of indicator-condilions 

CRITERIA INDICATOR-CONDITIONS 1 ' ~ 0::0 

SIMIU\RITY OF THE TYPE OF PARENT ROCK; ACIDITY 
PHYSICAL NUJRIENT AVAILABILITY 
ENVIROl'ffNT 

SOil l'OISTUlE 
ALTll\JDE (CLIMl\TE CIW>'GE) 

INTENSITY OF DISTRIBUTION OF AREAS WllH LlffiE OR NO 
HUi'V\N 1-UW/ INFLUENCE (PHYSICAL ENVIROWENT 
INFLUENCE 00'\INANTl 

SIMIU\RITY OF 
C<M·lll'JITIES 

l'OVE/"ENT AND l'OVEl'ENT AND DISTRIBUTICtl OF BIRDS AND 
DISTRIBUTION Al'l'HIBIANS WllH WIDE RAl'.GES IN RELATION 
PAITTRNS OF TO LANDSCAPE STROCTlJRE 
SPECIES 

Chart 2 : Analysis of data base 

CRITERIA ANALYSIS 1:~0::0 

SIMILARITY OF DEFINll'.G LANDSCAPE UNITS AS STATISTICAL 
THE PHYSICAL REFERENCE AREAS WITH CHARACTERISTIC 
ENV 1 RONMENT DISTRIBUTIONS OF BIOTOPES 

INTENSITY GRADIENTS OF HUi'V\N INFWENCE WITHIN 
OF HUi'V\N LANDSCAPE UNITS 
INFLUENCE 

SIMIU\RITY OF 
CCl1'7J'j ITI ES 

l'OVEl"EtlT AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES 
DISTRIBUTION REPRESENTING LONG RAl'.GE RELATIONSHIPS 
PATIERNS OF 
SPECIES 

CNERLAY DEGREES OF ECCUXHCAL SIMIU\RITY OF LARGER 
LANDSCAPE UN ITS AND THE FUNCT IONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THEM 

Chart 3 : Proposals lor conservalion and managment 

CRITERIA PROPOSALS 1:~0::0 

SIMIU\RITY OF PROTECTION OF REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF 
THE PHYSICAL BIOTOPES 
ENVIROlffNT 

INTENSITY OF PROTECTION OF AREAS WITH LlffiE OR NO 
HUi'V\N Hll'AN INFLUENCE 
INFLUENCE 

SIMIU\RITY OF 
Cll'MJN !Tl ES 

l'OVEMENT AND PROTECTION OF AREAS \\HICH ARE ESSENTIAL IN 
DISTRIBUTION SUPPOlff!l'IJ LONG RAl'.GE RELATIONSHIPS 
PATIERNS OF 
SPECIES 

ENDANGEREO SPECIES PROTECTION OF AREAS SUPPORT lt.G ENDANGERED 
OR C<l'l'WITY-TYPES SPECIES OR (Cl1'7J'jJTY TYPES 

INDICATOR-CONDITIONS 1 ' 5 0::0 

NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY } distribution of 
SOil MJIST\.RE indicator specles 

DISTRIBUT!Ctl OF LANOSCAPE ELEMENTS 

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES INDICATll'.G 
INTENSITY OF H~ INFLUENCE 

TYPE AND INTENSITY OF PRESENT LAND USE 

TYPE OF HISTORIC LANO USE (CA, 1836) 
COMPARATIVE QIJl\LITATIVE AND QIJl\NTITATIVE 
ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF ANIMAL ANO PLANT 
(Cl1'7J'j!TIES ON REPRESENTATIVE AREAS 

l'OVE/"ENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF BUTTERFLIES 
AND GROUND BEffiES WllH SMALL RAJ>.GES IN 
RELATION TO BIOTOPE STRUCTURE (SN'l'LE 
AREAS IN TRANSECTS) 

AN/oLYSIS 1:50::0 

DEFINING LANOSCAPE L!HTS OF PHYSICAL AND 
BIOLOGICAL SIMIU\RITY AS BIOTOPES WITH 
CHARACTERISTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF 
EW'ENTS AND CCM-WITIES 

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF GRADIENTS OF 
ltJi'V\N INFWENCE IN BIOTOPES 

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTICtl OF ANIMl\L AND 
PLANT C~ITIES 

SPATIAL DISTRIBUT!Ctl OF SPECIES 
REPRESENTING SfOIT RAl'.GE RELATIONSHIPS 

DEGREES OF ECOLOGICAL SIMIU\RITY OF BIOTOPES 
AND THE FlNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS BEThEEN THEM 

PROPOSALS 1:50::0 

PROTECT ION OF REPRESEllTATIVE EXAMPLES OF 
CU1'ltl!TIES AND BIOTOPES 

RESTORATION OF BIOTOPES ACCORDING TO 
HISTORICALLY "PROVEN" SUITABILITY 

INTEGRATEO i'V\NAGEMöNT SCHEMES CONSIDERll'.G 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF C~ITIES 

INTEGRATEO i'V\NAGEl'ENT SCHEMES CONSIDERING 
SMfoLL RAM'>E RELATIONSHIPS 

INTEGRATED MilNA(iEMENT SCHEl'ES CONSIDER!t.G 
ENDANGEREO SPECIES OR CCl1'7J'jlTY TYPES 



For example, a land area used as orchards would be identified as 
one biotope, and the areaof adjacent fields would be another. The 
orchard consists ot a numberot elements, such as fruit trees, grass, 
dirt roads, and wood fences. The adjacent fields consist ot tilled 
land and some grassy strips, the grassy slrips beeing the only 
element in common. Orchards and fields are struclurally different. 
However, they may weil be based an the same parenl rock, have 
similar soil moislure and climale, What distinguishes them most is 
lhe inlensity of human influence. 

The degree to which the role ot the naturally occurring physical 
environmenl in forming ecosyslems is suppressed by human 
intluence can be measured and mapped by recording indicalor 
species. 

Throughout the orchard biotope it is possible to find many plants, 
tor example, which clearly indicale low moisture and low nutrient 
availability ot the soil. The field biotope is void of such plants, except 
tor few species indicating medium acidity. Also in the data collec
tion, representalive transects ot Enz County are studied in great 
detail for their species contingent. 

Movement and distribulion patterns ot selected indicator species 
are noted in relalion to pertinenl landscape structure. The results of 
the transects of the Western Enz County are applicable to lhe enlire 
county as the transectsamples all important landscape elements in 
characteristic combinalions, and these combinalions are noted 
during the actual inventory throughoul the region. Subsequently 
random samples are taken to lest this extrapolation. 

2.3. Analysis of data base 

The analysis of the dala base is structured in chart 2. Slalistical 
calculations permit definilion of similar combinations of elements 
as biotopes, and clusters of similar conbinations of biotopes as 
eco-regions or "landscape·units" (Figure Landscape units may 
serve as slalislical reference areas„ forwhich average dislributions 
of biolopes are calculated. Wilhin these reference areas, above 
average, or below average distributions can be shown, as well as 
typical and a-lypical spectrums of biolopes wilhin a region. Similar 
stalislical calculation can be done using lhe distribulion of land
scape elemenls, indicator species, or physical qualities. In an 
overlay of some or all of the analysis results, it is possible to show 
gradienls of ecological similarity between biotopes, as weil as 
functional relationships between them. Maps are prepared which 
show the spalial distribution of soil moislure, nutrient availabilty, 
and olher natural factors, contrasling wilh maps showing the 
intensity of human influence (Figure 2). From lhis overlay conclu
sions may be drawn regarding the sensitivity of biotopes againsl 
certain lypes of land use. 

Additionally, the analysis of 150 years old maps shows a landscape 
piclure whose biotope lypes were more localion dependent than 
today. Large scale, intensive agricullural melhods did not exisl. 
This hisloric analysis leads pragmatically into a discussion of 
conservalion measures, because the interpretation of historic 
maps makes obvious to any observer which biotopes prevail und er 
condilions of less intensive management. Their suitabilityhas there 
fore already been proven. 

3. PROPOSALS FOR CONSERVATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

3.1. Conservation 

Returning to the conservation goals mentioned earlier, the first 
priority is lhe prolection of species who live independently of 
agrarian perturbation. The crileria for defining the boundaries of 

Fig. 1 : Analysis or eco!ogical patterns 
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CURRENT 

DISTRIBUTION 
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UNITS AND 

BIOTOPES, 

suitable conservation areas are shown in chart 3. Biotopes which 
are physically and structurally typical ot a landscape unil should be 
protecled as represenlative examples of that region, in order to 
preserve the typical species speclrums. Areas which support 
endangerspeci9s, or in part support species with lang range 
movemenl and dislribulion patlers should also be protected. 

For example, rivers and their riparian woodland-slrips are 
biotopes which often support endangered species and usually 
support the lang range movement of species. Wet meadows may 
slill exist in lhe alluvial flood plain. They need to be protected for 
their number of rare species and as buffer zones tor the stream 
ecosyslem. The meadows, however, require specific management 
if we plan to maintain their present quality. 

3.2. Management 

Hence, lhe second goal is influencing the manner of agricultural 
land use lo permit survival of perturbalion dependent species. All 
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Fig. 2: Analysis ol ecological simililary of biotopes 
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land fulfills differing runctions as biolopes, so that each area must 
be analysed separately according to its land use. Proposals stem 
from a combinalion of on-sile field observations of biotope poten
lial, integrated with theoretical information resulting from lhe analy
sis described above. As proposals are made for land areas of the 
size of biotopes, they provide spatial frames for which specific 
measures are suggesled. The decision of which land management 
measure 10 choose is left to the discussion between land owners 
and a network committee. This committee, in which lhe planner 
assumes the role of an advisor, is formed of loca1 polilicians and 
conservalionists. lt's work commences as soon as the firsl propos
als have been formulated. 

Relurning to the example of the orchard and grassland biolopes: 
the orchard has been found essential as breeding habilat for 
several birds with wide range distribution patters. The orchard 
contains also grassland which are representative of dry meadow 
biotopes which typically occur an limeslone hilltops of this land
scape unil. The grassland can potentialty be used for growing 
grains and many parcels of land have already been converted. The 
proposal is to mainlain the exisling orchards and grassland and to 
restore some of lhe former meadows, now used as tilled land. 

In a first slep, the "Nelwork-Committee" approaches the affected 
landowners and explains the proposals to them. The farmers may 
suggesl that their original plan was to intensify lhe use of the 
meadows and that low inlensity management would mean a lass. 
The committee now approaches the state goverment and asks 
which programmes are available 10 rund compensation payment 
for this lass resull from conservalion management measures. 
Applicalion procedures for several programms may consequenlly 
be iniliated, provided the land owners are agreeable. 

Our policy of integrating local interest groups and farmers into 
early design stages ensures that· no proposal will appear to be 
super imposed an the private land owrler or the municipalily al 
large. Same research is needed however, to learn about the 
appropriate degree of public participation ( F.LUZ, doctoral diss. in 
prep.) and education about appropriale land managemenl. 
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STUDIES TO DETERMINE THE "POTENTIAL OF BIOTIC REGULATION" AND 
"IMPAIRMENT OF BIOTIC RESOURCES" IN A REGIONAL PLANNING CON
TEXT 

ULRICH KIAS 

1. lntroduction and background 

Wilhin the framework or a long-term research project focussing on 
"Principles and Possibilities of Ecologica1 Planning", a case study 
is being carried out by lhe Department of Planning at the Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology. This case study in the Rhine Valley 
of the Grisons allempls to solve methodical and praclical problems 
of ecological planning within a regional planning contexl. 

In Swilzerland planning competence is organized in an extremely 
decentralized way. In most of the 26 cantons there is no landscape 
planning procedure in an institutionalized sense (a delailed 
documenlalion cf landscape planning in Switzerland gives 
SCHUBERT (1982)). So the regional master plans seldom take 
account of ecological and environmental aspects in a conceptual 
sense. In most cases you will only find a slatement an the status 
qua of nature reserves and landscape conservation areas. Nothing 
is said about the quality of biolic resources and the landscape as a 
whole, and how these should be developed. In consequence the 
land use plans of local communilies seldom deal wilh ecological or 
environmental aspects of planning. 

On the olher hand legal provisions exist, which require better 
consideration of these aspects wilhin the planning process. But 
they da not say how this is to be achieved, either from an 
instilulional or from a methodological point of view. 

So the main goal of the case study is to develop methodological 
procedures and helps in this direction, to show what data is 
required and how this is tobe used.At lhe regional planning level an 
instrument for documenlation and informationis created lo permit 
the analysis and evaluation of environmental quality. With such an 
instrument, existing environmental impacts can be indicated. In 
addition il can help, in conjunction with foresighted ecological 
planning, to allot areas for future land use. 

Owing to the complexilyof the environmental system, and because 
impacls an the landscape ecosystem cannot be lreated as a whole, 
a division into subsystems is necessary. Wilhin the case study the 
following subdivisions, which in general represent human activities 
and human exploitation of landscape resources, are used: 

Settlement 
Recrealion 
Conservation of biotic resources 
Agriculture 
Foreslry 
Waier management 
Air quality 

So much for the background of the tollowing presentation, which 
will only concern lhe "conservation of blotic resources" (a more 
detailed description of the case study is given by TRACHSLER & 
KIAS (1986); methodological problems of ecological planning are 
discussed by GFELLER, KIAS & TRACHSLER (1984) and KIAS 
(1985)). 

2. Characterization of the "potential of biotic reg
ulation" 

Within the perimeler of lhe case study about 5o/o of lhe area is 
protected as "landscape conservalion zones". Only 0.1 % is pro
tected as "nature reserves". Most of the lauer comprise relatively 
small biotopes. 

Nature conservation work thal is only concentraled an lhis small 
part of the overall area of investigalion can be compared with a 
transportation planning agency lhat only considers those parts of 
the transport system, which it finds specifically interesling. Based 
on the assumplion thal lratfic will somehow flow between these 
parts of the system it ignores the remainder. As you see this is an 
absurd idea, but it is often reality in the institutional nature conser
vation. 

In the following an overview is given on a methodological approach, 
which tries to assess the quality of the biotic resources for a whole 
region, in this case about 130 km2• 

First of all an inventory is required of the specifically valuable 
biotopes and parts of the landscape. This resulted for the Grisons 
Rhine Valley in a list of 139 objecls of ditferentsize. Each of them is 
described in delai1 concerning the type of habilat, the flora and 
fauna, the land use and the possible impacts by land ulilization in 
the neighbourhood etc. (for more details see JENNY & MUTZNER 
(1985) and TRACHSLER & KIAS (1986)). The inventory has been 
entered into the geographic information system for the Rhine 
valley. lt covers about 20o/o of lhe area of invesligation. Fig. 1 
shows a plot of the mapped habitats, differenliated according to 
their exisling and proposed fulure protection status for a section of 
the planning region "Rhine valley of lhe Grisons". 

In order to characterize the remaining 80% a land use map has 
been elaboraled, which is shown in fig 2. 

ECOL061CAL PlAN~l~b 

RHINE VALLEY (GRl~OXS) 

INHNTORY or 
VAlUABL( BIOTOPES 
AMO LAHDSCAPES . :::::~.:':~·;~ ..... . 
• ;:·:::.::::~:(.„.„, 

[I]] ~::::;:;1,;•::~;:;,j~n 

n::::·.::::':~„.„.„. 

... II•&. 
OEP or PLH~l~G ETHl 
HCT. lAM~~CAH Pl~UIN6 

Fig. 1: lnvenlory of valuable biotopes and Jandscapes 
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Fig. 2:Land use map (several landuse patterns are shaded lhe same on lhis 
blw plot; the original map comprises 43 dilferent ca\egories) 

To assess lhis map concerning the "potential or biolic regulalion" 
the concept ot hemerobic levels is used, concretelythe 7 level scale 
proposed by BLUME & SUKOPP (Table 1 ). 

Table 1, Degree of human influence on ecosyatelll.B according to 
the concept of hemerobic levela (BLUME & SUKOPP 
1976) 

ahe111erob 
oligohemerob 

meeollemerob 
b-oullemerob 
a-euhemerob 

polyhemerob 
metahemerob 

natural or nearly 
natural ecosystems 

cultural ecoeyetems 

completely doformed 
ecosystems 

Each land use pallern is classified according to ils average 
hemerobic level. Table 2 shows a selection of land use palterns and 
lheir classification. 

In a next step lhe hemerobic levels need lobe assessed concern
ing their influence on lhe "potential of biolic regulation". According 
to HAASE (1978) lhis term means the ability of a spatial entity to 
maintain and direcl or to reslore lhe produclivily and efftciency of a 
natural system. lt includes lhe biotic diversity and complexity as 
well as the slabilily of lhe ecosystem. In order to achieve lhat lhe 
genelic material needed for further development of organic lile has 
to be made available in natural and specifically protected areas. 
Table 3 shows how lhis assessment has been done within lhe 
described case study. 

II is assumed for assessment !hat lhe hemerobic level can be used 
as a primary indicator to characterize lhe importance of an area 
concerning the "potential of biolic regulalion". Allhough this may be 
postulated in general it is not true in every case. In order to regard 
lhe specific significance of some landuse patlerns a correcting step 
is necessary. 

One example: 
Meadows with scatlered fruit trees are characlerized as 
b-euhemerob, which would signify a "moderate importance" in the 
general assessment scheme. Because of lheir great importance for 
bird-life this assessment must be corrected to "high importance". 

After this is done the next step is lo combine lhe informalion from 
the biolope inventory with that of lhe land use mapping. The resull 
is a map called "lmportance concerning lhe polenlial of biolic 
regulation", as it is shown in fig. 3. 

Table 2: Characterization of landuse patterns rated according 
to thetr typlcal hemerobic levels 

Housing areas: 
Houeing (high denelty) 
Housing (medium density) 
Housing (low densltyJ 
lsolated buildings 

(incl. courtyards) 

Industrial areas: 
lndustry (high density) 
Industry (medium density) 
Industry (low density) 
lndustrial storage altes 
Supply and disposal areas 

metahemerob 
polyhemerob 
a-euhemerob 

6-euhemerob 

metahemerob 
metahemerob 
polyhemerob 
polyhemerob 
polyhemerob 

Farmland. fruit-growing. horticulture etc.: 
Arable land without 
biotope atructuree 
Ar6ble land with 
biotope etructuros 

a-euhemerob 

Intensivly cultivated meadowa 
Extensive grassland (pasturesJ 
Viticultural areae (vineyardel 
Intensive corrmercial fruitgrowing 
Orchards 

b-eullem./a-euhem. 
b-ouhomerob 
mesohemerob 
6-eullemerob 
a-euhemerob 
b-euhemerob 
b-euhemerob 
a-euhemerob 
polyhemerob 

Scatterod fruit trees 
Horticultural areas 
Hothouses 

Forest I Woodland, 
Demie forest 
Open forest 
Woodlots and hedges 
Bushes 

Recreational are6s: 

mesohem./b-euhem. 
mesohemerob 
mesohemerob 
oligohemerob 

Public gardens and parke 
Camping eitea 

b-euhemerob 
polyhemerob 
a-euhemerob Sports grounds 

Tranaportation: 
Highways 
Main roads 
Rai lways 

metahemerob 
metahomorob 
polyhemerob 

T6ble 3: Asaesament of hemerobic levels according to their 
significance for the "potential of biotic 
regulation„ 

Hemerobic level 

ahemerob 
oltgohemerob 
mesohemerob 
b-euhemerob 
a-euhemerob 
poJyhemerob 
met6hemerob 

Assessment (value) 

indispensible (6) 
very higll importance (5) 
high importance (4) 
modorate importance (3) 
slight importance (2) 
no importance (1) 
no importance (1) 
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Fig. 3: lmportance ol spalial enlilies concernlng lhe "polential ol b!olic 
regulaUonn 



Because the dala are slored in a computer lhey can easily be 
analyzed and balanced concerning differenl spalial enlilies. lt has 
been done for the17 local communilies within the planning region, 
each differenlialed inlo the inlensively cullivaled valley and lhe 
more exlensively cullivaled hillsides. 

This allows comparison of the local communities concerning their 
"biotic quality", as documenled in fig. 4. This spatial analysis is 
completed by an aulomaled procedure lo analyze the land use map 
concerning the lenglh of edges along which a high species diversily 
may be expecled. These are, for example, edges of forests or 
woodlots and hedgerows. Fig. 5 shows lhe dislribution ot these 
linear structures rar a seclion of the planning region while the 
diagrams in fig. 6 document the perimeter lenglhs for all 17 local 
communities. 

lt may be objected lo lhis procedure an lhe grounds that il is not very 
sophislicated in lhe sense of ecosystem research. On the olher 
hand ils very simplicity and lransparency is an advantage, because 
one goal of the case sludy is to use research work as a catalyst to 
iniliate a regional planning process that implements aspects of 
ecological planning. Therefore it is carried oul in close cooperation 
with the regional planning authority. As a consequence ot lhe 
decentralized planning system in Switzerland already mentioned 
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lhese people are not planning professionals but da this work on an 
honorary basis. To have a chance of acceplance and realization 
lhe methodical approach had tobe very simple and transparent so 
as tobe understandable lo non-biologists and non-planners as 
weil. 
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Fig. 5: Edges or foresls, woodlols and hedgerows 
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3. lmpalrment of biotlc resources 

Following a few examples of dala analysis concerning lhe risk of 
impairment of biotic resources by olher land uses will be shown. 
The first is lhe lass of biolic resources due to future building 
activities. Ta analyze lhis problem the map or "potenlial of biolic 
regulalion" has been overlaid with the zoning plan. The result is 
shown in fig. 7. This makes it possible 10 balance the lass ot biolic 
resources in the individual qualily categories for each local com· 
munity. 

A second analysis concerns the possible impairment of biotic 
resources in the nelghbourhood of roads. Therefore the roads of 
the region have been classified according to their traftic frequency 
and buffer-zones have been conslrucled around them. An overlay 
of these buffers on the map of "potential of biolic regulation" gives 
an overview of the quality of biolic resources wilhin lhe influence 
zone of roads (fig. 8). 

A lhird analysis gives an overview of biotic resources wilhin noise 
corridors. Concretely this is a refinement or the analysis previously 
described concerning one specific aspect. II is based on a noise 
dispersion model specifically developed for application on a reg
ional scale. lt produces noise informalion for the whole area of 
invesligalion an lhe basis of a seleclable grid system, in this case a 
grid cf 50 by 50 m. To simulate the noise dispersion a digital terrain 
modal is used as weil as land use data for the individual grid cells. 
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Fig. 7: Loss ol biolic resources due to future building aclMties 
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Fig. 8: lmpairment of blolic resources within the lnfluence zone ol roads 

For the overlay of lhe noise map and the map of "potential of biotic 
regulalion", only those areas cf the laller were laken into consider
alion that are classified as "high importance" or better. The resull of 
lhe analysis is shown in fig. 9. Same further analyses have been 
carried out that cannot be discussed within lhis paper due to lack of 
space. Bul nevertheless 1 hope 1 have been succesful in showing 
how modern computer technology can be applied lo the prepara
tion of biotope-relevant dala for use in spalial planning. As already 
mentioned at the outset, the goal is inlensified consideration of this 
informalion wilhin lhe spatial planning process. 
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Fig. 9: Risk ol impairmenl ol biolic resources by noise pollution 
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LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY IN THE FIELD OF CONFLICT BETWEEN NATURE 
CONSERVATION AND FUTURE INDUSTRIAL SETTLEMENTS 

T. lecke, K. Handke, W. Kundel, K.-F. Schreiber 

Ecological Research and Consulling Activities within lhe Scope of 
Large- scale Building Projects. - Example: Niedervieland/Bre
men, FRG -
Posier at lhe Annual IALE Meeting in Münsler 1987 

The Niedervieland region is a lowland of approx. 2000 ha localed in 
the dfrect proximityof the seaport of Bremen (550,000 inhabilants). 
The greenland area has been reserved for harbour exlensions and 
industrial setllements for some time: lherefore, there has been no 
intensive farming lhere. Also, certain methods of clearing the 
ditches have been maintained. Thus, a unique riverine marshland 
flora and fauna have been preserved or been able lo develop. The 
combinalion and variety of species as weil as the density of the 
individuals differ significanlly from lhose of the remaining riverine 
marshlands of Northwesl Germany (cf. Fig. 1 ). Special atlenlion is 
to be paid to the importance of the vertebrales (meadow birds, 
ducks, amphibians) invertebrates (e.g. dragonflies and beelles) 
and plants (cf. Fig. 2, Table 1). In particular, the meadow birds and 
the flora and fauna of the dilches are of supraregional if nol national 
importance. 

i" B" 
North Sea 

~ caroarable landscape units 

~ rrarshlands • 
Quelle: Niedersächsisches Landesverwal!ungsaml - Fachbehörde far Naluiscllutz- Hannover 

Allhough the planned conslruclion projecls have been consider
ably reduced, it can be expected, thal more than half of lhe 
especially valuable areas will und ergo a great change as a result of 
building (cf. Fig. 3). Even now only two of the once widespread 
breeding lerrilories of the lapwing (Umosa limosa) remain (cf. 
Fig. 2). 

According to the legal situation in lhe Federal Republic of Germany 
compensation measures are required in the case of such impacts 
(see Bundesnalurschutzgeselz § 8: Eingriffs- I Ausgleich
sregelung (Federal Nature Conservation Act § 8: Impact/ compen
sation regulations) cf. Table 2). The realization of such compensa
lion measures is a rapidly expanding field of work for landscape 
ecologists. Hera, one is unanimous on the fact thal compensation 
in a striclly scientific sense is nol possible. However, a certain 
compensalion is seen in the increment of adjacent siles or their 
reconstruction as habilals_for the species driven oul of the impact 
area. In the presenl case these compensation measures mean e.g. 
that certain wet grasslands are tobe limiled lo extensive land use 
i.e.: 

NIEDERVIELAND 

and comparable landscapes 

a:JJacent lowlands 1ß 20 30 40 50km 

location of Niedervieland 
LFB 10 67 

Fig. 1: Niedervieland and Comparable Landscapes in Lower Saxonia, FRG 
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Aves 
1. Botaurus ste1laris 1 1 X X 
2. Ciconia ciconl a 1 1 (x) (x) (x) 
3. Anas querquedula 3 2 X X X X X 
4. Anas clypeata 4 2 X X X X X 
s. Anas strepera 4 2 X 
6. Perdix perdix 2 3 X X X 
7. Coturnix coturnix 2 2 X 
8. Crex crex 2 2 X X 
9. Porzana porzana 2 2 X X 

10. Philomachus pugnax 1 1 X 
11. Limosa l imosa 3 2 X X 
12. Tringa totanus 2 2 X X 

13. Numenius arquata 2 2 X 
14. Gallinago gallinago 2 2 X X X 

15. Asio flammeus 2 2 X X X 
16. Acrocephalus arundinaceus 2 1 X 
17. Acrocephalus schoenobaenus 3 2 X X 
18. Locustella luscinoides 4 2 X X 

19. Oenanthe oenanthe 3 2 X X 
20. Saxicola rubetra 2 2 X X X 

21. Luscinia suecica 1 1 X X X 

Pisces 
22. Petromyzon marinus 2 1 X 
23. lampetra fluviatilis 2 1 X X 
24. Lampetra planeri 3 1 X X 
25. Osmerus eperlanus 2 3 X 
26. Salmo salar 1 1 X 
27. Salmo trutta 1 2 X 

28. Leuciscus idus 2 - X X X 
29. Misgurnus fossilis 2 2 X X X 
30. Cobitls taenia 2 2 X X 

Odonata 
31. Aeschna viridis 1 1 X X 

32. Anaciaeschna isosceles 3 1 X X 
33. Leucorhinja pectoralis 2 2 X 
34. Sympetrum depressiusculum 2 2 (x) 
35. Lestes virens 3 2 (x) 

Orthoptera 
36. Labidura riparia 1 / X 
37. Oedipoda caerulescens - 1 X 
38. Tetrlx subulata - 2 X X X 
39. Tetrix nutans - 2 X 
40. Mecostethus grossus 3 2 X 
41. Chorth i ppu s apricarius - 2 X X 

Coleoptera 
42. Hygrobia tarda 1 / X 
43. Hydrous piceus 2 / X X 

Hymenoptera 
44. Colletes cunicularius 2 / X 

Lepidoptera 
45. Plusia festuca / 2 X 

Araneae ---
46. Sltticus helveticus 2 / X 

Mol lusca 
47. Valvata pulchella 2 / X 

Total 9 11 11 14 13 3 - 1 12 14 
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Table 2: f ~~~~~!~~ ~sä~~~s~~tu~~~~;;~~e~t n ~}~ )' i w ~~h~~r~~-~~~~~t ~~~~i~~ i~~~Jec Ls 

1. Evaluatieon of th<> Jmp•ct l~..,Orlance 

pionnlng process 

- •Stimatlon of Lt.e <h•nges Wllh!n Uie n1tunl balance 

- w•pping of ttie relevrnt floristic and fo\ITllStl< ele<r.enls (s. dowrentatlon) 

- estJrn•tion of the ~lern•I effects on p!)pulation• 

- evaJoitlon of Lt"' h;bllats and JHe ccauunltles concer'"'d wlth rE'g1rd to ttieir 

lmp!)rtance for Mtore conservatlon (repJace.i:.c11L, <e•röty) 

2. Proposa\s for avoid~ce and reduction of n<>g•ti•e inflLJffice< 

- slte Jocat!on and e•tenslon 
- protecth·e rneasures 

. - ecoJoglc•l deslgn prlnclples (e.g. concept for a dlfferent1atell run-oFf manag«rient) 

3. Proros•ls for the c01npensatfon of negotive ir;iacl effects 

- 3earch for soii:able C"1'P•nS•tfon areas 
- conceptions or the cO"rpens!llon areas 

- ~rüposM• e.g. ror the "resetLJernent of orgm!s„s• 

- proposa\s for a habltot managem<'nt In tlHl ce<npens.ti~n areos 

4. Uber~ervatloo of llle conSlruction, do<lllllE!llation of u,., cmpens1ting activities 

- cor.usltatic·n e.g. on resettle!11€1lt meas"res 

- Cb>ervatioo of ttie process of su"esslon 11illlin the ccmpensation areas 

- <><:Ca.ional proposals for a long-tena malntenince concept or ror a ~.odlfie<I blotope 

"'!lll•ge:nent 

quantitative limitalion of fertilizer 
designation of certain plots for mowing which would be nega
lively effecled by paslure 
determination of late mowing dates 
prohibilion of certain land use measures in early spring 
prescription for lhe management of waterlevels in ditches as 
weil as for methods of ditch maintenance, etc. 

In addition the reselllemenl of vegetation and sediments (cf. 
Table 3) is tobe carried out in order to accelerale the succession in 
newly constructed "compensatory" ditches or seclions ot lesser 
value. Table 2 comprises a list of lhe steps lobe taken in a concrete 

Fig. J : Number of territories 
of limosa limosa in the 
area of the "N1ederv1e
land" and the marsh of 
the Ochtum Ri ver 
Results of grid mapping 
1986/87 (SOOxSOO m) 

• 1 terrltory 

• 2 territories 

e 3-5 territories 

• > 5 terrltories 

b!lrder of tl>e tnvestlgatlon a~a 

border of cOOJltry 

Korle1'1Jjrondl'l9?: n 1:1SOO!I -1ed01ted 
Blolt 18!7 Yegesock 1911 1~1B Breme.1 Nold 1915 

m1 rle!rnenl'ttnlml 1918 lh<n1n ml 

vervlelf~ltlgt mit Erla11tmls des Herausgebers: 
Hledersi!chs 1 Sches Lamlesver>fa l tungs~t 
Land•emessung 64 - 767/87 
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Table 3: INVESTIGATIONS OF OPTIMAL TECHNIOUES OF REPLACING STANDS OF 
PLANTS IN DITCHES AND ON THEIR BORDERS - preliminary experience 
(two years' experimentsl -

Method Advantages Rlsks/Dlsadvantages 

~'''"' ~• ·~ ec'"'' very speclfic taking of certaln not all specles are equallY covered 
by hand specles only few lndlvlduals 

high cost 

n :~ 
taklng out wlth s1te speclflc mechanical damage to plant 
material, bY that also catching material 
dlaspores and larvae 

<• •) Implements 

TRANSPORT 

~d 
simple coordlnation small quantity 
llttle damage time Intensive, high cost 

by !arge damage on transport 
~vehlcles 

quick transport 
!arge quantltles dependent on weather Ce.g. ls the 

ground passable?) 

• "'"''"' speclfic treatment of the quantities of plants too small to 
bY hand different specles have good lnoculation effect 

7 ,~ catching anlmals as well high lasses 
!arge quantities of plants strong impairment of the blotope 

(• • Implements 

SEASON Plants grow on well when Jeft In dlsturbance of fauna CblrdsJ 
spr Ing thelr substratum speclflc determlnatlon of the 

lw ~~ s 1 H lw I 
pJants ls dlfflcult 

summ er Plants are easily determlnable damage to anlmals and to existlng 

1, 1 F WJ;~ 11 lw 1 
little damage by transport Plant stands 
drlv!ng on dry ground 

autumn In general llttle disturbance of not suitable for all Plant specles 
animaJs, sultable for a number some anlmal specles are damaged 

I, 1 F 1 s ~~,I of plants 

Winter llttle damage by transport not sultable for all Plant species 
damage of some anlmal spec!es 

~' 1 S 1 II W,l dlfflcult determination of the 
plant material 



case of impact compensation. On the one hand, this list of 
measures clearly shows the importance of questions of landscape 
ecology. On the other, the lack of knowledge that slill exisls in lhis 
field becomes obvious. 

At present, the estimation of the consequences of impacts is only 
possible as regards short-term and direct effects (e.g. loss of 
organisms and areas). The present background of knowledge does 
not allow a reliable answer as to the long-term effects on species 
numbers and diversity in reduced habitats. 

The complex of queslions concerning the connectivily of biotopes 
plays an important part wilh regard to the determinalion of the 
necessary size and the localion of lhe compensation areas. In the 
present case, il is presumed lhat moist grasslands serving as 
breeding areas for Limikolae should comprise more than 100 ha. 
This may appear small: the size can only be juslilied when one 
lakes into account lhal additional, larger greeding territories exist in 
the planning area which have to be connected wilh lhe manage
ment areas (cf. Fig. 4). Furthermore, questions of connectivily play 

existing 

compensation area with 
shallow ponds for amphibians 

large breeding 
area of meadow birds 

\.. 
"connecti ng sect ions 11 

scale: t so a:xJ 

.„ .„. 
compensation area of 11 GVZ 11 

management measures increase .• 
the number of breeding meadow _"_•·~~ 
birds and the number of valuable 

plants 

0 OlSQS 1.0 t5 2.5 35km 

Fig. 4.: Location of Compensation Areas 

a role when lhe distance between the impact and compensation 
areas and the undisturbed areas is to be delermined in order to 
enable an immigration of less mobile species. 

The investigalion of lhe process of succession in the compensation 
areas is of central importance in this project. At present, we have 
the impression that the above-mentioned compensation 
measures mighl quite possibly be successrul for certain species 
and biotopes. However, considering lhe short period of invesliga
lion il is yel too early to come to a definite conclusion. In particular, 
lhe success of the measures and the biolope management in the 
area will be examined by means of the following melhodes: 
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- description of the soil condition, waler levels and methods of 
cultivation 

- repeated plant inventories and mapping of floral and vegetation 
patterns in permanent plots to which mapping of thB surrounding 
plant societies will be added al !arger inlervals 

- repeated mapping of breeding birds, amphibians, dragonflies, 
grasshoppers, butter11ies and, at specific sites, beetles 
(Carabidae), water bugs (Heteroptera), diving beetles(Dytis
cidae) and other groups of beetles (cf. Fig. 5). 

This work is necessary in order to obtain scientific evidence. II is 
also lhe only way to develop appropriate methods of biotope 
management. Furthermore, one can check whether the resettle
ment of seclions of dilches (vegelalion and sediments) does in fact 
accelerate the process of succession (cf. Fig. 5, Table 3). In 
addition, a sludygroup lead by Prof. Weidemann from the Univer
sity of Bremen is examining the soil fauna which serves as nutrilion 
for lhe meadow birds. 

area of "impact" 
(in future industrial area) 

compensation area of "NV II" 
Th_Le!W. 

L1=6 '8S 

Finally, we should like to make some critical remarks concerning 
the problems of landscape ecologists involved in such projects. 

In Principle, it is lobe appreciated !hat the compensation regulalion 
in connection with large-scale building projects leads lo increasing 
importance being placed on queslions of landscape ecology. 
However, a greatdanger lies in the belief thal, due to the success of 
particular compensalion measures, one only has to spend enough 
money an compensation measures in order to b.e free to go through 
wilh all kinds of building projects without reslriclions. One tends to 
forget that in most cases irreversible damage is done to the 
landscape. Rarelycan such favourable predictions be made for the 
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Gerris lacustris • Gerris thorac'icus ~ 
Gerris odontogaster ~ 

Gerris rufoscutellatus ~ 
Gerris argentatus ~ 

Gerris paludum (X) 
Microvelia reticulata • 

Hebrus ruficeps 
Hebrus pusillus 

Sigara falleni • Sigara striata • Hesperocorixa linnei • Sigara fossarum ~ 
Hesperocorixa sahlbergi () 

Corixa punctata () 

Sigara semistriata ~ 

Sigara nigrolineata ~ 

Sigara distincta ~ 

Sigara lateralis ~ 

() ~~~'"' stagnorum 

~ 

~ _ Micronecta minutissima 

~ Plea leachi 

~~1 Notonecta glauca 
Notonecta maculata 

fj Notonecta luteola 
Ilyocoris cimicoides 

'~ 
Nepa rubra 

() 

Within each waters an average of 12 species for 6-8 samples had been found (6- max. 20species) . 

• present at > 75 % of the sampling points 

~ present at 50 - 75 % of the sampling points 
() present at 25 - 50 % of the sampling points 

~ present at < 25 % of the sampling points 
X Single place of discovery 

X 
() 

• 
(X) 
(X) 
~ 

Q 

Fig. 5: Occurence of water bugs (Hydrocorisae) within the ditch system of Niedervieland and the lowlands of 
Ochtum-River - Result of the investigation at 48 sampling sites (more than 2000 ind.) 1985/86 

success of compensalion measures as those made regarding the 
axample described above. 
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RECONSTRUCTION OF FORMER STREAMLET COURSES 

Use of Aerial Photographs wilhin lhe Frame of Habitat Network Planning 

H.-C. TIELBAAR 

1. lntroduction 

Recultivation of roads and channels, reconslitution of former 
landscapes- those ideas have an increasing meaning for planning 
authorities. A retracing of former slreamlel courses is hardly 
possible by field work, because the präsenl land use pattern does 
not reveal the old structures. lnterprelalion of aerial photographs 
has found application for archeological purposes since many 
years. The rnethod is as well applicable for this special ecological 
investigation. 

The study area is a left-side tribulary of the Lower Ahine. In order 
to improve the drainage system, it was straightened in the thirties 
and fifties. The constru')lion ar a channellike river bad caused the 
lass of valuable habilals as weil as frequent flooding of the 
neighbouringagricultural land. 

The reconslilulion of the streamlel courses is supposed to recreate 
the former ecological conditions by using the original river bed 
wherever possible. Even though this measure cannot guarantee 
suilable habilats for all typical and adapled species that have 
vanished due to the changed situation, il will help to improve and 
enrich lhe present landscape. 

2. Situation of Connectivity Planning in the North 
West of Germany 

ln the last decades experts like ecologlsls, biologisls and geog
raphers note an increasing number of species being endangered in 
their population or eterminated.They are listed in the so-called 
„red dala books„ of endangered species (IUCN 1970). In the 
Federal Republic of Germany 

53 % of lhe mammals 
75 % ot lhe reptiles 
58 % of the batrachians 
71 % of the fish and 
35 o/o of the plants 

are listed in the federal „red data book„ (BLAB et al. 1984). The 
reason for the reduclion of plant species has been sludied by 
SUKOPP and others. As to aquatic ecosystems, 173 fern- and 
blossom-plants are endangered by drainage, 155 by filling in and 
development, 69 by regulation of streamlels and rivers, 56 by 
eutrophication of waters and 31 by water-contamination 
(SUKOPP et al. 1978). This concerns aboul 15 % of the German 
Pteridophyta and Spermatophyta. 70 % of the endangered birds 
breeding in Germany are belonging to species prefering wet and 
moisly areas or open water. 

The above shown examples demonstrate the extenl of lasses 
caused by "melioration" of agricultural areas and by regulation of 
runningwaters. In order to stop this disastrous development new 
biotopes are planned and constructed They moslly have been 
sellled an remnant areas that, after a field clearing, could no langer 
be cultivated economically. A preceding check of lheir ecological 
suitability has oHen been missing. Presenl German landscape 
oHen is characterized by dissimilar and isolated habilats. 

One possible step to prevent complete isolalion of biotope islands 
is habitat network planning. Optimizing existing ecotones like 
hedges, road sides, banks and shores is a first step to improve the 

system of conneclions. lls advantage is lowoperating and technical 
expenditure and lhe existance of corresponding areas. But from the 
ecological point of view those measures are lass promising. 

A more comprehensive exemplary plan to create a close meshed 
nelwork of aquatic habitats is demonstrated by this example taken 
from the Lower Rhine area: the reconstitution of former slreamlet 
courses and their conneclion wilh existing biotopes. 

3. Hlstorical Review 

The study areaissituated in the lefl-hand Lower Rhine region. The 
receiving streamlet has a length of about 130 km in a rather flat 
landscape. In consequence, the streamlet used to flow in many 
often changing meanders within a riverside that was up to 1500 m 
wide and some meters deep. Except for a few farms and water
-mills no human setllement and agricultural use was possible. 
Only one bridge every ten kilometers crossed the swamplike area. 
Fenwood with willow-, alder-, poplar-, ash-, elm- and oak
-trees (ELLENBERG 1982) covered most parts of it. 

Al lhe end of the 19th century people began to straighten 3 kms of 
the streamlet and other parts were smoolhed by cutting otf the 
largesl meanders. Probably this measure must be seen in relation 
with the eliminalion ot a nearby channel. In lhe thirties of this 
century another section was slraightened. 

4. Present Situation 

Nowadays we cannot speak of a streamlel or river any more. The 
run of it has been changed completely. Today, no single dead 
channel is lefl. ln the study area the bed does nol follow any 
historical course ot the main slreamlet. II has been placed at the 
south-western edge of the former riverside. 

Same farm-yards have been built beside the new dikes and 
agriculture use is dominant. Fenwood can only be seen in rudi
menls. In spite of the high level of ground-water farming 
dominates in more than 50 o/o of the area while meadows dominate 
·in the smaller northern part. Both meadows and fields are drained 
by crop drainage systems and numerous ditches.Nevertheless, 
reduclion of yield caused by inreased soil moisture can be slated. 

5. Planned Reconstitution of the Former Stream· 
let Courses 

5.1 lnventory Design 

The above shown ecological and scenic consequences made the 
responsible planning authorily look for a measure to improve lhe 
present silualion. The idea of lhe reconslilulion of the former 
streamlet courses was born. 

In order to getan idea of lhe posilion of former streamlet courses, 
aerial colour-infrared (CIA) photographs were taken of a part of 
the riverside wilh an exlension of 17 sqkm. For an adequate 
impression of lhe soil-moisture and of the other soil structures, the 
month of may 1986 was chosen as the oplimum period for the pholo 
flight. Same days later a field check was carried out followed by an 
Interpretation of the photographs with the WILD AVIOPRET APT 1 
-slereoscope. 
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The early date of the flight in spring offers the advantages of a more 
refined reproduction of soil structures and of a smaller size of the 
fieldcrop. The advantages of CJR-photographs are described by 
SCHMIDT-OSTLENDER (1987) in lhese proceedings and, 
among olhers, by COLWELL (1983) and SCHERZ/STEVENS 
(1970). 

An inventory of landscape of the dislrict is the first step of the 
planning phase. 17 lypes of landuse can be dislinguished. Addi
tional information is taken from a soil map 1 : 5000. lls detailed 
information is generalized into 14 seil unilS to receive precise hints 
where seil is suitable for the planned reconstitution. The inventory 
of hydrological peculiarilies is the last step of the data collection, but 
it is a very important one. Five degrees of moisture conlent are 
analyzed as well as lhe important draining dilches, subsidences or 
mire, wetlands, dead channels and supposed former channels. 

The resulls are all gaines from aerial photo interprelalion exceptfor 
lhe lypes of soil. 

5.2 Results 

Agricullural landuse is dominating and each former slreamlet and 
ditch has been slraighlened. Glose to nature parts of landscapes as 
de ad channels or riverside foresls do not ex ist any more. Neverthe
less, relicts of ancient structures can be found although they do not 
have an ecological value any more. Several moisty and swamplike 
plots in meadows and fields are obvious as well as soil peculiarilies 
lhat allow the reconstruction of the former run of slreamlets, 
ditches, hedges and infraslructure. Assisted by lhe soil maps a 
classification is possible. lt musl be emphasized that especially 
former streamlet runs cannot be found in the Held, except for areas 
wilh a different vegetation cover like juncaceae and cyperaceae. 

By means of inlerprelalion of CIA aerial photographs two former 
slreamlet runs and some swampy areas are found. Problems of 
recognition only turn oul in human setllemenl such as Grenzdorf, a 
village built about 1933 along the new channel bank. 

6. Comparison of the Interpretation Result wlth 
Hlstorical Maps and Aerial Photographs 

Fortunately, there are many hislorical topographic maps, aerial 
pholographs and aerial maps of this region: 
- lhe firsl official lopographic map al scale 1 :25.000of1844, - lwo 
ordnance survey maps of 1910and1926, - an aerial map al scale 

1:25.000of 1934, - bJw.aerial pholographs of 1951 and 1968 ala 
scale of 1 :10.000, - lhe lalesllopographical maps al 1 :25.000 and 
1 :5.000 scale and - lhe above cited CIR aerial photographs al 
1 :5.000 scale of May 1986. By means of those documents it is 
possible to obtain information of the former landscape: the change 
of landuse, the numberof selllements, the time of the convertion of 
the bodies of water. 

The comparison of the interprelation with lhe historical documenls 
show great correspondance. The reconstilution of lormer streamlet 
runs is correct, former roads, paths and hedges can be found. 

7. Summary 

II has been proved that ecological analysis of CIR aerial photo
graphs enables planning authorilies to get reliable informalion of 
former land use struclures. Thereupon il is possible to propose 
sites for the reconslition of former habitats like slreamlets. Potenlial 
areas of conflicls wilh agriculture, watersupply, recreation etc. can 
be shown as well. 
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METHODICAL APPROACH TO REGISTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
URBAN HABITAT NETWORKS BY MEANS OF REMOTE SENSING 

K.SCHMIDT -OSTLENDER 

1. General Aspects of Urban Ecology and Map· 
plng of Urban Habitats 

The steady increase of urbanization is closely correlated to the 
vanishing of species that are unable to adapt to the changed 
ecological conditions. 

The urban ecological situation varies a lot from that of the surround
ing counlryside. Climatological changes, pollution and surface 
sealing are well-known aspects. The species exisling in urban 
areas are adaµted to these conditions and the species composition 
and diversity is specifically urban. They are determined by the 
intensity of human aclivities as well as by the way of land use. 

The importance of urban habilats is evident (cf. SUKOPP 1980, 
SEIBERT 1986, GÄLZER 1980 and others): 

- They contribute a lot lo lhe city scape. 
- They allow to experience nalure near to the populations living 

quarters. 
- They are a frequented area of recreation and lunction as 

childrer'ls playground. 
- Last not least parks and green areas improve the bioclimate of 

lhe surrounding quarter by increasing air moisture and decreas
ing temperalure. 

Near to cities there is not only a remarkable decrease of 
indigenous species, also the specilic urban flora is partly vanishing 
(cf. SUKOPP et al. 1979). As a basis for preserving typical urban 
habitals, a lot of cilies carry out a mapping of their biotopes 
(MÜLLER and WALDERT 1981, KIENAST 1978 and others). 

According to the urban land use pattern, the data collection has to 
include 

- open built-up living quarters with gardens 
- living quarters with densely buitt-up blocks 
- industrial estates 
- rural areas 
- public green areas 
- parks 
- cemetries 
- roads and railway lines 
- rivers 
- sites or refuge and sewage 

(cf. SUKOPP et al. 1979, SUKOPP 1981, SEIBERT 1986). 

Parksand graveyards, public green areas, groups and rows of old 
trees, and ruderal places are the predominant types of valuable 
biotopes. 

Addilionally, in lhe surrounding countryside 
- agricultural land 
- pastures 
- grassland 
- fallows 
- forests and forest relicts 
- hedges, groups and rows of trees 
- aqualic habilats 

have to be dislinguished. But the mapping ilself is not enough to 
guarantee the surviving of urban flora and fauna. 

2. The Urgent Necessity of Developlng Urban 
Habitat Networks 

Any species community can only be a slable ecosystem if a certain 
diversily is guaranleed. Thus, species exchange is a necessary 
requiremenl. This can only take place if similar habitats are near to 
each otheror, if not, areconnected. Aphytosociological registralion 
of urban habitals may be used as a basic informalion on site 
condilions. The development of an urban habitat network, how
ever, is aimed at connecling different biotopes like ruderal places or 
forest relicts where the various associations only play a minor role. 
The registration of communilies is more urgent when a declaration 
of urban nature reserves or valuable biotopes is asked. 

On one hand, the specific types of urban biotopes have to be 
connected by stepping stones and connecting links (cf. AU HAGEN 
and SUKOPP 1983). Stepping stones may be groups of trees, 
ruderal places or gardens, connecting links can be created along 
exisling linear elements {roads, railway lines, channels). Often, a 
connection does not have tobe a new element; improving exisling 
elemenls, such as planting adequate trees or bushes in public 
green areas or avoiding herbicides along traffic lines, can already 
help a lot. 

On the other hand, cilies orcity bells often form an abrupt barrierfor 
species of the surrounding countryside. The transition zone bet
ween urban and rural areas are characterized by structural 
elememts of both sides. lt should lherefore enable indigenous 
species to penetrate into the cilies and settle on suilable habitats or 
pass via stepping stones. This penetration will enlarge the urban 
species richness, even if only temporarily. Examples are the 
appearance of birds or insects "from outside" within cily parks, 
gardens or ruderal places. 

These "guests" can also increase the attraclivity of cities for their 
inhabilants. An ecology-based regional planning in urban areas 
should therefore guarantee a minimum equipment with green 
areas and their connection to natural or seminatural syslems (cf. 
KAULE 1978). The urban fringe as transition zone is. thus an area 
where intensified geoecological research has tobe carried out (cf. 
RICHTER 1984). 

3. Colour lnfrared Aerial Photograph - Basis of 
Reglstratlon of Habitat Types and Structures 

Registration or habitat types and mapping of biotopes that need to 
be protected or developped lakes a long lime ·and manpower if 
done in the traditional way of field work. Remote sensing, for 
large-scale data collection preferably the use of colour infrared 
(CIA) aerial photographs, is a suilable means to carry out this basic 
work within a reasonable time. For example, an area ol 1 sqkm can 
be mapped in an average time of 2 hours with a working scale of 
1 :10.000 and the field work can be reduced to phytosociological 
data colleclion and and checking of possibly valuable sites. Ground 
mapping would take about four times as lang. For example, it took 
live years time to register the ruderal vegetation of Düsseldorf 
(GÖD DE 1987); over this period the first collected data might have 
changed when the whole work is finished. Due to a lack of time, the 
mapping offen is limited to a selection of valuable sites {cf. 
SUKOPP and WEILER 1986). Applying this method, valuable 
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connecling links between biotopes might be neglecled, but those 
are essenlial for developing a habilat network. A complete, most 
recent and simultanous information on an area under invesligation 
is provided by aerial photographs. In order to reveal exlsting 
structures as detailed as possible a scale of 1 :5,000 up to 1 :10,000 
is recommendable. 

For mapping of vegelalion colour infrared aerial photographs are 
superior to real colour photographs due to the following qualilies 
(cf. COLWELL 1983): 
- The number of red shades - represenling green parts of lhe 

vegetalion - is much higher lhan the number of green shades 
possibly oblained by real colour photographs. 

- This provides the possibility of dislinguishing different types of 
vegetation and - depending on the scale - vegetation com
munities much more clearly. 

- Soil moislure condilion are made evident. Moisly pasture and 
tess humid or dry fallow lands e.g. will show apparently very 
different shades on the infrared film, whereas lhey are hard to 
distinguish on real colour or even black and white film. 

- The vitality condilion of vegetation can be seen on infrared aerial 
photographs. This is due to the fact that physiological disturban
ces in the leaves cannot be detected while they are still green. 
But the reflexion of lhe leaves is changed (compared to that of 
healthy leaves) and lhus creates differenl shades of red on lhe 
CIRfilm. 

This las! aspecl is a valuable hint that should be included in the 
developmenl of urban habilal networks. Certain trees are much 
more often in a bad condition than others, which means thal they 
are not slrong enough to exist in more or less polluted cities. In 
order to develop a long-term network those sensitive species 
should be avoided and very damaged lrees should be replaced by 
more resistant ones. 

4. Isolation and Connectlvlty of Urban Habitats 

The study area is the north eastern urban fringe of the cily of 
Schwelm near Wuppertal in the northern Federal Republic of 
Germany. lt is situated on paleocoicslate and limestone formalions 
at an allilude of 230 to 290 m a.SL. 

The CIR photographs prove that a lot of relicts of nalural habilals 
(small foresls, hedges, rows of trees, fallow land with different 
states of natural succession) surround the built-up area. An 
exchange of species between the rural and the urban seclors can 
e.g. take place along the clefts of the railway lines bearing a dense 
vegetation. Several hedges extend to the borderof the sellled area, 
partly continuing in private or pub1ic hedges and tree rows, partly 
ending abruplly. In this case connecling links to innerurban parks 
have to be created by planling hedges and tree rows. Also wilhin 
the city, CIR pholographs reveal a lot of valuable biotopes. In many 
towns there are similar structures as in the study area. Private 
gardens and lawn, hardly accessible byground mapping, appearto 
be possible stepping stones. 
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Parksand park-like gardens, public green areas with and wilhoul 
trees as weil as ruderal places are the predominant valuable 
specifically urban habitats in the study area. They are partly 
connected, but especially the ruderal places need more connecting 
links. II is clearly visible on lhe CIA photos that public lawn are cut 
and "clean" and that lhere is no spontaneous vegetalion a1ong 
many roads. With low financial means and a changed public 
conciousness this situaUon could be improved and thus conlribute 
to create green lungs throughout the city. 

Aqualic habilals are not specifically urban, but several ponds are 
located within the sludy area. All of them are surrounded by trees 
and / or falllow tands that are valuable stepping stones. Bul the 
ponds lhemselves are iso1ated. As there are no moisty grasslands 
or small channels within lhe cily, there is no practicable solution for 
integrating the ponds into a habitat network. Despite their evident 
pollulion they should, however, be protected as island biotopes 
and, if possible, be improved. 

The study proves thal the interpretation of CIA aerial photographs 
is an adequate and essential method for the registralion of urban 
habitats, theirquality and connectivity and thus forms asound basis 
for the development of network slruclures. 
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HABITAT NETWORK PLANNING INTEGRATED IN INFRASTRUCTURAL 
PLANNING SCHEMES 

K.-U. KOMP, K.SCHMIDT-OSTLENDER, H.-CHR. TIELBAAR 

1. Recent Development in lnfrastructural Plan
ning 

An ever increasing populalion mobilily demands an adequate 
infrastructural system. This is the main argument for a steady 
extension of the existing traHic network. In lhe Federal Republic of 
Germany, e.g. lraffic infrastructure consumes an area of 28 hec
lares per day. About 4,9 % of the total area of the Federal Republic 
is covered by trattic area (UMWELTBUNDESAMT 1986). Apart 
from surface sealing wilh is known consequences, the visual 
disturbance of the landscape aspect as wen as the ecologically 
important separation of formerly connected habitats are lhe main 
impacts of this development. 

Recently, lhe ecological underslanding has led to a changed 
strategy. Checking of the belongings of nature as weil as com
prehensive enviranmental impact analyses before starting detailed 
plannings are inalienable. Besides abiolic faclors, these lnvesliga
tions register above all valuable habitats, sites of endangered 
species, habilal connectians and lhe landscape aspect. 

According to legislatian in the Federal Republic, a conslruction ar 
retracemenl of a raad or railway line causes variaus intrusions an 
nature and landscape. According to the "palluter pays principle" 
any intrusion that cannat be avoided has ta be compensaled. 

In arder to minimize negative effects, the traffic autharilies nawa
days aften trace new lines very close ta existing anes, e.g. railway 
lines are planned parallel ta existing motorways. Thus, a cutting of 
exisling connections can be avaided lo a great extent. The mader
nizing of frequented railway lines and their adaption to an increas
ing traffic valume is another way af combining econamical needs 
wilh ecological belongings. In this laller case, only very winding 
parts of the lrack are smaalhened. 

2. Conslderation ol the Ecological Aspect 

Roads and railway lines separate wilhout daubt habitats that 
formerly were larger (e.g. faresls, grasslands) ar connected. 
Thus,species exchange is reduced. The construction of any further 
raad ar railway track divides an exisling system into several smaller 
ones, !hat now are isalaled. The latest planning schemes in the 
Federal Republic strengthen the idea af transpart concentralian 
alang existing corridors and thus avoid being reproached farcutting 
connectians. 

On the ather hand, linear biatapes along the infrastructural ele
ments are created. Those might be af quite a different quality. 
Particularly an raad sides the pallulion by exhaust furnes, heavy 
metals, salt and ail supparts the developmenl of an adapled and 
resislant vegelalion. But anyway, thase habitats can be important 
links between island biotopes and, depending an their conceptian, 
prove ta have quile a species diversily (cf. ELLENBERG et al 
1981). 

Railway dams and clefts aften bear a thermophile vegelalion wilh a 
rich species diversily. Left ta natural sucession, they are important 
links between habitats. Giving-up of old tracks should therefare 
not mean destroying those habitats bul preserving them with their 
impartanl ecological and aesthelic function. 

3. Consideration of the Landscape Aspect 

Each landscape is perceived as a dislinctive unity wilh quite a 
different qualily lhan thal af its elemenls inlo which il might be 
separated (RICCABONA 1981). This theory of landscape aesthe· 
lies has to be a basis for all jugdements of irnpacts an the 
landscape. An infraslructural planning carried out with regard la 
existing ecolagical connections (avoiding new separalians) will 
therefore, in many cases, not cause additional visual barriers and 
thus preserve the present landscape. 

In areas with an intensive agricultural land use, road sides with tree 
rows or dams wilh a dense vegetation might, however, be the only 
structural elemenls. 

Same examples, taken from recent railway planning in southern
Germany shall demanstrate the integralion of habilat network 
planning inta the general conceplion of railway network planning. 

4. Railway Planning in Southern Germany 

According to the "Bundesverkehrswegeplan 1985" the canslruc
tion of a new railway connectian between the cities of Nuremberg 
and Munich is necessary. An environmental impact study was 
carried aul in arder lo judge possible tracemenls, showing ways to 
avaid intrusions an landscape and nature and suggest compensa· 
tions for inevitable intrusions (HANSA LUFTBILD CONSUL TING 
1986). The general ideas are either the construction of a line 
parallel to an existing motorway from Nuremberg to Ingolstadt and 
then madernize the exisUng railway line lo Munich or to retrace the 
existing connection Nuremberg-Munich via Augsburg. This lauer 
salulian includes lhe conslruction af a 45 km lrack through farest 
area as well as adding twa rails ta the exisling line at a length of 
approx. 37 kms. Both plans fallow the above mentioned strategy 
and lry ta avaid cutUng existing netwarks. Certainly, projects of this 
size cause intrusians thal have tobe compensaled. 

In the area ar the calcareaus Franconian mauntains the bends af 
lhe existing railway line have ta be smoathened. This has to be 
compensated, because the new line disturbes the present ecolagi
cal and aesthetic silualion. The dams are covered with a mesax
eraphylic meadaw (Mesobramian). a vegetation form !hat is typical 
for an extensive land use. Due to the usually intensive land use 
thase siles are valuable habilats. Thespecies composilian of these 
dams contains: Bromus erectus, Brachypodium pinnatum, 
Anthyl/is vulneraria, Euphorbia cyparissias, Onobrychis viciifolia, 
Sa/via pratensis~ Centaurea scabiosa, Dianthus carthusianorum, 
Thymus pulegioides, Lotus corniculatus. Typical trees on railway 
dams and clefts are: Robinia pseudoacacia, Quercus robur, 
Cornus sanguinea, Frangu/a a/nus, Acer campestre, Acer 
pseudoplatanus, Fraxinus excelsior and Rubus spec. A lot of 
these "railway habilats" are registered wilhin the bavarian cadastre 
af valuable habitats because at their important function as connec
ting elements. The adequate compensalion rar the necessary 
intrusion by smoothing bends wauld be to leave the old dams to 
natural successian (see fig. 1) and develop the grassland by 
exlensive care (culling twice a year). The area between the old and 
new dam as weil as the new dam ilself have tobe included in the 
habilat. In this way larger areas of refuge are created which are 
connected by the vegetalian alang the railway line. 
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Fig. 1: Nalural Succession on a lormer Raitway Ctell 

Evitable intrusions on landscape and nature are not permitted 
according to the legislation of the Federal Republic. The conslruc
tion of any tratfic line right through natural forest areas is certainly 
an intrusion with lots of consequences for lhis habilal slructure. 
Anolher example taken from the possible retracernent of lhe 
railwayline Augsburg-Munich demonstrales this problemalic. The 
most economical solulion for the southern by-pass of Augsburg is 
the crosslng of a forest an the banks of the river Lech. Apart from 
the general protection of forests, this area is a veryvaluable habilat 
with lols of different types of vegetation (mesoxerophytic meadow, 
light and hard wood riverslde vegelalion, rough meadow, spring 
zones, cut-off meanders). A tracement through this forest means 
an unbearable lass of a rather inlact riverside ecosystem (fig. 2). 
The area is declared as a nalure reserve and is furthermore an 
important water proteclion area. In order to avold a deslruclion of 
the syslem, a less economical solulion for this part is suggested. 

Fig. 2: Choosing the ecologically compalible Railway Allernalive 

The sensitive area will be passed on a detour of aboul 1.5 km. 
Soulh of the city, the railway line can take over a part of anolher 
track, then cross through agricultural land and end up parallel to a 
street. A suburb of Augsburg has tobe tunneled. 

These two examples show how.lhe aspects of habitat structures 
can be inlegrated in inlrastructural planning schemes in order to 
avoid a further decrease of nalural and valuable siles within a 
densely sellled and greatly influenced counlry. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF A RESTAURATION OF FORMER HABITAT NETWORK
-STRUCTURES AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW ONES IN THE MANAG
MENT OF BIRDS OF PREY; ESPECIALLY THE PEREGRINE FALCON, THE 
WHITE-TAILED EAGLE AND THE HOBBY.* 

D. Vogt 

1. lntroduction 

Thanks to a recovery trend and the resulling need of appropiate 
habitat the connection between the biotopes or former habitats (cf.: 
Habilal Key, VOGT 1978, 1983 and 1987) wilh aclual and polenlial 
habitats (also such that have never been occupied), with the 
habilats of the prey animals (i.e.: bythe proteclion of the vegetalion 
of lhe edges of lhe fields, hedges and walls .„ ), wilh general 
protected areas corresponding lo lhe principle of "economy", 
becomes necessary! 

A program for the eslablishment of connections between the 
biotopes in Rhineland-Palalinate, an regional level in co-opera
Uon wilh the Regional Administration has been translated into 
aclion (in co-operation with the Senior Government Official Fried
rich, Koblenz), since June 1987. First negotiations concerning ils 
realization in the whole country are going an with the Department 
for Environmental Prolection of the Land in Oppenheim (Dr. 
Grünwald). Olher inslilulions and countries like Tchecoslovakia 
(Dr. Trpk) and the GDR (Dr. Dornbusch), who bolh allended lhe 
symposium of the German Haliaaetus Association, have shown 
interest in this projecl. 

2. Structure of the posier exposltlon 

1.1. Monotope of the Peregrine Falcon (VOGT in preparation) 
1.1.1. Sludies on the day rhylhm and behaviour(VOGT 1979, 

1984, 1986) among olher lhings: preferred places and 
duralion of stay relationship between the pair - tenacity 
towards the clulch - the young - the nest. 

1.1.2. Parameter of lhe habitat structure 
- speclrum of possible parameters 
- importance of the different parameters{VOGT 1978, 
1986) 
- evaluation of the different parameters(VOGT 1987 in lhe 
Otting) 

1.1.3. Parameter of habitatstruclures of the different prey animals 
(VOGT in prep) 

1.1.4. Conclusions to be drawn for the protection or rather the 
managemenl of lhe habilal (oomp. also habilal key) 

2. The establishment of connections between the biotopes 
2.1. Former - present peregrine falcon habitats- potential, bul 

nol so far used habilals (oomp. also habilat key) 
2.2. Pere(Jrine falcon habilals - prey animal habitats 
2.3. Peregrine falcon habitats - general areas of proteclion 

3. Application of the results acquired from studies of lhe 
peregrine falcons to the white-tailed eagle, the hobby and 
the goshawk. 

Paramelers (oomp. Habilal Key (VOGT 1987) (1.1.2.)) 
Glitt (quarry, buildings): Heighl, Widlh, distance from clitt - nexl 
stretch of water; widlh of water; shape of facing slope, vegetation of 
the nesting cliff, ground vegetation of the opposite slope, ground 
vegetation of the habitat in area percentage: Forest, open country, 
built - up area. 

Addilional parameters relief-climate, incline of slope, exposition of 
slope, humidity contenl, degree of evaporalion, winds an slope -
winds in the valley, currents of air, daily cycles; direclion of_the 
valley, concave (warm in the night), convex (cold in the night), 
contour of the counlry, lakes of cold air, effects of narrowing of 
valleys a.s.o. 
Risk of disturbance ( fig. 1 ), perching - trees a.s.o. 

eyrie 

• 
,,_ 

A/\Jl.Jl. 

~ u n suiteable l[]cation for observation 

• suiteable location for observation! 

Flg. ~: Disturbance due to proteclion. lnfluence of direct nest control : 
possible stress on breeding pair (comp.: JUNGIUS and HIRSCH 1979) 

A Habitat Key for the Regrlstation and Classlflca
tion of Peregrlne Falcon Habitats. 

The habilal key presenled here ( comp. BLANA 1975) is lhe resull 
of several years of invesligalions (1970-1978) (VOGT 1978 a,b, in 
prinl) at 20 peregrine falcon nesting sites, 4 of which are still active 
today; 144 cliffs or quarries in theirvicinity (wilhin the radius of 5-6 
km) in Rhineland-Palalinate, Hessen and the adjoining areas 
have been studied as weil. 

Special thanks for financial support and the furnishing of map
-material to the Ministry of Agriculture, Vinecullure and Environ
mental Proteclion as weil as to the Governmental Station for the 
Protection or Birds ,of Hessen, Rhineland - Palatinate and the 
Saarland and to Dr. Hemmer(Johannes-Gutenberg University, 
Mainz) for the many years of intensecare for lhe investigations and 
- on behalf of lhe many sources and people who helped with the 
search of eyrie sites and data - to Dr. von ESCHWEGE, GIES
SLER, ROCKENBAUER, SCHARBERT, SCHULER, SINGER and 
VOLKENING. 

The habitat key ("habilal" is used here according to the definition of 
BERNDT & WINKEL 1976) has been developed by oomparing 
slructural charasterislics of optimal and inferior peregrine falcon 
habitats (described in detail in VOGT 1978a, in print). lts purpose is 
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to enable nature conservation aulhorities and people engaged in 
landscape management to find oul from a multilude of possible 
peregrine habitats the oplimal and best and worth protecting and 
thus put lhose people into the position to initiale landscape 
management and habitat proteclion measures (VOGT 1987b, in 
print). 

Such landscape protecling measures become all the more impor· 
tant (comp. RATCLIFF in CHANCELLOR 1977, p. 415) the more 
successf ul the present efforts for the protection and reproduction of 
peregrine falcons have been. A growing population engenders 
growing pressure ot populalion. This leads the pereQrine falcon lo 
accept habitats which are under-optimal, and consequenlly offer 
bad surviving conditions (comp. BERNDT & WINKEL 1976, 
GEILER 1968). lns<'farwildlife conservation measures might atfirst 
be assumed as successful bul will remain wilhout success if there is 

;>.ddlUon Ho. l 

Habitat key 

Registration of Landscape 

l. Preliminary work.'1 
1.l Procure..,.,nt of a topographical rnap 1.25 000 

Number ot a:ap . • . . . .. 
1.2 Marking of the ne„tinsr eyrie on the ml'l.P 
1.3. Drawing a circle (radiu" 5,5 Jo:m) "round the "Yrie 
1.4. Source 

""~ Addres" 

Last activity at t"he eyrie 19. 

1.5. Literary reference.'I 
Place of quotation . 

1.6. 

' 2.1. 

2.1 1. 

2.1. 2. 

2.2. 

2 .3, 

2.4. 

2.5. 

2.6. 

'· 3.0. 
3.0 t. 

3.0.2. 
3.0.3. 

3.1. 

3.2. 

3.3. 

L;ist activity at the eyrie 19 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jissisrrurient of t"he eyrie to a group of eyrie" 
1' ~ "till actlve after 1970 
B - sriven up between 1965 l'l.nd 1970 
C - given up OOfore 1955 

Structure of the Habitat 
Cliff - quarry - bui lding9 

l - free-9tanding 

Heisht 

Widtll 

3 ~ not free-standing 

1~>100GJ 
3•(100m 

1~)300m 

3•(300m 
Distance from cliff - ne:<t .'!treten of water 

1 • 0 - 125m 
2 ~ 125 - 250m 
3 - 500 - 1200:n 
4 ~ ) 1200m 

Width of water 
l - > 20 - < lOOm (rlver) 
2 ~ > 5 - < 15:n {large 9tream/sm11.ll riverJ 
3 • > O - < 5m (rivulet/„„all "tream) 
4 ~ IOOm (very ]arge river) 

Shape of facins slope 
1 • "lope oppoaite leas eteep than the nesting slope 
2 ~ 9Jope oppo9ite ean;e 9teepnes" "" neeting alope 
3 - elope opposite steeper than nestin9 slope 

Nasting cliff 
1 ~ nardly any ve9etation. occasional tree" and bushes 
2 • covered with vegetation 

Ground vegetation of opposite „Jope 
1 - pastureland. farmland, vineyard" or bui\t-up 

area opposite ne.'ltln9 9Jope 
2 - oppsite slope overgrown. exclu11ively forests. 

no pastureland. no farmland, vineyards nor lmilt-up 
areas 

Ground Vegetation of the Habitat Jn ;o.rea Percenta9e 
Prellrnlnary worl<" 
Dra11in9 ot a ra11ter screen of 2 c"' per edge into a circle 
aroun<i the eyrie on the topograp"hical rnap. 
Assigrur..,nt of 16 area unita to every raster squara 
Counting and noting down the area portions (%) 
Forest ......................................... . 
open country (pa„tureland, tarmland. vlneyards ) 

bui\t-up area 
Portion of fore.'!l (%) in the habitat 

1~ 65-BO't 
2- 45-65% 
3~ 25-45% 
4 - < 25<1! 

Open country (%) in the habitat 
1- 20-35'!; 
2~ 35-45% 
3- 45-50% 
4 ~ )60'1; ,( 20'\ 

Huilt-up area 

' -' -' -' -

(%) in the "habitat 
0 - 5% 
5 - Hl't 

10 - 15% 
>15% 

Addition Ho, 2 

lrnproving the 9tructure of the habitat 

lt i!l.l points 2.5.-3.3. the .'lcores differed from 1, landscape rnanagerr:.ent 
rneasuree for t"he fmprovement of the habitat should be etarted. These 
measurea becorne increa!lingJy difficu[t and expen11tve trorn pointa- 2.5. 
to 3.3. on. 
2 5, Freeing the eyrie site of too much vegetation 

(CO"'!', KLEIN-ST;l.,UllER 1936). 
2.6. Freeing of the slope oppoaite eyrie site of too much ve9etation. 

Open land.'lcape has to be created by the prornotion of meadows 
and pastural agriculture and scattered orchards. 

3.1. J'o9tering of a recultlvation in the 1<hole habltat by keeping 
about 20ot of open landscape, however. 

lf the "core l.'1 above 2 at the point9 3.1. and 3 3. a new "habitat 
ahould be looked tor because landacape management rr.easures for an 
improvenent would be too expen9iVe and costly. 

executed, date: 
HevJeed calculation of the score, executed, date: 

~ld score. . ....... new "core. 
Name of person in cbarge of this work. 

not enough quality biotope at lheir disposilion. The most urgent 
tasks for a successful protection of peregrin falcons for the years to 
come will therefore be:lhe registration, conservation and improve
ment of the habitat offered. The allotment or the different scores 
and resulting weighling of lhe individual characteristics of the 
individual structures among each other is effecled on the basis of 
lhe evalualion pattern which has been worked oul already (VOGT 
1987a, in print) and constitules one of many conceivable and 
possible score systems. Hence it follows that the habitat key- ror 
enlarged habitat key camp. VOGT 1984 -inlroduced herein this 
oulline can only be considered as an aid for the field worker and 
should be repealedly revised lo take in account new knowledge 
and insighls. 

The following should be added to Addition No. 1 of the habitat key: 
1. Structural characterislics given in lhe form "habilat key" are to 

be compared with the slructural charasteristic of the habitat in 
question. Note thoroughly the score of each applicable charas
terislic in the little square on the left margin ot lhe form. 

2. Work down all poinls in the established order for the following 
reason: if in seclion 2 a score above 20 is aready attained ( an 
oplimal habitat only scores 8 ), il appears only sensible not to 
continue working at the following, very labour-intensive 
passage No. 3 lhe habitat being in any case one of the least 
valuable ones and therefore nol worthwhile protecling. 

3. Add up all scores. 
4. Judge the habilat in queslion on the basis of the following facts: 

Oplimal habitat : 11 scores 
Inferior habilat: 36 scores 

The score allainable ranges between 11 and 36 points (polar 
variation). The closer lhe atlained score draws to 11 the "better" is 
the habital in question it is therefore more sensible and economical 
to protect such an habilal. The closer the score gets to 36 points the 
less sensible such a habilat proteclion does appear. All habitals 
scoring above 25 should be ruled out from all proleclion considera
tions anyway. 
According to lhe draft for the establishment of conneclions between 
the biolopes area A has priorily to area B : (direct conlact of the 
peregrine falcon habilals wilh prolected area, in which polenlial
prey animals are to be found just as in the peregrine falcon 
habitals). Wilhin area A nesting sites 1 and 3 have the priority. The 
draft appears - comp.: KNUTZEN and FIUCZYNSKI (1986). 
Applicable also 10 the while-tailed eagle and the hobby as weil as 
to the goshawk (VOGT 1987). 

Thanks to their varied requirements to the size of their living space 
the white-tailed eagle, hobby and peregrine falcon serve as good 
"models" for lhe clearing up of possibilities and limils to the 
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eslablishmenl of connections between lhe biotopes rar raptors in 
general. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF EEC-AGRICUL TURAL POLICY ON THE CONDITIONS 
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BIOTOPE STRUCTURES IN RURAL LANDSCAPES -
SOME DANISH EXPERIENCES. 

J. Brandt and P. Agger 

The agricullural policy within the Common Market has until now 
been based on prize- and purchase-garanties for the exisling but 
steady increased production. The agricullural fonds amounted last 
yearto 65o/o of the whole EEC budget and 96% of lhese agricullural 
fonds were used for lhe prize- and market arrangements. Only 4% 
has until now been used for structural purposes. This has not only 
created the wellknown problems of overproduclion and huge and 
expensive slock~ of agricultural products. lt also means, that the 
necessary change of produclion amount and composition has been 
postponed through many years. The forthcoming surely rather 
drastical changes in the agricultural sectoris therefore not only a 
challenge to the traditional agricullural policy, it is also a challenge 
for our fulure work as landscape ecologisls and landscape 
planners. How will this development affecl the agricullural land
scape? In Denmark, the conflict between lhe agricullural seclor and 
the increased environmental pressure has become exlremly crili
cal, for various reasons, which has lobe added to the problem of 
overproduction: 
1. The general trends of concentralion and specialization wilhin 

the agricullure has acceleraled since the 601ies. The average 
farm size has doubled from 15 to 30 ha. Today lhe former 
dominant mixed farming makes up only a quarter of the hold
ings. The changes in the biotope slruclure is conlinuing, too, as 
seen an Fig. 1 (for further details, see AGGER & BRANDT 
1987): 

Fig. 1: Rates of changes (%per year) of amall biotopes 
( linear biotopes and patch biotopes greater than 10 
square meters and lesaer than 2 ha ) in Eastern part of 
Derunark ( average for 5 fjeJd study areas of total 20 
square kilometerl: 

1954-68 1968-81 1981-86 

Lina biotopea -0.6 -2.J -0.5 

Patch biotopes -0.5 -0.8 -0.2 

below here, 

- wa.t patch biotopes -1.0 -2.5 -2.0 

- barrows -0.4 -1.0 -0.0 

- thickets • +0.7 +O.J +O.J 

- other patch-biotopes +6.7 

•including solitary trees 

Alllhough the general rate of removal of bolh line-formed and 
palch biotopes has slown down in the 801ies, lhis hides some 
very different trends for the different biotope types. Especially 
small lakes and ponds are still very threalend. As a new 
tendence, the group "Other patch-biotopes", comprizing first 
of all small given-up areas, is growing rapidly. 

2. The agricullural intensification has let to serious pollution prob
lems, too. First of all through an alarming situalion for the 
freshwater resources and the sea around Denmark, resulling in 
a wide-spread fish-death du ring the last autumns. This almost 
led to a cabinet crises for our govemmenl this spring, where a 
bill was passed for lowering the pollulion of the Danish seas, the 

most expensive antipollulion program ever made in Denmark 
(to an equivalent of 400 US Dollars per inhabitant overlhe nexl 5 
years). The agricullure was definetely seen as lhe big bad wolf 
in lhis case. 

3. In the same period a growing pressure for planning of the open 
land for water supply, forestry, recreational use, nature conser
vation elc. has developed. Facing tendencies of declining 
agricultural prices and agricultural reconstruction within lhe 
Common Market, these interests has been coordinaled within 
lhe Ministry of Environment as a general atlack on the agricul
tural sector, tradilionally the strengest, mosl well-organized 
and efficient economic lobby wilhin lhe Danish sociely. In fact, 
up till now lhe socalled 'agricullural planning' in Denmark has 
almost exclusively been a queslion of keeping lhe open land 
free from any non-agricullural interference. The normal pro
cedures for areal planning, t.ex. setting up binding land use 
plans for local areas, are in danish agricultural areas simply 
forbidden. But facing the agricultural and environmenlal prob
lems; what is the tendencies, and whal to do? In an official 
preliminary report lrom 1985 the fulural marginalization of 
agricultural land has been estimated up to 15% ot lhe tolal 
nalional territory. A comprehensive research programme 
involving more than 40 research groups from different inslilu
lions has been carried out last year as basis for formalion of a 
policy on the socalled 'marginal soils' which has been discussed 
in the parliament in spring 1987. Our sludy-group has been 
responsible for the invesligation of the tendencies ot land use in 
the Weichei moraine landscape, forming 2/3 of the Danish 
lerritory, and responsible of giving proposal for a management 
for the marginal soils in these areas. This could partly be based 
on our investigalions an the development of small biolopes 
carried out since 1978, see AGGER & BRANDT (1984), 
AGGER & JENSEN (1984), BRANDT (1986), BIOTOP
GRUPPEN (1986). Comparing our surveys in 1981wilh1986 
we could in fact record clear tendencies of abandoning agricu1-
lural land in areas, where il was not seen 5 years earlier, as seen 
on fig. 1. Dispile lhese tendencies the decline of especially wet 
biolopes are still going an. Bulin fact two different directions of 
changes can be seen: Areas with poorer agricullural conditions 
mighl be more slabiliezed, concerning biotope structure, due to 
the general low pressure on the land use and due to growing 
environmental protection and recrealional use. Areas with 
betler agricultural condilions seems however to show a con
linued - and maybe strengthend - intensification of land use 
with the result of conlinued reduction of lhe number and areas of 
small biotopes. This has been sludied especially in lhe 
surroundings of greater Copenhagen: 

In the rather sandy and hilly landscape north of Copenhagen -
tradilionally the social upper class residenlial areas - we can see 
clear tendencies of more extensive land use. Small planlalions are 
made, and former areas within the rotalion are used for grazing 
sheep and horses. And wilhin the rotalional areas the character of 
the rural landscape is slabilized: Almost no reduction in the amount 
and composition of the biolope structure is to be seen during the 
last years. A growing part of the farmers has tobe characterised as 
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spare-time-farmers, with other priorilies and economic 
possibilities lhan full-lime farmers. In the hinterland of Kge Bug! 
soulh of Copenhagen on the flat and loamy ground morains, some 
of the best soils in Denmark - where a row of new working class 
residenlial areas has been situated - the tendencies quiet opposite: 
Here no signs of sponlaneous marginalization can be seen. On the 
conlrary. The intensificalion goes further an. The majority of the 
agricullural land is cullivaled by full-lime-farmers. The amalga
mation of production units goes an as weil as the reduclion of the 
biotopes. This happens in a region with a growing need for 
recrealional areas. This diversion of developmental tendencies 
calls obviously for different recommendations concerning manage
ment strategies: In the areas wilh sponlaneous marginalization the 
biotope structure can mostly be preserved through volunlary 
arrangemenls: 

The main problem is the accessibilily for lhe public due to private 
ownership. Allthough only a very minor part of the biotopes in the 
agricullural landscape from a biological point of view need to be 
prolected againsl the public, it has nevertheless been used as a 
general argument to prevent increased rights on public accessibil
ity lo the open land. In the areas with good agricullural conditions 
more slrict regulations seems to be needed: 

Exproprialive conservation can be used, but are exlremely expen
sive, and are practically only used in areas of special natural or 
cultural interests, and such areas are seldom concentrated on the 
good agricultural land. The most important single mean of regula
tion is here the so called paragraph 43 in the nature conservalion 
act, which stales that changes in the beds of open watercourses, of 
lakes, bogs, moors, heaths, sall meadows and sall marshes of 
certain size shall be subject to the permission of the nature 
conservalion authorities. Since 1972 lhe range of biotope types 
covered by this paragraph has been widened several times and the 
minimum size hasbeen lowered, see KOESTER (1984). Todaythe 
paragraph comprizes the following types and minimum sizes, as 
shown in the firsl coloum of Fig. 2: 

Fig. 2. Existlng. reCO..-"ll!Onded and gover=ent<>l '3Ugested mlnli...m si~es in 
square &eters for paragraph 4.3-oreos in Uonmarlt. 

() · nie percentago C of nwnb<!r ( or lengh ) of biotopos ,.-Hhin the givon 
groupJ that estimatod would be covered by the recomMnded regulatlon. 
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Our recommondations, shown in the middle coloum was generally 
to lower the limits to secure the regulalion of al least half of the 
exisling biotopes. As a result of the debale in the parliament the 
government has suggesled once again to reduce lhe minimum size 
of small lakes and ponds as shown in the righl coloumn, and a 
majority in the Parliament (outside the Government) has suggested 
an even more radical reduclion. Also the problem concerning 
connectivily has been taken up and supported bythe majority in the 
parliament. A bufferzone of 2 limes the bollom width on each side of 
the smaller watercourses is suggested, along wilh 6 m. broad 
bufferzones around all other biolopes protecled by paragraph 43. 
Pesticide-free zones along hedges are discussed, too. In order to 
maintain a minimal connectivily in the landscape our sludy group 

recommends a set of struclura1 models, see AGGER & BRANDT 
(1986), AGGER et al. (1987): 

A. The corridor model, that guides the planning of connections 
between all lhe more importanl wetlands, foresls or pasture 
areas - primary guided by bio-ecological principles. 

B. The road struclure model, that gives guidance lo where mar
ginalization of fields might be given opportunily to satisfy 
recreational needs(guided by recrealional principles}. 

C. The boundary model, which states, !hat all farm-boundaries 
shall carry some sort of small biolopes -guided mainly by a 
hislorical-geographica1 principle, bul in practise, the other 
principles are here insome way incorporated. Now, to elucidate 
these models, we have to go a little inlo the different experian
ces and philosophies concerning landscape development: 
From the very beginning of the formation of !ALE, the linkage 
between landscape ecology and landscape planning has been 
stressed. The development of landscape ecology as an inter
disciplineary scientific field ot work is our main purpose, but it 
can only be developed in interrelation wilh praclise.But practise 
is not only the physical planning, say lhe construction of an 
optimal biotope struclure wilhin an agricultural landscape. This 
is so to say the technical side of praclise. But lhere are also 
economical, juridical, political and ideological precondilions, 
which has to be taken into consideration, if we want to take the 
linkage between lheory and praclise serious.A general - or 
probably lhe general- praclical question concerning the theme 
'connectivily in landscape ecology' within the high industrialized 
countries, has to do with the consequences of agricullural 
developmenl - especially the inlensification through industriali· 
zalion, chemification, amalgamation and specialization ot farm 
holdings. The very engaged "hedgerow movement" wilhin 
IALE has also to be seen in lhis context.But different 
experiences wilhin the sludy of agricultural development miglh 
give rize to different ideologies concerning the status of the 
biotope struclure and the landscape management: lf we look at 
lhe development of the areal structure of agricullural areas of 
the mid-west of the USA during the period of European 
selllement, the patch biolope structure can obviously be seen 
as remnants of the former dominant forest (see WHITNEY & 
SOMERLOT 1985 and SHARPE et al. 1987). The development 
of the Danish agricultural landscape during the same period 
gives quite another picture. Around year 1800 lhe foresl area of 
Denmark was on its absolute minimum of 4%. The non-rec· 
laimed areas was moslly wetlands used as paslures and 
peatbogs. Almosl none of the existing biotopes can be seen as 
primary biotopes, i.e. remnants from an original natural biotope 
struclure. This is in fact the case for most european agricultural 
landscapes.ln Denmark, the principal slructure of the cullural 
induced biolopes in the agricullural landscape is indeed very 
old. II goes back to the beginning of the last cenlury, where a 
very comprehensive land reclamation (in german: Flurbereini
gung) was forced through all over Denmark within very few 
years. lt was a real landscape revolulion, which basically 
formed- designed - our present agricullural landscape for 
almost 200 years ago.The removal of small biotopes since the 
501ies has been most comprehensive wilhin the farms. So, in 
Eastern Denmark, some 80o/o of the remaining small biotopes 
are related to farm boundaries, ot which a significant part goes 
back to the time of the big land reclamation. In the presenl 
contexl two points concerning practice should be slressed 
upon: 

1. Aiming at maintenance and improvementof the living condilions 
for wild plants and animals - and human beings - in the 



agricultural landscape cannot be separated from the general 
trends within lhe agricullural development. lt has to be seen not 
as a supplementary, but as an integrated partof the planned and 
unplanned agricultural development. 

2. Since the biotope struclure has to be seen as an anlropogeni
ous struclure, its management cannot and should not only be 
based on landscape ecological principles. Historical functional 
non-agricultural (e.g. recrealional) and esthetical viewpoints 
might be of much more importance in the political proces, see 
BRANDT (1987). The philosophy behind the lhree models can 
be formulated in lhis way: Sience is normally a weil reputated 
argument. But we might produce confusion if we to much slress 
upon the narrow bio-ecological arguments, wich probably will 
come out of our focusing an the problems of conneclivity. In fact, 
a lot of other tendencies and interesls concerning connectivity 
goes in the same direction. And these should not be underesti
maled. Finally we have to underline the first point mensioned 
above: We have to admit, that this way of conservation strategy 
is a very defensive and dangerous way of acting. Maybe it will 
not work at all. Probably the hole philosophy is wrang, unless it 
succeeds in taking the agricullural changes, which are taking 
place in the intensively used parts of the agricultural landscape 
into con~ideration.With the environmental polilical winds blow
ing forthe time being we might secure a formal biotope struclure 
and a certain connectedness. Bul it would not fit functionally -
ecologically as well as economically- into the intensive agricul
ture. Despile of a lot of discussions an reports on lhe structural 
problems within lhe agricullural sector it is most probable, that 
general prize- and marked regulations will continue tb domi
nate within the Commen Marked. With falling prizes the dis
cribed diversion will be speeded up with the result of marginali
zation ot great areas, and further intensification of lhe good 
agricultural areas.There is a strong connexion belween the 
general landscape ideology within the population, and the 
understanding and acceptance of the functions of the landscape 
elements. So if the trend conlinues, we wonder if the polilical 
popularity of the very succesfull eureopean "hedgerow move
ment" would not suddenly disappear, and we would be blamed 
for keeping a system of quite artificial and academic landscape 
design principles, which nobody would undersland and accepl. 
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STUDY OF SOME CONNECTING LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES AND THEIR 
RECENT EVOLUTION IN THE BASIN OF MONTMEYAN (PROVENCE, 
FRANCE). 

G. LARNOE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Starting from the late nineteenlh cenlury, the country-side of the 
Provence was, and still is, the scene of many important agrarian 
transrormalions and related socio-economical changes as never 
before. This process exerts pressure on several landscape ele
menls that build up the slructural idenlity of the area, and also 
affecls the social livability of the village communities. 

In this context, a study has been carried out in the Basin of 
Montmyan (department of the Var). Especially lhe former item 
(landscape slructure) is focused in this article. For a detailed 
analysis ot the socio-economical aspects, the reader is referred to 
LARNOE (1987). 

2. AIMS OF THE STUDY 

lt is possible to dislinguish three specific aims: 

- the detection and conslruction of the "tradilional landscape 
slructure" (different habital networks). 

- the study of the evolulion of the agrarian structures during the 
last forty years (1944-1983). 

- lhe analysis of the impact of this recent evolution upon the 
landscape patrimony. 

Ci lornoe 't4 

Flg. 1; Localion of lhe Basin of Montmliyan in tha Provence (1) : Study area 

3. LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA 

The Basin ot Montmyan (departmenl of lhe Var) is situated in the 
north of the "Basse-Provence calcaire", which is characlerized by 
a ·succession of ridges and plateaus of Secondary rocks (limes
tone), separated by Tertiary basins (clay, marl, sandslone). Near
est regional centres are Aix (50 km), Manosque (30 km), Castellane 
(35 km), Draguignan (40 km) and St-Maximin (25 km) (lig.1). Due 
to this isolated location, lhe socio-economical silualion in the 
sludy area depends almosl completely on agriculture. 

Fig. 2 shows the different agrarian regions of the Provence. The 
Basin of Monlmyan lies peripheral lo the "core region" of two 
agrarian zones: the "Montagne de Haule Provence" and the 
"Coteaux de Provence". The former is characterized by !arge 
exploitations ( ) 50 ha), sheep-rearing and the produclion of 
fodder-plants; the latter is an area wilh small exploitalions ( 1 5 ha) 
and a monoculture of vineyards. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

The applied methodology- tripartite - is a combination of a number 
of techniques in regional geography and landscape science. As a 
first step a chorological land classificalion (synthelic-parametric 
approach) was made, based upon lithology and average slope. 
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_, ___ ,~„ 
Fig. 2: Agrarian regions ol the Provence 

(1) : Study area 
Source: M.C. AMOURETII el al. 1977, p.71 fig.34) 

This provided a proper basis for a multitemporal analysis of the 
different landscape elements and components, by means of a 
supervised aerial photo interpretation (1944 - 1958 - 1979) and 
complemenlary field-work (1983). Atlenlion was fixed an settle
ment patlerns, land use and agrarian structures (arrangement of 
parcels, field system, size of agricultural exploilalions, land 
tenure,.„). Finally, it was possible to draw a chorological landscape 
classification map (synthelic -paramelric approach), based an 
settlement pallerns, land use and agrarian structures. 

More information about the technique of land(scape) classification 
can be found, among olhers, in lhe articles of DAELS & ANTROP 
(1977) and HOWARD & MITCHELL (1980). 

5. RESULTS 

Fig.3 gives an overview of the typical arrangement of patches, lines 
and dols wilhin the landscape as it originated from an inlimate 
relalionship between man and nature through cenluries. The 
following tradilional "landscape unils" are distinguished: 
1. Terrace area 

- bundle of lang and narrow slrips within a patlern of fragmented 
holdings. 

- no farmstead access. 
- oliveyards ( & vineyards). 
- typical lerraces: bench terraces & irrigation terraces. 
- absence ot tarms. 

II. Village-area with tradilional polyculture 

- bundle of regular small blocks within a pattern of lragmented 
holdings. 

- no farmstead access. 
- small scale lraditional polyculture. 
- typical isolated farms: "mas". 
- "cabanons" (little sheds) spread all over the fields. 

III. Area wilh large exploilations 

- bundle of regular large blocks within a pattern of compact 
holdings. 

- farmslead access. 
- specialization in cereals or vineyards. 
- large exploilations ( • 50 ha). 
- typical isolated farms: "bastides" and "domaines". 
- absence of "cabanons". 

IV. Village-area wilh exploilalions of intermediate size 

- bundle of regular blocks (intermediate size) within a patlern of 
fragmented holdings. 

- rarely farmstead access. 
- combinalion cereals/vineyards. 
- exploitations of inlermediate size ( 10-50 ha). 
- typical isolated farms: Jlmas" and "bastides". 
- "cabanons" spread all over the fields. 

The impact of economic policy concerning agriculture on the 
agrarian structures during lhe last forty years is illustrated by fig.4. 
Nolice the decline of the small scale traditional polyculture 
("medilerranean trilogy" - cereals, vines and olives): an the one 
side there is a transformation to wasted lands and residenlial zones 
near the villages of Monlmeyan and Quinson; an lhe olher hand big 
landowners switch-over, moslly to cereals sometimes to viney
ards. 

Finally, lhe consequences of this evolution for the "struclural 
identity" of the different landscape units is also indicated on fig.3 : 
areas in black already los! their identity; shaded zones are under 
severe "stress". 

6. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

The tradilional polyculture, and with this certain social classes 
(small landowners and tenant-farmers) are sutfering from the 
etfects of the economic policy concerning agriculture (mechaniza
tion, scaling up, switch-over to cash crops, ... ). 

Consequenlly some zones, especially the areas surroundlng lhe 
villages and also the terraced agricultural zones an the slopes, are 
loosing lheir identily and funclion wilhin the relaled habilat network. 
Those lypical landscape unils lhreaten to disappear by changing 
inlo wasted lands, residenlial zones (second homes) or unifor
mized agricultural areas. 
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ORDER AND DISORDER IN LANDSCAPE: THE ANALYSIS OF THE TRANS
FORMATION OF A SUBMEDITERRANEAN-MONTANE LANDSCAPE 
(1935-2035) 

A. VAN DEN BERG, A.H.F. STORTELDER, W. VOS 

1. lntroduction 

There are many definitions of landscape (e.g. ZONNEVELD 1979, 
TJALLINGll & DE VEER eds. 1982, NAVEH & LIEBERMAN 1984, 
FORMAN & GODRON 1986). Landscape is interpreted here as a 
region wilh a characteristic spatial arrangement of ecotopes. 
Therefore, ils analysis may be understood as lhe assessmenl of 
order and disorder in lhe pallerns of ecotopes at any map scale and 
in any slage of development. 

The present study deals with the Solano Basin (ca. 10.000 ha; 
eastern Tuscany, ltaly) (Figura 1 ). The order of its landscape was 

-</ 
FIAENZEo •SOlANO BASIN 

( 

Fig. 1. Location of the Solano Bas'1n (Tuscany, ltaly). 

analysed by: (a) identifying the different constituent landscape 
unils, each of them formed by recurrent patlerns of ecotope lypes, 
with lhe divisive cluster program TWINSPAN (HILL 1979), (b) 
determining the most characterislic combinations of ecotopes 
wilhin each landscape unit by the application of spatial mutual 
information analysis. 

In lhe past 50 years, land use changed radically in the Solano Basin 
and the surrounding Tuscan Apennines. The population number 
feil by more than 50o/o, and lhe number of people working in 
agricullure and forestry decreased considerably more. Abandon
ment of land and relaxalion of land use are widespread: arable 
fields and pastures became eroded sites, shrublands, secondary 
canopy forest, etc. Only locally did land use inlensificalion occur. 
Erosive sltes were foresled, favourable siles were occupied by 
modern vineyards, etc. As a result, the traditional landscape 
gradually transformed, and may be expected to change slill more in 
fulure. 

These landscape transformations were studied by quantifying not 
only the present-day patterns of ecotopes (1985), but also lhose 
that could be reconstructed for 1935, and the silualion !hat may be 
expected in 2035. The latter simulalion resulted from an a simple 
land use scenario, based an currenl lrends. 

2. Information and landscape 

Order and disorder in landscape as perceived by people serves as 
a source of information. In this sense, different landscapes, repre
senling different arrangements of ecolopes, differ from each other 
as sources of informalion. In lhe literature, the concepts of order 
and disorder are associated with some degree of prediclability in 
the occurrence of elemenls or events in space and/or time (e.g. 
PHI PPS 1984). The higherthe predictability of an ecotope type as a 
neighbour of an other ecolope type, lhe !arger the order in the 
landscape concerned: in an ordered landscape, ecotope types 
occur in predictable, recurrent, patterns. 

In ecology, informalion is considered tobe at its minimum when a 
system characterislic is complelely random (e.g. KWAKERNMK 
1982, 1984); disorder or entropy ls lhen at its maximum. This is the 
case if lhe phenomenon (here ecolope type) is everywhere or 
randomly dislribuled. Finding it at a randomly chosen place does 
not add lo whal is known, and therefore provides lillle informalion 
an lhe spatial organisation of landscape. This is also true when il is 
absent or occurs fortuilously. Much spalial informalion is provided, 
however, by an ecotope type !hat occurs in a recurrenl pattern with 
other ecolope types. Finding it reduces the uncertainty in the 
occurrence ot neighbouring ecotopelypes considerably. 

3. Ecotope clustering procedure 

According to our definition, the ecolopes wilhin a landscape 
constilute 'characteristic' arrangements. This brings forward the 
problem how to determine the latter. We approached this problem 
by applying a TWJNSPAN cluster analysis to the pattern of 
ecotopes, given by an ecolope map at scale 1 :50,000 wilh 80 
ecotope types(see VOS & STORTELDER in prep.), !hat was 
transformed inlo a grid data base. The grids correspond wilh 
field-dimensions of approximately 80 x 80 metres and map
-dimenslons al scale 1 :50,000 of 1.6 x 1.6 mm. 

Recurrent patterns of ecotope types, that may be found in this way, 
constilule larger spatial unils at different levels ot agglomeration. In 
our case, we identified landscape units and landscape systems 
respectively, both with a characleristic arrangemenl of ecotopes. 
The subsequent steps in the conversion ot ecotopes to landscape 
units and landscape systems are schematically depicted in Figure 
2. 

With a search program applied to lhe grid dala base, we deter
mined which ecotope types are neighbours and how frequentlythis 
occurs. For more detail, see VOS & STORTELDER (in prep.).This 
procedure resulled in a relative frequency table of ecotope lypes 
(cenlralgrids) x ecolope types (neighbouring grids). These frequen
cies were subsequenlly corrected for lhe population dimensions in 
the other dimension of the frequency matrix too, wilh a melhod 
given by GUILLERM (1971 ). The ecotope lypes were clustered, 
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Fig. 2. Simplified procedure of the presenl sludy. 

using lhe neighbouring ecotope types as atlribules and their 
corrected relalive frequencies as 'weights'. The TWINSPAN-out
put is a two-way table of cenlral ecotope types against neighbour
ing ecotope lypes (Figure 3), that proved to be very important for 
lhe identification of the combination or ecotope types forming 
landscape unils. Upon closerobservalion of the rows ot lhe table, il 
appears that some ecolope types, (so-called exclusively differen
tiating ecotope lypes)occur more or less exclusively within one 
landscape unit (wilh more than 50o/o of lhe ecotope types of that 
land uni! as neighbour and with less than 25o/o of the ecotope types 
of anothergiven land unit as neighbour). Otherecotope lypes occur 
nearly exclusively in two orthree landscape units. A comblnation of 
jusl these two categories provides a rather 'complete' paltern of 
land units. s'ame land units appear tobe defined very weil by these 
relatively exclusive ecotope types while others are less so, display
ing more disorder. Landsystems were identifiedand mapped in the 
same way as land units, although at higher levels of aggregation. 

4. Mutual informatlon assessment 

Information as defined in information theory by SHANNON & 
WEAVER (1949), refers to lhe amount of uncertainty in an event 
lhat is reduced by an observation. The information obtained, is 
assumed to equal the negative logarithm of the probability of the 
occurrence of lhat event or phenomenon, here an ecotope type. 
Mutual information, negentropy or redundancy, may be defined as 
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Fig. 3. Par1 ol the ordered two-way table of ecolope types (cenlral ecolope 
types (neighbouring grids), made wilh TWINSPAN. 

the overlap of the informalion contents of phenomena with respect 
lo each other. Spalial mutual informalion refers here to the mutual 
informalion of spalial units (ecotopes) within an area. In lhat case 
the uncertainty of the occurrence of a given ecotope lype will be 
reduced by finding a 'message' from il1 in this case a neighbouring 
ecotope type wilh redundant informalion. Mulual information analy
sis has been applied to the relationships between plant species and 
their site lactors by GODRON (1968), GUILLERM (1971 ), LEPART 
& DEBUSSCHE (1980), KWAKERNAAK (1982, 1984). Mutual 
information lheory has been discussed fundamentally by ABRAM
SON (1963). 

The level of order of the landscape units and the contribution of 
separate ecotopes 10 it, were assessed by applying the mutual 
informalion concept to the spatial arrangement of the ecotopes. 

The data were generated by applying search programs from MAP 
to the grid data base: our samples are grids wilh a particular 
ecotope type, !hat have neighbouring grids with the same or olher 
ecotope types. Mulual informalion values of the ecotope types 
were compuled as indicated by GUILLERM (1971) (compare 
KWAKERNAAK 1982, 1984, VOS & STORTELDER in prep.). 

The possibility that ecotope types with high mutual informalion 
values are part of any characteristic arrangemenl ot ecotopes, is 
large compared to ecotope lypes with low mutual information 
values. In this sense, land unils and ecotope arrangements wilhin 
them, may display different levels of order. This was traced in the 
following way. 

All separate couples of one particular ecotope type E with its 
neighbouring ecotope type S contribute to the mutual information 
value of lhat ecotope lype E. In facll the mutual information value is 
a summation of a number of so-called 'partial' informalion values. 
In a particular landscape, where only some of these couples occur 
togelher in a limited space, one part ot the area contributes 



especially 10 some of the 'partial'information values, whereas other 
parts contribute to olher ones. Where ecolope types with high 
'partial' informalion values occur in recurrent combinations, the 
arrangement of ecotopes has a high level of order, and will surely 
be relatively characleristic. For each of the more lhan 16,000 grids 
we delermined with a search procedure the neighbouring ecolope 
types in eight directions. The 'partial' information values belonging 
to these eight combinations were added and the average 'partial' 
mutual information value of the grid concerned wascomputed. This 
resulted in a relalive figure, to be used only in comparisons wilh 
other grids. By averaging the obtained grid values for entire land 
unils, lhe average 'partial' mutual information values of these larger 
unils was also delermined. In our opinion, lhe figures give a good 
indication of lhe relative levels and order of the different land units 
wilhin lhe Solano Basin. 

Finally, the contributions of the separate ecotopes to these average 
'partial' mutual information values of lhe land units were deter
mined by computing lheir ralios. These ratios were subdivided inlo 
five classes and visualized with MAP (Figura 4). The resulling map 
gives some insight in those parts of the land unils lhat have more 
characleristic arrangemenls of ecotopes, or higher levels of order, 
than others. 

5. Changlng landscapes 

Changes in land use have schematically been depicted in Figura 5. 
For the reconslruction of the land units at a time about 50 years ago, 
information was galhered by panchromalic aerial photographs, old 
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lopograhical maps, present-day field indications of former land 
use, and inquiries among farmers and forest managers. In addition 
historical documents have been sludied. For the simulation of land 
unils 50 years in lhe future, a scenario was formulaled which was 
roughly based an current trends in land use transformalion (Figure 
6). The ecological consequences of the scenario at ecotope level, 
have been assessed by the use of sequential series of ecotope 
development (see VOS & STORTELDER in prep.). Knowing the 
ecolope types from 1935, and simulating those from 2035, the 
same procedures were followed as for the recent siluaUon. Land 
units of the Solano Basin in 1935, 1985 and 2035 are shown in 
Figura 7. 

6. Results 

Main results are (a) maps of land units in 1935, 1985, 2035, and (b) 
a map of 'ecolope infarmalion values'. The farmer enable conclu
sions an trends in landscape lransformation, the lauer on the 
places where the most characleristic combinations of ecotopes 
within the different landscape units are situated. A main trend in 
landscape lransformation, is the replacement of the fine-grained 
pattern of the traditional landscape by a coarse pattern. The former 
has a ralher high diversity of ecotope types, expressing a broad 
spectrum mutually dependent land utilizalion types. The lauer is 
dominated by production- and erosion-conlrol forests an one 
hand and inlensive agricullure an the other. Paslures, coppice 
forest for charcoal burning, sweet chestnut forest, and collura mista 
an man-made lerracelles, delermined to a large extent the 
characler of lhe Tuscan Apennine landscape. They will not con
linue in lhe tradilional way and, as a consequence, some traditional 
Tuscan landscapes will vanish. Highly informative places are 
spread over lhe whole area. Theyoccur especially where recurrent 
pallerns of North- and Soulh-facing slopes, separated by dry 
grassy inlerfluves and wet stream beds, are prominent. Other 
highly informative places are those where man-made terracelles 
with coltura misla combine in a characteristic way with both sweet 
chestnul fruil forests and oak coppice foresls. Of all traditional 
landscapes, !hat of the high pastures is the least informative; al this 
moment a great part of it is in fact already replacedby shrublands 
thal spalially hardly ditterentiate. 

These developmenls appear to be highly aulonomous. There are 
as yet no efficient plans at, variously, local, regional, national or 
international levels, that deal with these developments by allocat
ing new functions and management regimes lo fit in with the 
characler of these landscapes. 
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SAHELTRANSHUMANCE 

EXAMPLE OF CONNECTIVITY OF HABITATS WITH SEASONAL CON
STRAINTS: TWO COMPLEX CONNECTED SYSTEMS IN BURKINA FASO/MALI 

Description - Analysis - Consequences for land use planning 

S.M.E. Groten 

Transhumance is an extensive livestock production system, in 
which more er less regular seasonal movemenls are made bet
ween summer- and winterpaslures. lt will be described as a 
system, in which herdsmen live close togelher wilh lhe animals, 

:.::.:;f;:R) '"""' )--##'""""" --~; ~'~:~;:.~:;. 
Communal grazing Ranch „„ •.. „~• "'" ...,,.,,,, 

Fig. 1: Extensive grazing syslems (from H.V. GlLS, l.S. ZONNEVELD, W.V. 
WIJNGAARDEN, 1982). 

and where human and animal requirements are inlegrated. The 
difference wilh Nomadism lies in the 

- existance of a permanent settlement in one ot the grazing areas 
- different climalological zones: Nomadism in N-Sahel and Sah-

ara, Transhumance in S-Sahel to S-Sudan Zone. 
- Higher regularity of N- S movements due to lesservariability of 

rainfall. (see fig. 2) 
- More integration into agricullural syslems: settling of herds on 

farmers fields after harvest and exchange ot producls: millel and 
waler against milk, manure and handicraft products. 

- less vulnerability to drought spells because of better integration/ 
communicalion with high rainfall areas. 

Study area + methods 

The study area are the three sahelian provinces of Burkina faso 
wilh lraditional wet season- and some dry season pastures, which 
are connected by transhumance and lhrough nomadism lo grazing 
areas in Mali, Southern Burkina faso, and lo a tesser extent, to 
Niger (see rig. 3). These transhumance cycles are described in the 
posier. 

Table 1 shows some characteristics of the transhumance, 
nomadic- and sedenlary syslems. 

This presentation is mainly based on group- and individual 
interviews and discussions during the wel season 1986 with (agro) 
pastoralists on 16 sites of the study area, by a multidisciplinary 
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menl in space and time, from l.S. ZONNEVELD (1984). 
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syslems are originating. 
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Tab. 1: Same characlerislics ol 2 lranshumance - and relaled grazing 
systems originating form the sahelian provinces ol Burkina Fase (siluation in 
1986). 

GRAZING SYST<lol N-SA/-!EL NORTHERN SOUTREIDC SEOEN1MlY 
NCMADISM TRA}iSHU<lANCE TRANS\MWICE SYSI'E)I 

(N/S Sahel) (S-Sahcl/Sudan) S-Sahel 

GRAziiill-ZONE ____________ _ 

wet season 
dry season 
RHNfALL (...,/y) 

arid 6rid 
semi arid semi arid 
200-400 200-400 

semi arid 
sub-h<Ulid 
300-1200 
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team. The interviews were conducted syslematically with the help 
of a checklisl prepared an the basis of a set of preliminary 
inlerviews and identilication of key issues. 

The siles (including nomadic camps, and an illegal goldcamp), 
were chosen according to the crileria: agroecological stratification 
(on LANDSAT -MSS imagery + maps), ethnical composition of the 
population, degree of degradation of the area, distance from 
provincial capitals (far + close by), proposals of local authorilies. 

Exploitation of complementary land resources by 
transhumance: 

Under the mono-modal and semi-arid rainfall regime, land 
resources of lhe Sahel show typical seasonal conslrainls to 
livestock production and human living, which can be avoided by 
movements to areas with beller resources al that time (lable 2). 

Tab. 2: Faclors influencing decisions on transhumance movemen\s (Burkina 
Faso- Mah) 

Nat. forage availability 
Forage quality 
Wtiler 
Avail. Crop re:!idues 
Sa lt licks 
Avoidance di.sea.!!le!I 
Avoide.nce agrie.area 
Cultivatio11 
Collectio11 wild eereals 
Collectio11 handic.raft 
11usterial 
Reunion fBlllily 
Trade 

Mov..ment to 
wet aeaaou arelll 

Morthem Southem 
Trarishuza.oce 

X X 

= ~ 

(x) 
X ~ 

~ ' (x) ~ 

X 

' 
x - xxx = lcrw to hig.h importanee 

Movement to 
dry season arelll 

lforthern Southem 
Tr81\sh\IZ8Ilce 

X = 
= ' ' ~ 

' ' 
(x) 

seperale X 

' ~ X 

Each timely movemenl by herdsmen to a complemenlary non
-degraded habitat means increase of the overall produclivilyof the 
system. These movements can be avoided in a sedentary system 
in a semiarid zone only by partly using exlernal inpuls (lick slones, 
agro-industrial byproducls) or by risking over-grazing around the 
setllemenls. 

Productlvlty of a transhumant system compared 
to a sedentary system 

Under the conditions of high variability ol resources in space and 
time, and in absence of available supplementary resources, a 
mobile grazing syslem performs better than a sedenlary system. 

Table 3 shows !hat according to calculalions of H. BREMAN 
(1986)1he carrying capacity of simitar grazing syslems in Mali can 
ditter al least by a factor two between a mobile and a sedenlary 
system. The dry season lranshumance in Mali to the delta of lhe 
Niger can be considerd comparable to the northern transhumance 
described by this article. 

Tab. 3: The necessary area (ha) per UBT for 6 stock-farming syslems in Mali 
du ring a year with normal rainfalland du ring a year wilh very low rainfall. (H. 
BREMAN 1986) 

i~ßZißi5y;te111s ----Rßirifall-----------------
____________ !Q~_PrQ~~~!!!lr_ 

no111adis111. 
transhUDtance 

d.s. Delta 
d. a. save.ne 

sedenta.ire 
sud Sahel 
Delta 
sava.ne 

normal dry 
14 42 

3 

• 
10 

• 6 

7 
10 

20 
10 
15 

Bo!Ueneck of the overall produclivity is then not the seasonally 
occuring conslraints of individual small land units, but the stocking 
rate in relation to the carrying capacity of !arge bioclimatic zones. 
However one conslraint can be so importanl, lhat it cannol be 
overcome even by movements. 

These constraints limiting the overall productivity of lhe whole 
agropastoralisl syslem are: 

1. climatic disasters 
2. widespread overgrazing conlributing to desertification 
3. widespread reduction of (dry-season) pastures due to increase 

of agricultural (valleys + depressions) 
4. occurance of diseases (tsetse etc ... ) in the savanna area 

Orinking water is no major limiling factor. In 1984 the animals died 
from slarvalion, not from thirst! 

Some conslderations on management aspects of 
transhumance and on land use planning: 

Considering the 4 major constrainls, we see that 2 (widespread 
overgrazing and reduction of dry season pastures due to agricul
lure) are subject to land use planning, while no 1 (climate) cannot 
directly be influenced. 

Since feasable concepts and posilive experiences wilh rangement 
management and land use planning were lacking, thedevelopment 
of lhe livestock sector has mainly concenlrated on constraint no 4 
(diseases) and on increase of water availability, and thus increas-



ing the importance ot constraint no 2 and 3 (overgrazing and 
increase of agriculture). 

Meanwhile, lhe condilions for policy making have changed partly 
and justity new allempts: Mainly the introduction ot the land reform 
by lhe governmentof Burkina taso by ils law of 4-8.1984, the truil 
ot some years or silent work ar some development projects and the 
increasing awareness of apart ar lhe agropasloralist population of 
land degradation and the necessity of changes. 

Transhumance or sedentarisatlon? - theoretical 
versus practical conslderations 

From an ecological and livestock production point of view we know 
that the carrying capacity of the land is higher under transhumance 
than under a sedenlary syslem (under the condition: low available 
inpuls, high variability resources): but is it higher on a sustained 
basis? 

Sustained basis means lhat il will not lead 10 land degradation. 
Landdegradation can be avoided by regulation of the stocking rate 
and avoidance of deslructive practices. Bul this is difficult, if 
herdsmen, like in shifting cullivation, don't care about degradation 
since lhey think, they can move somewhere eise. Only apart slarts 
to see that their environment has its limils, and that they have to 
take responsibilily for rangeland management. 

From a rangeland management point of view, a transhumance 
system is far more difficult to manage than a (semi)sedenlary 
system: 

- Necessity to conslruct transhumance cattle tracks lhrough 
densely populated agricullural areas 

- Adressing of herdsmen only possible during apart of the year 
- Generally no fixed individual land richts but communal grazing, 

which decreases feeling ar responsibilily for proper rangeland 
management. 

- Movements across nalional boundaries. 
- Lillle inclinalion of traditional-feeling pasloralists to land prepa-

ration melhods necessary to regenerale certain rangelands. 
- litlle control of deslructive practises possible. 
- lillle social-professional organisation. 

Uwould be unrealistic to da lhe second step (improvement transhu
mance) before the first step (village and inter-village pasture 
reserves), which can be reatised due lo the laws imposed by lhe 
land reform of Burkina Faso, under the condilion of real participa
tion of the population. 

lnfact this would be possible forthe transhumants also around their 
permanent dwelling, bul in a conflict over grazing righls in other 
areas a sedentary agropastoralist will nearly always be lhe winner, 
since he can keep all year round control over the area and can use 
agriculture + artilicial watersources as weapon lo defend his rights 
againsl (olher) liveslock holders. So the olher will have to become 
(semi)sedentary as well. 

At the same time large grazing reserves in the S-Sahel and 
N-Sudan savanna zone have tobe created as buffer for climatic 
disasters such as the "brousse tigr" which might be controlled by 
closing water points. 

Recent trends of land use 

After the 1972173 droug'ht anotheryear affecled the area with some 
200mm under "normal" (taken the average of only lhe last decade, 
fig. 3.), followed by a "good year" in 1985, and a "moderale year" in 
1986. The climalic unstability together wilh increased land degra
dation has perturbated strongly the landuse syslems, so that the 
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tradilional "transhumant", "nomadic" and "agricullural" systems 
cannot be distinguished as sharply as before. 

Recent lrends in land use systems in the sahel of Burkina faso and 
adjacent areas can be resumed as follows: 

- Turn to agriculture by nearly all lraditional pasloralists due to 
heavy lasses of livestock in 1984, and increasing livestock 
produclion by farmers: bolh become semi-sedentary agropas
toralists. 

- lncrease of desertmcalion, by human, climalic and soil raclors, 
causing sheetwash and sealing of soils of fine lexture and 
deslruction of woody vegetation: decrease or productivity of 
agriculture and livestock production. 

- reduction and fragmentarisation of pasloral areas. 
- increased land use conflicts between farmers and pastoralisls 

and within lhese groups esp. due to compelilive use ol lowlands 
("we are just like two men married lo lhe same wife"). 

- evacuation of livestock by exeplionally slrong southern transhu
mance from the Sahel during the droughl year 1984/85 caused 
heavy lasses due to diseases and different diet of non-adapled 
livestock = no sdlulion for drought years 

- temporarily small herd sizes, low stocking rale, high livestock 
prices regeneration of sandydune pastures and high produclivily 
are encouraging inveslments inlo livestock (little alternatives) + 
intensification ot produclion. But this will quickly relurn to less 
farorable conditions if markeling is not improved. 

- strong increase goat stocking rate - destruclion woody vegeta
lion 

- the "gold boom" the widespread exploitalion of marginal gold 
resources, saved the Sahel in 1984/85 from starvation, but ils 
consequences are difficult to assess: 

- increased disintegralion of rural socielies 
- less time for agriculture + pastoralism (reduced movemenls 

lranshumance) at least for some years 
- quicker acceptance of innovalions 
- inveslments inlo liveslock produclion 

Evaluation of land use trends 

The previous analysis of recent trends show that transhumance 
(wilh permanent dwellings) is likely to further increase an lhe 
expense ar nomadism which is pushed inlo remote areas ot high 
risk of rainfall. 

Transhumance itself becomes inlegrated inlo a semi-sedentary 
system, in which apart of the family conducts agriculture, and does 
some inlensive livestock produclion at harne (sheep, calves, milk 
cows), another part ot the family moves with the herd, and some 
members will go rar off-farm activities (gold digging). 

Consequences an the 4 major conslrainls and policy conse
quences menlioned earlier are: 
1. on climalic disaster: 

High vulnerability of nomadic pastorralists pushed inlo remote 
areas of high risk of rainfall: communicalion and infrastruclure 
must be improved (northern markels, extension work, road 
improvements (river crossings), improved regular markeling) 

in drought years, massive movemenls to the south are no 
solution! Solulions have to be found in the Sahel itself by 
preventive regulation of lhe slocking rate and by the recrealion 
of pasture reserves, and destocking aclions. 

2. wide spread overgrazing and desertification. 

Sedentarisation in the Sahel teads to local land degradation and 
decreases the carrying capacity at short lerm and especially 
threalens woody vegetation. 
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Grazing reserves of large dimensions an a relational basis have 
to be created. First lrials show that pasture reserves at village 
level seem to have highest chance of succes (withoul fencing 
off), under the condilion of a bollom-up planning approach. 

lntensification fo livestock produclion is not possible on crop 
resdues alone (litlle soil cover in the fields leads to increase 
ofwind erosion), nor an local paslures, bul requires external 
inpuls which could be financed by gains from gold digging. 
This intensification will be on1y economic, if regular market
ing takes place. markeling organisalions of pasloralists have 
to be crealed or improved. 

- Regulation of the stocking rate needs clear government 
policies, avoidance of aclions leads to increase or lhe slocking 
rale (veterinary service; financing of inputs ... ) if improvement of 
marketing is not achieved. 

3. widespread reduction of dry season paslures: 

The decrease of dry season pastures esp. in depressional areas 
can limit the overall productivily of the system, so that produclive 
wet season paslures in lhe north can become underexploited. 
Reason is that upland agriculture ot millet is turning inlo a kind ot 
run-on agricullure of sorghum in depressions in vast areas due to 
degradation cf the uplands (sealing, sheetwash). lncreased use of 
soil land water conservalion melhods is necessary in lhe uplands. 

A third compelilor for the lowland areas are the foreslers, since the 
valleys and depressions have become refugee zones of vegelalion 
disappeared from the water divides. Managementplans have 10 be 
made urgenlly for lhe main valley syslems! 

4. occurence of diseases. 

Elimination cf the diseases (tsetse ... ) in the soulh and further 
improvement of the veterinary service will increase even more the 
slocking rates. More emphasis should be put an rangeland man
agement, marketing and the regulation ot lhe slocking rate. 

The carrying capacity of the land du ring sedentarisation can only be 
mainlained sufficienlly high under the actual conditions {small herd 
sizes, sufficient rainfall, but less goals and no increase agriculture) 
Technically lhe first oplion for rangeland management has to be: 
avoidance cf lasses from lhe ecosystem by erosion, deslrucUve 
cutting and burning, trampling and overgrazing of vegelation, 
exposilion cf valuable fodder to almospheric condilions, and the 
use ot external inputs. 

Socially - the sensibilisalion and organisaticn cf pasloralists : 
sedentary, transhumanl and nomadic, for markeling and rangeland 
management, and lhe diversification of tasks ot the extension 
services from veterinary tasks to rangeland management have tc 
be first pricrity. 

Final conclusions on transhumance 

The preceding conclusions show thal (partial) sedentarisation of 
pastoralisls ia an unavoidable process, caused by mainly internal 
factors. 

Since the carrying capacily of lhe land will be reduced by sedentar
isation, intensificalion of liveslock production by using external 
inputs, and financed bybetter markeling and income frcm gold, has 
to be slimulated. 

Since intensification will take time, transhumance possibitities have 
to be maintained at shcrt term and infrastructure (tracks, grazing 
reserves, feedlols) has to be created. 

The need for modellng of the Sahel agropastoral 
landuse system 

The analysis of transhumance in the Sahel of Burkina faso and Mali 
shows that it is strongly connected with other agropastora1 landuse 
syslems and thal is is interacting wilh ecological and 
socioeconomic conditions. 

To help scienlists and decisicn makers to owersee the conse
quences of land use lrends, sectoral policies, climatic conditions, 
prices for agropastoral products and other faclors involved, a 
general qualitative model including socio-economic ractors, and 
quanlified submodels should be developed. Socio-economic fac
tors have tobe included since they are strongly influencing land use 
systems and therefore lhe ecology and carrying capacity of the 
region. The Sahel has never been a complelely closed human 
ecosystem, but has always symbiolically depended on Irade with 
higher rainfall areas for exchange of pastoral producls and salt 
against agricullural products, gold, lexliles and, nowadays, indust
rial producls. (Kl-ZERBO 1978) 

That is why with increasing degree of dependace, the economic 
terms of Irade are increasingly influencing landuse, although the 
traditicnal pastoral systems have more been a way of life then a 
market-oriented production system. Up to present times, unba
lanced developmenl of certain seclors like water resources, health 
and food care, and agriculture have led to vicious circles or increase 
of human and liveslock population and deterioration of paslures, 
follwed by mcre and more severe drought - starvalion cycles 
leading lo desertificalion (NAVEH 1987, see fig. 4) 

One tragic example is the slarvation of tenlhousands of callle close 
lo the teep well "forage Chrisline" in lhe Sahel of Burkina faso in the 
70's, due to unba1anced development of water- and grazing 
resources. 

Quantitative submcdels are exisling ncwadays mainly for lhe 
physical parts of the syslem, showing the effects of rainfall, soil 
structure and soil fertilitycn primaryproduction, foragequantity and 
qualily, carrying capacily and crop yields. (PPS, 1982, WOFOS) 
Remote sensing models for satellite data serve 10 determine 
drought and rainfall areas, biomass index, locust breeding areas, 
cultivated areas andin future possibly amounls of rainfall, crop and 
paslure produclion elc. (GROTEN 1986). 

In lhe tentative general model presented in fig. 4 most relalionships 
can be quanlilied, eilher from ground surveys, available statistical 
data, remcte sensing, or combinalions of the three. 

On some unsure {--) relalionships, on possible positive feedback 
loops and possibilities for their inlerruption, more intensive 
research is needed, as well as on the regulalory funclions. 

However in this variable environment with few available or reliable 
historical data, uncertainlies remain, and have tobe dealt with in a 
transparent way {without camouflage by mathematical models). 

Some examples of uncertainties and unforseeable effects: 

- explosion of pests and diseases (eg. locusts, rats, mildew, 
weaverbirds) and the effecl of counter measures. Population 

- dynamics models are needed which link its developmenl lo 
measurable meteorological and environmental conditions. 

- Cultural behavicur: adaptation of landuse syslems of various 
elhnical groups to change in ecological and economic condi· 
tions. However, as slated before, there is a general tendancy to 
diversification and uniformisalion of formely specialised land use 
syslems. 

- the goldboom of 1985186 and its effects 
- the political conditions 
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ASPECTS OF CONNECTIVITY IN THE LANDSCAPE OF UJUNG KULON (WEST 
JAVA, INDONESIA) 

P.W.F.M. HOMMEL 

lntroduction 

Ujung Kulon is a peninsula an the weslernmost tip of the island 
Java, lndonesia (fig. 1 ).The area covers some 30 000 ha, and has 
been a conservalion area since 1921. Farne and importance of 
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Flg. 1. Location map of Ujung Kulon. 

Ujung Kulon are mainly due to its populalion of Javan rhinoceros 
(Rhinoceros sondaicus), which is probably the last remaining one 
in lhe world. The area is, however, also known forthe occurrenceof 
olher valuable, rare species such as Wild ox or Banleng (Bos 
javanicus javanicus), Javaner Gray gibbon (Hyfobales larmofoch) 
and until recenlly Javan tiger (Panthera tigris sondaica), as well as 
for its scenic beauty. As early as 1854, lhe famous naturalist 
Junghuhn drew altention to the superb nature of this out-of-the
-way corner of Java. In the thirties of this century Ujung Kulon 
became lhe favourile reserve of A. HOOGERWERF, lhe godfalher 
of conservation in lhe lndonesian archipelago, who was later to 
write a fascinating monograph an the area (1970). 

During lhe past two decades, the World Wildlife Fund has been 
involvedin both management and research in Ujung Kulon. The lirst 
grant was made in 1965 for the purchase of equipment, andin 1967 
Prof.Dr. R. Schenkel started his research an the ecology and 
behaviour of lhe Javan rhino (SCHENKEL and SCHENK
EL-HULLIGER 1969; SCHENKEL el al., 1978). An almosl con
linuous series of WWF sponsored researchers have worked in 
Ujung Kutan ever since, mainly locussing an the most importanl 
animal species of the area. 

In 1980 the area changed stalus from strict nature reserve to 
nalional park a the lhe number of visitors, scienlisls as weil as 
tourisls, increased strongly. 

Objectives of the survey 

In spite of all interest in lhe area, Ujung Kulon is not a scienlifically 
very well known area. A systemalic study of the area's vegelation 
cover was never made. Other ecologically important aspecls of the 
landscape (e.g. soils)were also slill very poorly underslood. This 
holds even for somelhing as basic as topography, which may be 
explained by the very inaccessible and unsurveyable character of 

some of the area's vast thorny shrub-vegelalions, the lack of trails 
into the interior and the fact that aerial photographs of a reasonable 
quality were lacking until very recently. This, of course, implied a 
mosl serious handicap to all management and conservalion orien
laled research (HOMMEL, 1982). 

Therefore, the World Wildlile Fund iniliated a mapping project, 
especially focussing on the major vegetation lypes of the area and 
their distribulion. A second objective was to give a broad estimate 
of the suilabilily as a rhino-habitat for the various sub-regions of 
the area. Thus, the survey was aimed primarily at vegetalion 
mapping and land-evaluation. However, since many data were 
collecled on the distribulion and ecology of separate plant and 
animal species, lhe resulls of the study may also be interpreted in a 
different way, i.e. to describe the significance of both connectivity 
{and ils counlerpart isolalion) for the floristic and faunislic composi
tion of the area. 

Methods and materials 

As for methods, we have opled for a broad landscape-ecological 
approach (ZONNEVELD, 1979). Thus, our sludy was aimed 
primarily at lhe landscape as a fully inlegrated entity, in which 
vegetation is but one of the ingredients, though (within the scope ol 
lhis study) lhe most important one. 

Zonneveld's approach emphasizes the use or aerial photographs 
before lhe actual fieldwork, resulling in a preliminary delinealion of 
landscape-units and providing a basis rar an eHicient sample 
stralegy. For our survey we used ordinary, panchromalic, black
-and-while aerial pholographs, daling from 198111982(scale1 : 
75 000). 

After the stage of preliminary photo-interprelation, lieldwork was 
done, which implied the descriplion or vegetalion, soi1, landform 
and lithology (as far as possible) an 336 sampling siles, located 
along carefully planned transects. We generally used a slratified 
sampling strategy, i.e. in every photo-interpretation unit a more or 
less equal number of sample poinls were planned. Units of high 
internal complexitydid, however, require ahigherdensityof sample 
points ('preferenliat sampling'). 

The vegetation was described by ils slruclure and complete florislic 
composilion. A classiticalion of vegelalion types was consequently 
compiled by labular comparison of the florislical plot-data, using 
lhe Braun-Blanquel approach (MUELLER-DOMBOIS and 
ELLENBERG 1974). The argumenls againsl lhe use of lhis 
approach in lhe humid lropics, as forwarded by VAN STEENIS 
(1958), were found 10 be invalid. 

The soils were described by augering, using mainly morphological, 
diagnostic characterislics. In only a few, representative sites, pits 
were described, allowing the gathering of more detailed analytical 
dala. All plol dala were used to compile a local classilication 
system, which was only afterwards translated into the FAO/ 
UNESCO terminology {1974). In addilion, simple classificalion 
systems were compiled for landform and lithology, based an an 
earlier, lenlalive classilication by VERSTAPPEN (1956). 

Integration of lhese classification systems and re-interpretalion of 
the aerial photographs resulted in the description of land· 
scape-units, which were shown an a landscape-ecology map ata 
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scale of 1 : 75 000. Land-evaluation on behalf of lhe Javan rhino 
was done using the FAO-approach (FAO 1976). However, the 
resulls of this evaluation are beyond the scope of this paper. For 
more details, we can refer to HOMMEL (1987). 

The landscape of Ujung Kulon 

The main geomorphological units of Ujung Kulon are shown in fig. 
2. These units served as a basis for the landscape-ecology map 
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Fig. 2. Tha main geomorphological unils of Ujung Kulon. 

(scale 1 : 75 000), published by HOMMEL (1987). Aconcise legend 
to fig. 2, summarizing the main (vertical) landscape-ecological 
relations, is given in table 1. The here presented map and legend 
only show lhe most important units, soil-types and vegetation-ty
pes. Moreover, the original vegelalion-lypes, described as plant
-communilies, are here clustered into more broad structural 
types.A short descriplion of this sketch-map and ils legend will be 
given below, focussing an those aspects, which are of significance 
for the phenomena of connectivily which .will be discussed later. 

Evergreen rainforest in Ujung Kulon is restricted to altitudes above 
150 m, i.e. to the mountaineous area in the southwest(MI. Payung). 
This evergreen forest is predominantty of primary nature. Belowthe 
allitude of 150 m, virtually all forests are (semi-)deciduous. The 
reason for this phenomenon is a climatological one. The rainfall 
data rar Java's First Point (the westernmost lip of lhe peninsula), 
representative for the area's lowlands, show a yearly average of 
3249 mm (HOOGERWERF 1970) and some 30-40 rainy days 
during the four conseculive driest months of the year (VAN 
BEMMELEN 1916). As for the possible growth of evergreen 
rainforesl such an average is a borderline case (VAN STEENIS 
1965).11 is assumed that in Ujung Kulon's lowlands the growth of 
rainforest is prohibited by the incidental occurrence of a very 
pronounced dryseason, which does not show from the yearly 
averages, sinca exlremely wet years da occur, too. The slrikingly 
trifling height of the clouds in the Payung area (150 to 200 m on 
average) causes a higher almospheric humidity and a more equal 
distribulion of rainfall throughout lhe year, thus allowing the growth 
of rainforest above such altiludes. 

Tab. 1. Main landscape-ecological relalions in Ujung Kuton (conciseversion 
of the legend of lhe map pub!ished by HOMMEL 1987) 
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As for lhe (semi-)deciduous forest below 150 m, there are only a 
few slands of primary foresl left, mainly an Peucang Island and the 
upper parts of the limestone plateau of the mainland (see fig. 2). 
This is explained by the fact thal Ujung Kutan was formerly 
inhabited and used for shifting cultivalion. At presenl, a consider
able part of the secondary forests of Ujung Kulon are slrongly 
dominaled by one species, viz. lhe 'langkap'-palm (Arenga 
obtusifofia). Using the complele floristic composition, it is possible 
loo discern several types of Arenga forest. These types show a 
remarkable good correlalion with differences in soil type and parent 
material. However, lhe Arenga foresls are almest completely 
confined to moderately well and weil drained soils. On bolh the 
more excessively and lhe more poorly drained soils, they are 
replaced by other types of forest. Examples are respectively the 
stub-forests (dominated by Ardisia humilis) of the coastal plain 
and the bamboo-foresls (dominated by Bambusa blumeana) of 
the calcareous uplands. 

However, vast parts of Ujung Kulon's lowlands are not covered by 
forest, but by extensive shrublands. On lhe basls of lheir physiog
nomy and the abrupt character of their boundaries (unrelaled to 
abiotic factors), such shrublands can be interpreted as an early 
succession stage following deforeslalion by man (VAN STEENIS 
1961). The presence of the shrublands, situated an the sandstone 
beachridge along lhe soulhcoast and characterized by the abund
ance of the neltle-tree (Dendrocnide stimulans), is easily 
explained by former vegetation management an behalf of the 
banteng populalion (and poachers!). Probably, unconlrolled forest 
fires are of importance, too. However, the presence of vast, thorny 
and almest impenetrable rattan-shrublands in the intertor is less 
easily explained. lt is known that lhere has been no human 
interference in these parts for about one century. We assume these 
rallan-vegetations to be former shifting cultivation sites, which 
became covered wlth a thick layer of volcanic ash (at least 30 cm) at 
the timeof the eruplion of the nearbyvolcano Krakalau in 1883. The 
very poor structural qualities of these open, exposed sites ham
pered the setlling of invading seedlings, lhus allowing rattans and 
other lianas to penetrate the glades from the surrounding foresl 
edges. The resulling rattan-blankets are known to be able 10 
persisf over long periods (VAN STEENIS 1939). 

Connectivity 

The localion of Ujung Kulon is a very special one. The area is 
remole and rather isolated. On the olher hand, its location between 



the more vast land-masses of Sumatra and Java gives the area 
the characler of a biological stepping-stone. Thus, phenomena of 
both conneclivity and its counlerpart isolation may be discerned, 
which are further complicaled by the turbulent history and the 
speciric climatological position of the area. 

As for conneclivity on a supra-regional scale, the peninsula and 
adjacent regions have been of considerable importance as a 
corridor for species, migrating from Sumatra to Java. Plant species 
bound to seasonally dry climates took advantage of low sea levels, 
coinciding wilh a dry climate, during the Pleistocene. At present, 
Ujung Kulon's lowland is a drought-island in predominan!ly ever
wet Wesl Java. At least 11 species, known to occur in predomin
antly dry Central and East Java, have lheir single occurrence in 
Wesl Java in Ujung Kulon. Nine of them are reslricled lo alliludes 
below 150 m. As for rainforesl flora, Java is less rich than Sumatra. 
In fact, one might consider lhe Javan rainforest flora as an 
impoverished version of the Sumatran flora. This is explained by 
habitat destruction byvolcanism and by the incohesive character of 
the Javan rainforest areas (VAN STEENIS 1965). However, the 
flora of lhe ulmosl weslern part of the island, which is nearest to 
Sumatra, shows some interesling similarities with lhe Sumalran 
flora. For inslance, al least 4 Sumalran genera have lheir only 
represenlatives on Java growing in Ujung Kulon (viz. Botryophora, 
Endocomia, Leuconotis and Vatica). Finally, as for the dislribution 
of species by means of stepping-stones, attenlion should be 
drawn to what might be called 'island-species'. These are species 
which are more or less restricted to sma11 islets, but do not grow an 
the mainland of larger islands. Two clear examples are Smylhea 
lanceoJata and Knema gfobularia, occurring on Peucang island, 
bul noton the mainland of Ujung Kulon, neither elsewhere on Java. 
For both species a similar habitat preference is reported from olher 
parts of their distribution area. Less clear examples are provided by 
e.g. Pandanus bidur and Heritiera percoriacea, which are present 
on the peninsular part of Ujung Kulon, but also absent on the 
mainland of Java. These 'island-species' are a most inleresting, 
but not yet fully explained ecological phenomenon. 

On a more regional scale, it is of inleresl to compare the Ujung 
Ku Ion rainforesl with the originally more extensive rainforest areas 
in the adjacent partof Java's mainland, i.e. on Mt. Honje (see fig. 3). 

Q W"'G '"'°' 't; 

I"'~· ~,:~ -·~· 
- evergreen rarnforests ___,-~ ----' 

Fig. 3. Original area of evergreen rainforests in Ujung Kulon and the adjacent 
part of Java's mainland. (The map does nol show the presenl silualion. 
Recenlly, large parts ol the MI. Honje rainforesls have been deslroyed). 
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lt proves that bolh areas are quite similar as far as their floristical 
composilion is concerned. However, the Ujung Kulon rainforest is 
characterized by a relalively low species-diversity and by the 
occurrence of a certain degree of species-dominance in all strata, 
including lhe upper tree-layer (a very rare phenomenon in a 
primary rainforest). There are indicalions that similar conclusions 
may drawn from a comparison of lhe fauna of both areas. Again the 
rainforesl of Mt. Payung is relalively poor. For inslance, the 
Pangolin (Manis javanica) is said to be present on MI. Honje, but 
definilely missing in Ujung Kulon. The same holds for lhe Javan 
gibbon (see below). These phenomena are explained by the small 
size and isolated localion of the stand (climatologically 'an island 
wilhin an island') and the higher vulnerability of such small-sized 
stands to disturbances, e.g. lhe destructive impact of the 1883 ash 
rains. 

Finally, conneclivity on a local scale can be illustrated by the 
dislribuUon of two animal species in lhe isthmus-area. The Javan 
rhinoceros is mosl allracted to open, secondary vegetalions. 
However, virtually all types of lerrain are accessible 10 the animal. 
At presenl, lhe rhinos extend lheir dislribulion area across the 
swampy islhmus towards lhe mainland (fig. 4). On lhe contrary, the 

- distribution area 

Fig. 4. The dislribulion area and migralion-pattern ol the Javan rhinoceros 
(Rhinoceros sonda!cus) in lhe islhmus area ol Ujung Kulon. 

Javan gibbon is bound to coherent slands of forest and the animals 
are known lo avoid the forest floor and even ils proximity 
(KAPPELER 1981). Allhough lhroughout Ujung Kulon there are 
large areas of potential gibbon habitat available, the species is 
completely lacking in the western and central part of the peninsula. 
Probably, it died out in 1883, due to lhe complete defoliation of the 
forest caused by the ashrains. In the adjacent forests of lhe 
mainland many gibbons are still present. Over the las! decades, 
gibbons were also observed several times in the isthmus-area, but 
never further westward than the Tereleng peninsula. Coherenl 
shrub-vegetation and the rivulet Cibandawoh pul strict limitations 
totheir dislribution area, preventing further migration westward (fig. 
5). Since the gibbon habilal easl of the isthmus area is highly 
endangered, reintroduclion by man into the cenlral part of Ujung 
Kulon should be seriously considered. Moreover, allention should 
be paid lo the availabilily of a network of forest-corridors through
out the area. 
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Summary 

This paper deals with Ujung Kulon, a conservalion area on the 
westlip of the island Java (lndonesia). The results ·of a land
scape-eco1ogica1 survey are interpreted in terms of conneclivity 
and isolalion. lt is emphasized lhat such phenomena act on various 
spatial (and temporal) scales. Several examples are given, focus
sing on those aspects, which are of importance from a view-point 
of nature conservation. 
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AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE IN THAILAND TOWARD 2000 

P. KUNEEPONG 

ABSTRACT 
Agricullural in the tropical area of south-east Asia is largely 
subsistence in nature und geared to the domestic market and 
cannot lherefore develop unless there is a concomitant develop
ment in olher sector of lhe economy. The degradalion of agricul
tural lands are of inheren!ly poor marginal soils, erralic rainfall or 
water resources, and stagnating produclion in lhe more densely 
populated areas of inherently good soils, reliable rainfall and waler 
resources. 

Tab. 1 : Problem soils of Thailand 

PllOBLHM SOIL TYPE 

ARl!A (l!.M)2 'I" 

SALINE ANO ALKALJHE SOU ....• NOllTHBAST,COASTAL AllEA, 2068. ll 

ACID SULFATR SOIL ••••• GEllTRAL PLAIN 8381. 29 

SMiDY ?!UTUllE .... NOll?llEAST, EASTCOAST 9360.90 

SOUTH 

KARO PAN SOIL • SOUTH 870.78 o.' 
HIGH CO!lSJSTENCY SOIL .CBNTRAL PLAI}I 3374.28 '.' 
PEAT AND MUCK SOU •••••• SOUTH 805.47 

S.KELETAL SOIL •••.•• SC'ATTBRING 83987.17 77 .1 

TOTAL- 108848.00 

SOURCE : PA11ICHAPONG (1981) 

The problems in Thailand are from bolh an ecological and from an 
economic point of view there is a preference for concentraling -
agricultural land use on those lands which are best suited for these 
purposes. In order to meel the human requirements on these ralher 
often limited areas a sufficiently high and subslained production 
types need tobe developed. Extension of food produclion into less 
suitable or marginal lands only provides a short-term solulion with 
long term de1eterious effects. These soilswhich are lesssuitablefor 
inlesive production, which are in general also the lands most 
vulnerable lo - land degradation, should be put to the other 
alternalive use such as, - extensive grazing, foreslry, nature 
conservation or catchment proteclion. 

The increasing of food in the problem areas would be possible- in 2 
ways: by increasing lhe stock of arable lands lhrough land develop· 
menl and by increasing the land yield through lhe application of 
modern agricultural input. 

The agricullural sector (crops, livestock, foreslry, fisheries) is the 
largesl and most important sector of lhe Thai economy, although ils 
contribulion lo the Gross Domenic Producl has declined (39.4 
percent in 1961 to 24.3 percent in 1982 ). In 1985 agriculture 
provided nearly 60 percent of total exports value, while agricullural 
imports remained verylow. Major expert items showing high growth 
rate in 1985 included rubber (18.5%), tapioca (12.9%), maize 
(52%), shrimp (20.8 %), canned sea food (35.6%), although rice 
and sugar expert earnings dropped by 14.6 percent and 17 percent 
respectively (FAO, 1986). 

Nearly 40 percent of the country's land area is used for farming and 
al least anolher 30 percent is forest land. Farm activities occupy 
around 71 percent of the labour force, with another 19 percent 
engaged in agribusiness. 

Over the past 10-15 years lhe growth of the agricullural sector in 
Thailand has been high by inlernalional standards, at an average 
annual rale of 4 percenl, wilh most of lhe growth being attributable 
to increase in area of crops planted and withoul any consislant 
increase in yield. At the same lime there has been considerable 
diversification of land use and produclion. Thailand's agricullure 
has therefor been characterized by a considerable increase in 
produclion and diversilication, based an increased utilizalion of 
land area, labour and machinery, wilh low levels of fertilizer 
applicalion, slagnant yields and high inter-annual variations in 
produclion caused mainly by weather conditions. 

The reasons ar diversification are not hard to find. The global 
economic expansion created a buoyanl demand for exportable 
cash crops and many areas of Thailand, particularly the uplands, 
were found to be suilable for their cullivalion. Through an efficienl 
markeling and distribulion system, to which the building of a 
modern road system has contributed, the commercial advantages 
of alternative crop cultivalion were quickly transmilled to farmers 
who have shown a remarkable capacity to move into production of 
new crops in response to price slgnals. The comparative commer· 
cial attracliveness of alternative crops was also enhanced by the 
imposition of a tax on rice farmers, called the rice Apremium, 
allhough this has recently been largely removed. 

MAJOR CRVPs Of 'ntE AGRO-ECO.'ll;MJC ZONE 

MALAYSIA. 
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Fig. 1 : Major crops ol the agro-economic zones (Thailand) 
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Tab. 2: Crop diversilicalion 1950-1980 (Thailand) 

1950 1960 l970i!_I 1980!!_/ 

Area rroduction Area Production Area Production Area Production 

(
1 000 ha) ('000 tons) ('000 ha) ('000 tons) ( 'OOO ha) (

1 000 tons) ( 
1 000 ha) (

1 000 tons) 

Paddy 5 540 6 782 5 921 7 834 8 218 12 442 9 297 15 086 

Haize 36 27 286 5"" 766 656 •466 2 884 

Tapioca 14 269 72 200 198 3 040 070 14 666 

Sugarcane 51, 839 156 5 JOD 
cf 80 579 165 010 Coconuts-

148 5 856 478 17 747 

JOJ 730 419 761 

Groundnuts 70 63 118 152 110 136 104 122 

Soya beans 20 12 22 26 54 48 134 120 

Kenaf 5 5 140 181 355 357 242 257 

Cotton 37 20 56 46 87 63 115 137 

Rubber 337 114 481 172 862 276 553 489 

~/ Average of 1968/69, 1969/70 and 1970/71 crop years. E_I Average of 1978/79, 1979/80 and 1980/Bl crop years. 
,SI Production converted at the average rate of 1.25 kg per nut, 

Source: EIU (198!1) 

The expansion into allernative crops has required significant 
further extensions of the land rronlier, and the culfivated area sown 
with crops other than rice has risen more than fourfold in the 
post-war period. Many of these allernalive crops are grown on 
relatively poor soils, or in dry areas not suited to paddy. Further 
extensions of arable land have been facilitated by lhe very rapid 
process ot deforestalion which has reduced forest cover from over 
one half to barely one quarter of lhe total surf ace area of the country 
since the early 1960s. 

The main alternative crops have consisted of those that are 
essenlially new to the counlry, such as hard maize, tapioca and 
kenaf, as well as those whose produclion levels have been revived, 
such as colton, coconuls, sugarcane, fruit and vegetables. Rubber 
produclion an an important scale dates from lhe 1920s; the other 
major primary commoclity is teak which Aas been important since 
the last cenlury but whose produclion is now being curbed in the 
interesls of forest conservation. A summary of the growing signifi
cance of crop diversification is tobe found in Table. 

The fortunes of Thailand's agricultural sector are closely tied to 
world markels and the rise and fall in relative importance of 
individual crops is geared to changes in those market conditions. 
The production profile of agriculture is lhus a restless one. From the 
1970s, kenaf's importance has declined and lhe the land has been 
used increasingly for tapioca. Olher newer crops have recenlly 
gained importance, however, including coffee, mung beans and 
palm oil, and there remains considerable potenlial for lhe cultiva
tion of yet others. 

PRODUCTIVITY CONSTRAINTS 

1. Physical constraints 
- climate (ralnfall, temperature, etc.) 

relief (highland) 
- poor drainage 

- poor soils 
- erosion and run oft 

2. Technological constraints 
- irrigalion 
- drainage and llood control 
- stabilizied of highland agriculture and foresl 
- managment 
- improvemenl ot seeds and varieties 

Tab. 3; Production of major crops 1983-1986 (Thailand) 

Crop 

Major rice 

Second rice 

CassaYa 

Rubbec 

Maize 

Tobacco 

Sugarcane 

Kenaf 

Coconut 

Cotton 

Mung bean 

Sorghum 

Soya hean 

Groundnuts 

Oil pale 

Kapok. 

Source: MAC, 

PRODUCTIO!I OF MAJOR CROPS 1983-86 

( 'OOO tons) 

Crop year 
1982/83 1983/84 191!4/85 

14 774 16 943 17 275 

2 104 2 606 2 630 

18 989 19 985 19 263 

576 594 617 

3 002 3 552 4 226 

402 J]7 330 

24 407 23 869 25 055 

200 235 162 

1 076 l 102 l 128 

122 "' 79 

281 1BB 352 

236 "' 374 

llJ 179 246 

l4S 147 m 
254 JO] 394 

34 40 41 

1986 

1985186 

17 930 

2 334 

15 255 

773 

4 934 

324 

24 093 

"' l 226 

102 

323 

404 

309 

171 

610 

44 



3. lnstitutional ci:>nslrainls 
Credit of farmers is provided by: 
- Bank of Agricullure and Agricultural Cooperatives 
- Cooperatives and Farmers' Welfare Found 
- Comercial Bank 
- Private money lenders 

4. Socio-Economic constraints 
- Social constrainls (rapid population growth) 
- Economic constrainls ( population pressure) 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Conclusion 
1. Agricultural produclivity rose rapidly in 1950-1970 because of 

increasing in cullivated land, crop yields and crop intensity. 
2. Yield have generally remained stagnant since 1970. Only 

rubber has been steady increased. 
3. In 1983-1986 there has been upturn in the yields of several 

crops ( especially major rice), only cassava are declining. 
4. Problem soils and step land limited produclivity. 
5. Waier limited are still available on a large scale and there is 

scope for a good deal more growth in irrigation. 
6. Productivity is mainly due to physical constraints. 
7. lncrease produclivity needs increasing implemenlation of tech

nological measures. 
8. lnstitulional and infrastructural constrainls in Thailand are not 

significant compared lo most developing countries. 
9. The most importanl constrainls on long term agricullural -

produclivity are created by socio-economic factors. 

Recommendation 
1. Methodology 

The project would otter a lass ambitions and perhaps more 
realistic allernative to the a11-embracing and highly expensive. 
The project objecliva would be: 
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1. lncreasing crop yield 
2. lncreasing cropping intensity 
3. Crop diversification 
4. Land conseivation 
5. lncreasing cultivated area without land degradation 

2. Policies 
There are now several government policies of more positive 
assislance to farmers. Government agencies have been very 
beneficial lo farmers and have been imposed minimum farm
-gate prices for some crops to help safe guard rural incomes. 
The 6th National Plan (1987-1991) emphasis the importance 
of proper utilization of renewable natural resources and recog
nized the needs for a effective land use planning. 
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LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY IN THE GREENBEL T AREA IN KOREA 

N. NAKAGOSHI and Y.-D. RIM 

1. lntroduction 

Like many other deve!oped counlries, the Republicof Korea (AOK) 
is _suffering from environmental degradalion caused by rapid 
urbanization and induslrializalion. The development began in the 
1930s and has accelerated since that time. The urban population of 
AOK in 1930 was only 5.6%, in 194912%, andin 1984 il reached 
64.5% (MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 1985). Almost one quarter 
of the total population of AOK, i.e. 9.5 oul of 40.4 million, is 
concentrated in Seoul, lhe country's capital, where the population 
has increased about 6 limes during the last 36 years. 

One of the most important environmental problems, especially in 
big cities, is air pollution. In the case ot Seoul, the incidence of 
respiratory diseases is much highar rar city dwellers than for rural 
inhabitants, although pollution levels have lended lo be signific
antly lower in residenlial areas. 

The ROK government has laken a variety of measures to improve 
the environmental siluation in general andin particular in the urban 
environment. They include lhe creation of a new adminislralive 
capital, as weil as the preliminary assessment of the environmenlal 
impacts caused by urban development, and by large-scale con
struction of industrial complexes, harbours, dams, highways, etc. 
The inner cilies are being rehabililated or renovated, and industrial 
facilities are relocated to new satellite eitles, thus at the sametime 
reducing transport needs and traHic impacts. 

Among the major measures to tighl environmental and ecological 
degredation in urban areas, the creation of greenbelts around !arge 
cities deserves special allention. Greenbelt areas, where construc
tion of new buildings, roads and other technical facilities is strictly 
prohibited by law, are aimed at controlling both unorganized urban 
sprawl and population migration from rural areas to cilies, and at 
conserving natural landscape. 

The ROK is rirmly determinated to implement lhe greenbelt policy, 
as it does with other major environmental issues. Forone thing, the 
Korean people are too proud for the beautyful landscape to allow il 
tobe deslroyed. For another, the political philosophythatprevails in 
ROK todaytranscends mere modernization and economicwelfare, 
searching for harmonious satisfaction of the spiritual and material 
needs of the nalion as a whole. Of course, this will inevitably lead to 
socio-economic syslems different from those of today. In order to 
survive we should develop whal might be called a steady slate 
instead of lhe philosophy of unlimited quantitativ economic growth. 
The greenbell syslem is one of the necessities imposed by lhe 
steady state philosophy. 

2. Natural condltlons of the Republic of Korea 

The establishment of greenbelts depends an the n.atural conditions 
of ROK. Summers are short, hat, and humid, while winters are lang 
and cold. From June toAugust, the air masses dominating Korean 
weathercome from the subtropical watersof the East China Sea. In 
the winlermonlhs, northweslern winds prevail, and cold dry airfrom 
Siberia moves southward across the Korean Peninsula (BARTS 
1972). The annual precipilalion in AOK is between 1,000 and 1,500 
mm (KIM 1973). 

The mean temperature in January at Seoul is -4.9 C. The mean 
temperature of the holtest month is above 25C in most of AOK, for 
example 25.4C at Seoul, an annual range of 30.3C. The range of 

temperature is much greater in the north and the inleriour than in 
the soulh and in the coaslal region. 

Geographically, AOK is characterized by many hills and mountains 
which occupy nearly 70 %. Low hills, which are mostly located in 
the soulh and west, give way gradualJy to increasingly higher 
mounlains toward lhe east and the north. ROK has a relativelywide 
distribulion of pre-Cambrian melamorphic rocks and Paleozoic 
sedimenlary rocks, granile and gneiss. The intrusion of the Cre
taceous granile which composes lhe major mountain ranges was 
the last major addilion to the geology or Korea. Brown soils are 
common in the granite and gneiss areas. 

The natural vegetalion of AOK about 1,400 8.P. was mainly a 
temperate deciduous broad-leaved forest mixed wilh pines (KIM 
1980). The tree species included Quercus mongolica, Q. serrata, 
Q. acutissima, Q. variabilis, Acer mono, Betufa platyphylla var. 
japonica and Carpinus laxiflora. In the soulhern coastal region and 
an its offshore islands, where the mean annual temperature 
exceeds 13C, the original vegelation was a warm-temperate 
evergreen broad-leaved (laurisifva) forest. Following YIM & KIRA 
(1975), the distribution of this forest type is delimiled by the 
coldness index of -10C month. Subalpine coniferous foresls slill 
occur in several mountains of AOK at high alliludes (SONG & 
NAKANISHI 1985; YIM & BAIK 1985). 

Over the centuries, the combined effects of ever-spreading 
agricullure and of extensive use of rorests for limber and firewood 
have changed the character of ils natural vegetalion. The Korean 
"Ondol" healingsystem consists in directing hol airfrom a furnance 
on one side of the hause through stone-lined flues beneath the 
room floors. The fuel used was, andin the rural dislricts still is,wood 
(RIM & NAKAGOSHI 1986). Around villages, the natural forests 
was entirely removed and replaced by grassland or by small pine 
savanna (KAMADA et al. 1987). 

After the Korean war, AOK undertook many afforestations using 
imported Pinus rigida and its hybrid P. rigitaeda as weil as lhe 
native P. densiflora, P. thunbergii, and P. koraiensis. Populus 
nigra, the hybrid P. tomentiglandulosa, Castanea crenata, and 
Larix leptolepis were planted in lowland areas and along slreams 
and rivers ( FOREST ADMINISTRATION 1984-1986). 

3. The greenbell areas in the Republic of Korea 

Greenbelt establishment was slarted by the AOK government on 
30 July 1971, with the following aims (MINISTRY OF CONSTRUC
TfON 1985): 
1. Contra! of the dritt of human population toward cities by creation 

of a green boundary which al lhe same time will improve the 
environment around lhe cilies. 

2. Mitigation of noise by tree planting. 
3. Restriction ot building activilies (houses, factories) and conser-

vationof the tradilional semi-natural or rural landscape. 

Of the 53 eitles of ROK as of 1984 , four are adminislrated by city 
government, i.e. Seoul, Pusan, Taegu and lnchon. Not all cities are 
in need of a greenbell. Citiesselecled for greenbelts are as follows: 

1. Large cities requiring conlrol of population inrlow from rural 
areas such as Seoul, Pusan, Taegu, lnchon, and Kwangju. 

2. Cities where a disorderly development is expected and having 
the provincial Do office: Taejon, Kwangju, Chonju, Chongju, 
Chunchon, Changwon, and Cheju. 
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3. Cities where accelerated urbanization according to the AOK 
government decisions will lake place: Ulsan, Masan, and 
Yochon. 

4. Cities in need of conservation of sight-seeing resources and of 
natural environmenls: Chunchon, Chinju, Chungmu, and Cheju. 

Following the aims, greenbells were established in 13 areas 
between 1971 and 1973, in Yochon not before 1977 (Table 1). 

Tab. 1. Greenbell areas in lhe Republic ol Korea 

Citlo! 

!C..plt>ll Se0'1l, 
Tmohon, •~. .,,,...,,...,., Uijar.otca, 
Myor;g, P-ochün 

..,d "~""""'-"'"9 
Ch"'1ehM 

<l>on9ju 

Yo•jon 

Chonjo 

b«c.gjn 

YO<:ho!l 

1"oe;ro 

Ch.inju 

"'""· O.lr.!t>.• 

a=-d °""'"""'°" 
H Pu.son ""d Xlod>•~ 

" ui.„, 

" °'""""" 
" Ch~ju 

,.., •• 1 

G"""'2r of Ar•> 
dhtrkts' lkm2) 
citieo and 
C<l'~<i~• 

" 
, \,\.66 . 

" "' • 
" 18•) ' 
" ' '" ' 
" ' 
" ' 55!.7 

" ' 87.6 

" 5l6.5 

" ,, ,. 
"' ' 

" " 597.1 

" ' '"'·" 
" ' 
" ' 8l.6 

21, H 5,ll7.l 

>.r.nud rute or s•t up 
=ool E<Eclpltatlon 
taq;erotuce (..,) 

(C") 

11.1 l,2>1 J~ Joly un• 
10.5 \,U5 27 June W7J 

11.• 1,171 27 Jm-.e 1?7J 

n,o I,161 

I,HO 27 J=.e 1971 

l,221 17 J.l.o.o>cy l97J 

11.7 l,JH 19 Agil 1917 

H.6 "' " '"""'t 1"71 

11.4 I,Hl 27 Jm.e 1911 

14.0 1,410 27 -'=-<> H7J 

]J.8 1,Je1 " Oecember 1971 

l,2ü0 27 J=.e 1971 

14.7 l,157 27 JUC2 1971 

14.7 1,4ll 5 ""rch HH 

Some climatic data (KIM 1973) are included in Table 1. Seoul, 
Chunchon, Chongju, Taegu, Chonju, Kwangju, Taejon, and Ulsan 
are located in the temperature deciduous broad-leaved forest 
region, the six remaining areas in the warm-temperate laurisilva 
region. Area size varies between 1,566.8 km2 in the capilal (Seoul) 
and 30 km2 in Chungmu, depending an population, city size, and 
degree of urbanizalion. 

In lhe decade 1974-1984, there was a remarkable population 
increase in ROK's cities (MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 1975, 
1985), especially in those with greenbelts (Table 2). Population 
density in cities wilh greenbelts was 38 times greater than that of 
rural areas in 1984, where it decreased from 193 per km2 to155 
between 1974 and 1984. A deluge increase of 455 % was recorded 
in Puchen Cily which is a dormitory suburb of Seoul. Rapid 
development of modern industry caused a more than 100 % 
increase in Anyang City andin Ulsan. Even in slowergrowing cities 
such as Masan, Chinhae, and Chungmu, the population increase 
was 17.9 o/o above the nation's average. 

Tab. 2. Populalion trends in the Republicof Korea from 1974 to 1984. Figures 
in parenlheses are relative percen\ages 

Population in 1974 

Population in 1904 

Population lncre.>~e 

1974 - 19e4· ' 
i\rea in .1974' rn' 

Mo• '" 1904 

Population d~nsitle.-
in 1974, persons/Jun2 

Popuhtion d~nsitics 

'" 1904 

Cities Ruul· 
---------- counties 

14,34B,B4B 1,606,125 10,321,986 
(41.9) (4. 7) (Sl.4) 

n,749,117 3,]25,156 14,l'>-l,60~ 

{56.3) (B.2~ (J>.5) 

5fl.5 lO"l.O -21. 7 

],024 1,071 94,819 
(l. l) (l. l) (95.B) 

J,B72 2,734 92,485 

(3.9) (2.Bl (9].3) 

4,?45 I,500 "' 
5,B75 1,216 m 

Tot~l 

34,277,559 

40,430,137 

17.9 

9B,9l4 

99,091 

"' 
"" 

For effective managemenl of greenbelts, the AOK government 
took the following measures: 

1. Fora clear demarcation of the boundaries, while polls were sei 
up every 100m . 

2. Guard points, occupied by two persons, were eslablished every 
10km. 

3. The managment leader has the right to prevent illicit building 
within the greenbelt area. 

4. Air photographs are taken more than once a year to delect 
illegal developments or changes in the greenbell areas. 

5. Special district supervisors inspecl the greenbell every month 
or, if necessary, at shorter intervalls. 

6. Greenbelt supervision is placed under the responsibility of the 
Ministry of Construction. 

7. Areas damaged by disasters are to be restored to the state of 
the original landscape. 

8. Illegal building or managment is placed under penalty of one 
year of prison or of a rine of 1 million won (ca. us$ 1,200). 

These political measures have a proven very effeclive. The green· 
bell areas have been fully protected, excluding natural dislurban
ces or accidental forest fires. 

4. The greenbelt in Seoul area 

From 1974 to 1984 the populalion of Seoul increased by 45 o/o, its 
density per km 2 rrom 10,432 to 15,695, and this increase conlinous 
steadily. lt is accompanied by environmental deterioration such as 
air and water pollulion. 

Table 3 shows areal composition of the city planning area in Seoul, 
which exceeds the administralive area by 10,300 ha, in 1986. Using 
maps (4 maps of 1 : 50,000 scale) and field observalions, greenbelt 
and non-greenbelt areas were identified and counted by the 
authors from 1984 to 1987. The total greenbelt area consists of 
forest (64.9 %), cultivated land (16.3 %), residenlial areas and land 
covered by other artifacts (18.8 %). In non-greenbell areas, these 
percentages are 19.9, 16 and 63.7 %. In general, the recent urban 
sprawl was limited to non-greenbelt areas. 

Tab. 3. Areal composition ol the city plannlng area in Seoul In 1986. The 
relative areas (%) are shown in parenthesis 

Forest 

Deciduous broad-lcavcd forcst 

coniferous forest 

Mixed forcst 

Miscellaneous forest stand 

Non-stocked forcst stand 

CUltivated land 

Residental '1.Ce'1 and other artifacts 

Prepared site 

TOtal* 

Greenbelt Non-greenbelt 
area (ha) area .(ha) 

2,304 
(13.ß) 

2,034 
{12.2) 

5,916 
{35.5) 

560 
(3.4) 

0 

2, 127 
(16.3) 

3,141 
(18.B) 

0 

16,682 

2,1(19 
(4.0) 

1,385 
(2..6) 

4,670 
{8.6) 

2,570 
(4. 7) 

166 
(0. 3) 

8,664 
(16.0) 

34,499 
(63. 7) 

13 
(0.1)) 

54,156 

*sum total J.n the city planning area: 70,838 ha. 



Following the procedure of the Forest Administralion, a coniferous 
forest is identified when the percentage of coniferous cover 
reaches 75 o/o or more, and lhe same hols for deciduous forests 
(Forest Research Institute 1981 ). Thus 13.8% of greenbelt area 
are deciduous broadleaved forests, 12.2 % coniferous forests and 
35.5 % mixed forests. The areas of coniferous forests and mixed 
forests are larger in greenbelt foresls lhan in non-greenbelt 
forests, because the area of micellanious forests is significantly 
large. In the micellanious forests, the growing stocks are small 
compared with the other stocked forests. Representative tree 
species of deciduous broad-leaved foresls are Robinia 
pseudo-acacia (inlroduced species for erosion control), Quercus 
serrata, Q. mongolica, Q. acutissima, Q. dentata, etc. The conifer
ous forests are characterized by Pinus nigra (inlroduced species 
for afforestation), and P. densiflora. Mountain tops in Seoul are 
covered with low-growing P. densiflora. These tree species also 
play an important role in lhe other greenbelt areas in AOK. 

5. Greenbelts as natural landscapes in the 
Republic of Korea 

On account of urbanization, technological development, and popu
lation drih, the ratio of land utilizalion types has changed in the 
course of the years. As shown in Fig. 1, two thirds of AOK are still 
covered wilh forests (66.6 %) which dominale lhe mountains. 
Cultivated land, roads, and residenlial areas are mostlyrestricted to 
lowlands and plaines. Cultivaled land, moslly rice paddy and 
upland cropland, has a share of only 12.9 %. lncrease of residen
tial, industrialand transport areas takes place at the expense of 
cullivated land moslly in plains. 

The change of land utilization from 1978to1983 isshown in Fig. 2. 
Paddy areas and in particular residential areas have increased, 
while upland cropland areas have decreased. In fact lhis decrease 

( 12,9) 

22,2 

total 
::: 99.091.1 

km' „. 66.6 '/, 

forest 
65,956.1 

Flg. 1. Land ulilizalion of lhe Republic ol Korea in 1963. Each category is 
given by sq. km and relative percentage. Revised from MINISTRY OF HOME 
AFFAIRS 1964. 
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Fig. 2. Changes of land uliliza\ion of lhe Republic of Korea lrom 1976 lo 1963. 
Each category is shown in percentage increase based on lhe area in 1976 as 
100%. Revised lrom MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 1984. 

is due to the growlh of residential areas caused by shortage of 
housing and by environment and landscape deterioralion. Foresls 
area showed only lillle flucluation due to afforestalion and strict 
forest proteclion by the government. 

One of the aims of greenbelt establishment was creation and 
maintenance of good forests. This requires efficient forest protec
tion and skilful management. Tree cutting, change of land use, and 
ereclion of new bui1dings in greenbelt areas have to be strictly 
controlled, because landscape or forest restoralion usually is 
difficult to achieve following degradalion or destruction. In particu
lar, agricultural activities within greenbelt areas are regulaled in 
every detail. 
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THE URBAN LANDSCAPE-ECOLOGICAL STUDY IN CHINA 

DONGYAWEN 

Abstract 

In China the problems associaled wilh urban landscape-ecology 
are those that man has rather inlensely changed the Nature, 
especially in the more developed areas where the impacls on the 
landscape elements resulled from lhe urbanisation process have 
invotved the exploilalion, utilization and proteclion of walers, soils 
and plants sie. and various measures of regulation of them. 
Urbanisation process can inevitably cause the changes in natural 
landscape, but it is important to certain degree to limit the unfavour
able inlluences and results caused by man-made changes. 

lntroduction 

A city wilhin a certain territorial scope is locally a center in politics, 
economy and cullure of that region. Wilh lhe urban population 
mainty devoted to such activilies as industries, transportalion and 
trade, the cily has become a complex eco!ogical syslem of 
nature-sociely-economy in which man is the subject, nature the 
object. In this syslem the elemenls of physical environment like 
geology, landform, climate, hydrology and planls etc. having 
closest relalions wilh mankind are not only the conditions for urban 
sites, bul also the support for lhe urban development of society and 
economy. Today in China, the problems associated with urban 
landscape-ecology are ones thal man has ralher intensely 
changed lhe physic81 environment, especially in the more 
developed areas where lhe impacts an the landscape elemenls 
resulted from the urbanisalion process have involved the exploita
tion, utilization and proleclion of waters, soils and plants etc. and 
various measures of regulation of them. In the present article, 
through the tandscape-ecological study an several cities in Taihu 
lake region, while some relative questions are pul forward, certain 
effeclive ways by which to build the ecological cities are discussed. 

Ecologlcal Problems of Urban Waters 

Taihu lake region is covered wilh dense networks of rivers and in 
most cases there are several streams flowing through an urban 
poper, so a river in one city, according to ils characler of flowing into 
or flowing out the cily proper, can be divided inlo three dislricls, i.e. 
the dislrict of flowing into the city from outside region, lhe urban 
river district and lhe district of flowing out of the city. The three 
districls have different funcitons respectively in respecl lo urban 
development of society and economy. In general, the flowing-in 
river districts are suilable for the urba.n waler supply sources and 
also can provide the urban rivers wilh adequate flows for diluting or 
washing out the polluted waters in these rivers.As an important part 
of urban landscape, urban rivers mainly flow through densely 
populated residential areas, because of lhe municipal public 
facilities and drainage system not keeping steps wilh the needs of 
urban development, presently some parts of the urban rivers are 
used as sewage-discharging channels. Flowing-out rivers are 
primarily treated as ones of draining oft waters. In addilion, the 
urban rivers logether with the rivers lheir surrounding areas, play 
important roles in flood conlrol and flood draining, agricultural 
irrigalion and water lransportation elc .. Since the urban rivers are 
substances wilh mullilunctions and benefits, man's activilies 
should be direcled to seek comprehensive benefils for multipur
poses. In lhe pasl from the lackof experiences, for a lang time there 
exisled blindness in exploitalion, utilizalion of urban waters and 
consequently not only landscape slructure and funclion were 

changed, but at the same time the regulation ability of water body 
by nalure was reduced.The following taxt will lake Suzhou cily, a 
famous water city in China as a case sludy so as to summarize the 
characleristics of urban water changes and the benefits oblained 
by human regulalion of and control an lhe waler bodys. 

(1) changes of water syslem pattern 

II is lrue !hat lhe waler conservancy projects build along the 
Yangtze river-Taihu Lake confrol line have had ro1es in promoling 
benefits and abolishing harms, however lhese facilities have to a 
certain extent deslroyed the region's reasonable waler system 
formed historically in the process of the cily's development. In the 
pasl, lhere were three east-west streams and three north-soulh 
slreams which constituted lhe Suzhou cily's waler system, how· 
ever, mainly as a result of human's interference, the las! two or 
lhree centuries have witnessed considerable changes of the 
system, forexample, the six rivers' total lenglh had been shortened 
from more than 80 km to less lhan 50 km by the liberation of the 
country in 1949 and here after it conlinued to drop lo only about 25 
km in a response to the two river-filling up campaigns launched 
respectively in 1950s and 1960s. The reduction of river length and 
the disappearence of some river parts from lhe city's map have 
made more complicated lhe stream flows and the current direc· 
tions. 

In lhe hislory, the slreams running through Suzhou city properwere 
basically replenished bythe east Taihu Lake, the Xuhe river and the 
Grand Canal. Ordinally with waters coming into the urban rivers 
from the weslern and northern parts of the cily, while draining 
walers oul through the eastern and southern parts of the city, this 
practice is well coordinaled wilh lhe cily's water system pallern 
described above. Unfortunately, the Xitanghe river connecting the 
urban area wilh lhe east Taihu Lake and the Weitanghe river 
connecling the outer urban rivers with the Yangchenhu Lake have 
been transformed from the original single inflowing rivers lo the 
undefinite ones with bolh in~lows and oulflows. According to lhe 
inslantaneous measurement dala oblained in 1983, the six cross
-sections controlling lhe discharges inlo lhe city have become 
ones wilh uncertain current direclion, some of them even with 
slagnanl ocurrenls. The destruction of watersystem pallern results 
in varied currenl direclions which in turn cause pollutants sayed to 
and from in rivers andin some severe condilions lhe drinking water 
supply sources of the city are endangered. 

(2) benefits of municipal engineering regulalion 

Generally, it is diHicull for urban walers to rastere their original 
beller condilions only relying an their own regutation ability when it 
has been changed by human beings. Therefore some regulation 
and control measures applied by man like engineering techniques 
and compulsory urban management etc. are necessary. Bul if such 
measures are nol fully proved feasible before they start, lhe 
consequent results would be half with twice the ettort and the 
objeclives would nol be reached as surposed previously. In the 
early 1970s, the urban construction sector of the municipalily in 
order to change the silualions of the slagnant urban rivers succes
sively build three pumping stations and two drainage stations at five 
cily gales, wilh each station having a rated flow of 2m3/s and 
running three hours respeclively in every morning and afternoon. 
Sometimes flowing automatically, sometimes being drained by 
pumps, the inner urban streams' watercan be replaced once·every 
1.32 days. Owing to high power consumption and therefore expen-
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sive eleclricity charges, it is 100 lang a time for lhe pump slations to 
be remained lo operate for six hours a day at present. The inner 
urban rivers are depending an the outer urban rivers for their water 
supply for pumping, the latter, however, receive about 74,600 T 
pollutants form 60 important pollution sources of the city every day. 
Followed is a list of comparison of walerquality between pre- and 
after-waler replacementof inner urban rivers. DO: O.Smg/L versus 
2.6Bmg/L; COD:6.0mg/L versus 4.28mg/L; Tolal N: 1.45mg/L 
versus 0.5~)Tig/L; Tolal plankton: 1.0 x 10' celVml versus 9.71 x 
101 cell/ml, of which lhe algae and planklonic bacteria totaly keeps 
similar both before and afterthe water-replacement praclice, total 
zooplankto accounls for 9.1 and 2.7o/o respectively, aerophile 
bacleria account for 32.2 and 58% of total bacteria respeclively and 
anaerobic bacteria 67. 7 4 and 41 o/o. The obvious result by mechani
cal water replacement practice is improvement or some sensory 
indexes such as waler colour, water transparency elc., the effect on 
eliminalion of organic pollutanls is not salisfactory however. So we 
!hink that the ideal scheme is to take a complete setof comprehen
sive management measures, i.e. to intergrate the realignment of 
inner urban rivers with that of outerurban rivers, to graduallyreduce 
the discharging volumes of pollutanls from important pollulion 
sources and to inlensively build domestic sewage lreatment plants 
(in eastern, wester and southern parts of the city respectively) and if 
necessary lo divert waters from both Taihu Lake and Yangchenhu 
Lake to drain out or to dilute pollutants etc. 

Landscape-Ecological Effects of Urban Soils 
and Trees 

(1) soils 

Based on the determination and analysis of some 20 elements from 
50 samples collected in Wuxi city, Changzhou cily and Suzhou city 
respectively and at the same time by comparison lhem wilh lheir 
surrounding areas' soil background values or rarmlands (table1) 

Tab.1: comparisons ol some elements (in ppm) belween the urban soils in 
Suzhou, Wuxi, Changzou and lhe yellow mud soil or cyanosis earth 

~ yallov CYllZIOSiB aolls in aoils in solls lli "'""" 
mud aoil. ·~"' suUiou - ChMgdiou gsrbe.ge 

~ 

·~" 

"' 67.50 7).12 )21.35 15J.W 154,29 166,J 

Pb 28.99 27,31 3W,OO 240,71 2.\1.43 67,4 

Co 10.24 11.12 18.JJ 32.~ )1.29 

Ni 27.10 29,72 29,05 65,43 44,71 

Cd 0.13 0.16 2.1) 2,33 2.11 1.12 

A• 10.19 7,98 400,139 555.00 "10.00 19,2 

Cu "·" "·"' 119.03 """ 53.14 '"' '" 61.79 ':/l.52 00,58 82.21 89.14 

(yellow mud soil and cyanosis earth), it can be found from the 
comparison that some elements content in lhe urban soils is 
generaUy higher than in the contrasting soils, among lhem Pb is 
about 19 times mores, Cd one time more, As 40-70times and Zn 
2-5 times more than lhat in the contrast soils respeclively; As for 
lhe remainer, for instance, Cr is similar 10 that in the contrasting 
soils, Co, Ni and Cu appear no any accumulation. The accumula
tion of pollulion elemenls such as Pb, Cd, As etc. is mosl closely 
related to the sampling places which are mainly dislributed over 

either the urban industrial areas or highly populated residenlial 
areas. However. in Warsaw, the capitol of Poland,some people 
have engaged in certain determination works of the cily's soils and 
compared such heavy metal elemenls as Pb and Cd etc. in the soils 
of the forest park with those in the soils industrial areas, the result 
showed that under natural-ecological conditions, lhe soils of the 
forest parks suffered no heavy melal pollution. 

(2) trees 

In terms of different ecological condilions, lhe column samples from 
eleven trees in Suzhou, Wuxi and Changzhou cities' faclor'res, 
residenlial areas and roads were collected. By determinalion of 
contents of macroelements and heavy metal elemenls in the xylem 
of annual rings or the collecled samples by using plasma emission 
spectrum method, the dynamic variations of element content in the 
annual rings of trees can be found oul, especially the accumulalion 
of elements related lo human aclivities demonslrates the variation 
characteristics of tree habitats. The growlh and decline of elemenls 
in lhe tree annual rings, except attributable to the urban soils and 
urban climate, are also affected synthelically by tree age, tree 
species and management techniques. 

Pulling the delermined data into a dynamic variation program and 
dealing wilh the program by PC-1500 computer, lhe variation 
trend can be described as follows: 

(a) The Ca content in the lree annual zones varies with lhe tree 
habitat conditions and tree species. There only exists a weak 
difference between years in Ca content in the annual rings of 
Zelkova schneideriana with a 60 years growth history growed in 
gardens (Fig.1 ); the same trees of the same age growed in factory 
areas began to show a sharp increase in Ca conlent and certain Ca 
accumultion trend (Fig.2) after the tree had been growing for 7-8 
years; to years later, this growth trend begins to become genlle 
gradually. lf lhe tree habitat keeps unchanging, the Ca conlent 
varies with lhe tree species, for instance, lhe Ca contenl in the 
annual rings of Pinus thunbergii in lhe garden exhibits a descend
ing lrend year by year. 

(b) Pb, Cr, Cd, As have been detecled in the growth rings ot most 
tree species, of which Cd content in the growth rings of Platanus 
orientaHs planted in the Wuxi clay- figure- making factory shows 
certain accumulafion trend with lhe increase of age of the tree 
(Fig.3), lhis may be a response lo that the question areas are more 
developed in induslrial areas; Cd content in the annual rings of 
Platanus orientalis of 15-20 years old is increased to above 0.18 
ppm which isone -thirteenlh of 2.33 ppm on average content in the 
polluted soils of lhe city, only 0.02-0.05 ppm higher than thal in the 
contrast soils. Elements Pb, Cr, As content demonslrates no 
grealervariation. The maximum Pbconlent is 0.44 ppm (Fig. 4). lt is 
only a rate of one 10 several thousands of mean conlent apearing in 
lhe urban soils; the maximum Cr content is 2.08 ppm (Fig.5) which 
is one-thirtieth to one-fortielh of that in urban soils. The maximum 
As content is aboul 1.6 ppm (Fig.6), one-eighth to one-tenlh of 
that in the conlrast soils, one-three hundredth in the urban soils 
respeclively. 

(c) S conlent in the annual rings varies with tree habitats. Since 
1950s lhe ~Zelkova schneideriana (aboul 30 years old) growed in 
lhe Wuxi television factory showed a conlinuous increase in S 
content (Fig.7) !hat reached 640 ppm by the end of 70s and is 
several-decade tim es higher lhan the mean S conlent (8.5 ppm) in 
the soi1s, while the S content in the young Salix babylonia planted in 
Huanhe road of the city is highly 1690 ppm (Fig.B). The absorp!ion 
of S exhibited by the green tree species under different habitat 
conditions is favourable in the puriticalion of urban air pollution 
environment. 



What has described above is lhe temporal-spalial distribulional 
silualion of differenl urban ecological-funclional districls in terms 
of individual elemenl detected in tree annual rings, i.e. a simpler 
analysis about elemenl content levels under different tree age 
states and tree habitals. The adsoption to heavy melal elements 
exhibiled by the tree xylem through soils is an effective measure of 
bio-purification in proleclion and control of soil heavy melal 
pollution. Therefore such a characteristic held by lree xylem can be 
considered in the urban green land planning and environmental 
protection planning to deliberatedly develop some quick-growed 
tree species which can absorb and accumulate a great volume of 
pollution elements and toxic heavy metals. 

Conclusion 

lt can be seen from lhe above examples that in lhe more developed 
Taihu Lake area, the urban dense population and speed-up of 
industrial development have resulled in profound changes of 
natural landscape, especially lhe last two decades have experi· 
enced lhe grealest of these changes which are mainly the conse
quences of unlimely restoralion and management of the land
scape. However the restoralion and management of the nalural 
landscape is by no means to reverse the nalure or restore it to its 
original state, but is to mould it from the new slart point and to build 
the balance relationship between the man and the nature. Econom
ical developments can inevitably cause the changes in natural 
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landscape, but what is important is to adroitly guide action accord
ing to circumslances, i.e. to certain degree to limil or restrain the 
unfavourable influences and resutls caused by man-made 
changes. Correctively dealing with the relationsship between man 
and nature and combination of conforming to nalure and directional 
control ot nature are the fundamental starting points of optimizing 
lheurban landscape-ecological designing plan. 
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Figure 1. Ca content variat ion in the annual rings of 
Zelkova Schneideriana in Changzhou Park 
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Figure 2. Ca content variation in the annual rings of 

Zelkova Schneideriana in Wuxi Television 

Factory 
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Figure 3. Cd content variation in the annual rings of 

Platanus Orientalis in Wuxi C lay- figure 
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Figure4. Pb content variation in the annual rings 

of Zelkova Schneideriana in Wuxi Television 
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Figure 5. Cr cointent variation in the annual rings 

of Osmanthus Fragrans growed in one alley 

of S uzhou City 
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Figure6. As content variation in the annual rings 

of Zelkova Schneideriana in Wuxi 

Television Factory 
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Figure 7. S content variat ion rn the annual rings 

o.f Zelkova Schneideriana in Wuxi' 
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Figure8. S content variation in the annual rihgs 

of Salix Babyloniea P/anted in Huanhe Road 

inWuxi City "' "' "' 






